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C H A P TE R  ONE 

Germany before 1848 

1 .  EcoNOMIC 

GERMANY immediately after the French Revo lution was an 
underde veloped country. The German 'des titution'- a common 
expression at the time - was evident when compared with Franc e, 
whose economy was passing from agriculture to manufacture, and 
even more so when compared with England , which was already 
en tering the indus trial s tage. Germany - at  this time merely a. 

geographical expression common ly used to denote a group of 
states sharing a common language and a common pas t  membershi p  
o f  the Holy Roman Empire -was s till essentially a rural country 
with three-quarters of  her � million populat ion gaining their 
living from the land. What characterised the German economy in 
the thi rty or so years between the defeat of Napoleon and the 
revolution of 1848 was a rapid development towards the s tatus of 
an industrial power, a development ach ieved by the imposition 
from above of a market economy on a rural society.1 

In Prussia the old feuda l land structure was destroyed by three 
reforms : in October 1807, Baron vom Stein, Frederick William 
II I's Minister of Internal Affairs, abolished the prohibitions on 

1 For accounts of the socio-economic background of the period which are 
fuller than can be given here, see A. Ramm, Germany: .A Political History 
(Methuen, London, 1967) pp. 103 ff.; G. Mann, The History of Germany since 
1789 (Chatto & Wind us, London, 1968) pp. 15 ff. A wealth of detail and sound 
interpretation is given in J. Droz and P. Ayc;oberry, 'Structures sociales et 
courants ideologiques en Allemagne prerevolutionnnaire', .Annali, vx (Feltrinelli, 
M ilan, 1964) 164 ff. For the working classes, see W. Conze, 'Vom Pobel zum 
Proletariat', Vierteljahrsschrift ftlr Sozial- und Wirtschaj't8geachiclite, XLIV 
(Wiesbaden, 1954); J. Kuczynski, Die Lage der .Arbeiter unter dem Kapitalismus 
(Akademie Verlag, Berlin, 1961) I. A reliable background book is F. Schnabel, 
Deutsche Geschichte, 5th ed. (Herder, Freiburg, 1959). 
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the buying and selling of land and also suppressed the status of 
the serf, though the peasants still owed dues and services to their 
landlords; in 1811  the Prussian Minister Harden berg introduced 
a further reform by which peasants ceded part of their land to 
landlords in order to become complete owners ; finally, in 1821 , an 
Act enabled all peasants to buy off any dues still remaining, but at 
the average price of twenty-five times their anJ¥1al value. The 
result of these reforms was far-reaching : Prussian agriculture was 
rationalised and estates became much larger, the area of small and 
middle-sized holdings decreasing by 40 per cent between 1815 and 
1848, and one million hectares passing into the hands of the big 
landowners. These latter began to exploit their estates economic
ally, which had never been done before, and increasingly shared 
the views of the bourgeoisie on economic development. The former 
serfs, having acquired liberty of marriage and domicile, either 
stayed on as day labourers on the large estates or moved to the 
towns to form the growing proletariat. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, textiles were the 
only manufacture that existed on a large scale. This was favoured 
by the blockade of the Continent during the Napoleonic wars, but 
the lifting of the blockade flooded Germany with cheap English 
goods and almost ruined what industries there were. These were 
forced to modernise or go out of business and took the next 
fifteen years to recover. There was-a certain imbalance in the 
economic development of the German states caused by the 
Napoleonic occupation and the different laws that that entailed. 
Undoubtedly the leader in industrial development was Rhineland
Westp_halia, the.province where Marx was born, which had been 
annexed by France from 179? to 1814 and had thus had the l?enefit 
of economic, administrative and political reforms . What had be
fore been 108 small states were divided into four districts, feudal 
organisation was abolished, and political, juridical and fiscal 
equality was established. The corporations and customs barriers 
were done away with, much could be exported to France and pro
ducers were protected against competitioB from England. Ex
pansion was so great that in 1810 the Prefect of the Ruhr could 
plausibly claim that it was the most industrial region in Europe.  
Textiles took the lead in this expansion. They did not need much 
capital investment and a ready supply of manual labour was 
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available.  After the lifting of the continental blockade and en
forced modernisation, linen was abandoned for the more easqy 
mechanisable cotton. One further result of the occupation was a 
profound sympathy for France and French ideas among the 
population of the Rhineland, who did not welcome the decision in 
1815 of the Congress of Vienna to reattach them to Prussia, which 
was at that time a poor country ruined by war. This antipathy 
was only gradually overcome by the economic recovery of Prussia 
in about 1830. 

In Germany as a whole, industrial production was still small 
compared with France and England but was increasing fast. The 
output of the mines went up by·50 per cent between 1800 and 1830 
and doubled between 1830 and 1842. Metallurgical output tnpled 
between 1800 and 1830 and the production of consumption goods 
was eight times as great in the decade 1830-40 as in the decade 
1800-10. But it was not until eighteen states entered the Zollverein 
(Customs Union) in 1834 that very rapid expansion began. The 
development of steam-machine production was slow until the mid
thirties, being still fifty years behind England in 1831 . The steel 
firm of Krupp did not begin its expansion until about 1835. 
Typical of this expansion was the boom in railways : the first track 
in Germany was laid in 1835 and by 1847 there were 2,500 kilo
metres .  Iron production moved from 134,000 tons in 1834 to 
170,000 in 1841 , the'importation of cotton increased from 187,000 
tons in 1836 to 446,000 tons in 1845 and the number of steam 
machines trebled between 1837 and 1848. 

This expansion of industry went hand in hand with a huge 
demographic increase, which was in the region of 50 per cent 
between 1815 and 1855, and which also profoundly affected the 
economic and social structure of the country. This increase was 
generally higher in the rural areas of the east than in the w�st, 
partly owing to the relaxation of restrictions on the age of mar
riage, partly owing to increased cultivation of potatoes, which 
could feed larger families. There was also a sharp rise in the 
population of the industrial areas of Rhineland-Westphalia, the 
valley of the Main, and Saxony, owing to the impossibility of 
limiting the families of industrial workers and also, though later, 
to the influx from the surrounding countryside; the chronic 
underemployment in Germany began in agricultural areas which 
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could not support the increase in population, and this surplus was 
only later transferred to the towns. There was also an immense 
emigration to other European countries and to America - 750,000 
in the thirty years before 1848. 

Thus the fact that there was a huge expansion of industry at 
just this time was partly due to previous agricultural reforms, the 
demographic explosion and the amount of cheap labour avail
able; partly too, those German industries which had survived the 
shock of foreign competition were now in a position to expand; 
partly, the reform of the customs system greatly facilitated trade; 
and finally, among the younger generation that started on business 
careers in the mid-thirties, there was a new attitude : this was the 
first generation to have had the benefit of a technical education, 
and the opportunity to travel widely in their own country and 
abroad. Emancipated from traditional beliefs, they were in a posi
tion to realise the potentialities of the demographic explosion . 

�. S ociAL 

This industrial development, encouraged by the rural crisis and 
the rapid increase in population and bringing with it the factory 
as the unit of production, necessarily brought about many changes 
in the social structure. The large landowners who exploited their 
estates according to the laws of the market still kept certain feudal 
privileges :  they were exempt from property tax, had their own 
police and courts for petty justice, enjoyed ecclesiastical patronage 
and dominated provincial parliaments . Though

' 
not all nobles, 

they combined fortunes usually built up by speculation with the 
prestige accruing from tradition. Although they tended to lose. 
control over the administration of towns, they still retained their 
hold on the highest public offices and on the Army. 

The middle classes were the real beneficiaries of the industrial 
expansion ; favoured by the Napoleonic legislation, they trans
formed themselves from large-scale merchants into industrialists 
and entrepreneurs . There were hard times - particularly after the 
wars of liberation - and the necessity of concentrating on their 
economic interest partly explains their very slow development of a 
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political consciousness . Also, unlike the French bourgeoisie before 
th� revolution of 1789, the German middle classes were strongly 
pietistic, a typical area being the valley of the Wupper where 
Engels was brought up. Here the Calvinist spirit maintained a 
rigid sense of hierarchy and of the duty of increasing God-given 
wealth for His greater glory. The exception was the Rhenish 
bourgeoisie who, owing to their advanced industry and French 
influence, began to ask for greater representation in the pro
vincial Parliament, more freedom of expression and stronger legal 
guarantees. 

Much more numerous than the bourgeoisie were the artisans, 
and their social position was the one most threatened by economic 
developments. The strict meaning of the word •artisan' was a 
master craftsman who worked in his own home and employed 
•companions'. In the original organisation of the work the mer
chant entrusted the whole process of production to each of his 
artisans. Then came the stage of manufacture, that is, division of 
labour. Sometimes the tools belonged to the owner of the business 
and thus the independence of the artisans was further diminished. 
The third stage was the introduction of a factory, that is, central
isation and mechanisation of production. In this process the 
artisans were gradually squeezed out of business by industry and 
lost their independence, some becoming dependent on wholesalers 
and others being forced into factories. Previously the artisans had 
been protected by restrictive corporations, by innumerable 
customs barriers throughout Germany and by the different cur
rencies in most states: Prussia had sixty-seven customs barriers 
and there were seventy-one different currencies in the Western 
Provinces. During the 1830s those artisans working in building, 
mechanics and luxury goods were quite prosperous, as the begin
ning of the industrial expansion gave them a market, but soon 
afterwards its immense progress removed the economic viability 
of one trade after another. The number of companions was de
creasing and there was a lot of movement, either abroad or into 
the factories .  Those left were opposed to the effects of capitalism 
and in favour of the restoration of corporations. The master 
artisans were in the same position as their companions and were 
often even more conservative, as they had further to fall socially if 
deprived of their position. Thus throughout most of the period the 
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artisans were in an ambivalent position; the suppression of the 
corporations and the growth of the towns had given many of them 
a temporary prosperity, but the advent of industry made them 
dependent on the bourgeoisie. 

It was, of course, among industrial workers that there was the 
most rapid expansion of numbers - a sevenfold increase between 
1800 and 1848. This was the age of the lengthening of the number 
of hours in the working day and the employment of women and 
children. Although it is true that it at least gave an opportunity 
to work to landless peasants and unemployed artisans, yet the life 
of a factory worker did not offer much compensation. ·wages con
tinued to sink : if an index of 100 is taken for 1800, by 1830 this 
was 86 and by 1848 it was 74, with a minimum of 57 in the crisis 
year of 1847. And case studies show that most industrial workers 
lived at well below subsistence level. Yet these workers did not yet 
amount to a class-conscious proletariat. For firstly there were not 
very many of them: in the mid-1840s there were' still more artisans 
than industrial workers in Prussia; secondly, each type of worker 
tended still to cling to his professional title, customs and way of 
working. •social questions' were first brought to the fore by worried 
sections of the bourgeoisie, and though Bildungavereine (study 
circles) began to form among the workers, it was the Germans 
working abroad who were the most class-conscious. 

Although it is true that the real industrial expansion did not 
take place in Germany until after 1850, that the country �as still 
predominantly rural and that the corporations and Junkers still 
retained considerable control over society, yet the agricultural re
form, the rapid increase of population, the urban societies dis
located by the new rich and the j obless artisans, the rapid mobility 
and growing class oppositions afforded a rich field for the develop
ment an,d propagation of political ideas. 

s. POL ITICAL 

The political ideas in Germany before 1848 did not, of course, cor
respond with any exactness to the socio-economic groups de
scribed above. Moreover, there were no political parties and some 
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states, notably Prussia, did not even have a constitution. Never
theless, it is possible to group political attitudes into five main 
streams : conservatism, political Catholicism, liberalism, radicalism 
and nascent socialism.l 

a. Conservatism 

German conservatism was no mere negative reaction to the grow
ing forces of liberalism and democracy, and thus no movement 
simply to restore old powers . It aimed at giving society some sort of 
immanent order. Whereas in England the nobility maintained 
their influence through controlling Parliament and in France they 
were a more or less clerical remnant, having lost power in 1789, in 
Germany the conservative nobility were powerflJ.l but not or
ganised. They formed no political party and their only formal 
groupings were in certain pietist movements . 

The leaders of the main stream of conservative thought. were 
the brothers Gerlach, the political philosopher Stahl, the theo
logian Hengstenberg and the historian Leo. They were uniformly 
hostile to any sort of rationalism and thus not merely anti-liberal 
and anti-democratic, but also opposed to the sort of absolutism 
practised by Frederick William III or Joseph of Austria on the 
grounds that it was a rationalist conception of power. They 
believed that the whole was definitely superior to its parts, looked 
back with admiration to the Empire of the Middle Ages and gave 
their support tt> the supra-national Holy Alliance. They laid em
phasis on tradition and legitimacy and thus were strong royalists, 
integrating these conceptions into a hierarchical and organic out
look stemming from the romantic political philosophers like 
Muller and Friedrich Schlegel.2 They were thus firm supporters 
of the •christian state' and, when in favour' of a constitution, 
wished to see it based on the old estates . 

Certain conservatives had a strongly developed social con-

1 Two excellent accounts of the German political thought of this period are 
to be found in E. R. Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte (I{ohlhammer, 
Stuttgart, 1960) II 324 ff., and in the second half of the article by Droz and 
AyQoberry cited above. 

1 On this aspect, see H. Reiss, The Political ThW1]ht of the German Romantics 
(Blackwell, Oxford, 1955). 
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science and were among the first to draw attention to social 
problems and the misery of the poorest classes .l Some inherited 
this from the sense of responsibility for those under their protec
tion that their feudal predecessors had possessed . These were men 
such as Victor Aime Huber and Lorenz von Stein, who advocated 
a 'social monarchy• and called on the king to aid the property-less 
classes against the p roperty-owners. Frederick William IV was 
profoundly affected by this attitude and worked hard to found 
charitable relief organisations . There was also a dis tinct group of 
such liberal conservatives as Ranke and Radovitz, whose chief 
concern was German unity and a certain amount of representative 
government. 

b. Political Catholiciam 

Up to 1837 the political views of Protestants and Catholics were 
not dis tinguishable on confessional grounds. 1837 was the year 
of the 'Cologne affair•, which awakened the political consciousness 
of Catholics throughout Germany. The new Archbishop ofCologne 
decided to enforce the hitherto neglected papal edict on mixed 
marriages requiring promises from both parents that the children 
would be brought up as Catholics. Since this was contrary to the 
Royal Ed ict of 1825, the king had no alternative but to arrest the 
archbishop, who was thus able to appear as a martyr. This foc used 
Catholic opposition to the Governmemt until he was released in 
1840 when Frederick William IV succeeded to the throne. That the 
Prussi an Government had, in the end, been forced to give in, gave 
Catholics a sense of triumph and made for a renewal of ultra
montane s pirit. This Catholic revival was not, as in France and 
Belgium, a liberal one, for its supporters were anti-democratic and 

1 It was a romantic philosopher, Franz Baader, who, with reference to his 
native Bavaria in 1835, seems first to have used the word 'proletariat', and 
pointed out its significance for society. In an essay entitled tJber daB dermalige 
Mis��t�erhiJJtnis der V erm(Jgslosen oder Proletairs zu den V erm/Jgen beBitzenden 
Klassen {1835), be described the law of the accumulation of capital in a few 
hands and claimed that neither charity nor police measures nor a constitutional 
state with citizenship limited to property-holders could help the working 
classes, who should be given the right to defend their own interests, under the 
guidance of the Church, by forming associations. 
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romantic. Believing that the Church was founded by God as an 
instrument of eternal salvation, they held that in no circum
stances should it be subordinate to the state. Thus they appeared 
to share the liberal thesis of the separation of Church and state 
and to be in favour of liberty of expression, information and 
assembly as means of achieving this. 

Most politically-minded Catholics were, however, profoundly 
conservative and wished to see a Christian monarchy i,n which the 
Church, free in discipline and teaching, imbued the state with its 
moral precepts. They did not aim for the restoration of the old 
secular power of the Church, but wanted public recognition and 
guarantee of the position of the Church with a view to her 
.-spiritual effectiveness. This involved an official acceptance of 
Christian marriage as a fundamental state institution and a con
demnation of mixed marriages. Education, too, was held to be the 
province of the Church, and state education was viewed with sus
picion. There was not much unity �mong Catholics on purely 
political questions, though most of their active members came from 
the nobility of south and west Germany and Silesia. To any con
ception of individual freedom their philosophers Baader and 
Jarcke opposed an organic philosophy of the state. They were in 
favour of representation by estates, and the idea of the restora
tion of the old empire and its constitution exercised a very strong 
influence on them. 

The leading group of political Catholics formed around Josef 
Gorres,  who, though in his youth a follower of Kant and an en
thusiast for the principles of the French Revolution, became in 
the. thirties chief spokesman for the Catholic party. He exercised 
a wide influence through his pamphlets, of which the most widely 
read was his Athanaaius supporting the Church's position on the 
'Cologne affair' . Other members of his group included Baader, 
Jarcke and Dollinger, who later became famous for his opposition 
to the decrees of the Vatican Council. In the Rhineland there also 
arose among the bourgeoisie a Catholi<.ism that was politically 
liberal and did not exclude the principles of the French Revolu
tion. There was, too, a group around Buss and Bishop von 
Ketteler, who were interested in social questions and advocated a 

form of 'social state'. Both these two latter groups were, however, 
relatively small. 
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c. Liberalism 

The desires of the commercial bourgeoisie to have a greater say in 
the decision-making process gave strength to the various currents 
of liberal thought. 

Two main parties can be discerned. 
The ideas of the first, and more conservative, whose chief 

thinker was Dahlmann, had close affinities with those of the con
servative, organic state . For them, the individual was no isolated 
atom without any necessary connection with his fellow men. He 
had the position and function of a free and responsible member of 
a society. The state was a j uridical person, and it was in the state 
as such that sovereignty resided. These liberals rej ected equally 
the idea that sovereignty resided in the king and the idea that it 
resided in the people. Indeed, they maintained that only if the 
state were sovereign could the freedom of the individual be 
guaranteed, a freedom that would be endangered, if not de
stroyed, by the sovereignty of either king or people. The power of 
the state was not, of course, limitless, as it was bounded by a 
balance of powers and a written constitution. Moreover, each 
person had a double status : his rights and duties as an individual 
could not contravene the inborn rights he possessed as a citizen. 
The liberalism of England -was more of a model here than that of 
France, for the English development seemed organic, less artificial, 
and thus appealed to men with a historical and evolutionary view 
of politics.  The more conservative German liberals were against a 

system based on a parliament and advocated a constitutional 
monarchy where power would be divided equally betweeu a 
hereditary monarch and elected representatives of the people.  
Executive power would be vested in ministers appointed by the 
king and responsible to, though not dependent on, parliament. 
These ideas were strongest in the north of Germany, being 
championed by liberal Hegelians like Strauss and Rosenkranz, 
and particularly so in the Rhineland, where there was a continu
ous and successful struggle, led by businessmen like Camphausen 
and Mevissen, to safeguard the "Code Civil' and the principle of 
the equality of all citizens before the law. This struggle kept alive 
in the Rhineland a spirit of autonomy and dislike of Prussia's 
religious policies and semi-feudal absolutism. In East Prussia a 
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section of  the aristocracy, impelled by the incapacity of  the state 
bureaucracy to deal with the problems of decreasing markets for 
agricultural products and increasing rural misery, gave their sup
port to a liberal movement centred on the town of Konigsberg, 
where Kant had lived and taught. The President of East Prussia, 
von Schon, published a pamphlet emphasising that an Estates
General belonged to the fundamental rights of every country, and 
Dr .Johann Jacoby was arraigned on a charge of high treason for 
publishing a demand that the king grant the constitution he had 
promised. 

The other major current of liberal thought laid much more 
emphasis on the freedom of the individual, and was influenced by 
the French liberals like Benjamin Constant, who had opposed the 
Bourbon restoration and gained a victory in the July Revolution. 
This current was orientated towards France and the principles of 
1789. The Baden politician Rotteck was typical of these liberals, 
who were most numerous in the west, in states (like Baden) where 
there was a parliament and open discu,ssion of political issues. 
They held Rousseau and Montesquieu in high esteem, laid great 
emphasis on the sovereignty of parliament, and advocat�d a parlia
mentary monarchy on the model of the 'bourgeois monarchies' of 
France and Belgium.1 

d. Radicalism 

Whereas liberalism was a movement with much support (at least 
tacit) among large sections of the population, aiming at something 
practical and limited - a say in the government of the country 
- radical ideas were confined to groups of intellectuals, of which 
the most prominent was that of the Young Hegelians. These 
ideas had little popular influence apart from the poems of Hoff
mann von Fallersleben, Freiligrath and Herwegh, and such 
opposition movements within the Churches as the Protestant 
Lichtfreunde and the Catholic Deutschkatholizismus. The liberals 
had no attitude of systematic opposition to government proposals 
and set great store by legality. Their aim was to adapt, not to 
destroy, the monarchic system, and they emphasised the im-

1 Further on the liberalism of this period, and particularly the part played 
hy the academics, see R. H. Thomas, Liberalism, ·Nationalism and the German 
Intellectuals, 1821-1847 (Heffer, Cambridge, 1951). 
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portance of uniformity and a lack of sectarianism : Rotteck and 
the Baden liberals were opposed to voting in their Parliament and 
wished all decisions to be taken by consensus. The radicals, on the 
other hand, were a priori revolutionary and accepted ,.ery little 
compromise in their advocacy of popular sovereignty, universal 
suffrage and even republicanism. 

The central idea of the radicals was that of popular sovereignty, 
their interpretation of which was obviously inspired by Rousseau's 
doctrine that the general will was omnipresent and omnipotent. 
For they held that all state power - executive and j udicial as well 
as legislative - had its origin in the people. Having none of the 
historical and evolutionary considerations of the liberals, they 
were also in favour of a national democracy in a single, indivisible 
state. This carried with it the idea of a republic, and radicals op
posed" unconditionally any idea of monarchy. Like the liberals, 
they demanded elections to a national parliament, but insisted on 
there being only one chamber, as the people had only one will . The 
government would be an executive comrrJttee of this parliament 
and entirely dependent on it .  Radicalism rejected any idea of 
balances and checks, since it considered the only guarantee of 
freedom to be participation of all citizens in the government of 
the country. Underlying these ideas was a conception of equality 
fundamentally different from that of the liberals. Liberals, when 
they talked of the "people', did not mean all the individuals in the 
state, and Rotteck declared himself in no way opposed to "the 
natural and real inequality of political influence according to a 
man's different talents, moral weight and wealth, .1 The radicals ,  
on the other hand, denied that class inequality could ever be eith�r 
natural or rational. On the contrary, they considered that in
equality of class position should be compensated by equality of 
political rights and that universal suffrage was fundamental to any 
just and rational constitution. 

This radicalism, which only gradually separated itself from 
liberalism and did not achieve a complete break until the early 
1840s, first appeared as a force in the manifestations in Germany 
that followed the July Revolution in France. In 1831 there was a 

short-lived coup engineered by radical elements in Gottingen ; in 
1832, at a political rally to condemn the suppression of Johann 

1 Staatslexikon, ed. Rotteck and Welcker (Altona, 1837) IV 252 f. 
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With's association for the support of  a free press in  Hambach in  
the Palatinate, 30,000 people assembled, many sporting the black, 
red and gold of the banned Burachenschaften (radical student or
ganisations); and in 1833 there was even an attack on the city of 
Frankfurt. 

These manifestations led Metternich, the Austrian Chancellor, 
to introduce into the federal Di'et in 1832 the six articles re
affirming that all power was in the hands of the princes and that 
parliaments had no power to impede the princes' government. 
These articles reaffirmed the censorship, and further laws forbade 
political societies and the holding of public meetings except under 
close observation. The failure of the radicals' haphazard political 
demonstrations meant that thereafter opposition inside Germany 
had to confine itself to literary and religious fields . In literature, 
the tone was set by the "Young Germany� movement; they were 
strongly influenced by Saint-Simonian ideas, their leader was Karl 
Gutzkov and their most famous writer Heinrich Heine.,l In 
religion, the radical disciples of Hegel, Karl Marx among them, 
developed an attack on their master's synthesis of religion and 
philosophy. The movement quickly became political and some of 
its members left Germany and joined the radical associations of 
German emigrants that had begun to form in France, Belgium and 
Switzerland soon after Metternich's repressive measures. Here 
socialist ideas were already beginning to spread. 

e. Socialism 

It was not the working classes in Germany who were at the origin 
of socialist ideas. Germany was only in the process of becoming an 
industrialised country, and industrial workers were nowhere near 
the majority of the population. They did not have sufficient 
organisation and were nostalgic for the past rather than revolu
tionary. Socialist ideas were spread by a party of the intellectual 
elite, who saw the proletarian masses as a possible instrument of 
social renewal. 

French utopian socialism began to have an influence inside 
Germany during the 1830s.2 In Trier itself (where Marx was 

1 On the movement, see E. Butler, The Saint-Simonian Religion in Germany 
(Cambridge University Press, 1926). 1 Ibid. 
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born), Ludwig Gall spread Fourierist ideas ; but in Berlin the 
poems of Heine and the lectures of Gans gained a wider audience. 
The first book by a native German communist was Die heilige 
Geschichte der Menschheit ("The Sacred History of Mankind), 
written by Moses Hess, who had picked up communist ideas after 
running away to Paris from his father's factory in Cologne.1 The 
book was mystical and meandering, but contained quite clearly the 
idea of the polarisation of classes and the imminence of a pro
letarian revolution. A year later a tailor, Wilhelm Weitling, active 
in the expatriate German workers' association in Paris and 
Switzerland, published a booklet entitled Die Menschheit wie sie 
ist und wie sie sein sollte ("Mankind as it is and as it ought to be') .2  
It was a messianic work which defended, against the rich and 
powerl'ul of the earth who caused all inequality and injustice, the 
right of all to education and happiness by means of social equality 
and justice. But the book which most helped to spread knowledge 
of socialism was Lorenz von Stein's inquiry, Der Socialismus und 
Kommunismus des heutigen Frankreichs ("The Socialism and Com
munism of Present-Day France') .3 Early in the 1840s some of the 
radical disciples of Hegel, following Feuerbach's humanist inter
pretation of Hegel's philosophy, evolved a socialism based on the 
idea of man� a •species-being'.4 

4. IN'l'ELLECTU AL 

a. 'l'he Princ·iples of 1789 

Both liberals like Rotteck and also socialists owed a large debt to 
the thinkers of eighteenth�century France - Voltaire, Diderot, 

1 On Hess, see the definitive biography by E. Silberner, Moses Hess (E. J. 
Brill, Leiden, UJ66). On 'The Sacred History', see ibid, pp. 31 ff. ; D. McLellan, 
The Young Hegelians and Kart Marx (Macmillan, London, 1969) pp. 137 ff. 
Hess's book is reprinted in Moses Hess. Philosophiache und socialistiache 
AufsiUze, ed. A. Cornu and W. Monke (Akademie Verlag, Berlin, 1961) pp. 1-� 4. 

�On Weitling, see C. Wittke, The Utopian Communist (Louisiana State 
University Press, Baton Rouge, 1950). 

a For a fuller account of Stein's ideas, see below, p. 94. 
' A more detailed account of �he origins of German socialism can be found in 

A. Cornu, Karl Marx et Friedrich Engels (Presses Universitaires de France, 
Paris, 1955) I 23 ff., and G. D. II. Cole, A History of Socialist Thought 
(Macmillan, London, Wli3) I 219 ff. 
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Condillac, Helvetius and Rousseau.1 They were essentially 
rationalists and had a limitless faith in the power of reason to 
explain and improve the world. In this belief they tempered the 
dogmatic rationalism of the classical metaphysicians like Leibniz 
with the British empiricism of Locke and Hume. They believed 
that they were capable of showing that men were by nature good 
and all equally rational ; the cause of human misery was simply 
ignorance, which resulted partly from unfortunate material cir
cumstances, and partly from a deliberate suppression or distor
tion of the truth by those in authority, whether civil or religious, 
to whose obvious interest it was to perpetuate-the deceptions 
under which mankind laboured. One of the chief means of destroy
ing this state of affairs was education ; another was change in 
man's environment. Most of the editors of the Encyclopedia shared 
to some extent the determinist views of the materialist La Mettrie 
in his notorious book L 'Homme machine. Yet the French material
ists put most emphasis on reason, self-consciousness and the 
power to shape the future as the characteristics that distinguished 
human beings from animals. They intended to do for social life 
what men like Kepler and Newton had done for the physical 
sciences . Most prominent in this crusade for free arid rational 
inquiry into personal and social issues was Voltaire, whQse talents 
as a propagandist spread the new ideas far and wide.  Rousseau, 
although his ideas were fundamentally different from those of his 
contemporary radicals, made common cause with them when it 
was a question of opposition to the ancien regime. His language 
was altogether more emotional and gave to will a place equal to, 
if not higher than, reason ; often the mystical vagueness of his 
language added to its attraction, and Rousseau was quoted as a 
support 'for incompatible theories : Kant drew from Rousseaq. an 
individualistic approach to politics, whereas Hegel's disciples 
quoted him in favour of a transcendental state. a 

1 See Marx's own account of these thinkers in Die heilige Familie ('The Holy 
Family') , reprinted in K. Marx and F. Engels, Hiatorisch-kritische Gesamt
aU8!Jabe, ed. D. Rjazanov and V. Adoratskij (Berlin, 1927 ff.) 1 iii 173 ff. 
(hereafter referred to as MEGA} and translated in The Essential Writings of 
Karl Marx, (MacGibbon & Kee, London, 1967} pp. 25 ff. 

1 For the views of the eighteenth-century materialists and their expression 
in the French Revolution, see Kingsley Martin, French Liberal Thought in the 
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b. Hegel 
Meanwhile in Germany, where the French Revolution was greeted 
with enthusiasm, it was Kant above all who gave these principles 
their philosophical foundati on and carried further the struggle 
against dogmatic religion and the emphasis on the value of human 
reason already expressed by literary writers such as Lessing. Kant 
considered that human reason was limited to the world of pheno
mena and that things in themselves were outside its scope. But 
reason was free to discover the world of experience and its laws. 
Th� m oral philosophy of Kant was based on the autonomy of the 
individual conscience as the source of obligations, and thus, 
although he reintroduced God, freedom and immortality as 
legitimate hypotheses, his emphasis on the centrality of human 
reason was the same as that of the French materialists . 

The discussion of the problems of knowledge raised by Kant 
was continued by Fichte and Schelling. Fichte found the funda
mental unity of being, after which all idealists hankered, in the 
creativity of the human mind, a creativity that included the whole 
of the obj ective world. Schelling also laid emphasis on the primacy 
of spirit and described the progress from nature to spirit which 
then in i ts turn penetrated nature to such an extent that, in a 
work of art for example, they were both one. In addition to this  
search for a single principle from which to explain all being, the 
German idealists were also concerned to rej ect any transcendence 
and believed that the regulative principle of the world was im
manent to it. Th1rdly, they considered that the ideas of develop
ment and change were fundamental to an understanding of the 
world ; and finally, they saw "<!ontradiction and opposition•as the 
s ource of all chhnge. 

Hegel's maj or contribution was to take up these disparate 
themes and unite them into 1:1. comprehensive system.1 Hegel was a 
Swabian, born in Stuttgart in 1770, the year that Kant took up 

Eighteenth Century, 3rd ed. (Phoenix House, London, 1962); J. L. Tahnon, 
The Origins of Totalitarian DemOC'I'acy (Seeker & Warburg, London, 1952). 

1 It is obviously impossible to give an adequate account of the ideas of so 
complex a thinker in so short a space. What is aimed at here is a very brief 
conspectus ;  the more detailed aspects of Hegel's doctrines will be dealt with as 
they affect the development of Marx's thought. Two good recent books in 
English dealing with Hegel's philosophy in general are if. N. Findlay, Hegel: 
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his professorship at Konigsberg. He studied theology at the Uni
versity of Tiibingen for five years, and then became a private 
tutor while evolving his ideas in several long articles, most of 
which were only published in 1907. A legacy enabled him to join 
Schelling, a friend from his student days, at the University of 
Jena, though he soon began to part company with Schelling's 
ideas, which he considered vague and romantic. This break came 
into the open with the appearance in 1807 of Hegel's first major 
published work and his most influential, Phiinomerwlogie des Geiatea 
("The Phenomenology of Spirit') . The victoty of Napoleon at Jena 
the same year deprived Hegel of his living and he became head
master of a grammar school in Nuremberg, during which period he 
wrote his second major work, Wisaenachaft der Logik ("Science of 
Logic'). In 1816 he obtained a chair of philosophy in Heidelberg, 
and then in 1818 he accepted the chair in Berlin, where he re
mained until his death in 1831. While in Berlin, Hegel published 
his major political work, Grundlinien der Philosophic des Rechta 
('Outlines of the Philosophy of Right'). The notes of his various 
lectures taken by his students were published after his death. 

The great merit of Hegel's philosophy, wrote Engels, was that 
•for, the first time the totality of the natural, historical and 
spiritual aspects of the world were conceived and represented as a 
process of constant transformation and development and an effort 
was made to show the organic character of this process'.l Hegel 
started from the belief that, as he said of the French Revolution, 
•man 's existence has its centre in his head, i.e. in Reason, under 
whose inspiration he builds up the world of reality' .2 In his greatest 
work, the Phiinomenologie, Hegel traces the development of mind 
or spirit, reintroducing historical movement into philosophy and 
asserting that the human mind can attain to absolute knowledge. a 

A .Re-examination (Allen & Unwin, London, 1968), and W. Kaufmann, Hegel 
(Doubleday, New York, 1960). See also H. Marcuse, &tuon and Revolution 
(Oxford University Press, New York, 1941), the more analytic approach in 
J. Plamenatz, Man and Society (Longmans, London, 1963) II 129 ff., S. Avineri, 
Hegel's Theory of the Modem State (Cambridge, 1972); R. Plant, Hegel (London, 
1973); and C. Taylor, Hegel (Cambridge, 1975). 

1 F. Engels, 'Socialism, Utopian and Scientific', reprinted in K. Marx and 
F. Engels, Selected Works (Moscow, 1962) n 162. 

• G. W. F. Hegel, Werke (Berlin, 1832 tf.) IX 441. 
3 On this work, see the translation by Sir James Baillie, 2nd ed. (Allen & 
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He analyses the development of human consciousness, from its 
immediate perception of the here and now, to the stage of self
consciousness, the understanding that allows man to analyse the 
world and order his own actions accordingly. Following this is the 
stage of reason itself, understanding of the real, after which spirit, 
by means of religion and art, attains to absolute knowledge, the 
level at which man recognises in the world the stages of his own 
reason. These stages Hegel calls 'alienations', in so far as they are 
creations of the human mind yet thought of as independent and 
superior to the human mind. This absolute knowledge is at the 
same time a sort' of recapitulation of the human spirit, for each 
successive stage retains elements of the previous ones at the same 
time as it goes beyond them. This movement that suppresses and 
yet conserves Hegel called Aufhebung, a word that has this 
double sense in German. Hegel also talked of 'the power of the 
negative', thinking that there was always a tension between 
any present state of affairs and what it was becoming. For 
any present state of affairs was in the process of being negated, 
changed into something else. This process was what Hegel meant 
by dialectic. 

It is worth while looking more closely at Hegel's ideas on the 
state and on religion, as these were the fields where he was most 
strongly criticised by his disciples. According to Hegel's political 
philosophy, which was part of his general effort to reconcile 
philosophy with reality, human consciousness manifests itself 
objectively in man's juridical, moral, social and political institu
tions. These institutions permit spirit to attain to a full liberty, 
and the attainment of this liberty is made possible by the social 
morality present in the successive groups of the family, civil 
society and the state. The family educates a man to moral 
autonomy, whereas civil society organises the economic, profes
sional and cultur�l life. Only the highest level of social organisa
tion - the state, which Hegel calls 'the reality of concrete liberty' -

Unwin, London, 1949) ; also J. Loewenberg, Hegel's Phenomenology (Open 
Court Publishing Co. , La Salle, Ill., 1965). The classical commentary is 
J. Hyppolite, Genese et structure de la phlnombwlogie de I' esprit de Hegel, 2 vols 
(Aubier, Paris, 1946) . For a brilliant Marxist-Existentialist interpretation, 
less true to Hegel, see A. Kojeve, Introduction a la lecture de Hegel (Gallimard, 
Paris, 1947). 
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is capable of synthesising particular rights and universal reason 
into the final stage of the evolution of objective spirit. Thus Hegel 
rejects the view that man is free by nature and that the state 
curtails this natural freedom. For him the state is the only means 
of making man's freedom real. And because Hegel believed that 
no philosopher could move outside his own times and thus 
rejected theorising about abstract ideals, he considered that the 
state he described was to some extent already present in Prussia. 
Hegel's political philosophy was undoubtedly rather ambivalent : 
on the one hand he described the French Revolution as a "glorious 
dawn' and throughout his life drank a toast on the day that the 
Bastille fell ; on the other hand many of his pronouncements, 
particularly later in life, tended to a more conservative, not to say 
reactionary, position.l 

Hegel's views on religion, which played a central role in the 
formation of his thought, were also open to more than one inter
pretation. Religion, together with philosophy, was for him the 
highest form of man's spiritual life. Religion - and by this Hegel, 
who remained a practising Lutheran all his life, meant Protestant 
Christianity, which ' he considered the highest and final form of 
religion- was the return of the Absolute Idea to itself. The content 
of religion was the same as that of philosophy, though its method 
of apprehending was different. For whereas philosophy employed 
concepts, religion used imagination. These unsatisfactory imagin
ings afforded only a fragmentary and imprecise knowledge of what 
philosophy comprehended rationally. But religion could be linked 
to philosophy by means of a philosophy of religion, and Hegel 
considered that the particular dogmatic contents of the religious 
imagination were necessary stages in the development of Absolute 
Spirit. The philosophy of religion interpreted at a higher level 
both naive faith and critical reason. Thus Hegel rejected the view 
of the eighteenth-century rationalists that religion did inade-

1 On the question of how liberal in politics Hegel really was, see Z. A. 
Pelczynski's introduction to Hegel's Political Writings (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1964) and criticism of Pelczynski by Sidney Hook in his articles 'Hegel 
Re--habilitated', Encoonter (Jan 1965), and 'Hegel and his Apologists', 
Encoonter (May 1966), together with the replies by S. Avineri and Pelczynski, 
Encounter (Nov 1965 and Mar 1966).  These articles are now collected in Hegel's 
Political Philosophy, ed. W. Kaufmann (New York, 1 970) .  
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quately what .only science was competent to do; in his eyes, 
religion (or his philosophical interpretation of it) fulfilled man's 
constant psychological need to have an image of himself and of 
the world by which he could orientate himself. l  

c .  The Hegelian School 

In the years immediately following Hegel's death, his school was 
united and supreme in the German universities . Its influence 
spreading out from Berlin, where Hegel had had his chair, it had 
outposts in every university in Germany, its own philosophical 
club and its own periodical. The Prussian Minister of Culture, 
Altenstein, was favourable to Hegelianism and had helped to 
advance t_he academic careers of Hegelians .  A complete edition of 
the master's works was prepared by seven of his pupils. These 
considered that the philosophical achievement of Hegel was, as a 
whole, exhaustive. His followers thus did not seek to innovate in 
philosophy. They were content to defend and elaborate the 
principles of the master in fields that he had only touched on. 
"Hegel', 'Said Gans, one of the seven, "has left behind a host of 
gifted people, but no successor. '2 

In time, however, the inevitable difFerences of opinion began to 
occur within the Hegelian school that were to lead eventually to a 
split between Right and Left Hegelians.3 These terms, though 
they had a political origin in the French Convention, were used 
exclusively to designate religious attitudes, and indeed sometimes 
were quite inappropriate politically : Gans, for example, who was 
certainly regarded as an Old Hegelian, was Left politically. 

The orthodox Hegelian Michelet described the difFerences be
tween the two sides thus :4 the Right of the school held to the 

1 :For Hegel's views on religion, see K. Barth, Prorn Rousseau to Ritscltl 
(S.C.M. Press, London, 1959) pp. 268 ff. ; P. Asveld, La Pensee religieuse du 
jeune Hegel (Desclee de Brouwer, Paris, 1953) ; A. Chappelle, Hegel et Ia 
Religion, 2 vols (Paris, 1964) ; K. Lowith, 'Hegel and the Christian Religion',  in 
Nature, History and Existentialism (Northwestern U.P., Evanston, Ill. ,  1966) 
pp. 162 ff. 

2 E. Gans, Vermischte Schriften (Berlin, 1834) p. 251 .  
3 The first person t o  use these terms of the Hegelian school was D .  F. Strauss 

in his Streitschriften (Tubingen, 1837) m 93. 
' Cf. C. Mic�elet, Entwicklungsgeschichte der neuesten deutschen Pltilosophie 

(BerliQ, 1843) pp. 316 ff. 
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slogan that ' the real is the rational', and saw nothing irrational 
in the traditional representation of religion. They considered that 
the maj or representation of religion, the transcendental person
ality of God, the uniqueness of Christ, the individual immortality 
of the soul, were part of its essential eontent. Thus they upheld 
the Hegelian doctrine of the unity of philosophy and religion. The 
Left Hegelians could not admit this unity ; they began to ask (and 
here they were j oined by many orthodox Lutherans to whom any 
type of Hegelianism was abhorrent) whether Hegel was not really 
a. pantheist. Questions began to be asked about the personality of 
God and the immortality of the soul. Hegel's teaching on these 
points was not clear, and the verbal tradition of his lectures often 
varied. The principle that the Left Hegelians held to was that 
'the rational is the real'. Thus the Left side of the school opposed 
the Right's optimism with a pessimism that set out to destroy the 
dogmas enshrined in religious representations that were now out
dated. These representations all had to be j udged by a progressive 
reason, not one which, as Hegel had said, only 'paints grey with 
grey' and thus merely recognised what already existed. For the 
master had also said that an age comprehended in thought was 
already in advance of its time, and the Left side drew the con
clusion that the comprehension of religion already modified even 
its content, while its form became a pure myth. 

This argument came right out into the open with the publica
tion in  1835 of David Strauss's Daa Leben Jeau ('The Life o f  
Jesus').  Strauss had studied theology a t  Tiibingen, where h e  was 
taught by the radical Old Testament critic F. C. Baur, and had 
come to Berlin in time to attend the last few of Hegel's lectures.  
Whereas Hegel had considered the historicity of the Gospels to 
be comparatively unimportant and concentrated on interpreting 
their symbolic content, Strauss considered that the essence of the 
Christian religion was to be found in the Gospel narratives, and he 
treated them IJ.Ot as symbols but as myths translating the pro
found desires of the people. Strauss thus opposed the Hegelian 
reconciliation of philosophy and religion by maintaining that 
dogma could not be reduced to philosophical concepts without 
profoundly altering the content of religion. Having failed to 
extract a picture of the historical Jesus from the Gospel narratives 
Strauss considered that these narratives were expressions of the 
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Messianic idea present in the primitive Christian communities, 
myths never intended to be taken as real historical -narratives . In 
the conclusion to his book,1 Strauss maintained that the idea of 
Christianity was unaffected by his researches; the only difference 
was that this idea was no longer revealed in a single individual, 
but in the whole species. What the evangelists had said about the 
person of Christ applied to the whole of humanity : •it is not the 
way of the Idea to realise itself by spending its whole richness on 
a single exemplar and refuse it to all others, to express itself fully 
in that single individual, and incompletely in all others. No, it 
likes to spread its riches in a multitude of exemplars that com
plement each other. . . . •2 

The publication of Strauss's book caused the Hegelians to take 
sides for or against it, with. Bruno Bauer, lecturer in theology at 
Berlin and soon to become the most outspoken of the radicals, 
leading the attack from the Right. The different interpretations 
to which Hegel's system was open were well put by Engels : 

As we have seen, the doctrine of Hegel, taken as a whole, left 
plenty of room for giving shelter to the most diverse practical 
party views. And in the theoretical Germany of that time, two 
things above all were practical : religion and politics .  Whoever 
placed the chief emphasis on the Hegelian ayatem could be fairly 
conservative in both spheres : whoever regarded the dialectical 
method as the main thing could belong to the most extreme 
opposition, both in politics and religion. Hegel himself, despite 
the fairly frequent outbursts of revolutionary

\ 
wrath in his 

. works, seemed on the whole to be more inclined to the con
_servative side. Indeed, his system had cost him much more 
•hard mental plugging' than his method. Towards the end of 
the thirties, the cleavage in the school became more and more 
apparent. The left-wing, the so-called Young Hegelians, in their 
fight with the pietist orthodox · and the feudal reactionaries, 
abandoned bit by bit that philosophical-genteel reserve in regard 
to the burning questions of the day which up to that time had 
secured state toleration and even protection for their teachings.3 

1 D. F. Strauss, Daa Leben Jesu (Tubingen, 1835-6) II 691 ff. There is a 
translation by Marian Evans (George Eliotr<London, 1854). 

1 Ibid. 
a Marx and Engels, Selected Works, II 366. 
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It was quite natural that the discussion should at :first be a 
theological one, as most members of the Hegelian school were 
interested in religion above all and, as Engels remarked in the 
article cited above, at that time 'politics was a very thorny :field'. 
Yet granted the Establishment of the Church in Germany and the 
close connection between religion and politics, it was inevitable 
that a movement · of religious criticism would swiftly become 
secularised into one of political opposition. It was as a member of 
this rapidly changing movement that Karl Marx :first began to 
work out his views on philosophy. and society. 



C H A P T E R  T W O  

Childhood and Adolescence 

1 . T R I E R  

K A RL M A R X  was born on 5 May 1818 in Trier, a town of 12,000 
inhabitants on the banks of the river Moselle and the admini
strative centre of the Moselle region. Trier was in the southern, 
agricultural part of the Rhineland, a province which had only 
recently been reattached to Prussia. It had a peaceful, rural 
setting and an impressive array of buildil).gS indicating past 
splendour. Under the Romans the town had borne the name of 
Augusta Treverorum and had been the northern capital of the 
Empire. There were numerous buildings dating from those times, 
including the famous Porta Nigra, in whose shadow the Marx 
family lived, and Trier claimed to have more churches than any 
other town of comparable size. The Prince-Archbishop of Trier, 
whose feudal regime had been swept away by the French invasion 
in 1794, had exercised jurisdiction over Metz, Toul and Verdun, 
and had adorned the town with numerous convents, abbeys and 
monasteries. The citizens of Trier were easy-going people, open 
and tolerant. The French were welcomed with enthusiasm and, as 
elsewhere, a liberty tree was planted and a Jacobin club wqs 
founded, but the enthusiasm turned to indifference and hostility 
as the demands made by the Napoleonic wars increased . Prussia, 
however, soon dissipated the initial goodwill of the Rhinelanders 
by the reactionary measures of'the Holy Alliance and at;J. inability 
to deal with the crises in wine production, upon which the Moselle 
region principally depended. For Trier had very little industry 
and its inhabitants were mainly officials, traders and artisans, 
whose activities were largely bound up with the vineyards .  

This hostility t o  Prussia increased greatly after the revolution 
of 1830, which marked the end of the Holy Alliance. The July 
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Revolution also awakened in the Rhineland a wave of liberalism 
and sympathy for French principles. Pamphlets began to appear 
demanding autonomy for the Rhineland, and the Moselle wine
growers sent a large delegation to the Hambach demonstration.! 
The Rhenish liberals, like the other German liberals, were against 
economic restrictions and privilege, and in favour of constitu
tional government and freedom of the Press. This liberal opposi
tion was seconded -by the growing poverty of the Moselle 
wine-growers : the price of agricultural produce was constantly 
decreasing, and the situation was made worse by the customs 
union in 18� of Prussia and Hesse, which virtually closed the 
former as a market for the Moselle peasants. 

This weak economic situation provided a ready ground for the 
s pread of socialist ideas. The doctrines of Saint-Simon gained 
disciples at Trier, as in the rest of Germany, so much so that the 
archbishop was led to issue an official condemnation of them from 
the pulpit. More s ignificant still, the teachings of Fourier were 
actively propagated in Trier itself by Ludwig Gall, who has been 
called the first German socialist. Born in 1791 of a peasant family, 
he· studied law at Cologne and became secretary to the city 
council in Trier in 1816, and in 1818 founded there a •union to 
provide all Germans in poverty with work, wages and sufficient 
lodging and property•. A year later he emigrated to America, 
founded at Harrisburg in Pennsylvania a community modelled on 
Fourier's phalansteries, and after its rapid failure returned to 
Trier to publish his experiences. In the late 18!!0s Gall continued 
his propaganda by highlighting the increasing social problems 
and pointing out that bourgeois society could not satisfY human 
needs to the fu ll because work was the slave of money and ex
ploited by it . Class opposition was only accentu ated by the grow
ing division in· wealth between the haves and the have-nots. 
•Those whose privileges depend on wealth and the working 
classes are fundamentally opposed to each other and ha-ve con
trary interests ; the circumstances of the former improve in 
precisely the proportion by which those of the latter get worse 
and become more precarious and miserable.'2 

1 See above, p. 13. 
1 L. Gall, BeleuchttJ.ng de'r Fiirsterschen sogenan ntrn Kritik der gt>ril.h mtesfl'n 

Distilleriegeriite (Trier, 1835) p. 37. Exhaustive research on the Trier back· 
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Gall's solution, again inspired by Fourier, was for the state to 
set up factories of its own as a step towards a collectivised economy. 
Since there would be no exploitation here, the wages would be 
higher and social ills remedied. From this analysis, Gall did not 
draw revolutionary ideas any more than Fourier ; he simply 
wished, inside the framework of bourgeois society, to create a new 
and fairer org�nisation of labour. 

Not surprisingly, these ideas met with the disapproval of the 
authorities, and in 1882 Gall again left Trier ; he went �o Paris, 
where he met Fourier, and thence to Hungary to experiment with 
new methods of distillation. But in 1885 he was back in Trier and 
continued to publish his proposals for a reform of society. Although 
the socialist ideas gained very little hold in Trier, liberal ideas had 
quite a large following. 

�. G E N E A L O G Y  

It would b e  difficult to find anyone who had a more Jewish 
ancestory than Karl Marx.1 The name Marx is a shortened form 
of Mordechai, later changed to Markus. His father, Heinrich 
Marx, was born in 1782, the third son of Meier Halevi Marx, who 
became rabbi in Trier. on the death of his father-in-law and was 
followed in this office by his eldest son Samuel, Karl Marx's uncle, 
who died in 1827. Meier Halevi Marx numbered many rabbis 
among his ancestors, who clime originally from Bohemia, and his 
wife, Chage, had an even ntore illustrious ancestry : she was the 
daughter of Moses Lwow, rabbi in Trier, whose father and grand
father were also Trier rabbis . His father, Joshue Hesche! Lwow, 
was chosen rabbi of Trier in 1728, corresponded �ith the leading 
Jewish personalities of his time, and was widely known as a 

ground is available In :  H. Monz, Karl Marm. Grundlagen der Entwioklung zu 
Leben und Werk (Trier, -1973).  

1 For detailed research on Marx's genealogy, see B. Wacbstein, 'Die 
Abstammung von Marx', in Festskrift i anledntngaf ProfesBor David Simonsens 
70-aaroge flidseldag (Copenhagen, 1923) pp. 277 ff. ; E. Lewin-Dorsch, 'Familie 
und Stammbaum von Karl Marx', Die Glocke, xx (Berlin, 1924) 309 ff. , 340 ff. ; 
H. �orowitz, 'Die Familie Lwow', MonaJ,ssch'l'ift fUr Geschich te und Wissen
schqft des Judentums, LXXII (Frankfurt, 1928) 487 ff. 
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fearless fighter in the cause of truth. It was said of him that no 
important decision was taken in the Jewish world without his 
having first been consulted. His father, Aron Lwow, was also 
rabbi in Trier and then moved to Westhofen in Alsace, where he 
held the rabbinate for twenty years. Aron Lwow's father, Moses 
Lwow, came from Lemberg (the German name for Lw6w) in 
Poland, and numbered among his ancestors Meir Katzenellen
bogen, head of the Talmudic high school in Padua during the 
sixteenth century, and Abraham Ha-Levi Minz, rabbi in Padua, 
whose father had left Germany in the middle of the fifteenth 
century owing to persecutions there. 

Not so much is known of the ancestry of Karl Marx's mother, 
but she seems to have been no less steeped in the rabbinic 
tradition than her husband. She was Dutch, the daughter of 
Isaac Pressburg, rabbi in Nij megen. According to Eleanor Marx, 
in her grandmother's family 'the sons had for centuries been 
rabbis'.1 In a letter to the Dutch socialist Polak, Eleanor wrote : 
'It is strange that my father's semyDutch parentage should be so 
little known . . .  my grandmother's family name was Pressburg 
and she belonged by descent to an old Hungarian Jewish family. 
This family, driven by persecution to Holland, settled down in 
that country and became known, as I have said, by the name 
Pressburg - really the town from which they came.'2 

It would be quite mistaken to dismiss the influence of ·this 
immense tradition on Karl Marx. To assert that 'it is impossible 
to say that his Jewish origin had any influence on any part of his 
life'S betrays a facile disregard for both Marx's heredity and his 
environment that even the enlightened atmosphere of Marx's 
home and his father's very loose attachment to Judaism should 
not conceal. For Jewishness, above all at that time, was not 
something that it was easy to slough off. Heine and Hess, both 
intimate friends of Marx, the one a convert to Protestantism for 
cultural reasons, the other an avowed atheist, both retained their 

1 W. Liebkneeht, Karl Marx zum Gedachtnia (Nuremberg, 1896) p. 92. 
2 Letter of Eleanor Marx to Henri Polak, 31 Oct 1893, quoted in W. Blumen

berg, 'Ein unbekanntes Kapitel aus Marx' Leben', International Review of 
Social History 1 (1956). 

a H. P. Adams, Karl Marx in hia Earlier JVritinga, 2nd ed. (Frank Cass, 
London, 1965) p. 1 1 .  
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Jewish self-consciousness until the end of their lives . Even Marx's 
youngest daughter Eleanor, though only half Jewish, proclaimed 
constantly and with a certain defiant pride at workers' meetings 
in the East End of London : "I am a Jewess. '1 The position of 
Jews in the Rhineland, where they were often scapegoats for the 
farmers' increasing poverty, was calculated to increase this self
consciousness. Although civil equality had been achieved under 
the Napoleonic laws, the inauguration of the Holy Alliance and its 
policy of the "Christian state' inevitably involved an anti
semitism on the double count that the Jews professed an alien faith 
and an alien citizenship - that of the people of Israel. 

s. M A RX ' S  P A RENTS  

Heinrich Marx must have had considerable influence o n  his son's 
development both because of the strong patriarchal tradition in 
Jewish families and also because of the high esteem in which Karl 
Marx always held his father. In Heinrich Marx the Jewish 
inheritance appears in a very secularised and enfeebled form. He 
had broken early with his family, from whom he claimed to have 
received nothing, and often mentioned to his son the great 
difficulties he Rad had to go through to obtain his eventual 
position of lawyer to the high court of appeal in Trier. He had 
adopted the ideas of the Enlightenment and was, according to 
his granddaughter Eleanor, a •true eighteenth-century French
man. He knew his Voltaire and Rousseau by heart. '2 Heinrich 
Marx's religion was a shallow and moralising deism : Edgar von 
Westphalen, Karl Marx's future brother-in-law, described 
Heinrich Marx as a "Protestant a la Lessing'.3 His outlook on life 
is well summed up in the advice he gave to his son : "A good 
support for morality is a simple faith in God. You know that I am 
the last person to be a fanatic. But sooner or later a man has a 
real need of this faith, and there are moments in life when even the 
man who denies God is compelled against his will to pray to the 

1 Cf. E. Bernstein, Die neue Zeit, XVI (1898) p. 122. 
1 Eleanor Marx, ibid. (1898) p. 5. 
8 Quoted in 0. Maenchen-Helfen and B. Nicolaievsky, Karl Marx, 2nd ed. 

(Europliische Verlagsanstalt, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1963) p. 5. 
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Almighty . . .  everyone should submit to what was the faith of 
Newton, Locke and Leibniz:l 

Yet Heinrich Marx was far from abandoning his Jewishness 
completely. It has been maintained that he had himself baptised 
out of conviction, as a logical consequence of his deistic beliefs, 
which were quite widespread in the German Protestant Church of 
his time.z But researches have shown that this view is com
pletely mistaken and that he was compelled to choose between his 
religion and his j ob.3 Until 1815, the principal law applying to the 
Jews in the Rhineland was the Napoleonic law of 1808, which 
went back to some extent on the decree of the French National 
Assembly of l791 which gave Jews complete equality. The content 
of the Napoleonic law was solely economic and did not directly 
affect Heinrich Marx : a system of licences for engaging in trade 
had been instituted and special authority was required before 
taking up mortgages. The question was what would happen to the 
Jews when the Rhineland was reattached to the Prussian crown 
in 1815. On the occasion of the annexation, Heinrich Marx 
addressed a memorandum to von Sack, the Governor-General, 
entitled "Some Remarks on the Napoleonic Decree of 17 March 
1 808',4 in which he very respectfully asked that the laws applying 
exclusively to the Jews be annulled. Here he speaks of his •fellow 
believers' and fully identifies himself with the Jewish community. 
The Governor-General seems not to have replied. 

In any case, the Jews got the worst of both worlds : in 1818 a 
decree was issued keeping the Napoleonic laws in force for an 
unlimited period . Two years earlier the Prussian Government had 
decided that the Rhineland too should be subj ect to the laws that 
had been in force in Prussia since 181 2  and which, while granting 
Jews rights equal to those of Christians, nevertheless made their 
holding of positions in the service of the state dependent on the 
king's granting a special exception. The President of the Provin
cial Supreme Court, von Sethe, went on a j ourney through the 

1 MEGA I i (2) 186. 
, 

• See, for example, F. Mehring, Karl Marx (Allen & Unwin, London, 1936) 
p. 3 ;  W. Sens, Karl Marx. Seine irreligiUu Entwicklung (Halle, 193;5} p. 12. 

8 See A. Kober, 'Karl Marx' Vater und das Napoleonische Ausnahme
gesetz gegen die Juden, 1808', Jahrbuch deB kiilnilchen Geachicht1Ne1'eina, XIV 
111  ff. 

' Reprinted ibid. ,  pp. 120 ff. 
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Rhineland in April 1816 and interviewed Heinrich Marx, who 
impressed him as someone •of wide knowledge, very industrious, 
articulate and thoroughly honest'. As a result he recommended 
that Heinrich Marx and two other Jewish officials be retained in 
their posts. But the Prussian Minister of Justice, Kircheisen, was 
against exceptions and Heinrich Marx was forced to change his 
religion to avoid becoming, as von Sethe put it, •breadless'. He 
was baptised some time before August 18171 and changed his 
name from Heschel to Heinrich. 

It is not surprising that Heinrich Marx, who admired Voltaire 
so much, was connected with the Rhenish liberal movement, 
though this connection was rendered ambivalent by his constant 
attachment to Prussia and its Government. He was a member of 
the Trier Casino Club, a literary society founded during the 
French occupation and so called from its meeting place, the 
Casino in Trier, a large building containing the municipal library 
and concert hall. The liberal movement gained force after the 
July Revolution in France, and the Club h�ld a banquet in 
honour of the liberal deputies from Trier who sat in the Rhenish 
Parliament. This banquet, unique in Prussia, was one of � series 
held above all in southern Germany as part of a campaign for more 
representative constitutions. Heinrich Marx was �ne of the 
organisers of the Trier banquet, and gave a speech

c 
which was 

nevertheless of an extremely moderate and deferential tone. The 
nearest he got to the demands of the liberals was effusively thank
ing Frederick William III, to whose •magnanimity we owe the first 
institutions of popular representation'.2 He ended : •Let us con
fidently envisage a happy future, for it rests in the hands of a 
benevolent father, an equitable king. His noble heart will always 
afford a favourable reception to the j ustifiable and reasonable 
wishes of his people. •a Several revolutionary songs were then sung 
and a police report informed the Government that Heinrich Marx 
had joined in the singing. The banquet caused anger in govern-

1 At the registration of his childre:t;�.'s baptism in 1824, Heinrich Marx 
described the clergyman who had baptised him, Pastor Mtlhlendorf, as merely 
a 'district preacher'. So his baptism must have occurred before the Protestant 
parish of Trier was set up on 17 Aug 1817. 

1 Quoted in Maenchen-Helfen and Nicolaievsky, Karl Marx, p. 10. 
8 Ibid. 
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ment circles, and this anger was increased by a more radical 
manifestation two weeks later, on the anniversary of the founding 
of the Casino Club, when the • Marseillaise' was sung and the 
Tricolour brandished. The Prussian Government severely repri
manded the provincial governor and put the Casino Club under 
police surveillance. Heinrich Marx was not present at this second 
manifestation : he was no francophile and hated Napoleon and 
what he termed his •mad ideology'.1 His profound admiration for 
Prussia is evident in his letter to von Sack and also in the surviv
ing portion of an essay written on the • cologne affair', in which he 
defended the right of an absolute monarch to transgress natural 
laws in order to safeguard the state.2 Knowing that his son Karl 
was writing poetry, he even encouraged him to attempt an ode 
which •should glorify Prussia and afford an opportunity of prais
ing the genius of the monarch . . . patriotic, emotional and 
composed in a Germanic manner•.a 

Of Karl Marx's mother comparatively little is known ; there 
survive several letters written in a very ungrammatical German 
and without any punctuation at all. The fact that her letters to her 
Dutch relations were also in German indicates that she probably 
spoke Yiddish in her parents' home. Being very closely attached 
to her own family, she always felt- somewhat of a stranger in Trier. 
The few indications that survive portray her as a simple, un
educated, hard-working woman, whose horizon was almost totally 
limited to her 'family and home, rather over-anxious and given to 
laments and humourless moralising. She was the last person in the 
Marx family to be baptised. All the children were baptised to
gether at home at a ceremony to which a large number of friends 
were invited. This took place in August 1824, some six or seven 
years after the father's baptism, at a time when the eldest children 
were of an age to start school. At the children's baptism, the 
mother's religion was entered as Jewish, with the rider that she 
consented to the baptism of her children, but wished to defer her 
own baptism on account of her parents. Her father died in 1825 
and she was baptised the same year. The delay in her baptism and 
her attachment to Jewish tradition lead one to suppose that this 

1 MEGA I i (2) 205. 
1 Reprinted in MEGA 1 i (2) 231 :If. 
a MEGA I i (2) 204. 
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tradition must have had some influence on Karl Marx as a young 
child . He must have learnt a lot from his mother about his 
ancestors and their religion, and in spite of the (reluctant) con
version many Jewish customs and attitudes must have survived 
in the Marx household. 

Little is known of Karl Marx's attitude to his mother, apart 
from his references to her, when writing to his father, as an 
'angel of a mother'. She lived until 1863, but there was a certain 
bitterness caused by financial disputes, though Marx kept on 
intimate terms with his maternal relatives in Holland. With his 
father, on the other hand (who died in 1838), Marx was on very 
intimate terms. For his fifty-fifth birthday, his son presented him 
with a volume of his own poems •as a feeble sign of eternal love', 
and his sole surviving letter to his father is full of endearments. 
According to Eleanor Marx, Karl Marx always carried with him 
a photograph of his father. •The face seemed very beautiful to me. 
The eyes and the forehead were like those of his son, but the lower 
part of his face around the mouth and chin were more tender. 
The whole was of a markedly Jewish type, though handsomely 
Jewish.'1 

There were nine children in the Marx family, of whom Karl was 
the eldest, an elder brother, Mori.tz-David, having died soon after 
birth. Four others died young from tuberculosis . Heinrich Marx's 
income was quite considerable, and the year after Karl Marx's 
birth the family moved into their own house in the Simeonstrasse 
in the fashionable part of the town, right by the Porta Nigra. His 
daughter Eleanor said that Marx's aunts had often told her that 
as a child he was a fearful tyrant vis-a-vis his sisters ; he drove 
them like his own horses up and down St Mark's hill in Trier and, 
what was worse, insisted that they ate the •cakes' that he himself 
prepared with dirty hands from yet dirtier dough. Yet they did not 
protest at this treatment, for • Karl would pay them back by 
relating such marvellous stories'.11 

1 Eleanor Marx, Die net.IB Zeit (May 1883) p. 441 . 
• Eleanor Marx, Erinnerungen an Karl Mar/J1 (ZUrich, 1934) p. 223. 
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4. S C H O O L  D A Y S  

For the five years 1830-35 Karl Marx attended the High School 
in Trier,l It had formerly been a Jesuit school and then bore the 
name Frederick William High School. The liberal spirit of the 
Enlightenment had been introduced into the school by the late 
Prince·Elector of Trier, �lement Wenceslas, who had adopted the 
principles of his famous predecessor Febronius and tried to 
reconcile faith and reason from a Kantian standpoint. In order to 
combat the ignorance of the clergy he turned the school into a sort 
of minor seminary. It sank to a very low level under the French 
occupation, but was reorganised after the annexation of the 
Rhineland and contained several very gifted teachers,ll The chief 
influence in the school was its headmaster, Hugo Wyttenbach, 
Karl's history teacher and a friend of the Marx family. He had 
made a favourable impression on Goethe as •an adept of the 
Kantian philosophy? and took part in the founding of the 
Casino Club. After the Hambach demonstration, Wyttenbach 
was put under police observation anCi the school was sea,_rched : 
copies of the Ham bach speeches and anti-government satire were 
found in the pupils' possession. As a result of the Casino affair in 
1834, Karl Marx's fourth year at the school, 'the mathematics 
teacher was accused of materialism and atheism, and the Hebrew 
teacher of having joined in the revolutionary songs. Wyttenbach 
himself was threatened with dismissal, but in the end a reactionary 
co-headmaster, Loehrs, was appointed to counteract the prevalent 
liberalism. Karl Marx's attitude here can be gauged by the com· 
plaint addressed to him by his father that Karl and another pupil 
had made themselves conspicuous by deliberately omitting to say 
good·bye to Loehrs when they left the school.' 

Among Karl Marx's fellow pupils, four-fifths were Catholic, and 
most were of lower middle-class origin, the sons of farmers and 

1 For more detail than can be given here, see Cornu, Karl Marx et .Friedrich 
Engels, 1 61 ff. 

1 Cf. C. Gruenberg, Archi" filr die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der 
Arbeiterbewegung (1926) pp. 239 f. 

3 J. Goethe, Die Campagne des Frankreichs 25 Oct 1792. 
' Cf. MEGA 1 i (2) 186. 
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artisans. Karl is said to have been feared by his fellow pl}pils •for 
the ease with which he composed satirical verses and lampoons 
against his enemies' .1 In a letter to Engels much later, he spoke 
disparagingly of the •denseness and age' of the •country bumpkins 
who were preparing themselves for the Catholic seminary and for 
the most part lived on stipendia'.2 Marx made no lasting friend
ships among his fellow pupils, though among them was his future 
brother-in-law, Edgar von Westphalen, whom Edgar's sister 
Jenny described as •the idol of my childhooq and youth' . He later 
proved an unstable character with vaguely communist ideas and 
emigrated twice to Texas, though Marx always retained · an 
affection for him. 

The academic level of the pupils was ·not high and half of them 
failed their final hamination. Intellectually, Karl Marx was a 
good average ; he was one of the youngest in his class, whose 
average age, when they left the school, was around twenty. The 
school put most emphasis on languages, and Marx's Latin and 
Greek verse were good, his Religion satisfactory, his French and 
Mathematics weak and his History, strangely, weakest of a11 .3 
The earliest surviving documents in Marx's hand are the three 
essays he wrote for his A bitur, the German school-leaving examina
tion. The essay in Latin on the Emperor Augustus is of no 
importance. The one on Religion, however, and the one for 
German composition show more individuality. Both are filled with 
idealism and an enthusiasm for the development of one's person
ality to the full by avoiding exterior power ·and glory and working 
with self-sacrifice for the good of humanity as a whole. The theme 
of the religious essay was •a demonstration; according to St John's 
Gospel, chapter 15, verses 1-14, of the reason, nature, necessity 
and· effects of the union of believers with Christ'. 4 Marx begins by 
saying that history, •the great teacher of mankind', shows us that, 
from antiquity onwards, human nature has always tried to raise 
itself to a higher morality. •Thus the history of mankind teaches 

1 Eleanor Marx in D. Rjazanov, Karl Marx ala Denker uaw. (Moscow, 1927) 

p. 27. 
1 Letter of 17 Sep 1878, MEGA Ill iv 478. 
a See C. Gruenberg, 'Marx als Abiturient' ,  Archiv jar die Geachichte des 

Sozialiamua und der Arbeiterbwegung, xi (1925) 424 :If. 
• First published in MEG A 1 i (2) 171  :If. ; reprinted in Karl Mar:rn Texte zu 

Methode und Praxis, ed. G. Hillmann (Rowohlt, Hamburi, 1966) pp. 11 :If. 
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us the necessity of union with Christ. Also when we consider the 
history of individuals, and the nature of man, we immediately see 
a spark of the divine in his breast, and enthusiasm for the good, a 
striving after knowledge, a desire for truth.'1 Although these 
natural instincts are countered by sinful desires, the union of 
believers with Christ can overcome these and afford a •happiness 
which the Epicurean in his simple philosophy and 'l(he more 
profound thinker in the furthest depths of knowledge seek in 
vain, which only one bound unconditionally and childlike to 
Christ, and through him to God, can know, and which makes for 
a finer and more elevated life.'2 The essay is written with con
siderable pathos and rather sugary piety, but has a basically 
rational structure, explaining how the advent of Christianity is 
necessary for the full moral development of humanity. Marx has a 
very distant and colourless deistic conception' of God, akin to that 
of his father, and that of the Pastor Josef Kupper who gave 
religious instruction at the school. Kupper was also in charge of 
the small Protestant parish in Trier and a friend of H�inrich 
Marx. He was particularly interested in ethical questions, and his 
approach to religion, strongly influenced by Kant, held that it was 
the best means of educating men to a •true humanity•. Kupper 
based his teaching on the person of Jesus and on the Bible, and 
avoided any sectarianism, being strongly influenced by rationalist 
elements .3 Marx's essay is very much in the 'style of his teacher, 
who praised it, though he also commented;with justi:fication, that 
•the essence of the union in question is not dealt with -and the 
reason for it only dealt with from one aspect. "' 

The German composition, entitled •Reflections of a Young 
Man on the Choice of a Career•, shows more originality.5 :Marx's 
theme was that, though man's choice of a career could not be 

l ,lJEGA I i (2) 171 .  
I .VEGA I i (2) 174. 
8 Further on KUpper, see Sens, Karl Mar11:. &ine irreligilise Entu-icklung, 

pp. 13 f. 
' MEGA I i (2) 174. 
6 First published in .VEGA I i (2) 164 ff. Reprinted in Karl Marx, Fr1ihe 

Schriften, ed. H.-J. Lieber and P. Furth (Cotta, Stuttgart, 1962) I 1 ff. ; Texte .w 
Methode und Praxis, pp. 7 ff. Translated in JVriti11ga of the You11g Marx on 
Philosophy and Society, ed. L. Easton and K. Guddat (Doubleday, New York, 
1967) pp. 35 ff. (hereafter referred to as Easton and Guddat). 
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completely arbitrary, yet it was this freedom that distinguished 
him from animals. One should not be carried away by ambition or 
quick enthusiasm : what was important was to take the oppor
tunity offered of working in the service of humanity while avoiding 
being carried away by abstract truths. The essay ended with an 
impassioned profession of faith in the value of a life sacrificed for 
the good of mankind. 

In theme and structure, the essay is much the same as those 
of Marx's fellow pupils. Its underlying ideas are those of the 
humanist ideal of the German Enlightenment and classical 
period - the full development of the individual and the full 
development of the community of mankind being interdependent.1 
There is no trace in Marx's essay of a transcendental God : the 
words God, nature and creation are interchangeable ami the 
process of history is an immanent one. Marx begins his essay : 

Nature has assigned to the animal the sphere of its activity, and 
the animal acts calmly within it, not striving beyond, not even 
surmising that there is another. To man, too, the deity gave a 
general goal, to improve mankind and himself, but left it to 
him to seek the means by which he must attain this goal, left 
it to him to choose the position in society which is most appro
priate and from which he can best elevate both himself and 
society. 

This choice is a great privilege over other creatures but at the 
same time an act which can destroy man's entire life, defeat all 
his plans, and make him unhappy.z 

To every person there had been allott�d his own purpose in life, 
a purpose indicated by the 'soft but true' interior voice of the 
heart. It was easy to be deluded by ambition and a desire for 
glory, so close attention was necessary to see what one was really 
fitted for. Once 'all factors had been coolly considered, then the 
chosen career should be eagerly pursued. 'But we cannot always 
choose the vocation to which we believe we are called. Our social 
relations, to some extent, have already begun to form before we 

1 For striking parallels between- Marx's essay and Rousseau's Emile, see the 
detailed commentary in G. Hillmann, Mar:r; und Hegel (Europllische Verlags
anstalt, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1966) pp. 33 ff. 

a MEGA 1 i (2) 164 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 35 f. 
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are in a position to determine them.'1 This sentence has been 
hailed as the first germ of Marx's later theory of historical 
materialism.2 Lewin-Dorsch goes as far as to say that "It is nothing 
less than historical materialism that wakes in that short sentence 
and opens its eyes for the first time. It is a light whose brightness 
grew from year to year until finally it shone with a blinding 
brightness. '3 Ho"o/ever, that hutnan activity is continually limited 
by the prestructured environment is an idea at least as old as the 
Enlightenment and the Encyclopedists. It would indeed be sur
prising if even the germ of historical materialism had already been 
present in the mind of a seventeen-year-old schoolboy. It would 
be a mistake - to be avoided here as also later - to think that, in 
his early writings, Marx was raising questions to which he would 
later produce answers. To consider the young Marx's development 
as a progress towards a definite goal is to misunderstand its 
various stages by viewing them solely in terms of what they led up 
to : Marx is "not yet' this and only shows "anticipations' of that. 
In any case, the subsequent sentences, with their mention· of 
physical or mental deficiencies, show that Marx here merely 
means that when choosing a career one should consider one's 
circumstances. 

Marx then goes on to recommend that a career be chosen that 
confers as much worth as possible on a man by permitting him to 
attain a position that is "based on ideas of whose truth we are 
completely convinced, which offers the largest field to work for 
mankind and approach the universal goal for which every position 
is only a means : perfection'.' 

-

This idea of perfectibility is what should above all decide the 
choice of a career, always bearing in mind that 

The vocations which do not take hold of life but deal, rather, 
with abstract truths are the most dangerous for the youth 
whose principles are not yet crystallised, whose conviction is 
not yet firm and unshakeable, though at the same time they 
seem to be the most lofty ones when they have taken root deep 

1 MEG.A I i (2) 165 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 37. 
1 See, for example, Mehring, Karl Mar:c, p. 5 ;  Cornu, Karl Mar:c et Friedrich 

Engels, I 64. 
3 E. Lewin-Dorsch, 'Der junge Marx', Die Glocke, xn (Berlin, 1924) 1502. 
' MEG.A I i (2) 166 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 38. 
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in the breast and when we can sacrifice life and all striving for 
the ideas which hold sway in them.1 

Here, too, commentators have tried to discover a forerunner of 
Marx's later idea of the •unity of theory and practice' .2 Once 
again, this is to read into Marx's essay much more than is there. 
All that Marx says is that the sort of prpfession that deals with 
abstract ideas should be approached with special circumspection, 
for •they can make happy who is called to them ; but they destroy 
him who takes them overhurriedly, without reflection, obeying the 
moment'.3 The problem is above all a practical one and not at all 
posed in terms of theories . 'What is noteworthy here i s  Marx's 
habit of thinking in opposites which he pursues to their furthest 
cons�quences, while at the same time trying to comprehend them 
as different facets of a totality. 

The essay ends with a purple passage revealing a pure, youthful 
idealism :  

History calls those the greatest men who ennoble themselves by 
working for the universal. Experience praises as the most 
happy the one who made the most people happy. Religion itself 
teaches that the ideal for which we are all striving sacrificed 
itself for humanity, and who would dare to destroy such a 
statement? 

When we have chosen the vocation in which we can contribute 
most to humanity, burdens cannot bend us because they are 
only sacrifices for all. Then we experience no meagre, limited, 
egotistic j oy, but our happiness belongs to millions, our deeds 
live on quietly but eternally effective, and glowing tears of 
noble men will fall on our ashes .' 

The essay was marked by Wyttenbach, who qualified it as 
•fairly good' and praised Marx for being rich in ideas and well 
organised, though he criticised with justification Marx's •exag
gerated desire for rare and imaginative expressions'.5 This love of 

1 MEG.A 1 i (2} 166 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 38 f. 
a Cf. Cornu, Karl Marx et Priedrich Engels, I 65 ; G. Mende, Karl Marx' 

Entwicklung vom revolutionitren Demokraten zum Kommunisten, 3rd ed. 
(Berlin, 1960) p. 26. 

3 MEG.A I i (2} 167 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 39. 
' Ibid. 
I MEG.A 1 i (2} 167. 
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excessive imagery and the penchant for poetry that Marx dis
played in the following years are due in large part to the influence 
of Baron von Westphalen, a friend of the Marx family and Karl 
Marx's future father-in-law. He was twelve years older than 
Heinrich Marx. �orn in 1770 of an aristocratic family, his father, 
Philip von Westphalen, had been Chief of Staff to the Duke of 
Brunswick during the Seven Years War and rendered so great a 
service to the cause of Prussia and England that he was ennobled 
by George lll of England. He had married an aristocratic Scots
woman, Jeanie Wishart, who was the niece of the general com
manding the British troops and a descendant of the Dukes of 
Argyll. Thus their son, Louis von Westphalen, had an origin very 
different from that of most Prussian officials . He welcomed the 
Napoleonic reforms in his native Brunswick, and was sent to Trier 
in 1816 by the Prussian Minister Hardenberg as government 
adviser with special reference to j udicial matters. Here he came 
into contact with Heinrich Marx, who in 1819 bought the house 
next door to the von Westphalens. Baron von Westphalen had 
four children by a first marriage, of whom the eldest, Ferdinand, 
made a rapid career and was Prussian Minister of the Interior 
from 1850 to 1855 in Manteuffel's reactionary Cabinet. Of the three 
children by this second marriage, Jenny was the intimate friend 
of Sophie Marx and became engaged to Karl in the summer of 
1836, and Edgar was in the same class as Karl at the High School.l 

Baron von Westphalen was an extremely cultivated man, spoke 
English as well as he spoke German, read Latin and Greek with
out any difficulty and particularly liked romantic poetry. Eleanor 
Marx wrote that Baron von Westphalen •filled Karl Marx with 
enthusiasm for the romantic school and, while his father read 
Voltaire and Racine with him, the Baron read him Homer and 
Shakespeare, who remained his favourite authors all his life'.1 
The Baron devoted much of his time to the young Marx, and the 
two went for intellectual walks through the •wonderfully pictur
esque hills and. woods' of the neighbourhood. As well as being a man 
of culture, the Baron was keen on progressive

' 
political ideas and 

interested Marx in the personality and work of Saint-Simon. Marx 

1 On the family in general, see F. Mehring, 'Die von Westpha.len', Die neue 
Zeit, X (1891-2) 481 1f. 

1 E. Marx, quoted in 'Karl Marx', Die neue Zeit (May 1883) p. 441. 
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continued to be so grateful for the friendship of the Baron that in 
1 841 he dedicated his doctoral thesis to him in a most effusive 
manner : 

Forgive me, my dear fatherly friend, for prefacing an unim
portant brochure with a name so beloved as yours : but I am too 
impatient to await another opportunity of giving you a small 
proof of my love. May all who have doubts of the power of the 
spirit have, like myself, the good fortune to admire an old man 
who has kept his youthful impulses and who, with wise enthusi
asm for the truth, welcomes all progress .  Far from retreating 
before the reactionary ghosts and the often dark sky of our 
time, you have always been able, inspired by a profound and 
burning idealism, to perceive, behind the veils that hide it, the 
s·hrine that burns at the heart of this world. You, my fatherly 
friend, have always been for me the living proof that idealism is 
no illusion, but the true reality.1 

1 MEGA I i (2) 7 ;  Tezte zu Methode und Prazia, I 128. 



C H APTE R T H RE E  

Marx the Student 

1 .  P o E T R Y  I N  B o N N  A N D  B E R L I N  

T H I s  interest and enthusiasm for romanticism that Baron von 
Westphalen had aroused in Marx was increased by the year that 
he spent at the University of Bonn. In October 1835 Marx left 
Trier and sailed down the Moselle to begin his studies in law at 
Bonn, the intellectual centre of the Rhineland. The town itself 
was small, scarcely larger than Trier, but the university was an 
important one with more than '100 students . Marx carried with 
him the high hopes of his father, who expected great things from 
the most promising of his children. "I want you to become', he 
wrote soon after his son's arrival, "what I might perhaps have 
become had I been born under such favourable auspices . You can 
either fulfil or destroy my greatest hopes .'1 Thus encouraged, 
Marx began by working very hard and put his name down for nine 
lectures (which he subsequently reduced to six on his father's 
advice) and, according to his end-of-term report, attended them 
all with enthusiasm and keen attention. By the beginning of 1836 
he was ill from overwork and in the summer term reduced his 
lecture commitment to four, which he followed with much less 
enthusiasm. At the s�me time he took a more active part in the 
social life of the university, became President of the Association 
of Students from Trier and was even imprisoned for a day by the 
university authorities for "disturbing the peace of the night with 
drunken noise'.2 In August 1836 he was slightly wounded above 
the left eye in a duel with a young Prussian aristocrat. Marx was 
also once denounced to the police for carrying forbidden weapons, 
but the subsequent investigation petered out, and when he left 

1 MEGA I i (2) 186. I Ibid. 194. 
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Bonn at the end of the year his certificate said he was not con
nected with any suspect political organisation. 

What occupied most of Marx's intellectual energy during this 
year at Bonn was poetry. He joined a poets' club where members' 
compositions were read aloud and criticised. This club probably 
had political undertones : among its members were Karl Griin, 
who collaborated with Moses Hess and was one of the founders of 
True Socialism, and F. C. Bernays, who later edited Vorwiirts 
("Forwards'), the radical newspaper of the German workers in 
Paris. Half the lectures that Marx attended were on artistic sub
j ects ; the intellectual climate at Bonn was romantic, being domi
nated by Schelling and Schlegel, whose lectures on Homer and 
Propertius were among Marx's favourite six. 

Heinrich Marx at first approved of his son's interest in poetry 
which, he said, pleased him better than the tavern. But on being 
asked to bear the cost of the publication of some of the poems, 
he advised him to wait a little : • A poet must these days know that 
he has something sound to offer if he wants to appear in public . . . .  
I would be very sorry to see you appear in public as a minor poet. '1 
In general, the letters of Heinrich Marx welcome the bewildering 
variety of his son's propositions : he approved of a plan to edit a 
review and even for his son to busy himself with dramatic criticism. 
At the same time, however, the letters of both his parents are full 
of bitter complaints of their son's lack of affection for his family 
and his extremely disordered style of living. 

In any case, Heinrich Marx was so little satisfied with his son's 
progress in Bonn that he decided to transfer him to the University 
of Berlin. Here, though he gave up the "wild rampaging' of Bonn, 
he continued to write poetry, all the more ardently as he had 
become secretly engaged to Jenny von Westphalen shortly before 
his departure for Bonn in 1836. 

When I left you [he wrote a year later to his father] a new world 
had j ust opened for me, the world of love, at first a love that 
was frenzied with yearning and void of hope. Even the journey 
to Berlin, which otherwise would have extremely delighted me, 
would have incited me to contemplate nature, would have 
inflamed me with the joy of living, left me cold. lt even depressed 
me profoundly, for the rocks I saw were no rougher, no harsher, 

1 MEGA 1 i (2) 189. 
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than the feelings of my soul ; the big cities were not more lively 
than my blood ; the tables in the inns were not more overladen, 
the food not more indigestible than were the contents of my 
imagination ; and, to conclude, art was not so beautiful as 
Jenny.1 

As soon as he got to Berlin he reluctantly made a few necessary 
visits and then .completely isolated himself in order to immerse 
himself in science and art. Lyric poetry was his first concern ; at 
least, as he himself put it, it was 'the - most agreeable and most 
obvious'.2 The poems that Marx wrote while he was in Bonn and 
those written during the autumn of 1836 in Berlin have not 
survived. These latter comprised three volumes entitled 'Book of 
Love, Parts 1 a:p.d 2' and 'Book of Songs�, all three being dedicated 
to Jenny von Westphalen. According to Mehring, these poems, 
with one exception, were all love lyrics and romantic ballads. He 
had had the opportunity of reading them before they were finally 
lost and judged them 'formless in every sense of tbe word'. 3 They 
were full of gnomes, sirens, songs to stars and bold knights, 
'romantic in tone without the magic proper to romanticism'.4 
They were, said Marx, 

in accordance with my position and whole previous develop
ment, purely idealistic. A remote beyond, such as my love, 
became my heaven, my art. Everything grew vague, and all that 
is vague lacks boundaries . Onslaughts against the present, 
broad and shapeless expressions of unnatural feeling, con
structed purely out of the blue, the complete opposition of 
what is and what ought to be, rhetorical reflections instead of 
poetic thoughts but perhaps also a certain warmth of sentiment 
and a struggle for movement characterise all the poems in the 
first three volumes I sent to Jenny. The whole horizon of a 
longing which sees no frontiers assumed many forms and 
frustrated my effort to write with poetic conciseness .5 

The only poems that survive are those written during the first 
half of 1837, together with fragments of a dramatic fantasy and 

1 MEGA I i (2) 214 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 41 . 
2 MEGA I i (2) 214; Easton and Guddat, p. 41 . 
3 F. Mehring, introduction to Aus dem literarische-n Nachlass von Karl Marx, 

Friedrich Engels und Ferdinand Lassalle (Stuttgart, .1902) I 26. 
' Ibid. 
5 MEGA I i (2) 214 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 41 f. 
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a comic novel. Marx tried to publish some of these poems and 
sent them to Adelbert von Chamisso, editor of the annual 
Deutscher Musenalmanach, but the issue had already gone to 
press. The only two poems ever to appear in print in Marx's 
lifetime were published in the Berlin A thenaeum, a small Young 
Hegelian journal, in January 1841 . The general tone of all 
these poems reflected the prevailing climate in Bonn and also 
the lectures Marx attended during his first term in Berlin, 
where he heard Savigny and Steffens give a romantic interpreta
tion of the philosophy of law. His models are Heine, Goethe and 
Schiller, and they contain all the well-known themes of German 
romanticism, with the exception of political reaction and nation
alism. Hans Kohn has well summed up the romantic Weltan
schauung: 

The rorpantic individual . . .  regarded himself not as a repre
sentative of universal order but as a unique being and demanded 
complete freedom, in life and work, for his creative genius. At 
the same time the romantics, for all their revolt against society, 
did not accept the titanic loneliness of the Storm and Stress . 
They longed for a community of like-minded individuals who 
would live a full life according to their innermost emotions and 
convictions. The complexity and anguish of their search for this 
community was heightened by their underlying subj ectivism. 
The unique individual longed for a full gratification of all his 
desires and yet felt the need for fulfilment in the miracle of a 
true harmonious union in which all the conflicting opposites of 
life would be reconciled.:.. 

Marx's poems are full of tragic love and talk of human destiny 
as the plaything of mysterious forces. There is the familiar sub
j ectivism and extreme exaltation of the personality of the creative 
artist isolated from the rest of society. As a result of his love for 
Jenny, 

With disdain I will throw my gauntlet 
Full in the face of the world, 
And see the collapse of this pigmy giant 
Whose fall will not stifle my ardour. 

1 H. Kohn, The Mind of GeTrnany (Macmillan, London, 1965) p. 50. 
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Then I will wander godlike and victorious 
Through the ruins of the world 
And, giving my words an active force, 
I will feel equal to the creator.1 

45 

Other poems display a longing for something infinite and a love 
of death a la  Novalis, while still others consist entirely in a dream 
world of mystical imagination. To the aesthetic idealism of these 
poems was added a series of typically romantic ironical attacks on 
"Philistines•, people like doctors and mathematicians, who fol
lowed utilitarian professions baf!ed on an ordered and rational 
approach to problems. To help him in his composition, Marx had 
copied out large extracts from Lessing's Laokoon, Solger's Erwin, 
and Winckelmann's History qf Art. Marx's habit of making 
excerpts from all the books he was reading (and sometimes adding 
comments of his own) stayed with him all his life, and those note
books that remain form a valuable guide to the development of his 
thought.2 He also wrote a few chapters of a comic novel, Scorpion 
and Feli:c, in the style of Sterne and then gave that up to compose 
the first scene of Oulanem, a contemporary comic thriller whose 
hero was a feeble copy of the ageing Faust. Finally there was an 
interesting series of epigrams on Hegel, whom Marx accuses of 
being arrogant and obscure. In the first epigram, he says : 

Because my meditations have discovered the highest of things 
and also the depths, 

I am as crude as a god and cloak myself in darkness as he does, 
In my long researches and journeys on the wavy sea of thought, 
I found the word and remain firmly attached to my find.3 

The second epigram has the same theme opening : 

I teach words that are mixed up in a devilish and chaotic mess .• 

The most interesting is the last epigram : 

Kant and Fichte like to whirl into heaven 
And search there for a distant land, 
While my only aim is to understand completely 
What - I found in the street.6 

1 MEGA 1 i (2) 50. 
1 See M. Rubel, 'Les Cahiers d'etudes de Karl Marx (1840-1853) ', Inter

national Review of Social Bistot"Y (1957). 
8 MEGA I i (2) 41.  ' MEGA I i (2) 42. -5 Ibid. 
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The point of this epigram is totally misunderstood if it is taken to 
be Ma.rx himself speaking.1 As in the former epigrams, it is Hegel 
who is 

'
speaking, criticised by Marx, the subjective romantic, for 

being too attached to day-to-day reality. The whole tenor of 
Marx's poems makes this an obvious criticism of Hegel, and it was 
a common one among romantic writers . 

In general, Marx's first contact with the university brought 
about a great change in the views he had expressed in his school
leaving essay. No longer was he inspired by the thought of the 
service of humanity and concerned to fit himself into a place 
where he might best be able to sa.crifice himself for this noble 
ideal : his poems of 1 837, on the contrary, reveal a cult of the 
isolated genius and an introverted concern for the building of his 
own personality apart from the rest of humanity. 

fl. C o Nv E R S I O N  TO H E G E L I AN I S M  

It i s  fortunately very easy to follow Marx's evolution during his 
first year at the University of Berlin, for he described it in great 
detail in a letter to his father written in November 1837 (the only 
letter to have survived from Marx's student days) .2 In this letter, 
from which quotations have already been made, he recounted the 
course o£ his ideas and criticised them from his newly-won 
Hegelian standpoint. Poetry, even during his first year at Berlin, 
was not Marx'!t only concern. He also read widely in j urisprudence 
and felt compelled to 'struggle with philosophy'. The two were, in 
his mind, closely connected and he tried to work out a philosophy 
of law. He prefaced this with a metaphysical introduction and the 
whole grew to a work of three hundred pages before he gave it up. 
The particular problem which he was unable to overcome in the 
metaphysical introduction was the conflict between what is and 

1 This is the interpretation of, for example, W. Johnston, 'Marx's verses of 
1836-7', Journal of the History of Ideas (Apr 1967) 261 ; also of E. Kamenka, 
The Ethical Foundations of MariJJiam (Routledge, London, 1962) p. 20, and of 
S. Avineri, The Social and Political Thought of Karl MariJJ (Cambridge U.P., 
1968) p. 8. 

• First published, with an introduction by his daughter Eleanor, in Die neue 
Zeit, XVI (1897) 4 ft', 
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what ought to be, •a conflict peculiar to idealism, and this gave 
rise to the following hopelessly inaccurate classification. First of 
all, what I gratuitously christened •metaphysics of law' - that is, 
principles, reflections, determinative concepts - was severed from 
all actual law and from any actual form of law, as in the writing of 
Fichte, only in my case in a more modern and less substantial 
fashion.'1 It was precisely this gap between what is and what 
ought to be that Marx considered to have been bridged by the 
Hegelian philosophy. Marx's second obj ection to the meta
physical system he had constructed was its •mathematical dog
matism'. Here Marx repeats Hegel's polemic against mathematics 
contained in the preface to his Phiinomenologie, where Hegel 
contrasts mathematical truth unfavourably with historical truth : 
•The process of mathematical truth does not belong to that 
which is its obj ect, but is an activity that remains external to 
its matter.'2 According to Marx, the systems of Kant and 
Fichte, who were the inspiration for his own ideas at this time, 
were open to this obj ection : they were abstract systems that, like 
geometry, passed from axioms to conclusi9ns. In contrast, •in the 
concrete expression of the living world of thought - as in law, the 
state, nature, philosophy as a whole - the obj ect itself must be 
studied in its development ; there must be no arbitrary classifi
cations ; the rationale of the thing itself must be disclosed in all its 
contradictoriness and find its unity in itself'.3 Marx then outlines 
the complicated schema of his philosophy of law that comprises the 
second part of his treatise. The main reason for his dissatisfaction 
with this classification seems to have been that he did not think, 
in the Hegelian manner, of the concept as mediator between form 
and content and thus his classification was empty - a desk, as he 
put it, into whose drawers he later poured sand . 

When he got as far as the discussion of private material law, he 
realised that his enterprise was mistaken : 

I saw the fallaciousness of the whole, which in its fundamental 
schema borders on the Kantian, though differing wholly from 
Kant in matters of detail. Once more I realised that I could not 
make my way without philosophy. Hence I was once again able, 

1 MEGA I i (2) 215 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 42. 
1 Hegel, Werke II 32 ; translated in Kaufmann, Hegel, p, 418. 
3 MEGA I i (2) 215 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 43. 
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with good conscience, to throw myself into the arms of philo
sophy, and I wrote a new basic metaphysical system . Upon its 
completion I was once again constrained to recognise its 
futility and that of all my previous endeavours .1 

This brought Marx to the end of his first semester and he sought 
refuge from his philosophical problems in writ.ing the poetry dis
cussed above : 

At the end of the semester, I once more sought the dance of the 
muses and the music of the satyrs. Already in the last pages I 
sent you, idealism plays its part in the form of forced humour 
(Scorpion and Felix) and in an unsuccessful dramatic fantasy 
(Oulanem), until at length it takes an entirely different direction 
and changes into pure formal art, for the most part without 
any stimulating obj ects and without any lively movement of 
ideas.2 

But this activity, while revealing what poetry could be, at the 
same time made it impossible for Marx to continue : "These last 
poems are the only ones in which suddenly, as if by the wave of a 
magician's wand - it was shattering at the beginning - the realm 
of pure poetry flashed open before me like a distant faery palace, 
and all my creations collapsed into nothing.'3 Not surprisingly, 
this period of intense intellectual activity in several fields, often 
involving his working through the night, ended in a period of 
severe illness. His doctor advised a change of scene and Marx 
went to the village of Stralow j ust outside Berlin. Here his views 
underwent a big change : "a curtain had fallen, my holy of holies 
had been shattered, and new gods had to be found. Setting out 
from idealism - which, let me say in passing, I had compared to 
and nourished with that of Kant and Fichte - I hit upon seeking 
the Idea in the real itself. If formerly the gods had dwelt above the 
world, they had now become its centre.'' Previously Hegel's con
ceptual rationalis m  had been rej ected by Marx, the follower of 
Kant and Fichte, the romantic subjectivist who considered the 
highest being to be separate from earthly reality. Now, however, it 
began to seem as though the Idea was immanent in the real. "I had 

1 MEGA I i (2) 217 f; Easton and Guddat, p. 45. 
• MEGA I i (2) 218 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 46. 
a Ibid. ' Ibid. 
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read fragments of Hegel's philosophy and had found its grotesque 
craggy melody unpleasing. I wished to dive into the ocean once 
again but with the definite intention of discovering our mental 
nature to be just as determined, concrete, and firmly established 
as our physical - no longer to practise the art of fencing but to 
bring pure pearls into the sunlight. '1 

In order to clarify his mind Marx began to write - a procedure 
he had adopted before and would adopt many times later. He 
produced a twenty-four page dialogue entitled "Cleanthes, or the 
Starting Point and Necessary Progress of Philosophy'. For this 
purpose he acquainted himself with natural science, history and a 
study of the works of Schelling. The influence of the latter is plain 
in Marx's description of the dialogue as reuniting art and science 
and comprising a "philosophical-dialectical discussion of the God
head manifested as a concept per se, as Religion, as Nature, and as 
History'. This dialogue ended with Marx's conversion to Hegelian
ism : •my last sentence was the beginning of the Hegelian system, 
and this task . . .  this darling child of mine, nurtured in moonlight, 
bears me like a falsehearted siren into the clutches of the enemy'.2 
Thus Marx had gone through the same evolution as classical 
German philosophy itself, from Kant and Fichte through Schelling 
to Hegel. 

This process of giving up his romantic idealism and delivering 
himself over to "the enemy' was an extremely radical and painful 
one for Marx.3 He describes its immediate results as follows : 

Because of my vexation, I was for several days quite unable to 
think . Like a lunatic I ran around in the garden beside the 
Spree's dirty water "which washes the soul and dilutes tea'. I 
even went out hunting with my host and then returned hotfoot 
to Berlin wishing to embrace every loafer at the street corners 
. . .  because of the futility of my lost labours, from consuming 
vexation at having to make an idol of a view I detest, I feel sick . 

His conversion to Hegel was completed firstly by a thorough read
ing of Hegel : while sick he "got to know Hegel from beginning to 
end, together with most of his disciples' . Secondly, he joined a sort 
of Hegelian discussion group : "through several meetings with 

1 MEG .A I i (2) 218 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 46 f. 
1 MEG.A 1 i (2) 219 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 47. 
8 Cf. MEG.A I i (2) 219 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 47. 
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friends in Stralow I became a member of a Doctors' Club to which 
some instructors and my most intimate friend in Berlin, Dr 
Rutenberg, belong. In discussions many a conflicting opinion was 
voiced, and I was more and more chained to the current world
philosophy from which I had thought to escape.' This club met 
regularly in a cafe in the Franzosische Strasse and was a hard
drinking and boisterous company. Adolf Rutenberg, whom Marx 
mentions here, was a geography teacher who had formerly spent 
some time in prison as a member of the Burschenschaft and who 
regularly wrote for the Hamburg newspaper Telegraph Deutsch
landa. When they were both later on the stafF of the Rheinische 
Zeitung, Marx came to regard Rutenberg as a mere cipher. 
Another member of the club was Karl Friedrich Koppen, a history 
teacher at a local school who was later to become an acknowledged 
expert on the _ origins of Buddhism ; Marx mentions him in 
admiration in the preface to his doctoral thesis.1 The leading light 
in the club was Bruno Bauer, who had been lecturing in theology at 
the university since 1834 and was to be Marx's closest friend for 
the next four years . He was at that time a disciple of the orthodox 
Hegelian Marheineke, but soon appeared as spokesman for the 
radical Young Hegelians.2 

Marx was undoubtedly also strongly influenced by Eduard 
Gans, Professor of Law at Berlin University, whose lectures he 
attended more regularly than any others . Gans was a bapti�ed 
Jew, a liberal Hegelian, who elaborated the master's views in the · 
fields of j urisprudence and history. He was a brilliant lecturer and 
attracted very large audiences. Progress was his watchword : he 
very much approved of the French Revolution of 1830 and advo
cated an English style of monarchy. He appreciated the impor-

1 On Koppen, see especially H. Hirsch, Denker und Kampfer (Europll.ische 
Verlagsanstalt, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1955) pp. 19--81 .  , 

2 On Bruno Bauer, see G. Mayer, 'Die AnfAnge des politischen Radikalismus 
im vormllrzlichen Preussen', Zeitachrift filr Politik, VI (1913) ; E. Barnikol, Das 
entdeckte Ohriatentum im Vormar.z (Jena, 1927) ; S. Hook, From Hegel to Mar:c, 
2nd ed. (Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1962) ; C. Cesa, ' Bruno Bauer e Ia filosofia 
dell'autoscienza {1841-1843) ' ,  Giornale Oritico della Filoaofia Italiana, I 
(Flprence, 1960) ; G. A. van den Bergh van Eysinga, 'Die Tll.tigkeit von Bruno 
Bauer in Bonn',  .Annali, 1963 (Milan, 1964) ; H. Stuke, Philoaophie der Tat 
(Ernst Klett Verlag, Stuttgart, 1963) ; McLellan, The Young Hegelians and 
Karl-Mar:c. 
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tance of social questions and sympathised with the Saint
Simonians, whose ideas he publicised in a book that appeared in 
1836. 

The Saint-Simonians [wrote Gans] have rightly observed that 
slavery has not disappeared and that, even if it has been 
formally abolished, it nevertheless really exists in a most 
absolute manner. Just as once master and slave were opposed 
to each other, and then later patrician and plebeian, then 
sovereign and vassal, so are opposed today the man who is idle 
and the man who works. One has only to visit the factories to 
see hundreds of emaciated and miserable men and women who 
sacrifice their health for the service and profit of a single man 
and exchange all the pleasures of life for a meagre pittance. Is it 
not pure slavery to exploit man like a beast by allowing him 
only the freedom to die of hunger ? Is it not possible to awaken 
in these miserable proletarians a moral conscience and lead 
them to take an active part in the work that at present they 
execute automatically ? The view that the state should provide 
for the needs of the most numerous and poorest class is one of 
the most profound of our time. . . .  Future history will speak 
more than once of the struggle of the proletarians against the 
middle classes . The Middle Ages possessed a social organisa
tion of work in its corporations. The corporations are destroyed 
and cannot be re-established. But has not work, now liberated, 
escaped from the despotism of the corporation and absolute 
domination of the master to fall under that of the factory
owner ? Is there no means of remedying this situation ? Yes, 
there is : the free corporation, socialisation.1 

Although many of these ideas were to reappear in Marx's writ
ings, they had little influence upon him for the present. He was 
still thinking of a law career : he proposed to his father that, on 
finishing his studies in Berlin, he would go on to the provincial 
appeal court at Munster. From there he planned to become an 
assistant judge and eventually get a university professorship. He 
also mentions in passing a plan to edit a review of aesthetics, say
ing that Bruno Bauer and Rutenberg had already obtained the 
co-operation of 'all the aesthetic notables of the Hegelian school'. 

1 E. Gans, Ruckblicke auf Personen und Zustiinde (Berlin, 1836) pp . 99 ff 
Further on Gans, see H. Reissner, Eduard Gans. Ein Leben im Vormiirz 
(Tiibingen, 1965). 
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Heinrich Marx's reply to this letter did not take up the 
philosophical questions raised : it consisted more of renewed com� 
plaints about his son's lack of order, neglect of his family, and 
extravagance. A fatal illness overtook him soon afterwards and he 
died in March 1838, after which Marx's links with his family 
became very tenuous. 

As a whole, this letter details Marx's conversion to the prevail
ing philosophy of the day. But it does not contain any criticism of 
Hegel or any indication of Marx's future intellectual development. 
Any claim that Marx's conceptions are already here in nuce is to 
read into the text ideas for which at this time there is no evidence. 

3. M A R x ' s  D I S S E RT A T I O N  

a .  Introductory 

In the year after writing this letter to his father, Marx abandoned 
almost all formal teaching at the university and concentrated on 
his own reading and discussions with his intimates in the Doctors' 
Club. The only lectures that he did attend were on philosophical 
subjects, and his : · otebooks for the next two years were filled with 
excerpts from Hegt!l, Aristotle, Spinoza, Leibniz, Hume and Kant. 
Meanwhile the necessity of earning his living was becoming more 
pressing : his father, while he lived, urged Karl to lay the founda
tions of a career that would soon allow him to marry his "angel of 
a girl' . His mother took up the same theme : she complained that 
the Westphalen family despised her, and Jenny herself was 
increasingly ill at ease in her own family. All these factors led 
Marx to bring his studies to an end by the composition of a 
doctoral thesis that he hoped would enable him to obtain a 
university teaching post.l 

This thesis, begun towards the end of 1838 and submitted in 
April 1841 , survives in an incomplete state, and is the major source 
for the knowledge of Marx's ideas in this period. The preliminary 
notes for the thesis, written during 1839, consist of seven exer:cise 
books which Marx entitled "Epicurean Philosophy' and whose 

1 For the origins of the thesis, see Mehring's introduction to Marx, Engels 
and Lassalle, Nachlasa, 1 51 ff. 
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content goes far beyond that of the thesis, dealing with such sub
j ects as the relation between Epicureanism and Stoicism, the 
concept of the sage in Greek philosophy, the view,s of Socrates 
and Plato on religion and the prospects of post-Hegelian philo
sophy. The thesis itself, entitled •The Difference between the 
Democritean and the Epicurean Philosophies of Nature', con
sisted of a criticism of those who had equated the natural 
philosophies of Democritus and Epicurus and a catalogue of the' 
differences between these philosophies . There was an appendix on 
Plutarch's criticism of Epicurus and two lengthy notes on Hegel 
and Schelling.l 

b. Choice of Subject 

Marx's interest in Epicurus seems to have been stimulated by dis
cussions with his fellow Young Hegelians. It is worth while point
ing out that since Marx was not a direct disciple of Hegel, his 
knowledge of Hegel's doctrines was always acquired through, or 
accompanied by, the commentaries of his disciples. His first 
serious study of Hegel was undertaken at the same time as that of 
•most of his disciples'. And it was in discussions at the Doctors' 
Club that Marx •was more and more chained to the current world
philosophy'. The Young Hegelians, following Fichte, were in the 
course of reaffirming the primacy of the subjective over substance 
and felt a profound sympathy for .the post-Aristotelians. The 
reason wa11 twofold : after the •total philosophy' of Hegel the 
Young Hegelians felt themselves in the same position as the 

1 These are all reprinted in MEGA I i (1) 1 :If. The thesis has been re-edited 
(though without the preliminary notes) in K. Marx, Die Doktordiaaertation, 
ed. G. Mende (Jena, 1964). The . MEGA text is fully reproduced in K. Marx, 
Texte zu Methode und Praxis, ed. Hillmann I. There is also an Italian trans
lation by A. Sabbetti, Sullafondazione del materialiamo atorico (Florence, 1962) .  
There are two book-length discussions of Marx's thesis : R. Sannwald, Marx 
und die Antike (Basel, 1957) ; Hillmann, Marx und Hegel. Useful discussions of 
the philosophical aspects are contained in H. Popitz, Der ent.fremdete Mensch 
(Basel, 1953) ; M. Friedrich, Philoaophie und tJkonomie beim jungen Marx 
(Berlin, 1960) ; M. dal Pra, La dialettica in Marx (Laterza, Bari, 1965) pp� 
23 :If. There is also useful material in Cornu, Karl Marx et Friedrich Enge/8, I 
179 ff. ; C. Wackenheim, La Faillite de Ia religion d'aprea Karl Marx (P.U.F., 
Paris, 1963) pp. 90 :If. 
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Greeks after Aristotle ; secondly, they thought that the post
Aristotelian philosophies contained the essential elements of 
modern thought : they had laid the philosophical foundations of 
the Roman Empire, had profoundly influenced early Christian 
morality and also contained rationalist traits of the eighteenth
century Enlightenment. Two in particular of Marx's friends in the 
Doctors' Club had studied this period : Bruno Bauer, who had 
recently moved from orthodox Hegelianism to an increasingly 
radical outlook, viewed post-Aristotelian philosophy as the 
spiritual basis of early Christianity. He thought that the indi
vidualistic philosophers, following on the break-up of the classical 
world and its obj ective social ties, had prepared the way for 
Christianity. In Christianity, however, man was the object of a 
God he himself had created and thus it fell below the level of 
human consciousness attained by the atheistic, hellenistic thinkers 
with their strict separation of philosophy and religion. Karl 
Friedrich Koppen, too, in his book Friedrich der Grosse und seine 
Widersacher ("Frederick the Great and his Opponents') , which was 
dedicated to Marx, made connections between the hellenistic 
thinkers, a,theism and the Enlightenment. His book was a eulogy 
of Frederick William II and the principles of the Enlightenment. 
Koppen maintained that the king's greatness came from combin
ing the culture of Epicureanism, Stoic devotion to the common 
good and Sceptic tolerance and lack of dogma. 

Marx's presentation of his thesis is along similar lines. He wrote 
in the preface that the thesis "should be considered as only the pre
liminary to a larger work in which I shall describe in detail the cycle 
of Epicurean, Stoic and Sceptic philosophies in their relationship to 
the whole of Greek speculation' .1 Hegel, Marx said,had by and large 
correctly described the general characteristics of these systems : 

But the admirably broad and bold plan of his history of 
philosophy which really gave birth to the history of philosophy 
as a subj ect, made it impossible to enter into details : and also 
his conception of what he called •speculative par excellence' 
prevented this giant of a thinker from recognising the great 
importance of these systems for the history of Greek philosophy 
and the Greek mind in general. These systems are the key to 
the true history of Greek philosophy. 2 

1 MEGA 1 i (1) 9. I Ibid . 
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In the opening paragraphs of his thesis Marx elaborates on why 
he thinks these writers hold the key to the history of Greek 
philosophy and to the contemporary philosophical scene. These 
philosophers are •at the origin of the Roman ethos, the form in 
which Greece became Rome'. They are •so full of character, so 
concentratec! and esseptial that the modern , world itself must 
accord them full citizen rights'. •Js it not', Marx continues, •a  
remarkable occurrence that after the total philosophies of Plato 
and Aristotle, new systems should arise that do not depend on 
these philosophies, systems that are so rich in spirit, but yet have 
recourse to the simplest of schools - the natural philosophies in 
physics and the Socratic school in ethics ?'1 In short, Marx's choice 
of subj ect was destined to throw light on the contemporary post
Hegelian situation in philosophy by the examination of a parallel 
period in the history of Greek philosophy. 

c . .MartiJ·s Preliminary Notes 

The most interesting passage in these notes is one where Marx 
deals with the philosophical climate following on the world
philosophy of Hegel. Philosophy has now arrived at a turning 
point : 

Just as there are nodal points in philosophy that in themselves 
rise to concretion, form abstract principles into a totality, and 
thus interrupt a straight-line continuation, so there are also 
moments when philosophy turns its eyes to the external world . 
Ko longer reflectively but like a practical person it spins 
intrigues with the world . . . .  Just as Prometheus, having stolen 
fire from heaven, begins to build houses and settle on the 
earth, so philosophy, having extended itself to the world, turns 
against the apparent world. So now with the Hegelian philo
sophy.2 

This and the passage that follows are among the most obscure 
that Marx ever wrote, partly because they are only personal notes 
and partly because Marx was probably not sure of his' own thought 
and spoke very metaphorically. A •nodal point' here was a 
philosophy that fused into an interlocking whole the principles of 

1 MEGA 1 i (I) 14. 
2 Ibid. 131 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 52. 
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the philosophies preceding it . This ended a stage in the develop
ment of a philosophy and, while summing up the previous steady 
progression, compelled future thought to strike out in a fresh 
direction. In this case, philosophy began a 'practical movement', 
spinning 'intrigues with the world'. Here, discovering that the 
world was in the process of changing, it entered into collision with 
it . Marx goes on to describe this process of opposition between 
philosophy and the world, by outlining the position of philosophy 
at the time of Hegel's death : 

As philosophy has closed itself into a complete, total world -
the outline of this totality is in general conditioned by its 
development, the basis of the form which reverses itself in a 
practical relationship to actuality - the totality of the world is 
implicitly split, and this split is driven to extremes because 
spiritual existence has become free, enriched to universality. 
The heart beat has implicitly become in a concrete way the 
characteristic of the whole organism. The diremption of the 
world is not causal while its sides are totalities. Hence, the 
world is self-divided as opposed to a total philosophy, one in 
itself. I 

Put more simply, this means that with Hegel philosophy has, by its 
very completeness and universality, become unreal and opposed 
to the world which continues to be divided. Thus philosophy itself 
became split : 

The manifestation of the activity of this philosophy is thereby 
also split and contradictory ; its objective universality reverts 
to subj ective forms of individual consciousness in which it 
lives. Common harps will sound under any hand ; aeolian 
harps, only when the storm strikes them. But one must not 
let oneself be misled by the storm that follows a great world
philosophy.2 

Anyone, Marx continued, who did not understand this necessary 
development had to deny the possibility of continuing to philoso
phise after such a total system : to such a man the appearance of 
Zeno or Epicurus after such a thinker as Aristotle would be 
incomprehensible. 

1 MEGA 1 i (1) 132 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 52. 
2 MEGA 1 i (1) 132 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 52 f. 
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What was needed was a fundamental change of direction : 

In such times, fearful souls take the reverse point of view of 
valiant commanders . They believ!') they are able to repair the 
damage by decreasing forces, by dispersal, by a peace treaty 
with real needs, while Themistocles, when Athens was threat
ened with devastation, persuaded the Athenians to leave it for 
good and found a new Athens on the sea, on another elef?ent.1 

Marx goes on to say that in such a period two alternatives present 
themselves : either to imitate feebly what has gone before or to 
undertake a really fundamental upheaval : 

Furthermore, we must not forget that the time following such 
catastrophes is an iron one, happy if the battles of Titans mark 
them, lamentable if the time is like the lamely limping centuries 
of great epochs of art, busied with casting in wax, plaster and 
copper that which once leapt from the Carraran marble as did 
Pallas Athena from Zeus's head. Titan-like, however, are the 
times that follow an implicitly total philosophy and its sub
j ective forms of development, for the diremption - its unity - is 
tremendous. Thus, Rome came after the Stoic, Sceptic, and 
Epicurean philosophies. They are unhappy and iron, for their 
gods are dead, and the new goddess still has immediately the 
dark form of fate, of pure light or pure darkness. She lacks the 
day's colours . The kernel of this unhappiness is that the soul 
of the time, the spiritual Monas, in itself satiated and ideally 
formed in all aspects, can recognise no actuality which has 
already developed without it. The . happy element in such 
unhappiness, then, is the subjective form, the modality in which 
philosophy as subjective consciousness relates itself to actuality. 

Thus, for example, the Epicurean, Stoic philosophy was the 
happy fortune of its time. Similarly the hawk-moth seeks the 
lamplight of privacy when the sun has set.2 

Marx finishes this lengthy note by pointing out again that after 
a total philosophy the new direction taken is determined by the 
character of that philosophy : 

The other aspect, more important for the historill.n of philo
sophy, is the fact that this reversal of the philosophers, their 
transubstantiation in flesh and blood, is distinguished by the 

1 MEG.A I i (1) 132 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 53. 
I MEG.A I i (2) 132 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 53. 
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characteristic which an implicitly total and concrete philosophy 
bears like a birthmark . . . .  But it is important, philosophically 
speaking, to stress this aspect since from the specific character 
of this reversal deductions can be made as to the immanent 
determination and world-historical character of the course of 
philosophy. What formerly appeared as growth is now deter
minateness ; implicitly existing negativitY' has become negation. 
Here we observe, as it were, the curriculum vitae of a philosophy 
focused to the subj ective point, just as one can conclude a 
hero's life story from the way he died.l 

Marx's language in this note, though often vivid, is very 
obscure. The general atmosphere of crisis that pervades it was 
common to all the Young Hegelians . Hegel himself had announced: 
"it is something not difficult to see that our time is a time of birth 
and transition to a new period. The spirit has broken with what 
was hitherto the world of its existence and imagination, and is 
about to submerge all this in the past ; it is at work giving itself a 
new form.'2 Bruno Bauer, with whom Marx kept up a constant 
correspondence while he was composing his thesis, wrote in 1840 : 
"The catastrophe will be terrible and must be great. I would almost 
say that it �ill be greater and more horrible than that which 
heralded Christianity's entrance on the world scene.'3 

d. Marx's Thesis 

In the preface to his thesis Marx briefly outlines previous, mis
taken interpretations of Epicurus's philosophy and mentions the 
insufficiency of Hegel's treatment of the period. He then justifies 
his own inclusion of a criticism of Plutarch's attack on Epicurus's 
atheism, and adds a paean in praise of the supremacy of philosophy 
over all other disciplines, and in particular over theology. To prove 
his point, Marx quotes Hume : 

'Tis certainly a kind of indignity to philosophy, whose sovereign 
authority ought everywhere to be acknowledged, to oblige her 
on every occasion to make apologies for her conclusions, 
and justify herself to every particular art and science, which 
may be offended at her. This puts one in mind of a king 

1 MEG.A I i (2) 133 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 54. 
a Hegel, Werke n 10. 3 lr!EG.A I i (2) 241 ff. 
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arraign'd for high treason against his subj ects .1 

Thus Marx makes his own the Young Hegelian criticism of the 
master's reconciliation of philosophy and religion. He continues : 

As long as a single drop of blood pulses in her world-conquering 
and totally free heart, philosophy will continually shout at her 
opponents the cry of Epicurus : "Impiety does not consist in 
destroying the gods of the crowd but rather in ascribing to the 
gods the ideas of the crowd. '  

Philosophy makes no secret of  it. The proclamation of  
Prometheus :  " In one word - I hate all gods' i s  her own profes
sion, her own slogan against all gods of heaven and earth who 
do not recognise man's self-consciousness as the highest 
divinity. There shall be none other beside it .2 

Marx thought that it was characteristic of the post-Aristotelian 
philosophies that in them "all elements of self-consciousness . . . 
are fully represented'.3 This •self-consciousness' was the central 
concept of the philosophy that the Young Hegelians, and Bruno 
Bauer in particular, were elaborating. Hegel, too, had referred to 
the post-Aristotelian period as that of self-consciousness,4 but 
his radical disciples took it out of its carefully circumscribed con
text and made it into an absolute principle. For them, man's self
consciousness develops continually and realises that forces it had 
thought separate from itself - religion for example - are really its 
own creation. Thus the task of self-consciousness and its principal 
weapon, philosophical criticism, is to expose all the forces and 
ideas that stand opposed to the free development of this human 
self-consciousness. 6 

This enthusiasm for the philosophy of self-consciousness is 
re;flected in the body of the thesis where Marx unfavourably con
trasts the mechanistic determinism of Democritus with the 
Epicurean ethic of liberty.6 Democritus, a native of Abdera in 

1 MEGA 1 i {1) 10 ; the quotation is from Humc's Treatise of Huma11 Kature, 
ed . L. Selby-Bigge (Oxford, 1888) p. 250. 1 Ibid . 10. 

a Ibid . p .  14 ' Cf. Hegel, Werke, u 131 ff. 
6 See in particular on this, C. Cesa, 'Bruno Bauer e la filosofia dell' auto

scienza {1841-1843) ', Giornale Critico della p,f, .•• !fia ltalia11rr ,  1 {WOn) ; McLellan, 
The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx, 'PP· 48 ff. 

6 Marx 's preference seems to lie arrived at solely by comparing their two 
respective moral philosophies ; as J!hilosophers and natural scientists, Demo
critus is by far the more profound and orginal thinker. 
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Thrace, wrote at the end of the fifth century B . c . ,  and summed up, 
in his theory of atoms and the void, the previous two hundred 
years of Greek physical speculation. Epicurus taught more than 
a century later in an Athens marked by the general social chaos 
of the post-Alexandrine epoch and was concerned to supply 
principles for the conduct ofindividuals .1 Marx begins his account 
of the relationship of the two philosophers with a paradox : 
Epicurus held all appearances to be objectively real but at the 
same time, since he wished to conserve freedom of the will, denied 
that the world was governed by immutable laws and thus in fact 
seemed to decry the objective reality of nature. Democritus, on 
the other hand, was very sceptical about the reality of appearance, 
but yet held the world to be governed by necessity. From this 
Marx concludes, rightly, that Epicurus's physics was really only 
a part of his moral philosophy. He did not merely copy Democri
tus's physics, as was commonly thought, but introduced the idea 
of spontaneity into the movement of the atoms, and to Democri
tus's world of inanimate nature ruled by mechanical laws he 
added a world of animate nature in which the human will 
operated. Marx thus prefers the views of Epicurus for two 
reasons : firstly, his emphasis on the absolute autonomy of the 
human spirit has freed men from all superstitions of tran
scendent obj ects ; secondly, the emphasis on •free individual self
consciousness' shows one way of going beyond the system of 
a •total philosophy'. 

It was above all this liberating aspect of Epicurus that Marx 
admired. A few years later in the German Ideology he called 
Epicurus "the genuine radically enlightened mind of antiquity? 
and referred to him often in his later writings in similar terms. A 
couJl.terpart to this enthusiasm for Epicurus is the appendix 
which attacks Plutarch and particularly his treatise entitled "It is 
impossible to live happily by following the principles ofEpicurus'.3 
Taking each of Plutarch's arguments separately, Marx demon-

1 See further B. Farrington, The Faith of Epicurus (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 
London, 1967) pp. 7 f. 

I MEGA I v 122. 
a Thill appendix does not survive, but can be reconstructed from the pre

liminary notes : see MEGA I i, p. xxxi ; D. Baumgarten, 'Uber den "verloren 
geglaubten" Anhang zu Karl Marx' Doktordil!sertation', in Gegenwa'rt8-
probleme del' Soziologie (Eil!ermann, Potsdam, 1949). 
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strates that the opposite conclusion follows . Marx asserts that 
belief in gods results from detaching human virtues from their 
proper subject - man - and attaching them to an illusory subject. 
Similarly, immortality of the soul reduces itself to the individuals 
laying claim to the universal. All this is plainly inspired by the 
first publications of Feuerbach who, as early as 1839, had begun 
to criticise Hegel's dialectic from a humanist point of view. Marx 
devotes much space to exposing the fallacies of Plutarch's 
criticisms of Epicurus, since he considered Plutarch to be typical 
of the attack on philosophy from a theological point of view. He 
wrote in the preface : "We have added as an appendix a criticism 
of the polemic of Plutarch against Epicurus's theology. The 
reason for this is that this polemic is not an isolated phenomenon, 
but represents a whole tradition : it expresses perfectly the 
attitude of the theological mind to philosophy.'1 

e. Notes to the Thesis 

The idea of the opposition between theology and religion is the 
main theme of an extended note that Marx added to his thesis at 
the end of 1841 . It was directed primarily against Schelling, who 
had just been summoned to Berlin by Frederick William IV in 
order to •root out the dragon-seed of Hegelianism'. 2 In his lectures, 
entitled The Philosophy of Revelation, Schelling drew a distinction 
between a negative, purely rational philosophy and a positive one 
whose real content is the evolution of the divine in history and as 
it is recorded in the various mythologies and religions of mankind. 
Schelling's lectures were accompanied by much publicity and at 
first attracted wide attention : Engels, Kierkegaard and Bakunin 
were all presen� at his inaugural lecture. The reaction of the 
Hegelians was strong and Marx's not least : his technique here 
was to con�rast what Schelling was then saying with his earlier 
writings. There are often elements in the writings of the Young 
Hegelians that seem to go back beyond Hegel and in particular 
to Fichte 's ideas on man's dialectical self-creation : Koppen was 
a declared disciple of Fichte, and both Bruno Bauer and Hess 

1 MEGA 1 i (1) 10. 
I Frederick William IV to Bunsen, in Chr. von Bunsen, Aus seinen Briefen 

(Leipzig, 1869) II 133. 
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incorporated Fichtean elements into their thought .1 Marx begins 
his note by quoting three passages from the early works of 
Schelling that have a close affinity with Fichte : 

Weak reason, however, is not reason which knows no obj ective 
God, but wants to recognise one. In general, Herr. Schelling 
would be well advised to recall his first writings. For instance, 
he says in the piece on the Self as the principle of philosophy : 
"If we assume, for example, that in so far as God defined as 
object is the real basis of our nature, then God himself enters 
the sphere of our knowledge as object and hence cannot be the 
ultimate point for us on which this entire sphere depends . '  And 
we remind Herr Schelling of the concluding sentence of his 
letter mentioned above : "It is time to acquaint the new humanity 
with freedom of mind and no longer tolerate its crying about its 
lost restrictions . '  If it was already time in A . D .  1 795, how about 
the year 1 841 ?2 

Marx then goes on to claim that Hegel inverted the traditional 
proofs for the existence of God and thereby refuted them. Whereas 
traditional theology said : "Since contingency truly exists, God 
exists', Hegel turned this into : "Since contingency does not exist, 
God or the Absolute does.' Marx then posed a dilemma : the first 
possibility was that the proofs for the existence of God were 
tautologies, like the ontological argument which Marx states in 
the form : "What I conceive for myself as actual is an actual con
ception for me. '3 In that case any gods would have an equal 
reality. Kant's famous refutation of the ontological proof by 
compating one hundred imaginary pound notes with one hundred 
real ones was not to the point : in fact, paper money was very 
similar to belief in gods .  If you imported paper money into a 
country where it was not recognised then its value would be 
purely imaginative. "If someone had taken a Wendish god to the 
ancient Greeks, he would have found proof for the non-existence of 

1 For an account of the origins of Marxism that lays emphasis on the contri
bution of Fichte, see R. Garaudy, Karl Marx : The Evolution of his Thought 

(Lawrence & Wishart, London, 1967). 
• MEGA 1 i (1) 80 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 64. 
a Marx cites this in its classical, not in its Hegelian, form. His treatment 

borders on caricature : see Wackenheim, La Faillite de Ia religion d'apres Karl 
Marx, p. 101. 
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this god ,  because this god did not exist for the Greeks. What a 

certain country is for foreign gods,  the country of reason is for 
God altogether - namely, a place where God no longer exists.1 

The second possibility was that •the proofs for the existence of 
God are nothing but proofs for the existence of the essentially 
human self-consciousness and logical explications of it . Take the 
ontological argument. What existence is immediate in being 
thought ? Self-consciousness. "2 Marx claims that in this sense all 
proofs for the existence of God are proofs for his non-existence. 
For a valid proof would have to run : •since nature is imperfect, 
God exists . '  B�t this would amount to saying that non-rationality 
constituted God's existence. 

Marx finished his note with its strange mixture of post
Hegelian philosophy and the simple rationalism of the Enlighten
ment by quoting two more passages from the early Schelling : 
•when you pre-suppose the idea of an objective God, how can you 
speak of laws which reason produces from itself, since autonomy 
can be attributed only to an absolute free being ?' 

•n is a crime against humanity, to conceal principles which are 
generally communicable.'3 

' 

The second important note appended to the thesis takes up the 
themes already treated in the passage in the preliminary notes on 
the future of philosophy after Hegel's total system. In the first 
section of this note, Marx deals with the common charge of Hegel's 
having •compromised' with reaction. •rn regard to Hegel . . .  it is 
out of mere ignorance that his disciples explain this or that 
determination of his system by accommodation and the like or, 
in a word, morally. They forget that a very short time ago they 
enthusiastically adhered to all aspects of his one-sidedness ; clear 
evidence of this fact is found in their own writings. '4 Marx 
defends Hegel by drawing a distinction between the inner mind 
of the philosopher and the exterior form in which he expresses 
himself: 

It is conceivable that a philosopher commits this or that 
apparent non sequitur out of this or that accommodation . He 

1 MEGA I i (1) 81 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 65. 
2 MEGA I i (1) 81 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 65 f. 
3 MEGA I i (1) 81 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 66. 
4 MEGA I i (1) 63 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 60. 
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himself may be conscious of it. But he is not conscious that the 
possibility of this apparent accommodation is rooted in the 
inadequacy of his principle or in its inadequate formulation. 
Hence, if a philosopher has accommodated himself, his disciples 
have to explain from his inner essential consciousness what for 
him had the form of an esoteric consciousness. In this way what 
appears as progress of consciousness is progress of knowledge as 
well. It is not that the particular consciousness of the philo
sopher is suspect ; ra�her, his essential form of consciousness i s  
constructed, raised to a particular form and meaning, and at 
the same time superseded.1 

This distinction between an esoteric and an exoteric Hegel was 
common among the Young Hegelians. 2 Bruno Bauer even went so 
far as to claim that the real message of Hegel was 'atheism, 
republicanism and revolution'.3 Similarly, Marx wished to use 
Hegelian principles to interpret Hegel. 

Marx now turns again to the problem of post-Hegelian 
philosophy and of what he calls 'the transition from discipline to 
freedom' : 

It is a psychological law that the theoretical mind, having 
become free in itself, turns into practical energy. Emerging as 
will from Amenthes' shadow world, it turns against worldly 
actuality which exists ou�side it . . . .  The practice of philosophy, 
however, is itself theoretical. It is criticism which measures 
individual existence against essence, particular actuality 
against the idea. But this direct realisation of philosophy is 
burdened with contradictions in its innermost essence, and this 
essence manifests itself in appearance and puts its stamp 
thereon.4 

This is Marx's :first mention of his notion of praxis that was to 
become so central to his later thought. The concept had been 
originated by August von Cieszkowski, a Polish count who had 
studied philosophy in Berlin under the orthodox Hegelian 

1 MEG.A I i (1) 64 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 61 .  
1 The locus cla8sicus is  Bruno Bauer, Die Posaune des jungsten Gerichts Uber 

Hegel den .Atheisten und .Antichristen (Leipzig, 1841), reprinted in K. Lowith, 
Die Hegelsche Linke (Stuttgart, 1962) . 

8 Bauer, op. cit., p. 42. 
' MEG.A I i (1) 64 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 61 f. 
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Michelet .l Cieszkowski had also visited Paris and acquainted him
self with socialist ideas, and in 1 838 he published a small book, 
Prolegomena zur Historiosophie ("Prolegomena to a Science of 
History'), that was to prove seminal among the Young Hegelians.  
For Cieszkowski was the first to talk seriously of a transition from 
thought to action . The main theme of his book was that whereas 
Hegel had only dealt with the present and the past, philosophy 
should now deal with the future : in much the same way as Cuvier 
reconstructed the whole animal from a single tooth, so philosophy 
should attempt to build the future. This philosophy of the future 
had to be orientated towards society and would thus become 
practical : 

Philosophy has therefore to resign itself to becoming mainly 
applied philosophy ; and j ust as the poetty of art becomes trans
formed into the prose of thought, so philosophy must descend 
from the heights of theory into praxis. Practical philosophy, or, 
more accurately, the philosophy of prams (whose concrete 
impact on life and social conditions amounts to the employment 
of both within concrete activity) - this is the future fate of 
philosophy in general . . . .  Just as thought and reflection over
came the beaux-arts, so the deed and social activity will now 
overcome philosophy.z 

This notion of a transition to a philosophy of action inspired many 
of the Young Hegelians, particularly Moses Hess, and was even 
used by Bruno Bauer in an idealist form. Bauer was writing to 
Marx at the beginning of 1841 : "Theory is now the strongest 
praxis and we cannot say in advance to what extent it will become 
practical. '3 

Marx now develops the passage on the relation between 
philosophy and the world as he had seen it when writing the 
preliminary notes. He sees two sides to the problem :  as regards 
t.he objective side, the realisation of philosophy, he says : 

While philosophy, as will, turns toward the apparent world, the 
system is reduced to an abstract totality, that is, it becomes 

1 For a commentary on Marx's Dissertation that lays great emphasis on 
Cieszkowski's in1iuence, see R. Lauth, ' Einfitisse slawischer Denker auf die 
Genesis der Marxschen Weltanschauung', Orientalia Christiana Periodica, xxn 
(Rome, 1955) 399 ff. 

2 A. von Cieszkowski, Prolegomena zur Historiosophie (Berlin, 1838) p. 142. 
3 MEG .A I i (2) 250. 
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one side of the world facing another. Its relation to the world is 
reflexive. Enthusiastic in its drive to realise itself, it enters into 
tension with everything else. The inner self-contendedness and 
roundedness is broken down. The former inner light becomes � 
consuming flame turning outward. The consequence, hence, is 
that the world's becoming philosophical is at the same time 
philosophy's becoming worldly, that its realisation is at the 
same time its loss, that what it combats outside is its own inner 
defect, that j ust in this combat philosophy itself falls into the 
faults which it combats in its opponent, and that it transcends 
these faults only by falling victim to them. Whatever opposes it 
and what philosophy combats is always the very same thing as 

philosophy, only with reversed factors .1 

Interesting here is the theme of the disappearance of philosophy. 
Cieszkowski had already called Hegel's system •the beginning of 
the end of philosophy'2 and these ideas of Marx are similar to his 
later ideas on the •abolition of philosophy by the proletariat'.3 

There is also, Marx says, a subj ective side to the problem. This 
is : 

the relation of the philosophical system which is actualised to 
its intellectual supporters and to the individual self-conscious
nesses in which its progress becomes manifest . The minds of 
these philosophers occupy a position of mediation between, and 
opposition to, philosophy and the world. Their liberation of the 
world from non-philosophy is at the same time their own 
liberation from the philosophy which fettered it as a definite 
system.4 

The post-Hegelian situation reveals two opposing parties . The 
first, the liberal party, adheres to the concept and to philosophy ; 
the second, that of positive philosophy, adheres to the non
concept, to the element of reality. 

The activity of 'the former [says Marx] is criticism ; hence, 
precisely the turning outward of philosophy. The act of tl:te 
latter is the attempt to philosophise, thus :the turning inward of 
philosophy. It grasps the deficiency as immanent to philosophy, 

1 MEG .A I i (1) 64 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 62. 
1 Cieszkowski, Prolegomena zur Historiosophie, p. 101 . 
3 See below, pp. 148 :If. 
' MEG.A I i (1) 65 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 62. 
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while the former conceives it as a deficiency of the world to be 
made philosophical. Each of these parties does exactly what 
the other wants to do and what each one itself does not want to 
do ; but the former, with its inner contradiction, is conscious in 
general of principle and aim. In the second appears perversity, 
so to speak, insanity as such. In content only the liberal party 
makes real progress, because it is the party of the concept while 
positive philosophy is capable of achieving merely demands and 
tendencies whose form contradicts its meaning.l 

Both these parties are within the Hegelian school and it is not 
difficult to see that Marx's sympathies lie with the liberal party. 
The 'positive philosophers', who seem to be the same as the 
'fearful souls' whom Marx criticised in the parallel passage in the 
preliminary notes, are the centre of the Hegelian school, men like 
Michelet and Cieszkowski, who concentrate simply on trying to 
better philosophy. The liberal or critical school is that group of 
Young Hegelians influenced by Bruno Bauer. 

Marx finishes with a summary of the process that he has been 
describing : 'What seems to be, first of all, philosophy's wrong 
relation to and diremption with the world, turns secondly into a 
diremption of the individual philosophical self-consciousness in 
itself and finally appears as philosophy's external separation and 
duality, as two opposed philosophical directions. '2 

Marx's doctoral thesis and the notes that accompany it are 
typical of the intellectual atmosphere in which he composed it. 
:\1any of the themes that Marx was later to elaborate in a unique 
manner occur here for the first time - in particular the notion of 
praxis and of the abolition of philosophy - but they occur in a 
form common to Marx and his contemporaries . Marx was not only 
concerned with writing his thesis during these years ; the other 
projects he was engaged in similarly reflect the Young Hegelian 
climate and the discussions in the Doctors' Club. Here Marx was 
not only on the receiving end. His friend K<>ppen wrote to him 
that until Marx left Berlin, he had had 'no idea of my own, that 
I had, so to speak, thought out for myse,f'3 and addeil his opinion 
that many of the ideas in Bauer's essay 'The Christian State', 

1 MEGA 1 i (1) 65 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 63. 
z MEGA 1 i (1) 65 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 63. 
3 MEGA 1 i (2) 257. 
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which was the first Young Hegelian essay to draw political con
sequences from the criticism of religion, originated in Marx. These 
were more generally conceived in the spirit of the preface to the 
thesis : direct opposition between philosophy and religion. In 
early 1840 Marx was thinking of writing a Philosophy of Religion 
and also of giving a course of lectures at Bonn attacking Hermes, 
a Catholic theologian who had tried to reconcile religion and 
Kantian philosophy, a proj ect which he discussed at length with 
Bruno Bauer, as he did all his plans at this time. Bauer, who had 
known Hegel personally, was only slowly converted to the Left 
wing of the Hegelians and only really made up his mind well on in 
1840.1 By the summer of 1840 Marx had finished a book on the 
subject and sent the manuscript to Bruno Bauer with a covering 
letter to a publisher. The book was not published, however, and 
Bauer wrote to Marx concerning the covering letter : 'Perhaps 
you might write in such terms to your washerwoman, but not to a 

publisher from whom you are asking a favour.'2 At the same time 
Marx had the idea of writing a farce entitled Fischer Vapulans 
against K. P. Fischer's book Die Idee der Gottheit ('The Idea of 
the Divinity'), a philosophical attempt to j ustify thei�.3 Marx 
was also preGccupied with logical problems and wished to devote 
a work to dialectic : he took extensive notes on Aristotle and dis
cussed the question in letters to Bauer. He also wished, in this 
context, to write a criticism of the contemporary philosopher 
Trendelenburg and demonstrate that Aristotle was Qialectical 
whereas Trendelenburg was only formal. 

Bauer was meanwhile pressing him hard to finish his 'stupid 
examination' and join him in Bonn. In April 1841 Marx sent off 
his thesis to the philosophical faculty at the University of Jena, 
and he was granted the degree in absentia very soon afterwards. 
The whole affair was managed by Wolff, Professor of Literature 
there, a friend Of Heinrich Heine and an acquaintance of Marx, 
who had probably informed him of the situation inside the faculty 
at Jena.4 

1 See the evidence for this quoted in Sens, Karl Marrc. Seine irreligiOse 
Entwicklung, pp. 31 f. 2 MEGA 1 i (1) 244. 8 Cf. Ibid. 1 i (2) 237. 

4 See Mende, Karl Marrc Doktordissertation, p. 6. For a fuller account of the 
Bauer-Marx correspondence leading to the presentation of the thesis, see 
Mehring's introduction to Marx, Engels and Lassalle, Nachlass, 1 57 ff. 
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f. Co-operation with Bruno Bauer 

As soon as his thesis was accepted Marx went to Trier for a little 
time and then in July 1841 he joined Bruno Bauer in Bonn, where 
the increasing difficulties of his friend seemed to be j eopardising 
both their chances of a university career. For Bauer was engaged 
in writing his Kritik der Synoptiker ("Criticism of the Synoptic 
Gospels') , a work which denied the historicity of Christ and por
trayed the Gospels as the mythical inventions of their authors. 
The two had planned since March of the same year to found a 
review entitled A theistic Archives, which would take as its founda
tion Bauer's Gospel criticism.l Certainly Marx's atheism was of 
an extremely militant kind. Ruge wrote to a friend : •Bruno Bauer, 
Karl Marx, Christiansen and Feurbach are forming a new · 

Montagne and making atheism their slogan. God, religion, 
immortality are cast down from their thrones and man is pro
claimed God. '2 And Georg J ung, a prosperous young Cologne 
lawyer and supporter of the radical movement, wrote to Ruge : 
•If Marx, Bruno Bauer and Feuerbach associate to found a 
theological-philosophical review, God w_ould do well to surround 
himself with all his angels and indulge in self-pity, for these three 
will certainly drive him out of his heaven . . . .  For Marx, at any 
rate, the Christian religion is one of the most immoral there is. '3 
These plans came to nothing, however, and instead Bauer pub
lished in November what appeared to be an arch-conservative 
pietist attack on Hegel, entitled Die Posaune des jungsten 
Gerichts iiber Hegel den A theisten und Antichristen ("The 
Trump of the Last Judgement on Hegel the Atheist and 
Anti-Christ') . This anonymous tract was designed to show, under 
the cover of attacking Hegel, that he was really an atheist 
revolutionary. Marx may well have collaborated with Bauer in 
writing •The Trump', and it was thought by some to be their 
joint work. I� any case they both intended to produce a sequel 
which was to be entitled Hegels Hass gegen die religiose und 
christliche Kunst und seine Aujliisung aller positiven Staatsgesetze 

1 Cf. 1lfEGA I i (2) 152. 
2 A.  Ruge, Briefwl'chael und Tagebliitter, ed. P. Nerrlich (Berlin, 1886) I 239. 
3 MEGA I i (2) 261 f. 
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('Hegel's Hatred of Religious and Christian Art and his Destruc
tion of all the Laws of the State') . Marx therefore began to read a 

series of books on art and religion. Bruno Bauer had finished his 
part in December 1841 , but he had to publish it without Marx's 
contribution, for in January 1842 Baron von Westphalen fell 
seriously ill and died in March. These events seem also to have 
prevented Marx's plans for the publication of his thesis . For at 
the end of 1841 he wrote a new preface in which he said : 

The treatise that I am now offering to the public is an old work 
and should have found its place in a general account of the 
Epicurean, Stoic and Sceptical philosophies. But now political 
and philosophical occupations of a totally different character 
do not allow me to envisage completing this. Only now has the 
time arrived for the understanding of the systems of the 
Epicureans, Stoics and Sceptics . They are the philosophers of 
self-consciousness.l 

Marx returned to Trier in January and stayed there until April, 
though he did make a special j ourney to Bonn, in the company of 
Moses Hess, to hear Bauer lecture. Marx nevertheless wanted to 
publish the results of his studies in co-operation with Bauer and 
wrote to Ruge in March 1842 : "It seems to me that the article on 
Christian art, which has now become a work on religion and art 
considered especially with reference to Christian art, must be 
completely rewritten.'2 In April Marx wrote that his study had 
"almost assumed the proportions of a book3, but in July he had to 
give up the idea completely. Even at this early age (he was only 
twenty-three) and before he had published anything, Marx made 
a very strong impression on his contemporaries . Engels reported 
what he had heard from his fellow Young Hegelians in a comic 
poem on the Berlin philosophers : 

But who advances here full of impetuosity ? It is a dark form 
from Trier, an unleashed monster, with self-assured step he 
hammers the ground with his heels and raises his arms in full 
fury to heaven as though he wished to seize the celestial vault 
and lower it to earth. In rage he continually deals with his 
redoubtable fist, as if a thousand devils were gripping his hair.4 

1 MEGA 1 i (2) 327. 
3 Ibid. 273 f. 

2 Ibid. 271 f. 
4 Ibid. 268 f. 
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Georg J ung said of Marx at this time : • Although a devil of a 
revolutionary, Dr Marx is one of the most penetrating minds I 
know.'1 And Moses Hess, a man of generous enthusiasm, des
cribed Marx to his friend Auerbach as 

the greatest, perhaps the only, genuine philosopher now alive, 
who will soon . . .  attract the eyes of all Germany . . . .  Dr Marx 
. . .  will give medieval religion and politics their coup de grace. 
He combines the deepest philosophical seriousness with the 
most biting wit . Imagine Rousseau, Voltaire, Holbach, Lessing, 
Heine, and Hegel fused into one person - I say fused not 
juxtaposed - and you have Dr Marx.2 

l\Iarx, however, had no outlet for his talents : Bruno Bauer was 
dismissed from his teaching post at the end of March 184� and 
Marx had to give up all hope of a university career. He soon began 
to become increasingly engaged in directly political struggles by 
means of journalism. 

1 Ibid. 262. 
8 M. Hess, Briefwechael, ed . Silberner (Mouton, The Hague, 1959) p. 80. 



C H A P TE R  F O U R  

Marx the Journalist 

1. T n E Hallische Jahrbiicher 

M A R x ' s  interest in journalism was first aroused by Arnold Ruge, 
editor of the Hallische Jahrbiicher, the leading periodical of the 
Young Hegelians. This was a natural career for Marx; the Young 
Hegelians were very j ournalistically-minded and managed to 
write a total of �0,000 pages in their various reviews .1 Ruge came 
from north Prussia, and had studied philosophy at Halle Univer
sity where he had become a member of the Burschenschajten and 
was subsequently imprisoned for six years . On his release he 
began lecturing on Plato at Halle, and became a convert to 
Hegelianism. On being refused a chair owing to his unorthodox 
views, he resigned from the university and devoted himself 
entirely to the editorship of the Hallische Jahrbiicher. For this he 
was admirably suited : he was a man of independent means, and 
although no very original mind himself, he wrote quickly and well 
and had a very wide range of contacts .2 

The Hallische Jahrbiicher began appearing in 1838. During the 
first few months it was far from radical (even religious conserva
tives like Heinrich Leo contributed) and was mainly devoted to 
artistic or literary subj ects . However, it soon began to defend 
Strauss and free criticism of religion, discussions which came to a 

head over the ' Cologne affair',3 when Leo openly accused the 
Young Hegelians of preaching atheism. Although during the 

1 See F.  Schlawe, 'Die Junghegelsche Publizistik' ,  in Die Welt ala Geachichte 
(1960). 

2 See further W. Neher, Arnold Ruge ala politiker und politischer Schriflateller 
(Heidelberg, 1933). 

3 See above, p. 8. 
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early years the contributions to the Halliache Jahrbiicher had 
in general appealed to an enlightened Prussian state, by 1840 
directly political articles were beginning to follow on the religious 
ones, a logic implicit in the notion of the 'Christian state'. As a 
result the Jahrbiicher were banned in Prussia in June 1841 and 
moved to Dresden, where they appeared under the title Deutsche 
Jahrbiicher.1 During 1840 the Berlin Young Hegelians had begun 
to contribute, and by the middle of 1841 Bruno Bauer had become 
a regular writer. Marx had been introduced quite early on to Ruge 
by Koppen, himself a frequent contributor ; in February 1842 he 
wrote his first article and sent it to Ruge with a covering letter 
offering to review books and put all his energies at the service of 
the Deutsche Jahrbiicher.2 Marx's articles have a marked style that 
recurs in all his subsequent writings . His radical and uncom
promising disposition, his love of polarisation, his method of deal
ing with opponents' views by reductio ad absurdum all led him to 
write very antithetically. Slogan, climax, anaphora, parallelism, 
antithesis and chiasmus (particularly the last two) are all 
employed by Marx to excess. 

Marx's first article dealt with the new censorship instruction 
issued by Frederick William IV in December 1841 . On the fall of 
Napoleon a free Press had been promised to the Germans, but 
reaction soon set in : in October 1819, as a result of the Carlsbad 
decisions, a censorship edict was issued !hat was intended to last 
five years but in effect proved much more durable. The censorship 
was very strict and even newspapers, if they dealt with religion or 
politics, were subject to control by the Ministries of Foreign 
Affairs, Interior and Culture. This censorship was slightly relaxed 
after the July Revolution in France, but Prussian newspapers 
tended to remain only pale reflections of government opinion. 
With the death of Frederick William III, there were widespread 
hopes that all this would change . And indeed the new king was 
the very opposite of his father. He shared with the bourgeoisie a 
hatred of regimented bureaucracy : his ideal was a paternalist 

1 For the origins and policy of the Hallische Jahrbucher, see H. Kornetzki, 
'Die revolutionllr-dialektische Entwicklung in den Hallischen Jahrbiichern' 
(unpublished PhD. thesis, Munich, 1955) ; McLellan, The Young Hegelians and 
Karl Marx, pp. 11 ff. 

2 Cf. 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA 1 i (2) 266 f. 
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society in which the German people acted the role of his family. 
So he agreed with the bourgeoisie's claim to the right to express 
their opinions in Parliament and the Press, and even emphasised 
in the censorship instruction 'the value of, and need for, frank and 
loyal publicity'. Since, however, what the bourgeoisie wanted to 
campaign for was not a romantically paternalist society, a collision 
was inevitable. 

Marx's article was devoted to pointing out the ambiguous and 
contradictory character of the royal text. The king was now 
ordering the censors to apply less strictly the edict of 1819.  In 
Marx's view, then, either the censors had been acting illegally for 
the past twenty-two years, or the obj ective mistakes of an 

institution were perhaps to be blamed on individuals so that a 
semblance of improvement was achieved without the reality. 'It is 
this kind of pseudo-liberalism that is apt to make concessions 
under pressure and that sacrifices persons to maintain the 
institution, the tools, the object. The attention of a superficial 
public is thus diverted. External exasperation is turned into 
exasperation against persons. With a change of personnel one 
claims to have a change in substance. '1 The instruction said that 
'censorship shall not impede any serious and unprejudiced pursuit 
of the truth.' Spinoza, among others, was quoted to demonstrate 
the foolishness of trying to set limits to truth : verum index sui et 

falsi. The only criterion of truth proposed by the king's instruc
tion was the censor's temperament. 'Furthermore, truth is univer
sal .  It does not belong to me, it belongs to all ; it possesses me, I 
do not possess it. A style is my property, my spiritual individuality. 
Le style, c'est l'homme. Indeed ! The law permits me to write, only 
I am supposed to write in a style different from my own. I may show 
the profile of my mind, but I must first show the prescribed mien. '2 
Marx's main point here is that the new instruction does not meet 
the first requirement of any law - that of being precise. 

Marx goes on to maintain that the instruction actually 
increases the oppression of the old law. He bases this conclusion 
on the twin principles that religion, being irrational, is essentially 

1 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
152 ; Easton and Guddat, p .  60. 

2 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
154 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 75. 
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incompatible with the state and that there is no 'general' form of 
Christianity, only denominations . The state, according to Marx, 
should be founded on 'free reason' and he admires the rationalism 
of the 1819 edict : 

Rationalism still prevailed · in 1819 and generally viewed 
religion as the so-called religion according to reason. This 
rationalistic viewpoint is also the viewpoint of the Censorship 
Edict which, however, is so illogical as to take an irreligious 
point of view while it aims to protect religion. It is contradictory 
to the fundamental principles of religion to separate those 
principles from its positive content and specific quality, for 
every religion believes it is different from other illusory religions 
by virtue of its particular nature, and is the true religion by 
virtue of its specific quality.1 

The old edict did not mention Christianity at all, whereas the 
new edict forbade attacks on Christianity and thus upheld the 
principle of the Christian state : 'Nothing will be tolerated which 
opposes Christian religion in general or a particular doctrine in a 

frivolous and hostile manner', and went on to oppose 'the fanatical 
inj ection of religious convictions into politics and the ensuing 
intellectual confusion'. 2 The first of these princi pies made a non
sense of any form of criticism,  for the critic was involved in the 
following dilemma : 

Only that part of an attack is frivolous which involves particular 
surface aspects without being profound and serious enough to 
get to the substance. The very move against any particular 
thing is frivolous. · As an attack on Christian religion in its 
fundamentals is forbidden, only a frivolous attack is possible. 
In reverse the attack on the fundamental principles of religion, 
on its substance and upon particulars in so far as they are 
manifestations of that substance is a hostile attack. Religion 
can be attacked only in a hostile or frivolous way ; there is no 
third way.a 

1 ' Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA 1 i (1) 
1 58 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 75. 

2 ' Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', JfEGA 1 i (1) 
1 58 ;  Easton and Guddat, pp. 75 f. 

3 ' Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA 1 i (1) 
158 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 76. 
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The second principle implied a notion of the state that was 
completely contradictory once one admitted different forms of 
Christianity : 

What does fanatical inj ection of religious convictions into 
politics mean ? It means that specific religious convictions can 
determine the state and that the particular nature of religion 
can become the norm of the state. The old Censorship Edict 
could rightly oppose this confusion, for it left the particular 
religion and its specific content to criticism. The old Edict was 
based on the shallow and superficial rationalism you despise .  
In basing the state on faith and Christianity and wanting a 
Christian state, how can you expect censorship to prevent this 
intellectual confusion ?1 

Moreover, half the population must find such a state inimical : •Jf 
your state is only Protestant, it becomes for the Catholic a church 
to which he does not belong, which he must reject as heretical, 
and whose essence he finds obnoxious .  The reverse would be true 
if the state were Catholic. •2 And finally Marx gives this advice to 
those who wish to fuse religion and politics : 

You should forbid that religion be drawn into politics - but 
you do not want to do that because you wish to base the state 
on faith rather tl,J.an on free reason, with religion constituting 
for you the general sanction of the positive. Or you should 
permit the fanatical h1jection of religion into politics. Religion 
might be politically active in its own way, but you do not want 
that either. For religion is to support secular matters without 
the latter's being subject to religion. Once religion is drawn 
into politics, it becomes an insufferable, indeed an irreligious 
presumption to want to determine on secular grounds how 
religion has to operate within politics . If one allies one with 
religion from religiosity, one must give religion the decisive 
voice in all matters . Or do you perhaps understand by religion 
the cult of your own sovereignty and governmental wisdom ?3 

1 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
159 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 76 f. 

1 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
160 ;  Easton and Guddat, p.  77. 

8 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
160 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 77 f. 
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In the same way as he defended the state as being outside the 
jurisdiction of religion, so Marx defends the autonomy of morality, 
which the censorship wished to vindicate for itself. •The specifi
cally Christian legislator cannot recognise morality as an indepen
dent sphere sanctified in itself, for he derives the inner universal 
essence of morality from religion.'1 But Marx, following the 
Enlightenment and Feuerbach, believes that morality is indepen
dent of religion, autonomous and established on universally true 
ethical principles : 

Morality recognises only its own universal and rational religion, 
and religion only its own particular and positive morality. 
Following the Instruction, censorship will have to repudiate 
such intellectual heroes of morality as Kant, Fichte, Spinoza 
for being irreligious and threatening discipline, morals and 
outward loyalty. All of these moralists proceed from principled 
opposition between morality and reiigion, because morality, 
they claim, is based on the autonomy, and religion on the 
heteronomy of the human spirit . 2 
Marx devotes the second half of his article to the passage in the 

instruction that forbade the censoring of opinions because they 
conflicted with government policy •so long as their form is decent 
and their tendency well-intentioned'. Marx finds this passage in 
clear contradiction to the traditional legal principle that acts and 
not intentions must be punished : •Tendentious laws, laws without 
objective norms, are laws of terrorism, such as those created by 
Robespierre because of emergencies in the state and by Roman 
emperors because of the rottenness of the state . Laws that make 
the sentiment of the acting person the main criterion, and not the 
act as such, are nothing but positive sap.ctions of lawlessness . '3 
This sort of legislation could only breed suspicion and serve to 
divide the state instead of uniting it - which was absurd, for the 
state was universal and could not make partisan laws : 

A law like that is not a law of the state for the citizenry, but a 
law of a party against another party. The tendentious law 

1 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA x i  (1) 
161 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 78. 

1 Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
161 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 78. 

8 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', JIEGA I i (I) 
162 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 79. 
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cancels the equality of the citizens before the law. It divides 
rather than unites ; and all dividing laws are reactionary. It is 
not a law ; it is a privilege . In an ethical state the view of the 
state is subordinated to its members, even if they oppose an 
organ of the state or the government. But a society in which 
one organ thinks of itself as the only, exclusive possessor of 
reason and morality on the state level, a government that in 
principle opposes the people and assumes that their subversive 
attitude is universal and normal, the evil conscience of a 
faction - such a government invents tendentious laws, laws 
of revenge, against an attitude existing only in the members of 
the government themselves .  Such laws are based on a lack of 
character and on an unethical and materialistic view of the 
state .1 

The state's servants were turned into spies and distrust was 
bound to be rife - so who could be surprised if the censors were 
themselves distrusted ?  The law as it stood necessitated their 
being universal geniuses, like Chinese bureaucrats. "All ob}ective 
norms have been abandoned ; the personal relationship is left ; 
and the censor's tact may be called a guarantee .  What can the 
censor violate, then ? Tact. But tactlessness is no crime. What is 
threatened for the writer ? His existence. What state ever made the 
existence of an entire profession dependent upon the tact of 
individual officials ? '2 

A masterpiece of polemical exegesis, Marx's first political 
article shows the great pamphleteering talent in the style of 
Boerne that he exercised all through his life. The article is 
intransigently liberal and aims at unmasking the pseudo
liberalism of the censorship instruction. Marx is considerably 
inspired by the Tractatus of Spinoza, whose last chapter had a 
title based on the question from Tacitus with which Marx finishes 
his article : !lara temporum felicitas, ubi quae velis sentire et quae 
sentias dicere licet .3  Marx had been reading Spinoza very thorough
ly during the last half of 1841 and copied out many passages on 

1 'Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction', MEGA I i (1) 
162 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 80. 

2 ' Comments on the Latest Prussian Censorship Instruction ' ,  MEGA I i (1) 
172 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 9 1 .  

3 'Those fortunate times arc rare in  which you can think what you wish and 
say what you think.' 
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how misery generates illusion, how religion serves to console and 
can be exploited politically.l The article was too much for the 
censor and thus could not be published in Ruge's Jahrbiicher: it 
appeared in February 1843 in Switzerland in Anekdota, a collection 
of articles supressed by the censorship and issued in book form by 
Ruge. 

�. T H E  Rheinische Zeitung 

a. The Historical School of Law 

During the first months of 184� Marx continued his studies on art 
and religion . In April he promised Ruge four pieces of work : the 
first on religious art, the result of the abortive work he had done 
for the second half of Bauer's Posaune ; the second on the roman
tics ; the third on the philosophical manifesto of the Historical 
School of Law ; the fourth on the positive philosophers, particu
larly Schelling, on the lines of his doctoral thesis .2 

Only the third of these projects, however, was to appear in 
print. Written in April 184�, this article was occasioned by the 
appointment of Karl von Savigny as Minister of Justice, who was 
expected to introduce into the legal system the romantic and 
reactionary ideas of the new king. Thus it is indirectly an attack 
on the institutions of the Prussian 'Christian state'. The Historical 
School of Law had just published a manifesto in honour of their 
founder Gustav Hugo (1764-1844). Adhering to a complete 
empiricism, Hugo denied any rational conten� to political and 
legal institutions. Hegel, too, had attacked Hugo and his disciples 
in the introduction to his Philosophy of Right, but it was Kant, 
'the German theorist of the French Revolution ',3 whom Marx 
opposed to Hugo. Marx refuted Hugo's claim to be a disciple of 
Kant : 

In calling Herr Hugo a child of the eighteenth century, we are 
even proceeding in Herr Hugo's spirit, as he himself testifies : 
he identifies himself as a disciple of Kant and calls his natural 

1 See further, Wackenheim, La Faillite de Ia religion d'apres Karl Marx, 
pp. 104 ff. 

2 Cf. 'Letter to Ruge' ,  MEGA 1 i (2) 274. 
3 'Philosophical Manifesto of the Historical School of Law', MEGA r i (1) 

254 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 100. 
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law an offshoot of Kantian philosophy. At this point we take 
up his Manifesto. 

Hugo misinterprets the mast�r Kant in saying that since we 
cannot know what is true, we consequently let pass as entirely 
valid what is untrue if it merely exists . Hugo is a sceptic con
·c�rning the necessary essence of things so that he can be 
another [E. T. A.] Hoffmann concerning their contingent 
appearance. In no way does he seek to prove that what is 
positive is rational ; he does seek to prove that what is positive 
is not rational . With self-satisfied industry he pulls together 
evidence from all corners of the world to prove that positive 
institutions such as property, the state, marriage, etc. ,  are not 
informed by any rational necessity, that they even contradict 
reason, and that at best one can bicker about them pro and 
con.1 

In fact Hugo was an absolute sceptic and thus had no criterion of 
judgement. Against this position Marx employs a rationalism 
based on Spinoza and Kant, both of whom refused to confuse the 
positive with the rational : •Hugo desecrates everything that is 
sacred to lawful, moral, political man. He smashes what is sacred 
so that he can revere it as an historical relic ; he violates it before 
the eyes of reason so that he can later honour it before the eyes of 
history ; at the same time he also wants to honour historical 
eyes.'2 In short, the Historical School of Law had only one 
principle - •the law of arbitrary power'.3 

Although Marx is rightly pessimistic about the long-term effects 
of the instruction on the censorship, it did have the short-term 
effect of permitting considerable liberty of expression during 1842, 
the year which marked the height of the Young Hegelian move
ment . The leading manifestation of this radical expression was the 
Rheinische Zeitung ("Rhenish Gazette') . The sub-title of the 
paper was •For Politics, Commerce and Industry', and its object 
at the beginning was to defend the interests of the numerous 
Rhenish middle class .  It was at first regarded favourably by the 

1 'The Philosophical Manifesto of the Historical School of Law', MEGA I i (1} 
252 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 97 f. 

1 'The Philosophical Manifesto of the Historical School of Law', MEG A I i (1} 
252 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 98. . 

s 'The Philosophical Manifesto of the Historical SchooJ of Law', MEGA I i (1} 
259 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 106. 
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Prussian Government, who saw it as a possible counterbalance to 
the Kolnische Zeitung ('Cologne Gazette'), an ultramontane and 
anti-Prussian paper, which at that time had a monopoly in the 
Rhineland . Already in 1840 a paper with the title Rheinische 
A llgemeine Zeitung ('General Rhenish Gazette') had been 
founded by a group who considered that the Kolnische Zeitung 
did not adequately defend their social and economic interests. 
When it was evident that this paper would soon become bankrupt, 
Georg Jung and Moses Hess persuaded leading rich liberals of the 
Rhineland, including Camphausen, Mevissen and Oppenheim, to 
form a company which bought out the Rheinische A llgemeine 
Zeitung (in order to avoid having to renegotiate a concession) 
and republished it from 1 January 1842 under the title Rheinische 
Zeitung.1 

Moses Hess had taken the leading part in the founding of the 
paper and had hoped in consequence for the editorship, but the 
men who supplied the financial backing were not keen on revolu
tion. Their chief aim was to campaign for measures that would 
help the expansion of industry and commerce, such as an exten
sion of the customs union, accelerated railway construction and 
reduced postal charges .  So the shareholders chose as editor the 
protectionist economist Frederick List and, when he was forced 
to decline for health reasons, Hoefl'ken, editor of the Augsburger 
Zeitung and a follower of List . Hess had to swallow his pride and 
accepted a post as sub-editor with special reference to France. 
Renard, Oppenheim and Jung were appointed directors . Since 
Oppenheim and particularly Jung had been converted by Hess to 
Young Hegelian radicalism, a split soon developed between them 
and Hoeffken : he refused to accept articles from the Berlin Young 
Hegelians and .was driven into resigning on 18 January, declaring 
himself •no adept "of neo-Hegelianism'.2 

Hoeffken was replaced by Rutenberg, brother-in-law of Bruno 

1 On the Rheinische Zeitung, see in particular H. Kanig, Die Rheinische 
Zeitung von 1842-43 in ihrer Einstellung zur Kulturpolitik des Preussischen 
Staates (MUnster, 1927) ; Rheinische Brie.fe und Akten zur Geschichte der 

politischen Bewegung 1830-1850, ed. Hansen (Essen, 1919). For Marx's part, 
see H.. Pascal, Karl Marx : His Apprenticeship to Politics (London, 1942), and 
A. McGovern, ' Karl Marx's First Political Writings : the Rheinische Zeitung 
1842-43' ,  in Demythologizing Marxism, ed. F. Adelmann (The Hague, 1969). 

I Rheinische Briefe und Akten, ed. Hansen, 1 315. 
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Bauer, who had recently been dismissed from his teaching post for 
holding unorthodox opinions. He was supported by :I):arl Marx, 
who had taken part in discussions on the organisation of the 
paper since September of the previous year. The appointment of 
Rutenberg made the authorities so anxious as to the tendency of 
the paper that its suppression was suggested by the central 
Government. But the President of the Rhineland province feared 
that this would make a bad impression and only promised closer 
supervision. Marx had already been asked in January by Bauer 
why he did not write for the Rheinische Zeitung, and in March, 
pressed by Jung, he put aside the work he was doing for Ruge and 
decided to devote a series of articles to the debates of the Rhenish 
Parliament that had held a long session in Dusseldorf in mid -1841 . 

b. Freedom qf the Press 

Provincial parliaments had been promised to the Germans on the 
fall of Napoleon, and t;hough these proposals had been modified 
after the Carlsbad decisions, these parliaments had functioned 
quite well in south Germany, largely because the princes wished 
to play them off against the reactionary central Government.1 In 
Prussia, eight provincial parliaments were set up but their scope 
was extremely limited : the Government decided when to summon 
them and how long they w,ould last, and they were under the 
presidency of a government official ; proceedings were secret and 
their powers were only advisory. Out of 584 votes in all eight 
parliaments, the aristocracy provided �78, the representatives of 
the cities 18� and the farmers IM. Since a two-thirds majority was 
necessary to ·pass a resolution and the aristocracy always had more 
than one-third of the votes, nothing could be done without their 
agreement. Under Frederick William III the parliament had met 
only five times in seventeen years, but on his accession in 1841 
Frederick William IV summoned the parliaments with the inten
tion of inj ecting some life into them and having them co-operate 
with his paternalist government. In order to achieve this he 
decreed that they should meet every two years, publish their 
proceedings and elect standing advisory committees . The prospect 
of these reforms aroused public interest in politics, and this interest 

1 Cf. F. Mehring, Introduction to Marx, Engels and Lassalle, Nachlass, I 
17i  ff. 
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was increased by the publication in 1841 of a pamphlet entitled 
"Four Questions Answered by an East Prussian'. Its author was 
Johann Jacoby, a doctor in Konigsberg, the city of Kant and 
centre of East Prussian liberalism, and its thesis was that the 
people had a right to the constitution promised them b�:�.ck in 1815. 
These were not the sort of views that the Government wished to 
foster and Jacoby found himself on trial for treason . 

The immediate occasion for Marx's article was the appearance in 
late March in the official Preussische A llgemeine Staats-Zeitung 
("Prussian General State Gazette') of articles commenting on the 
debates of the Parliament "in order to enlighten the public con
cerning the true intentions of the Government' .1 Marx originally 
conceived a series of five articles on the debates, of which the one 
written in early April and entitled "Debates on the Freedom of the 
Press and on the Publication of the Parliamentary Proceedings' 
was to be the first : the other four were to deal with the Cologne 
Affair, the laws on theft of wood, on poaching and "the really 
earthy question in all its vital extent, the division of land'.2 
However, only this article on the freedom of the Press and the 
article on theft of wood were published.  

Marx begins his article with what he describes as a "frivolous 
introduction'3 mocking the "confessions' of the official paper and 
concludes that "the publication of the parliamentary proceedings 
will only become true when they are treated as "public facts', that 
is, when they become matters for the Press. '  Marx deals first with 
the opponents of a free Press .  What struck him very forcibly was 
that the individual speakers did riot speak in their own right, but 
as representatives of classes : "The debates on the Press show us 
the specifically class spirit at its clearest, sharpest and fullest . 
This is especially true of the opposition to a free Press . . . the 
individual interest of the particular class and the natural narrow
mindedness of its character are crudely and recklessly apparent 
and at the same time show their teeth. '4 

Marx then takes the representative of each class in order, 
beginning with the princes, whose representative argued that the 

1 Quoted in MEG.A I i (1) p. xlvi. 
8 ' Letter to Ruge' ,  MEG.A 1 i (2) 2i8. 
3 1/EG.A, I i (2) 274. 
' 'Debates on the Freedom of the Press' ,  MEGA I i (I) 1134 1£. 
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merits of the German Press were due to the censorship which was 
j ustified by virtue of the authority that imposed it. In England it 
was, according to the s.ame speaker, only tradition that kept the 
Press harmless, and in Holland and Switzerland the Press was very 
detrimental to the life of the nation. Marx refutes these arguments 
and asserts that the Press is merely the expression of a people's 
own spirit : 

What then is the speaker's complaint against a free Press ? 
That the faults of a people are at the same time the faults of its 
Press, that its Press is the frank admission and public form of 
the people's historical spirit. He has shown that every people 
expresses its spirit in its Press .  Shall the philosophically 
educated spirit of the Germans not obtain what in the speaker's 
own admission exists among the Swiss, whose horizon does not 
extend beyond the animal ?1  

The representative of the nobility discussed the question of 
whether the proceedings should be published or not. Marx asked 
in reply whether the Parliament belonged to the province or the 
province to the Parliament, afid whether the province was to be 
in any way conscious of its representation. It was not surprising 
that such men had no conception of universal freedom 

because they wish to acknowledge freedom not as the natural 
endowment of the universal light of reason, but as the super
natural gift of a particularly fortunate stellar constellation. 
They treat freedom only as the individual property of certain 
persons and classes and are consequently compelled to subsume 
general reason and freedom under the wayward opinions and 
day-dreams of 'logically ordered systems'. In order to save the 
particularity of privilege, they proscribe general freedom of 
human nature .2 

Marx goes on to criticise the feudal romanticism of the regime : 

Since the real situation of these gentlemen in the modern state 
does not in the least correspond to the idea that they invent for 
themselves, since they live in a world situated beyond the real 
world and, consequently, imagination takes the place of head 
and heart, their practical dissatisfaction obliges them to turn 

1 'Debates on the Freedom of the Press', M.EGA 1 i (1) Hll . 
2 Ibid. 198 
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to theory, a theory of the beyond, that is, to religion. This 
religion, however, acquires in their hands a polemical bitterness 
impregnated with political tendencies and becomes, in a more 
or less conscious fashion, merely a sacred cloak that hides 
aspirations both very profane and also highly imaginative. This 
then is what we notice in our speaker : to practical needs he 
opposes a mystico-re!igiou� theory stemming from his imagina
tion . . .  to what is humanly rational he opposes sacred entities, 
superior to man.l 

This implicit criticism of the Prussian monarchy, in which Mal1C 
uses the language of Spinoza and Feuerbach, no longer criticises 
religion as irrational, but as the illusory beyond of a reality that 
the believer is powerless to transform. There are the beginnings 
here of a theory of evasion and projection that Marx later 
developed into a full theory of ideology. 

The representative of the nobility goes on to argue that men are 
imperfect and will be corrupted by a bad Press. Marx replies that 
even if everything is imperfect this is no argument against a free 
Press for it is impossible to say that a free Press is bad and a 
censored Press is good. Indeed, the essence of a free Press was •the 
essence of freedom, an essence that is full of character, rational 
and ethical? whereas censorship was just the opposite. •The 
essence of man', Marx claims, •consists so much in freedom, that 
even its opponents admit as much.'3 The nobleman then tries to 
contrast preventive censorship favourably with a preventive Press 
law and thus gives Marx an opportunity of painting a picture of 
what part laws should play in the state. •A Press law is a true law 
because it is the positive existence of freedom. It treats freedom 
as the normal condition of the Press. . . . '' Marx goes on to 
draw conclusions about the nature of law in general : •Laws 
are not rules that repress freedom any more than the law of 
gravity is a r�le that represses movement . . .  laws are rather 
positive lights, general norms, in which freedom has obtained 
an impersonal, theoretical existence that is independent of any 
arbitrary individual. Its law book is a people's bible of freedom.'' 
In this case it was nonsense to speak of preventive laws, for true 
laws could not prevent the activities of man, but were •the inner, 

1 'Debates on the Freedom of the Press', MEGA I i (1) 199. 
8 Ibid. 205. 8 Ibid. 206. ' Ibid. 209. 6 Ibid. 209f. 
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vital laws of human activity, the conscious mtrror of human 
life' .l 

Marx does not waste much space on the representative of the 
cities, who thought a free Press would be a bad influence and cited 
the example of France which had both a free Press and a turbulent 
political situation. Marx makes fun of the timidity of the speaker, 
more bourgeois than citoyen, saying that it represents the indeci
sion of his class caught between a desire for indepe11dence -and a 
fear of change. 

Among the defenders of the idea of a free Press, Marx takes 
issue with the speaker who claimed that a free Press was the con
comitant of free trade. Marx agrees that free trade, free property, 
free Press and so on are all •types of one and the same species, 
freedom without qualification'.2 But the existence of a free Press 
should not be made conditional on the existence of free trade : it 
was justified in itself and not as a mere appendix. Nor was it a 
mere profession among others : anyone who considered writing 
from an exclusively professional point of view deserved censor
ship. The only speakers that Marx approved of were the repre
sentatives of the farmers, who alone showed some historical sense. 
They claimed that the human spirit must be free to develop and 
freely share its experiences. Marx's final conclusion was that the 
provincial Parliament, in passing j udgement against a free Press, 
had passed judgement on itself. 

This article gained Marx a high reputation among his fellow 
radicals. Jung wrote to him •your article on the freedom of the 
Press is superb',3 and Rudge wrote •your commentary in the paper 
on the freedom of the Press is marvellous. It is certainly the best 
that has been written on the subj ect.'4 In May Marx followed it 
up with the second article in his series on the provincial Parlia
ment which had been debating the "Cologne affair', but the article 
was suppressed by the censorship. The only indication as to its 
contents is given in a letter Marx wrote to Ruge concerning the 
article : "I demonstrated in it that the defenders of the state 
had adopted for their defence a point of view peculiar to the 
Church, while inversely the men of the Church adopted a position 

1 'Debates on the Freedom of the Press', MEGA 1 i (1) 210. 

2 Ibid. 221 . 8 Ibid. I i (2) 275. 

' Ibid. 276. 
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peculiar to the state.'l Marx added that he had hoped to 
gain some Catholic readers through a pseudo-defence of the arch
bishop. 

c. Debate with the •Kolniache Zeitung• 

By June 1842 the radical tone of the Rheinische Zeitung provoked · 
its large rival, the Kiilnische Zeitung, into launching an attack on 
its •dissemination of philosophical and religious views by means of 
newspapers'.2 Many of the articles in the Rheinische Zeitung were 
written by Young Hegelians and the general tone of the paper 
was against Schelling, sympathetic to Ruge's Deutsche Jahrbii.cher, 
had no good word for the •christian state• and emphasised the 
opposition of philosophy and religion. In the eyes of the authori
ties 'The Rheinische Zeitung appears to be an organ of Young 
Hegelian propaganda. Just as in politics it upholds French 
rationalist ideas, so in religion it openly adopts the atheism of the 
Halliache Jahrbucher, maintaining that contemporary philosophy 
should replace Christianity:s The existence in Berlin of a radical 
club of Young Hegelians calling themselves Die Freien (the free 
men) had recently been brought to public attention by an article 
in the KiJnigsberger Zeitung, the leading East Prussian newspaper. 
It was this publicity that led Karl Hermes, editor of the Kiilnische 
Zeitung, to attack his rival, though previously the two papers had 
studiously avoided referring to each other. Hermes took exception 
to the •odious attacks on the Christian religion• and called on the 
Government to enforce the censorship regulation : scientific 
research was one thing, attacks on religion, which was the founda
tion of the state, quite another. Marx's next article consists in a 

critical commentary on Hermes• editorial.  He begins by using his 
recent reacting on primitive religions4 to refute Hermes• arguments 
condoning fetishism which, according to Marx, was simply a 
religion of sensual desire. Hermes then ass.erts that the high point 
of a people's political life coincides wi th

.
the greatest development of 

1 'Debates on the Freedom of the Press', MEGA I i (2) 277. 
a 'The Leading Article of the Kiitniache Zeitung', MEGA I i (I) 233 ; Easton 

and Guddat, p. 1 1 1 .  
8 Rheiniache Briefe und Akten, ed. Hansen ; I 339. 
' See MEGA I i (2) 1 15  for details. 
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their religion and that political decadence also involves religious 
decadence. Marx believes that the reverse is true : 

If with the decline of ancient states their religions disappear, 
this needs no further explanation because the 'true religion' 
of the ancients was the cult of 'their nationality,' of their 
"state". It was not the decline of the ancient religions that 
brought the downfall of the ancient states but the decline of 
the ancient states that brought the downfall of the old religions.1  

Hermes goes on to assert that the best result of scientific inquiry 
had thus far served only to confirm the myths of the Christian 
religion. In that case, Marx replied, it was odd that religion should 
need police protection and odder still that all past philosophies 
without exception should, at one time or another, have been accused 
of apostasy by theologians. It was only possible to preserve har
mony between reason and religion by calling unscientific any
thing that contradicted dogma. But whereas religions changed 
from country to country, reason was universal . 'Is there no 
universal human nature just as there is a universal nature of 
plants and heavenly bodies ? Philosophy asks what is true, not 
what is accepted as such, what is true for all men, not what is true 
for individuals : its metaphysical truths do not recognise the 
boundaries of political geography.'2 Marx also refutes Hermes' 
claim that all European states are based on Christian religion by 
quoting the French constitution and the Prussian civil code. He 
then leaves Hermes and turns to the general topic of whether there 
should be philosophical discussion of religion in the newspapers, 
a question which he answers by a discussion of the relationship of 
philosophy to the world in terms that recall the more abstract 
treatment of the same question in his doctoral thesis : 

Since every genuine philosophy is the spiritual quintessence of 
its time, the time must come when philosophy comes into 
contact and mutual reaction with the actual world not only 
internally by its content, but also externally through its 
appearance. Then philosophy ceases to be a specific system 

1 'The Leading Article of the Kolnische Zeitung', ltfEGA I i (1) 237 ; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 115 f. 

a 'The Leading Article of the Kol11isclte Zeitung', ilf.t:GA I i ( 1 )  239 ; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 118 f. 
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compared with other specific systems, it becomes philosophy in 
general compared with the world, it becomes the philosophy of 
the present world. The formalities which attest that philosophy 
has achieved this importance, that it is the living soul of a 
culture, that philosophy is becoming worldly and the world 
philosophical, have been the same at all times . . . .  Philosophy 
is introduced into the world by the yelling of its enemies who 
betray their internal infection by their noisy call for help against 
the blaze of ideas .l 

The argument usually took place on religious matters 

because the public, to which the opponents of philosophy also 
belong, can touch the ideal sphere of philosophy only with its 
ideal feelers - and the field of religious ideas is the only one in 
whose value the public believes almost as much as it believes in 
the system of material wants - and finally because religion 
carries on a polemic not against a specific system of philosophy 
but against philosophy of the specific systems in general. 2 

Marx considered that recent discussions of the latest philosophy 
in the newspapers had been superficial in the extreme and had 
completely failed to convey the true spirit of philosophy : 

Philosophy speaks differently about religious and philosophical 
subjects . . . .  You speak without having studied them, it speaks 
after study. You appeal to passion, it appeals to reason. You 
curse, it teaches . You promise heaven and earth, it promises 
nothing but truth. You demand faith in your faith, it demands 
not faith in its results but the test of doubt. You alarm, it 
calms.3 

Moreover, philosophy had every right to comment on political 
affairs for, being the wisdom of the world, it •has more right to 
concern itself with the order of the world, with the state, than the 
wisdom of the other world, religion'.' In fact, only Christianity 
made a very sharp distinction between Church and state ; and the 

1 'The Leading Article of the K6lniache Zeitung', MEGA I i (1) 243 ; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 122 f. 

1 'The Leading Article of the Kiilniache Zeitung', MEGA I i (1) 2j3 ; Easton 
and Guddat, p. 123 . 

3 'The Leading Article of the Kiilniache Zeitung', MEGA I i (1) 244 f. ; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 1 24 f. 

' 'The Leading Article of the Klilni8Che Zeitung', MEGA 1 i (1) 246 ; Easton 
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Prussian state was only a hybrid, no genuine religious state which 
would have to be theocratic, like Byzantium. The whole irrational
ity of the concept of a •christian state' could be summed up by 
the following dilemma : 

Either the Christian state corresponds to the concept of the 
state as the actualisation of rational freedom, and then 
nothing else can be demanded for it to be Christian than that it 
be rational ; then it suffices to develop the state from reason in 
human relations, a task philosophy accomplishes . Or, the state 
of rational freedom cannot be developed out of Christianity ; 
then you will yourselves concede that this development does not 
lie in the tendency of Christianity, since Christianity does not 
want a bad state and any state is a bad state which is not the 
actualisation of rational freedom.1 

Marx finishes his article with an outline of the ideal state 
according to moderrt philosophy, i .e .  Hegel and after : 

While the earlier philosophers of State Law derived the state 
from drives of ambition and gregariousness, or from reason -
though not reason in society but rather in the individual - the 
more ideal and profound view of modern philosophy derives it 
from the idea of the whole. It considers the state as the great 
organism in which legal, ethical and political freedom has to be 
actualised and in which the individual citizen simply obeys the 
natural laws of his own reason, human reason, in the laws of the 
state. Sapienti aat .z 

Finally, Marx welcomes the idea of the clash of parties, ·another 
favourite Young Hegelian topic : •without parties there is no 
development, without division, no progress . 's 

d. The • Rheinische Zeitung' and Commun"iam 

This article led the Government to tighten its control over the 
Rheinische Zeitung and Marx wrote to Ruge : •You need an 
inflexible tenacity to make a paper like the Rheinische Zeitung 

1 'The Leading Article of the Kiilniache Zeitung' , MEGA 1 i (1) 248 ; Easton 
and Guddat, p. 128 . 

1 'The Leading Article of the Kiilniache Zeitung' , MEGA 1 i (1) 249 ; Easton 
and Guddat, p.  130. 

8 'The Leading Article of the Kiilniache Zeitung', 1Vl!:GA 1 i (1) 250 ; Easton 
and Guddat, p. 130. 
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appear in spite of all the obstacles . '1 Marx was also having 
problems with his family. In the same letter, written in July, he 
says that since April he has only been able to work for four weeks, 
and even then not without interruption. Another bereavement, 
following close on the death of Baron von Westphalen in early 
March, compelled him to stay in Trier for six weeks, and the 
difficulties caused by his family compelled him to live in very 
straitened circumstances .2 In spite of all this, Marx was being 
drawn more and more into the organisation of the Rheinische 
Zeitung, owing mainly to the total incompetence of Rutenberg, of 
whom Marx declared himself ashamed for having suggested him 
for the job. Simultaneously with his closer involvement with the 
paper . came the signs of Marx's growing disagreement with his 
former Berlin colleagues. They had formed themselves into a club 
known as Die Freien, which was a continuation of the old Doctors' 
Club. The Freien were a group of young writers who, disgusted 
with the servile attitude of the Berliners, lived a style of life whose 
aim was in many respects simply epater les bourgeois. They spent a 

lot of their time in cafes and even begged in the streets when short 
of money. The intransigence of their opposition to established 
doctrines, and particularly to religion, was causing public concern. 
Their members included Max Stirner, who had published atheist 
articles in the Rheinische Zeitung, as a prelude to his supremely 
anarcho-individualistic book Der Einzige und sein Eigentum 
('The Ego and His Own,) ; Edgar Bauer, whose fervent attacks on 
any sort of liberal political compromise were taken up by Bakunin ; 
and Engels, who was the author of several polemics against 
S�helling and liberalism. The article in the Konigsberger Zeitung 
that drew public attention to this group of anarchist intellectuals 
described the programme of the Freien as "the fundamental con
viction of modern philosophy : firstly, that all supposed revelations 
claimed by positive religion are fables ; secondly, that the human 
spirit alone is capable of instructing us correctly about super
natural objects ; finally, the transference of this conviction from 
the limited sphere of science into the wider areas of life and its 
confirmation there.'3 

1 'Letter to Ruge' ,  MEGA·I i (2) 277. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Quoted in R. Prutz, Zehn Jahre (Leipzig, 1850) n 100. 
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Marx, however, was against these public declarations of 
emancipation, which seemed to him to be mere exhibitionism. 
Moreover, because the Rheinische Zeitung was associated with the 
Young Hegelians, he feared that Hermes might be given a further 
opportunity of attacking the paper. Marx was writing for a 

business paper in the Rhineland where industry was relatively 
developed, whereas the Freien were philosophising in Berlin where 
there was little industry and the atmosphere was dominated by 
the government bureaucracy. Therefore Marx was in favour of 
supporting the bourgeoisie in the struggle for liberal reform and 
against uncompromising criticism. Moreover, it was on Marx's 
advice that the publisher of the Rheinische Zeitung, Renard, had 
promised the President of the Rhineland to lay less emphasis in 
the future on religious subj ects .1 

The attitude of the Freien raised the question of what the 
editorial principles of the Rheinische Zeitung ought to be . 
Accordingly, at the end of August Marx wrote to Oppenheim, 
whose voice was decisive in determining policy, virtually spelling 
,out his own proposals for the paper, should the editorship be 
entrusted to him. He wrote : 

If you agree, send me the article. [by Edgar Bauer] on the 
juate-milieu so that I can review it. This question must be dis
cussed dispassionately. General and theoretical considerations 
on the constitution of the state are more suitable for learned 
reviews than for newspapers . The true theory must be expanded 
and developed in relation to concrete facts and the existing 
state of affairs .  Therefore striking an attitude against the 
present pillars of state could only result in a tightening of the 
censorship and even in the suppression of the paper . . .  in any 
case we are annoying a large number, perhaps even the majority, 
of liberals engaged in political activity who have assumed the 
thankless and painful task of conquering liberty step by step 
within limits imposed by the Constitution, while we, comfort
ably ensconced in abstract theory, point out their contradic
tions to them. It is true that the author of the articles on the 
juate-milieu invites us to criticise, but (1) we all know how the 
Government replies to such provoc·ations ; (2) it is not sufficient 
to undertake a critique . . .  the true question is to know whether 
one has chosen an appropriate field . Newspapers, only lend 

1 Cf. MEGA 1 i (2) 281 ff. 
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themselves to discussion of these questions when they have 
become questions that closely concern the state, practical 
questions. I consider it absolutely indispensable that the 
Rheinische Zeitung should not be directed by its contributors 
but on the contrary that it should direct them. Articles like these 
afford an excellent opportunity of showing the contributors the 
line of action to follow. An isolated writer cannot, like a news
paper, have a synoptic view of the situation.l 

In mid-October, as a result of this letter, Marx, who had already 
effectively been running the paper for some months, was made 
editor-in-chief. 

His first task was to answer accusations of communism brought 
against the Rheinische Zeitung by the Augsburger A llgemeine 
Zeitung, probably inspired by Hoeffken, one-time editor of the 
Rheinische Zeitung, who had already attacked the Rheinische 
Zeitung in March for printing an article by Bruno Bauer.2 The 
basis for the accusation was that in September the Rheinische 
Zeitung had reviewed two articles on housing and communist 
forms of government, and also that in October it had reported a 
conference at Strasbourg where followers of Fourier had put 
forward their ideas. All these items came from Hess. In his reply, 
Marx criticises the Augsburg paper for trying to neglect what was 
an important issue, but denied that the Rheinische Zeitung had 
any sympathy with communism : 

The Rheinische Zeitung, which cannot even concede theoretical 
reality to communistic ideas in their present form, and can even 
less wish or consider possible their practical realisation, will 
submit these ideas to thorough criticism. If the A ugsburger 
wanted and could achieve mo_re than slick phrases, the A uga
burger would see that writings such as those by Leroux, Con
siderant, and above all Proudhon 's penetrating work, can be 
criticised only after long and deep study, not through super
ficial and passing notions.3 

But these notions had to be taken seriously, for ideas were very 
powerful : 

Because of this disagreement, we have to take such theoretical 
1 'Letter to Oppenheim',  MEG.A I i (2) 280. 
I cr. Rheinische Bril'fe und Akten, ed. Hansen, I 323. 
3 ' Communism and the .AuglbUf'[Jer .Allgemeine Zeitung', MEG.A 1 i (2) 263 ; 

Easton and Guddat, pp. 134 f. 
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works all the more seriously. We are firmly convinced that it is 
not the practical effort but rather the theoretical explication of 
communist ideas which is the real danger. Dangerous practical 
attempts, even those on a large scale, can be answered with 
cannon, but ideas won by our intelligence, embodied in our 
outlook, and forgedjn our conscience, are chains from which we 
cannot tear ourselves away without breaking our hearts ; they 
are demons we can overcome only by submitting to them.1 

This reply reflected the general policy of the Rheinische Zeit�ng, 
which certainly treated poverty as a social and not merely a 
political question, but which did not see the proletariat as a new 
social class but only as the innocent victim of bad economic 
organisation. a 

Although socialism and communism (the terms were generally 
used interchangeably in Germany at this time) had existed as 
doctrine in Germany since at least the early 1 830s,3 it was in 1842 
that they first attracted widespread attention. This was partly 
through Moses Hess, who converted both Engels and Bakunin to 
communism and published much covert communistic propaganda 
in the Rheinische Zeitung, and partly through Lorenz von Stein's 
book, Sozialismua und Kommunismua des keutigen Frankreicka 
(•Socialism and Communism in Contemporary France'). This was 
an investigation into the spread of French socialism among 
German immigrant workers in Paris, which had been commissioned 
by the Prussian Government and which, though the author was 
far from sympathetic to socialists, helped en()rmously to spread 
information and even generate enthusiasm.f. The climate of 
opinion in Cologne was also favourable to the reception of 
socialist ideas : the Rhenish liberals (unlike the Manchester 
variety) were very socially-minded and considered that the state 

1 'CommllJlism and the .Augllburgw .Allgemeine Zeitwng', MEG .A I i (1) . 263 ;  
Easton and Guddat, p .  135. 

1 See K6nig, Die Rheinische Zeitung, pp. 72 ff. 
8 See above, pp. 13 f. 
' For an account of Stein's book claiming that it was an important influence 

on Marx's conception of the proletariat, see R. Tucker, PhilOBOph1J and Myth in 
Karl Marlll (Cambridge, 1961) pp. 114 ff. See below, pp. 156 f., on this view. On 
Stein himself, see K. Mengelberg, 'Lorenz von Stein and his Contribution to 
Historical Sociology', JO'Urnal of the History of IdeaB, xu (1961) ; and J. Weiss, 
'Dialectical Idealism and the Work of Lorenz von Stein', Intwnational Retnew 
of Social History, VII (1963). 
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had far-reaching duties towards society. Mevissen, for example, 
had been very struck when visiting England by the decrease in 
wages, and had become converted to Saint-Simonianism during a 
stay in Paris. In the offices of the Rheinische Zeitung social ques
tions were regularly discussed at the meetings of a group (founded 
by Moses Hess) which was effectively the editorial committee of 
the paper. Its members also included Jung, and the future com
munists Karl d'Ester and Anneke. It �D:et monthly, papers were 
read, and a discussion followed among the members, who did not 
necessarily share the same political viewpoint but were all 
inter�sted in social questions.  Marx j oined this group when he 
moved to Cologne in October.l 

e. The Law against Thefts of Timber 

Although the meetings of this group increased Marx's interest in 
social questions, he was far from being a convert to socialism. In 
his first important arti<;:le as editor (the fourth in the planned series 
of five dealing with the debates in the Rhenish Parliament), he 
approaches socialism, but does not entirely accept it. A more 
stringent law was proposed in regard to thefts of timber. The 
gathering of dead wood had traditionally been unrestricted, but 
the scarcities caused by the agrarian crises of the 1820s and the 
growing needs of industry led to legal controls. The situation had 
become unmanageable : five-sixths of all prosecutions in Prussia 
dealt with wood, and the proportion was even higher in the 
Rhineland.2 So it was now being proposed that the keeper be the 
sole arbiter of an alleged offence and that he alone also assess the 
damages. As the paid servant of the landowner and liable to dis
missal, the keeper was naturally _ not an impartial figure. More
over, the landowner not only got compensation for his wood, but 
pocketed the ensuing fine. 

Marx discusses these questions from a legal and political stand
point, without much social and historical detail, and claims that 
the state should defend customary law against the rapacity of the 
rich. For some things could never become the private property of 

1 See J. Hansen, Gustav von Mevissen (Berlin, 1906) I 264 ff. 
1 See H. Stein, 'Karl Marx und der Rheinscher Pauperismus', Jaltrbuch des 

kolnischen Geschichtsvereins, XIV (1932) 131 .  
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an individual without injustice ; moreover, •if every violation of 
property, without distinction or more precise determination, is 
called theft, is not all private property theft ? Do I not, by my 
private property, deprive another person of this property ? Do I 
not thus destroy his right to property ?'1 Marx here uses the 
language of Proudhon, but not his spirit, for he confines himself to 
strictly legal grounds .  Marx goes on to claim that the principle of 
class interest cannot form the basis of the state, for classes 
represented private interests and thus the state became •the 
instrument of private property contrary to the principles of reason 
and j ustice'. While it is true that there are elements of Marx's 
later theory of the state as an instrument of class domination here, 
in this article he is only concerned with the state as an organisa
tion and with the rights of •the lowest mass of the property-less'.2 
When talking of the supplementary fine payable to the landowner 
whose wood has been gathered, Marx several times uses the term 
•surplus value', a central concept in his later economic writings.3 
Finally, Marx declares that •any system of the representation of 
the particular interests . . .  gives pride of place to an unethical, 
uncomprehending and insensitive abstraction from a limited 
material and a limited consciousness that is slavishly subject to 
it. '' This is a brief formulation of the idea of reification : men's 
social relationships become •fetishes' - dead things that maintain 
a secret domination over living men ; the natural relationships of 
domination and possession are reversed, and man is determined 
by timber, because timber is a commodity that is merely an 
obj ectified expression of socio-political relationships .  Marx main
tains that this dehumanisation is a direct consequence of the 
advice given by the Preussische Staats-Zeitung to lawgivers : 
•that, when making a law about wood and timber, they are to 
think only of wood and timber, and are not to try to solve each 
material problem in a political way - that is, in connection with 
the whole complex of civic reasoning and civic morality'.5 Marx 
concludes his article by comparing an independent observer's 

· 1 'Debate on Thefts of" Timber', MEGA 1 i (1) 269 f. 
1 Ibid. 272. a Ibid. 293 f. ' Ibid. 304. 
1 Ibid. 304. See further K. Lowith, ' Man's Self-alienation in the 

Early Writings of Marx', Social Reaearch (1954) pp. 211  ff. , reprinted in 
Lowith, Nature, Hiatory and Exiatentialiam pp. 85 ff. 
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impression that wood was the Rhinelanders' fetish with the 
belief of the Cuban savages that gold was the fetish of the 
Spaniards.1 

This article illustrates Marx's growing interest in socio
economic realities. As he himself wrote later : 'In the year 1842-3, 
as Editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, I experienced for the first 
time the embarrassment of having to take part in discussions on 
so-called material interests . The proceedings of the Rhenish 
Parliament on thefts of wood, etc. . . . provided the first occa
sion for occupying myself with the economic questions .'11 Engels, 
too, said later that he had 'always heard from Marx, that 
it was precisely through concentrating on the law of thefts of 
wood and the situation of the Moselle wine-growers, that he 
was led from pure politics to economic relationships and so to 
socialism'.3 

The circulation of the Rheinische Zeitung had been very modest 
at 885 copies (only a tenth of that of the Kolnische Zeitung) ; it 
was more than doubled within a month of Marx's taking over the 
editorship. The paper's growing success, together with its 
criticism of the Rhenish Parliament, so annoyed the Government 
that the Presid�nt of the province wrote in November to the 
Minister of the Interior that he intended to prosecute the author 
of the article on theft of wood. Relations had already been 
strained by the publication in the Rheinische Zeitung in October 
of a secret government project to reform the divorce law, the first 
of Frederick William IV's measures to 'christianise' the law. The 
Rheinische Zeitung followed up this exposure with three critical 
articles, the third of which (in mid-December) was by Marx. He 
agreed that the present law was too individualistic and did not 
take into account the 'et�cal substance' of marriage in family and 
children. The law still 'thinks only of two individuals and forgets 

1 'Debate on the Thefts of Timber', MEGA I i (1) 304. The concept of 'fetillh', 
quite common in Marx's early writings, recurs in Capital, particularly in the 
first section on the fetishism of commodities. For a comparison of the two 
contexts, see Ruth-Eva Schulz, 'Geschichte und teleologisches System bei Karl 
Marx', in WeBen und Wirklichkeit deB .VenBchen : FeBtBchrift fur H. PleBBner 
(Glittingen, 1957). 

2 K. M�rx, 'Preface to a Critique of Political Economy', in Marx-Engels, 
Selected WorkB, I 361 f. 

3 Letter to R. Fischer, 5 Nov 1895, quoted in Stein, op. cit., p. 145. 
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the family'.1 But he could not welcome the new proposal, for it 
treated marriage not as an ethical, but as a religious institution 
and thus did not recognise its secular nature. 

By the end of November the break between Marx and his 
former colleagues in Berlin was complete. Matters came to a head 
with the visit of Ruge and the poet Herwegh to Berlin, where they 
wished to invite the Freien to co-operate in the founding of a new 
university. Ruge (who was always a bit of a Puritan) and Herwegh 
were revolted by the licentiousness and extravagant ideas of the 
Berliners . According to Ruge, Bruno Bauer, for example, "pre
tended to make me swallow the most grotesque thip.gs - e.g. that 
the state and religion must be suppressed in theory, and also 
property and family, without bothering to know what would 
replace them, the essential thing being to destroy everything'. 2 

On 25 November Marx made his position clear to everyone by 
publishing a correspondence from Berlin whose essential points 
were taken from a letter sent by Herwegh to the Rheinische 
Zeitung.a The break was thus final and Marx justified his action 
as follows in a letter sent a few days later to Ruge : 

You know that every day the censorship mutilates our paper
. 

so much that it has difficulty in appearing. This has obliged me 
to suppress quantities of articles by the Freien. I allowed myself 
to annul as many as the censor. Meyen and Co. sent us heaps 
of scrawls -pregnant with world revolutions and empty of 
thought, written in a slovenly style and flavoured with some 
atheism and communism (which these gentlemen have neyer 
studied) . . . . I declared that I considered the smuggling of 
communist and socialist ideas into casual theatre reviews was 
unsuitable, indeed immoral, and a very different and more 
fundamental treatment of communism was required if it was 
going to be discussed at all . I then asked that religion be 
criticised more through a criticism of the political situation, than 
that the political situation be criticised through religion. For 
this approach is more suited to the manner of a newspaper and 
the education of the public, because religion has no content of 
its own and lives not from heaven but from earth, and falls of 

1 'On a Proposed Divorce Law' ,  MEGA I i (I) 317 ; Easton and Guddat, 
p. 139. 

' Ruge, Briefwechsel, ed. Nerrlich, I 290. 
a Reprinted in Rheinische Briife und Akten, ed. Hansen, I '382 ff. 
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itself with the dissolution of the inverted reality whose theory 
it is .t 

f. The Destitution of the Moselle Wine-Growers and the Suppres-
sion of the 'Rheinische Zeitung' 

In January 1843, Marx published a piece of research on poverty 
that was to be his last substantial contribution to the Rheinische 
Zeitung. The Moselle wine-farmers had suffered greatly from 
competition after. the establishment of the Zollverein. Already 
the subj ect of tonsiderable public outcry, their impoverishment 
prompted a report in November 1842 from a Rheinische Zeitung 
correspondent whose accuracy was at once questioned . by von 
Schaper, the President of the Rhineland Province. Judging the 
correspondent's reply unsatisfactory, Marx prepared to sub
stantiate the report himself. He plimned a series of five articles .  
In the event, only three were written and only two were published 
before the Rheinische Zeitung was banned. Comprising a mass of 
detail to justify his correspondent's assertions, the two published 
articles were largely instrumental, in Marx's view, in the suppres
sion of the paper. The conditions in the Moselle v�lley were due to 
objectively determined relationships : 

In the investigation of political conditions one is too efl;sily 
t&mpted to overlook the objective nature of the relationships 
and to explain everything from the will of the person acting. 
There are relationships, however, which determine the ac'tions 
of private persons as well as those of individual authorities, 
and which are as independent as are the movements in breath
ing. Taking this objective standpoint from the outset, one will 
not presuppose an exclusively good or bad will on either side. 
Rather, one will observe relationships in which only persons 
appear to act at first .2 

To remedy these relations, Marx maintains, open public debate is 
necessary : "To resolve the difficulty, the administration and the 
administered both need a third element, which is political without 
being official and bureaucratic, an element which at the same time 

1 'Letter to Ruge', 1YEGA I i (2) 285 f. 
1 '0n the Di'3tress of the Moselle Wine-Farmers', MEGA I i (I) 360 ;  Ea$ton 

and Guddat, pp. 144 f. 
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represents the citizen without being directly involved in private 
interests. This resolving element composed of a political mind and 
a civic heart is a free Press .'l 

Marx must already have had the impression that the days of 
the Rheinische Zeitung were numbered. On �4 December, the first 
anniversary of the relaxed censorship, the Leipziger A llgemeine 
Zeitung, one of the most important liberal newspapers, published 
a letter from Herwegh protesting against the fact that a news
paper he had hoped to edit from Zurich had been forbidden in 
Prussia. In reply, Herwegh was expelled from Prussia and the 
Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung was suppressed ; on S January 18M3, 
under pressure from Frederick \Villiam IV, the Saxon Government 
suppressed the Deutsche Jahrbiicher ; and on �1 January the 
,Council of Ministers presided over by the king decided to suppress 
the Rheinische Zeitung. Marx wrote to Ruge : 

Several particular reasons have combined to bring about the 
suppression of our paper : our increase in circulation, my 
justification of the Moselle correspondent which inculpated 
highly-placed politicians, our obstinacy in not naming the 
person who informed us of the divorce law project, the con
vocation of the parliaments which we would be able to influence, 
and finally our criticiS!ll of the suppression of the Leipziger 
A llgemeine Zeitung and Deutsche Jahrbiicher.2 

The date picked for the final issue of the paper was Sl March, but 
the censorship was so intolerable that Marx preferred to resign 
on 17 March. 

During the last few months, Marx had certainly been the main 
force behind the paper. By the end of December its circulation 
had mounted to 3,500. On 18 March the censor, Saint-Paul, 
wrote : 'Today the wind has changed. Yesterday the man who was 
the spiritus rector, the soul of the whole enterprise, resigned 
definitively . . . .  I am well content and today I have given to the 
censorship scarcely a quarter of the time that it usually took'.a 
Marx's views were certainly strongly held, for Saint-Paul wrote 
that 'Marx would die for his views, of whose truth he is absolutely 

1 'On the Distress of the Moselle Wine-Farmers', MEGA 1 i (1) 373 ; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 145 f. 

2 'Letter to Ruge' ,  JfEGA I i (2) 293. 
a Rheinische Briefe und Akten, ed. Hansen, I 496. 
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convinced . '1 Largely because his views were in transition, but 
partly because the essence of a good polemicist i!' to be eclectic, it 
is impossible to form a systematic idea of Marx's opinions during 
the year he spent in journalism. Some have maintained, for 
example, that Marx shows himself here as already practically free 
from Hegelian influence .2 Although it is true that Marx has many 
expressions and lines of argument that are akin to Spinoza and 
Kant, Marx nevertheless in general declares himself a disciple of 
HegeJ .3 The following passage, with which Marx ends a short 
article on the Estates Committees in Prussia, published in the 
Rheinische Zeitung in December 184�, is extremely Hegelian : 

In a true state there is no landed property, no industry, no 
material stuff that in their capacity as raw elements can 
negotiate an agreement with the state. There are only spiritual 
powers, and it is only in their civic resurrection, in their 
political rebirth, that natural powers are capable of influencing 
the state. The state pervades the whole of nature with spiritual 
nerves and at each ·point it necessarily appears that what 
dominates is not the matter but the form, not nature without 
the state but the nature of the state, not the unfree object but 
free humanity.' 

To Marx, the decision to suppress the Rheinische Zeitung came 
as a release : "The Government', he said, "have given me back my 
liberty. '5 Although he was still writing, he was certain that his 
future lay abroad : "In Germany I cannot start on anything fresh ; 
here you are obliged to falsify yourself. '6 His decision to emigrate 
was already taken : his only remaining questions were when and 
where. 

1 .VEGA 1 i (2) 151 .  
2 Particularly M. Rubel, Karl Marx. Eaaai de biographie intellectuelle (Paris, 

1957) pp. 34 ff. For an account of these articles that stresses the influence of 
Feuer bach, see W. Schuffenhauer, Feuerbach und der junge Jlarx (Berlin, 1965) 
pp. 27 ff. 

3 See the passage quoted above, p. 90. 
' ' On the Estates Committees in Prussia', MEGA 1 i (1} 335. 
5 ' Letter to Ruge', .VEGA 1 i (2) 294. 
6 Ibid. 



C H A P T E R  FIVE 

Marx and the Critique of 
Hegel's Philosophy of the State 

1. T H E F o u N D A T I O N  oF T H E  Deutsck-Franzosiscke Jaltrbucker 

T H E  decision of the Prussian Government to suppress the liberal 
Press resulted, in a complete split in the Young� Hegelian move
ment. Those in Berlin, led by Bruno Bauer, tended more and more 
to dissociate themselves from political action. They had imagined 
their influence to be such that the suppression of their views would 
lead to a strong protest among the liberal bourgeoisie. When 
nothing of the sort happened, they confined themselves increas
ingly to a purely intellectual criticism that renounced all hope of 
immediate political influence. The reaction of the group around 
Ruge was different : they wished to continue the political struggle 
in an even more practical manner. Since they still thought very 
much in terms of a j ournal, their first idea was to base themselves 
on Julius Froebel's publishing house in Zurich. Froebel was a 

Professor of Mineralogy at Zurich who had started his business 
at the end of 1841 in order to publish the poems of Herwegh. He 
also published a review, edited by Herwegh, that looked for a 

moment like a successor to the Deutsche Jakrbucker, but with 
Herwegh's banishment from Zurich in March 1843 an obvious gap 
was waiting to be filled .  Ruge was all the more attracted to 
Zurich as it was, together with Paris, the main centre of German 
expatriates, both workers and intellectuals. Since the end of 184� 
Froebel had dedicated himself full-time to the editorship of a 
paper that appeared twice weekly and had adopted an increas
ingly democratic tone, with contributions from Hess, Engels and 
Bakunin. Ruge's evolution was similar : his last article in the 
Deutsche Jakrbiicker, entitled • Autocritique of Liberalism', re-
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j ected liberalism in favour of a democratic humanism that would 
be realised through the alliance of French and German intellec
tuals. 

Thus it was natural that a review should be started combining 
the theory of the Deutsche Jahrbilcher with the more practical 
ideas of the Rheinische Zeitung. Ruge had a great admiration for 
Marx and wrote to his brother, Ludwig Ruge, in January 1848 : 
'Marx has great intelligence. He is very worried about his future 
and particularly his immediate future. Thus the continuation of 
the Jahrbilcher with his assistance is something quite natural. '1 
Marx's position was indeed a worrying one ; he had been engaged 
for seven years and wished to get married ; yet he was out of a j ob 
and was refused all help by his family. He wrote to Ruge in 
March 1848 : 

As soon as we have signed the contract, I will go to Kreuznach 
and get married. Without any romanticism, I can tell you that I 
am head over heels in love and it is as serious as can be. I have 
been engaged for more than seven years and my fiancee has 
been involved on my behalf in the toughest of struggles that 
have ruined her health. These have been in part against her 
pietist and aristocratic relations, for whom the Lord in Heaven 
and the Lord in Berlin are the obj ects of an equal veneration, 
and in part against my own family into whom certain radicals 
and other sworn enemies have insinuated themselves .  For years, 
my fiancee and I have been fighting more useless and exhausting 
battles than many other persons three times as old as us who 
are for ever talking of their 'experience', a word particularly 
dear to our partisans of the juate-milieu. 2 

. 

In June a friend of his father's obtained for Marx an invitation to 
enter the service of the Prussian state - an invitation he im
mediately refused.3 Thus Marx was particularly receptive to the 
rival invitations of Ruge and Herwegh : the first to start up a new 
version of the Deutsche Jahrbilcher, the second to be j oint editor 
of Herwegh's already existing j ournal. 

Marx decided in favour of Ruge. He was hopeful of a revolution 

1 Ruge, Briefwechael, ed. Nerrlich, I 295. 
1 'Letter to Ruge', MEG.A I i (2) 307. 
1 Cf . .Archiv far die Geachichte des Bozialismus und der .Arbeiterbewegung, x 

(1924) 64. 
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in Germany, and in March 1 843 wrote to this effect from Holland 
where he v.;as visiting his mother's relations . This revolution Marx 
believed to be guaranteed by the backwardness of Germany. 'A 
shipload of fools' ,  he  wrote, •might drift in the wind for quite a 
time, but it would meet its doom for the very reason that the fools 
do not believe this. This doom is the impending revolution .'1 
Ruge , however, was pessimistic. He saw no prospect whatever of 
a political revolution. The •eternal submissiveness' of the Germans 
made it impossible : •our nation has no future, so what is the use 
of pur summons to it ?'2 Marx was definitely against simply con
tinuing the Deutsche Jahrbucher. •Even if the Jahrbucher were once 
again permitted, all we could achieve would be a pale imitation of 
the late review and that is no longer sufficient. '3 So they decided 
to give practical expression to the idea of the Franco-German 
co-operation that had been suggested by most of the Young 
Hegelians at some time or other during the previous two years . 
For the influence of French thought made the radicals very 
internationally-minded, in contrast to the liberals, whom the 
crises of the 1840s forced into a narrow nationalism. Marx was 
very enthusiastic : •Franco-German annals - that would be a 
principle, an event of importance, an undertaking that fills one 
with enthusiasm.'' Froebel agreed to publish a review of this 
character, and preparation began. In May, Marxand Froebel went 
to visit Ruge in Dresden ; the three of them decided on Stras
bourg as the city of publication. However, Froebel ran into 
difficulties with the Zurich authorities : 'books by Weitling and 
Bruno Bauer that he had published were confiscated, and Froebel 
himself was condemned to prison for two months . This meant that 
the annals could not appear before the end of the year at the 
earliest. 

Marx meanwhile settled in Kreuznach where Jenny von West
phalen lived with her mother, and retired into his study to under
take extensive historical reading.5 He remained in Kreuznach 
until August, marrying · Jenny in June. In a letter to Ruge, 

l 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA. I i (1) 557 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 204. 
1 'Letter to Marx' ,  MEGA. I i (I) 560. 
8 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA. I i (2) 307. ' Ibid. 
' Cf. K. Marx, 'Preface to a Critique of Political Economy', in Marx-Engels, 

Selected Works I 362. 
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written in May and later published in the Deutsch-Franzosische 
Jahrbucher, he analysed the 'Philistine' German regime at length, 
a regime that it was essential to shake off once and for all : 'Let 
the dead bury their dead and mourn them. To be the first among 
the living to enter into new life, on the other hand, is enviable. 
This is to be our lot . '1 Marx was already beginning to envisage the 
possibility of revolution as consisting in an alliance of 'thinkers' 
and 'sufferers' :  

The system of industry and commerce, of property and exploita
tion of men, however, leads much more rapidly to a rupture 
within the present society than the increase of the population. 
The old system cannot heal this rupture because it· does not 
heal and create at all ; it merely exists and enjoys itself. The 
existence of a suffering mankind that thinks, and of a thinking 
mankind that is suppressed, mu�t necessarily become un
palatable and indigestible for the passive animal kingdom of 
Philistinism, which is thoughtlessly enjoying itself. It is up to 
us to expose the old world to full daylight and to shape the new 
along positive lines. The more time the events allow for thinking 
men to reflect, and for suffering men to rally, the better will 
be the product to be born which the present carries in its 
woinb.2 

It was clear that the Deutsch-Franzoaiache Jahrbiicher would be 
a political review. Thus it was time to come to terms with Hegel's 
political views and in particular with his Rechtsphiloaophie . All 
disciples had sooner or later to do t_!J.is when it became quite clear 
that the Prussian Government showed no possibility of becoming 
Hegel's 'rational state'. Marx had had the idea for at least a year. 
In March 1842 he wrote to Ruge : • Another arti cle that I also 
intend for the Deutsche Jahrbucher is a critique of the part of 
Hegel's natural right where he talks of the constitution. The 
essential part of it is the critique of constitutional monarchy, a 
bastard, contradictory and unjustifiable institution. '3 He went on 
to say that the article was finished and only wanted rewriting. Six 
months later he was still talking about publishing it in the 
Rheinische Zeitung.' The critique of Hegel's politics that Marx 

1 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA 1 i (1) 561 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 205. 
1 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA 1 i (1) 265 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 210 f. 
8 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA 1 i (2) 269. ' Ibid. 280. 
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elaborated in the six months he spent at Kreuznach1 is much 
richer than the purely logic-al-political approach of the previous 
year. Many years later, in the preface to his Critique of Political 
Economy, Marx wrote : 

The first work which I undertook for the solution of the doubts 
which assailed me was a critical review of the Hegelian philo
sophy of law . . . .  My investigation led to the result that legal 
relations as well as forms of state are to be grasped neither 
from themselves nor from the so-called general development of 
the human mind, but rather have their roots in the material 
conditions of life, the sum total of which Hegel, following the 
example of the Englishmen and Frenchmen of the eighteenth 
century, combines under the name of . "civil society', that, 
however, the anatomy of civil society is to be sought in political 
economy.2 

Although this account is too simplified, his experience with the 
Rheinische Zeitung and the rej ection of liberal politics by Heine 
and the socialists, including Hess, enabled Marx's critique of 
Hegel to take that much more account of socio-economic factors . 

1 The manuscript seems to have been finished in July-August 1843, according 
to D. Rjazanov (Introduction to MEGA 1 i (1) pp. lxxxiv f.) ,  who compares 
similar passages in the manuscript and in Marx's notebooks. This dating of the 
manuscript has been questioned by E. Lewalter, 'Zur Systematik der Marx
schen Staats- und Gesellschaftslehre', Archiv fur Sozialwi88en8chaft und 
Sozialpolitik LXVIII 645 ff. , and by S.  Landshut, Karl Marx, Die FrilhBchriften 
(Stuttgart, 1953) p. 20, on two grounds : firstly the letter to Ruge written in 
March 1842, alluding to an almost finished critique of Hegel's natural right; 
secondly, the fact that Marx had no time, busied as he was with family matters, 
to write anything so long and detailed in the summer of 1843. The second point 
is quite unacceptable : marriage is as often a stimulus to work as a hindrance. 
As for the first point, in the same letter Marx described other articles, that 
Ruge never received, as being 'almost finished '. Marx was always more ready 
to give assurances than to fulfil them. His remarks in the preface to his Critique 
of Political Economy, as well as internal evidence, point conclusively to 1843. 
The most that could be said is that elements of previous articles may have been 
used. 

1 Karl Marx, 'Preface to a Critique of Political Economy', Selected Works, I 
362. 
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2. T H E  I N FL U E N C E  O F  F E U E RB A C H  

There was another factor, too, that enabled Marx to adopt a new 
point of view : Feuerbach's •Preliminary Theses for a Reform of 
Philosophy'. These had been published in Anekdota, a collection 
of essays originally intended for the Deutsche Jahrbiicher, but 
rejected by the censorship. This book, edited by Ruge in Switzer
land and published in February 1843, was the last place where 
Young Hegelians appeared together in print as a coherent group. 
It also marked the watershed of a movement that was ceasing 
to be theological and had not yet become political. Feuerbach 
presented his •Theses' as a continuation of his Essence of Christi
anity. He wished to apply to speculative philosophy the approach 
he had already used with regard to religion : theology had still not 
been completely destroyed ; it had a last rational bulwark in 
Hegel's philosophy, which was as great a mystification as any 
theology. Since Hegel's dialectic started and ended with the 
infinite, the finite, i.e. man, was only a phase in the evolution of a 

superhuman spirit : •The essence of theology is the transcendence 
and exteriorised essence of man ; the es�ence of Hegel's logic is 
transcendent thought, exteriorised human thought. '1 But philo
sophy should' not start from God or the Absolute, nor even from 
being as predicate of the Absolute ; philosophy had to begin with 
the finite, the particular, the real, and acknowledge the primacy 
of the senses. Since this approach had been pioneered by the 
French, the true philosopher would have to be of •Gallo-Germanic 
blood'. Hegel's philosophy was the last refuge of theology and as 
such had to be abolished. This would come about from a realisa
tion that •the true relationship of thought to being is this : being 
is the subject, thought the predicate. Thought arises from being -
being does not arise from thought. '2 

' 

Marx read Feuerbach's •Theses' immediately after publication 
and wrote an �nthusiasticletter to Ruge, who had sent him a copy : 
•The only point in Feuerbach's aphorisms that does not satisfy me 
is that he gives too much importance to nature an.d too little to 
politics. Yet an alliance with politics affords the only means for 

1 L. Feuerbach, Anthropologiacher J.faterialiamua. Auagewahlte Schriften 
(Frankfurt, 1967) I 84. 8 Ibid . ,  p. 95. 
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contemporary philosophy to become a truth. But what happened 
in the sixteenth century, when the state had followers as enthusi
astic as those of Nature, will no doubt be repeated. 'l For Marx, 
the way ahead lay through politics, but a politics which questioned 
current conceptions of the relationship of the state to society. It 
was Feuerbach's theses that enabled Marx to operate his particular 
reversal of Hegel's dialectic. Marx had read Feuer bach as early 
as the time when he was composing his doctoral thesis, but his 
magnum opua, the Essence of ChriBtianity, did not make as great 
an impression on Marx as it did, for example, on Ruge. It is true 
that in January 1842 there appeared in tre Anekdota a note 
entitled 'Luther as Arbiter between Strauss and Feuerbach' in 
which the author cited at length a passage from Luther to support 
Feuerbach's humanist interpretation of miracles as against the 
transcendent view of Strauss. The note finished by giving this 
advice to speculative theologians and philosophers : 'Free your
selves from the concepts and prepossessions of existing speculative 
philosophy if you want to get at things differently, as they are, that 
is to say, if you want to arrive at the truth. And there is no other 
road for you to truth and freedom except that leading through the 
stream of fire [the Feuer-bachl .  Feuerbach is the purgatory of the 
present times. ' 2  The mistaken attribution of this note to Marx (it 
was probably written by Feuerbach3) has reinforced the view 1ilat 
Feuerbach's impact on Marx was earlier than is the case. But it 
was not until 1848 that Feuerbach's humanism became the 
outlook that united the group around the Deutsch-FranzosiBche 
Jahrbii.cher." 

As far as Marx was concerned in 1843 (and this was true of most 
of his radical, democratic contemporaries also) Feuer bach was the 
philosopher. Every page of the critique of Hegel's political 
philosophy that Marx elaborated during the summer of 1843 
shows the influence of Feuerbach's method. For Marx, Hegel's 

1 ' Letter to Ruge',  MEGA 1 i (2) 308 . 

1 ' Luther as Arbiter between Strauss and Feuerbach' , MEGA 1 i (l) 175;  
Easton and Guddat, p .  95. 

a See H.-M. Sass, ' Feuerbach statt Marx', in InternatiOnal Review of Social 
History XII (1967) 108 ff. 

• See particularly McLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Mar:!j, pp. 85 ff. 
The best general account of Feuerbach is M. Wartofsky, Feuerbach (Cambridge, 
1 977). 
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approach involves a systematic •mystification'. This term, taken 
from Feuerbach's •Theses', meant to deprive something of its own 
independent nature by making this nature into a mere emanation 
of an imaginary entity. Marx gives his criticism a social and 
historical dimension lacking in Feuer bach, but one point is central 
to both their approaches : the claim that Hegel had reversed the 
correct relation of subj ects and predicates . Marx says : •It is 
important that Hegel always converts the Idea into. the subject, 
and the particular actual subj ect, such as •political sentiment', 
into the predicate. But the development always takes place on the 
side of the predicate.'1 And later : 

Had Hegel started from real subjects as the basis of the state 
then he would not have found it necessary to let the state 
subjectify itself in a mysterious way . . . .  Hegel subj ectifies the 
predicate , the objects, but he objectifies them in separation 
from their true subj ect. Consequently the true subject appears 
as a result, whereas the point is to start with the true subject 
and deal with its obj ectification.2 

Marx's fundamental idea is to take actual political institutions 
and show thereby that Hegel's conception of the relationship of 
ideas to reality is mistaken. Hegel had tried to reconcile the ideal 
and the real by showing that reality was the unfolding of an idea, 
was rational . Marx, on the contrary, emphasises the opposition 
between ideals and reality in the secular world and categorises 
Hegel's whole enterprise as speculative, by which he meant that it 
was based on subj ective conceptions that were out of harmony 
with empirical reality.3 A note of Marx's on an article by Ranke 
on the restoration in France shows very clearly the interpenetra:
tion of Marx's criticism of Hegel and of his h�storical analysis : 

Under Louis XVIII, the constitution exists by grace of the 
monarch (grant of royal charter) ; under Louis-Philippe, the 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State' ,  MEGA I i (1) 410 ; Easton 
and Guddat, p, 159. 

2 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 426. 
1 On Marx's manuscript in general, see L. Dupre, The Pltilosophical Founda

tions of Marxism (New York, 1966) pp. 87 :If. ; S. Avineri, 'The Hegelian Origins 
of Marx's Political Thought', Review of Metaphysics (Sep 1967) ; H. Lefebvre, 
The Sociology of Jfar:r (London, 1968} pp. 123 ff. ; J. Hyppolite, 'La Conception 
hegelienne de l 'Etat et �:�a critique par Karl Marx' ,  Etudes sur Marx et Hegel, 
2nd ed. (Paris, 1005) ; J. Barion, Hegel und die marxistische Staatslehre (Bonn, 
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monarch exists by grace of the constitution (royalty granted) . 
We can, moreover, observe that the transformation of subj ect 
into attribute, and attribute into subj ect . . .  is always the next 
revolution. Hegel, in making . . .  the idea of the state the subject 
and the old modes of existence of the state the attribute -
whereas, in historical reality, it was the opposite that existed,
the idea of the state having always been the attribute of its 
mode of existence - Hegel, I say, is only expressing the general 
character of his age, its political teleology.! 

Inspired by Feuerbachian philosophy and historical analysis, this 
manuscript is the first of manyworks of Marx (up to and including 
Capital) that were entitled 'Critique' - a term that had a great 
vogue among the Young Hegelians .  The approach it represented 
- reflecting on and working over the ideas of others - was very 
congenial to Marx, who preferred to develop his own ideas in 
opposition to those of other thinkers. 

3.  M A R X A N D  H E G E L  O N  T H E  S T A TE 

The manuscript in which Marx elaborated his thought on Hegel's 
Rechtsphiloaophie ('Philosophy of Law') is a very close paragraph
by-paragraph commentary on Hegel's text. It deals with the final 
part of the Rechtsphiloaophie which is devoted to the state. The 
first few pages of Marx's manuscript are ,missing, and it begins with 
the paragraph where Hegel explains that concrete freedom consists 
in the identity of the system of private interests (family and civil 
society) with the system of general interest (the state) which he 
describes as both the •external necessity' and the 'immanent aim'. 
Marx considers this to be an 'unresolved antinomy' and passes on 
to the paragraph in which, he says, 'the entire mystery of Hegel's 
philosophy of law and of his philosophy in general is laid out' .2 

1963). There is a complete translation with an admirably scholarly introduction, 
K. Marx, Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right, ed. J. O'Malley (Cambridge, 
1970) .  See also : R. Berki , ' Perspectives in the Marxian Critique of Hegel's 
Political Philosophy' ,  in Hegel's Political Philosophy, ed. Z.  Pelczynski 
(Cambridge, 1 971 ) .  

1 MEGA I i (2) 130. 
2 ' Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State' ,  MEGA 1 i (1) 408 ; Easton and 

Guddat, p. 1 57.  
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I n  this paragraph Hegel says : 

The actual Idea, Spirit, divides itself in its finitude into two 
ideal spheres of its notion, family and civil society, in order to 
leave behind its ideality and to become explicitly infinite actual 
Spirit. It lends to these spheres the material of its finite 
actuality - i.e.  individuals as a mass - in such a way that this 
lending appears mediated in the individual by circumstances, 
caprice, and his personal choice of his station in life.1 

Marx finds this odd on two counts : firstly the state is said to 
,predate and produce its own elements. But this involves a reversal 
of the true relationship : 

The Idea is thoroughly subj ectivised. The actual relationship 
of family and civil society to the state is grasped as their inner 
imaginary activity. Family and civil society are the presup
positions of the state, they are really the active forms, But in 
speculation this is reversed. As the Idea is subj ectivised, the 
actual subj ects - civil "society, family, •circumstances, caprice, 
etc.',  - become unactual, obj ective moments of the Idea, mean
ing something else.  2 

Thus Hegel's whole enterprise of reconciling the universal and the 
particular is a failure : the real elements of the state - family and 
civil society - are everywhere subordinate to the spirit of the state, 
whose mystical power infuses the other social spheres with a part 
of its essence. 

4. M oN A R C H Y  A N D  D E M O C R A C Y  

After this general introduction, Marx passes on to the monarchical, 
executive and legislative powers into which, according to Hegel, 
the state divides itself. He criticises Hegel's very strange argu
ments designed to show that •the personality of the state and its 
certainty of itself' are exemplified in the monarch. For Marx such 
a personified sovereig:p.ty cannot be anything but arbitrary. 
Hegel, says Marx, did admit a sovereignty of the people as 
antithetical to that of the monarch, but the question should be :  

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 405 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 154. 

2 ' Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State',  MEGA I i (1) 406 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 155. 
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is it not rather the sovereignty of the monarch that is an illusion ? 
And if one did taik of sovereignty of the monarch and sovereignty 
of the people, then this was not the same sovereignty but two 
completely opposite concepts of sovereignty. The choice between 
them was an exclusive one, as exclusive as that between the 
sovereignty of God and that of man. 

Marx then elaborates his 'concept of democracy by contrasting 
it with monarchy, the essential difference being that monarchy, 
being one-sided and unilateral, necessarily falsified the roles of all 
members of the state : 

In democracy none of the aspects acquires any other meaning 
than the appropriate one. Each is actually only an aspect of the 
whole demos . But in monarchy a part determines the character 
of the whole. The entire constitution must conform to a fixed 
point. Democracy is the generic constitution. But monarchy is 
a. modification and indeed a bad one. Democracy is content and 
form .  Monarchy should be only form, but it falsifies the content.l 

The trouble with monarchy was that it viewed the people as merely 
an appendix to the political constitution, whereas in democracy 
the constitution was the self-expr.ession of the people. Even con
stitutional monarchy was not sufficient, in that the constitution 
affected only a part of the people's life and the political constitu
tion was not coincidental with the state. 

To explain his view of the relationship of democracy to previous 
forms of constitution, Marx invokes a parallel with religion : 

Just as religion does not create man, but man creates religion, 
so the constitution does not create the people but the people 
create the constitution. In some respects democracy is related 
to all other forms of state, as Christianity is related to all other 
religions .  Christianity is religion par excellence, the essence of 
religion, deified man as a particular religion. Similarly, demo
cracy is the essence of every constitution, socialised man as a 
particular constitution.2 

Hegel presented his political philosophy as a reconciliation of 
the universal and the particular. But for Marx only democracy 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (I) 434 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 173. 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (I} 434 f. ; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 173 f. 
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was capable of making the formal principle (the political con
stitution) and the material principle (man's everyday life) into 
one and the same. In other forms of constitution a man had to 
lead two distinct lives, a political and an unpolitical one : •In any 
other state than democracy the state, the law, the constitution is 
the dominant factor even without actually dominating, that is, 
without materially penetrating the content of other non-political 
spheres. In democracy the constitution, the law, the state itself 
in so far as it is politically constituted, is only a self-determination 
of the people and a particular content of the people. '1 

In order to show that •an forms of state have democracy for 
their truth', Marx embarks on a historical analysis very similar to 
Hegel's in his Philosophy of History, though with a much more 
empirical orientation. In the ancient states of the Graeco-Roman 
world, people's lives were inescapably political as well as social 
entities : there was no differentiation between the political and the 
private spheres , which were completely penetrated by politics. In 
the Middle Ages, by contrast, it was the socio-economic relations 
that were considered basic and their political element was an 
acquired one. It was because •each private sphere had a political 
character' that •the life of the people and the life of the state were 
identical' .  Trade, property and society were all directly political. 
But, though man was thus the actual principle of the state, it was 
man who was as yet unfree . Thus the Middle Ages were character
ised by the •democracy of unfreedom' . 2 

The creation of a genuinely political state was a modern 
invention : •The abstraction of the state as such belongs only to 
modern times because the abstraction of private life belongs only 
to these times. The abstraction of the political state is a modern 
product. '3 The modern political state, being a mere abstract form, 
had little effect on the life of its citizens. This was shown by the 
fact that the property and legal relationships in Prussia and North 
America were virtually the same even though the constitutions 
were very different. The problem of modern times was thus to put 

1 ' Critique of Hegel's Philoaophy of the State' ,  MEGA I i (1) 435 f. ; Easton 
and Guddat, p. 175. 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', 1.llEGA I i (1) 436 f. ; Easton 
and Guddat, p. 176. 

3 Ibid. 
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an end to the separation of the private spheres from the political 
state . 

Up to now, the political constitution has been the religious 
sphere, the religion of the people's life, the heaven of their 
universality in contrast to the particular mundane existence of 
their actuality. The political sphere was the state's only sphere 
within the state in which both content and form were a generic 
content and the genuine universal, but in such a way that its 
content became formal and particular because these spheres 
stood in contrast to each other. Political life in the modern 
sense of the word is the scholasticism of a people's life .  Monarchy 
i.s the completed expression of this alienation. The republic is 
the negation of alienation within alienation.1 

The solution to this problem was •true democracy'. 
Marx does not do much to clarify his conception of democracy. 

Nevertheless four characteristics ar� apparent in his sketchy and 
obviously transitional ideas : 

Firstly, his conception is humanist : man is the one and only 
subject of the political process. 'In a democracy the constitution 
is always based on its actual foundation, on actual man and the 
actual people, not only implicitly and in its essence, but in its 
existence and actuality.'2 'In a democracy there is particular 
human existence while in other forms of state man is the parti
cular j uridical existence. This is the basic uniqueness. of demo
cracy. '3 

Secondly, this involved a freedom for mankipd that was non
existent in Hegel . For Hegel had downgraded man, who should 
be the subj ect, to the status of predicate. Freedom would only be 
gained when the roles were reversed and man became the free 
subject with society as his predicate. 'Here [i .e .  in democra.cy] the 
constitution is man's and the people's own work . The constitution 
appears as what it is : the free product of man.'4 

1 'Critique of Hegel 's Philosophy of the State' ,  MEGA 1 i (1) 436; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 176. 

� 'Critique of Hegel's Philosphy of the State' ,  MEGA 1 i (1) 434 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 173. 

3 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA 1 i (1) 435; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 174. . 

4 ' Critique of Hegel 's Philosophy of the State', lrfEGA 1 i (1) 434; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 173. 
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Thirdly, Marx's conception is in some sense socialist. It is plain 
that, like Hegel, he considered the aim to be the realisation of an 
essence. But instead of the realisation of the Idea, Marx en
visaged the realisation of man's •species-being'.1 Thus democracy 
was •socialised man as a particular constitution' .2 

Finally, republicanism is not adequate to this ne'Y form of 
society, which involves the disappearance of the state. Thus it is 
inaccurate to describe Marx as a Jacobin democrat. Referring to 
French socialist writings, he says: •Recently the French have con
ceived of this in such a way that the political state disappears in 
true democracy. This is correct in so far as the political state as 
such, as constitution, no longer applies to the whole . ' 3 

Marx also describes his democratic ideal in the letter to Ruge 
mentioned above.4 The principle of monarchy, and particularly 
the Prussian monarchy, was man despised, despicable, dehuman
.ised. The effect of Frederick William IV's romanticism was that 
the only change now possible for Germany was an •entry into the 
human world of democracy'.5 At the same time, Marx's view of 
the means of effecting this change was still a very idealistic one : 
•Freedom, the feeling of man's dignity, will have to be awakened 
again in these men. Only this feeling, which disappeared from the 
world with the Greeks and with Christianity vanished into the 
blue mist of heaven, can again transform society into a community 
of men to achieve their highest purpose, a democratic state. '& 

5. BuR E A U CRA C Y  

Having commented on Hegel's defence of hereditary monarchy, 
Marx then moves on to the executive power. Marx has some 
iJtteresting passages on bureaucracy which represent his first 

1 This term was popularised by Feuer bach at the beginning of his Essence of 
Christianity, where he defined man, in contrast to other aninlals, as having 
consciousness of himself as a member of a species. 

1 ' Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 435 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 174. 

3 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State' ,  MEGA I i (1) 435 ; Easton and 
Guddat, pp. 174 f. 4 See above, p. 105. 

5 ' Letter to Ruge', MEGA I i (1) 564 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 208. 
a 'Letter to Ruge', .VEGA I i (1) 561 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 206. 
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attempt to give a sociological definition of state power.1 Hegel 
had said that the state mediated between the contradictions of 
civil society by means of corporations and bureaucracy. The 
former grouped individual private interests in order to bring 
pressure to b(>ar upon the state ; the latter mediated between the 
state and private interests thus expressed. By bureaucracy, Hegel 
meant a body of higher civil servants who were recruited by 
competition from the middle classes . To them was entrusted the 
working out of common interests, and the task of securing the 
unity of the state. Their decisions were prevented from being 
arbitrary by the sovereign above them and the pressure of the 
corporations from below. The concept of •civil society' is one that 
Marx takes over from Hegel and uses constantly during 1843: in 
Hegel's political triad the sphere of civil society was the second 
term, being between the family and the state. In civil society the 
relationships between men are no longer based on love, as in the 
family, but on men's self-interest. It is a society akin to that 
described in Mandeville's Fable of the Bees: 

Thus every part was full of vice, 
Yet the whole mass a Paradise ;  

Such were the blessings of that state ; 
Their crimes conspired to make them great. 

Hegel formed· his concept after reading the English economists 
Adam Smith and Ricardo, and described it at length in para
graphs 280-240 of the Rechtsphilosophie. 2 The purpose of corpora

tions and bureaucracy was to mediate between these discordant 
aims of civil society and form them into a harmony . 

, Marx begins by denouncing this attempted mediation that does 
not resolve, and at best only masks, historically determined 
oppositions. Hegel had well understood the process of the dis-

1 For later references to bureaucracy in Marx's writings, see Avineri, The 
Social and Political Thought of Karl Mar:l!, pp . . 48 ff.;. K. Axelos, Alienation, 
Pra:l!is and Techne in the Thought of Karl Mar:l! (Austin, 1976) pp. 89 ff.; 
I. Fetscher, 'Marxismus und Biirokratie', International Review of Social 
History, v (1960). 

• Hegel's description here to some extent anticipates Marx in that Hegel 
describes the worker's alienated situation in capitalist society, the polarisa
tion of wealth and thus of classes, and even the inherent tendency of capitalism 

to imperialist expansion. See R. Heiss. 'Hegel und Marx', in Symposium, 
Jahrbuch fur Philosophie, 1 (1948). 
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solution of medieval estates, the growth of industry and the 
economic war of all against all . But in trying nevertheless to con
struct a formal state unity, he only created a further alienation : 
man's being, which was already alienated in monarchy, was now 
even more alienated in the growing power of the executive, the 
bureaucracy. All that Hegel offered was an empirical description 
of bureaucracy, partly as it was, and partly as it pretended to be. 
Indeed, most of Hegel's comment could be taken verbatim from 
the Prussian civil code. So far from fulfilling a mission of recon
ciliation, bureaucracy had its origin in the separation of the state 
and civil society. Marx rejects Hegel's claim that the bureaucracy 
is an impartial and thus •universal' class. He reverses the Hegelian 
dialectic by asserting that, though their function is in principle a 
universal one, the bureaucrats have in practice ended by turning 
it into their own private affair. Certainly in the past the bureau
cracy fought on the side of the monarch against the corporations 
and against separatism : •when •bureaucracy' is a new principle, 
when the universal interest of the state starts to become some
thing •apart' by itself and thereby an •actual' interest, bureau
cracy conflicts with the corporations just as any consequence con
flicts with the existence of its presuppositions. 'l But once the 
victory had been won, the bureaucracy needed constantly to 
maintain the appearance of the separation in order to justify its 
own existence. For 

the same spirit that creates the corporation in society creates 
bureaucracy in the state. The spirit of bureaucracy is attacked 
along with the spirit of the corporation. If bureaucracy earlier 
attacked the existence of corporations to make room for its own 
existence, it now attempts to sustain forcefully the existence of 
the corporations so as to preserve the corporations' spirit, which 
is its own spirit .2 

Thus bureaucracy allocated to itself a particular, closed society 
within the state, the consciousness, will and power of the state. 
In the battle against the corporations the bureaucracy was neces
sarily victorious as each corporation needed it to combat other 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA 1 i (1) 455; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 184. 

2 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State ', JfEGA 1 i (1) 455; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 184. 
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corporations, whereas the bureaucracy was self-sufficient . In 
short: 'The corporation is the attempt of civil society to be
come the state; but bureaucracy is the state which in actuality 
has become civil society.'1 Thus bureaucracy, which came into 
existence to solve problems and then engendered them in order 
to continue existing, turned into an end in itself and achieved 
nothing. It was this process that accounted for all the char
acteristics of bureaucracy : the formalism, the hierarchy, the 
mystique, the identification of its own ends with those of the 
state. 

Marx sums up these characteristics in a passage whose insight 
and incisiveness merit a lengthy quotation : 

Bureaucracy considers itself the ultimate finite purpose of the 
state. Since bureaucracy converts its 'formal' purposes into its 
content, it everywhere comes into conflict with 'real' purposes . 
It is, therefore, compelled to pass off what is formal for the 
content and the content for what is formal. The purposes of the 
state are changed into the purposes of bureaus and vice versa. 
Bureaucracy is a circle that no one can leave. Its hierarchy is a 
hierarchy of information. The top entrusts the lower circles 
with an insight into details, while the lower circles entrust the 
top with an insight into what is universal, and thus they 
mutually deceive each other. 

Bureaucracy is the imaginary state beside the real state, the 
spiritualism of the state. Hence everything has a double mean
ing, a real and a bureaucractic meaning, just as knowledge and 
also the will are something double, real and bureaucratic. What 
is real is dealt with in its bureaucratic nature, in its other
worldly spiritual essence. Bureaucracy possesses the state's 
essence, the spiritual essence of society, as its private property. 
The universal spirit of bureaucracy is the secret, the mystery 
sustained within bureaucracy itself by hierarchy and main
tained on the outside as a closed corporation. The open spirit 
and sentiment of patriotism hence appear to bureaucracy as a 
betrayal of this mystery. So authority is the principle of its 
knowledge, and the deification of authority is its sentiment. 
But within bureaucracy spiritualism becomes a crass material
ism, the materialism of passive obedience, of faith in authority, 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State' ,  MEGA 1 i (I) 456 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p.  185. 
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of the mechanism of fixed formal activity, fixed principles, 
views and traditions. For the individual bureaucrat the state's 
purposes become his private purpose of hunting for higher 
positions and making a career for himself. In one respect he 
views actual life as something material, for the spirit of this life 
has its separate existence in bureaucracy.1  

Marx's fundamental criticism of Hegel is the same as that con
tained in the preceding sections : the attributes of humanity as a 
whole had been transferred to a particular individual or class, 
which thus represented the illusory universality of modern 
political life. Marx calls the spirit of bureaucracy •theological' 
and often uses religious parallels to describe this duality. 
•Bureaucrats', he says, •are the state's Jesuits and theologians . 
Bureaucracy is the priest's republic. • 2 And again, concerning the 
competitive entry into the bureaucracy : •The examination is 
nothing but the bureaucratic baptism of knowledge, the official 
recognition of the transubstantiation of profane knowledge into 
sacred knowledge. '3 The very fact that there has to be an examina
tion condemned the system out of hand : •The fact that anyone 
has the chance to acquire the right to another sphere merely 
proves that his own sphere has not actualised this right. What 
counts in the genuine state is not the chance of any citizen to 
devote himself to the universal class as something special, but the 
capacity of the universal class to be actually universal, that is, to 
be the class of every citizen. ' 4  

6 .  THE P oLITI C AL FuNCTION oF EsTATES 

Leaving Hegel's discussion of the executive, :Marx proceeds to the 
legislative power. Here he obj ects that Hegel saw the functions of 
the estates as a mediation between the government on the one hand 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 456 f.; Easton 
and Guddat, pp. 185 ff. 

2 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 456 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 185. 

s ' Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (I) 461 .  
4lbid. 460; Easton and Guddat, p. 1 90. 
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and the people on the other. They constituted the synthesis of the 
state and civil society. Marx objects to this that the estates are 
incapable of effecting such a synthesis for two reasons : firstly, they 
only took part in the legislature and thus were not active in the 
government as such ; secondly, as a consequence, they presupposed 
the separation of the state and civil society. "It is not revealed how 
the estates are to set about uniting in themselves two contrary 
points of view. The estates are the legal opposition between the 
state and civil society within the state. They are, at the same time, 
a summons to dissolve this contradiction. '1 

Hegel's solution of the problem was thus only an apparent one: 
"The element of the estates is the political illusion of civil society.'2 
His merit, Marx went on, was to have appreciated the political 
reality for what it was and to have described it correctly. 'Hegel 
is not to be blamed for describing the essence of the modern state 
as it is, but for pretending that what exists is the essence of the 
state. That the rational is real is proved even in the contradiction 
of irrational reality that is at all points the opposite of what it 
proclaims, and proclaims the opposite of what it is. '3 One of the 
most obvious instances of this was precisely Hegel's contention 
that there could be anything but opposition between civil society 
(the sphere of private interest) and the state. The advantage of 
the representative type of constitution lay in clearly having shown 
this . It was 'the open, unfalsified and consequent expression of the 
modern type of state. It is unconcealed opposition.'' The result of 
this social division was that members of society were also divided 
within themselves: 

Civil society and state are separate. Thus the citizen of the 
state and the member of civil society are separate. Thus man 
has to undertake an essential separation from himself . . . in 
order to be a real citizen and have political significance and 
efficacity, he must leave his social reality, abstract himself from 
it and return from its whole organisation into his individuality ; 
for the only existence that he finds for his citizenship is his pure, 
blank individuality since the existence of the state and govern-

1'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA 1 i (1) 481 . 
2 Ibid. 4i4. 8 Ibid. 4i6. ' Ibid . 492. 
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ment can easily do without him and his existence in civil society 
can easily do without the state . . . The separation of the 
political state from civil society appears necessarily as a 
separation of political man, the citizen, from civil society, from 
his own actual empirical reality.1 

Marx then gives a historical analysis of estates, an analysis that 
is based on the extended historical reading he undertook in the 
summer of 184f3. In addition to immersing himself in the political 
theories of Machiavelli, Montesquieu and Rousseau, Marx took 
extensive notes on French, English, American and even Swedish 
history and wrote a chronological table of the period A.D. 600-
1589 that covered eighty pages. These readings led Marx to the 
conclusion that whereas in the Middle Ages the social estates as 
such also had legislative authority, this authority was destroyed 
by the absolute monarchies of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries aided by their centralised bureaucracies . Although this 
political authority was not at first totally suppressed, and the 
estates continued to enjoy independent existence, the French 
Revolution completed the transformation and reduced the 
political differences of civil society to mere social differences that 
had no political impact. 

It is a progress of history [wrote Marx] that turns political 
estates into social estates, so that the members of the state, 
equal in the heaven of their political existence, should be 
unequal in their terrestrial social existence, like Christians 
who, equal in heaven, are unequal on earth. Strictly speaking, 
the transformation of political estates into civil estates was 
brought about by an absolute monarchy.2 

Thus the estates in countries other than Germany had ceased to 
have any political significance, and Hegel's idea of their being 
adequate representatives of civil society was archaic and indica
tive of German underdevelopment. Hegel's conceptual framework 
was based on the ideas of the French Revolution, but his solutions 
were still medieval ; this was a mark of how far the political situa
tion in Germany was retarded when compared with German 
philosophy. Indeed, the only estate in the medieval sense of the 

1 Ibid. 494 f. 2 Ibid. 497. 
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word that still remained was the bureaucracy itself. The estates 
were no longer differentiated by need and work, for social mobility 
had increased enormously. "The only general difference, super
ficial and formal, is merely that between country and town. But 
in society itself, differences developed in spheres that were con
stantly in movement with arbitrariness as their principle. Money 
and education are the main distinguishing characteristics.'1 Marx 
breaks off here, noting that the proper place to discuss this will be 
in later passages (never written) on Hegel's conception of civil 
society. He does, however, go on to say, in a remark that fore
shadows the future importance of the proletariat in his thought, 
that the characteristic thing about contemporary civil society was 
precisely that "the property-less, the class that stands in immediate 
need of work, the class of material labour, formed not so much a 
class of civil society as the basis on which its components rest and 
move. '2 Marx summarises his objection to Hegel as follows : "As 
soon as civil estates as such become political estates, then there is 
no need of mediation, and as soon as mediation is necessary, they 
are no longer political. . . .  Hegel wishes to preserve the medieval 
system of estates but in the modern context of legislative power ; 
and he wants legislative power, but in the framework of a medieval 
system of estates! It is the worst sort of syncretism. '3 

Marx then discusses Hegel's view that one estate in particular 
is eminently fitted to wield legislative power - the landowners. 
The system of inalienable properties and primogeniture meant, 
according to Hegel, that the landowning aristocracy was firmly 
rooted in the family, the seat of substantive ethical life. Further
more, their ownership of land not only gave them independence 
from both the state and civil society but also leisure for political 
activity. Marx rej ects this analysis. The very fact that the lanc;l
owning class had this independence of the state implied that others 
did not have it ; and thus, since this independence and arbitrari
ness were the characteristics of private property, land was private 
property par excellence. In Hegel's account, the political con
stitution was the constitution of private property. Primogeniture 
was simply the revelation of the inner nature of landownership ; 
its inalienability cut the social links of the landowners and ensured 

1 ' Critique of Hegel 's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1} 497. 
I Ibid. 497 3 Ibid. 514 f. 
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their isolation from civil society ; the fact that the land was not 
distributed equally among the children was contrary to the social 
nature of the family. Thus the very class that was based on the 
family constantly acted in contradiction to the fundamental 
principle of the family. Nor was this the only contradiction in 
Hegel's account : in the sections of the Rechtsphilosophie dealing 
with private law, Hegel had defined private property as essentially 
alienable and disposable according to the will of the owner. In 
contrast to the rigid, dead inalienability of primogeniture, even 
the vices of civil society appeared as at least human vices. More
over, in a system of primogeniture, there was a group of men who 
were lawgivers by birth. It was ironical that this group should be of 
the landed aristocracy who had most laughed at the idea of inborn 
human rights. But this was merely typical of Hegel's constant 
oscillation between a political idealism and a crass materialism. 
Here, once again, Marx discovers the fundamentally anti
humanist trend in Hegel that he intends, using Feuer bach's 
approach, to reverse .  •Hereditary goods, landed property are what 
remains. It is what is constant in the relationship ; it is the sub
stance . The inheritor, the owner is only an accident . . .  the 
subject is the thing and predicate is the man. Will becomes a 
property of property. 'l 

Hegel then discussed the other part of the estates, •the mobile 
side of civil society', in contrast to the agricultural class . Their 
size and the nature of their occupations made it necessary that 
they should be represented by deputies. In Hegel's view, Marx 
maintained, the idea that all members of the state had a right to 
participate in deliberations and decisions on matters of general 
concern was a facile one, which stopped at the abstract definition 
of what it was to be a member of the state. It was the •democratic 
element without any rational form'.2 Marx's reply, obviously 
leaning on Rousseau, is : 

In a really rational state one could answer •It is not the case 
that all as individuals should participate in deliberation and 
decision on general political matters', for the •individuals' 
participate in deliberating and deciding on political matters of 

. 
1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA 1 i (1) 527. 
2 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA xi (1) 538; Easton and 

Guddat, p. 196. 
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general concern as •all', that is, within society and as parts of 
society. :r\ot all as individuals, but the individuals as all .l 

Hegel's whole problem arose, as before, from the separation of the 
state from civil society : 

The invasion of civil society en masse, where possible totally, 
into legislative power and its will to substitute itself as actual 
for a fictitious legislative power - this is nothing but the drive 
of civil society to give itself political existence or to make its 
political existence actual . The drive of civil society to become 
political or to make political society actual is evident as a drive 
toward participation in legislative power as universal as 
possible.2 

Marx sees two possibilities : if the state and civil society continue 
to be separate, then all as individuals cannot participate in the 
legislature except through deputies, the •expression of the 
separation and merely a dualistic unity'.3 Secondly, if civil society 
becomes political society, then the significance of legislative 
power as representative disappears, for it depends on a theological 
kind of separation of the state from civil society. Hence, what the 
people should aim for was not legislative power but governmental 
power. Marx ends his discussion with a passage which makes clear 
how, in the summer of 1843, he envisaged future political develop
ments : 

The essential demand that every social need, law, etc . ,  be 
politically evolved and determined by the entire state in the 
social sense, is modified in the state as political abstraction in 
that the formal stand against another force (content) i s  
attributed to  i t  besides its actual content. This is no  French 
abstraction, but a necessary consequence, because the actual 
state exists only as the political state-formalism as observed 
above . . . . It is not a question whether civil society should 
exercise legislative power through deputies or through all as 
individuals. Rather it is the question of the extent and greatest 

1 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA 1 i (1) 539; Easton and 
Guddat, p.  197. 

8 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 541 ;  Easton and 
Guddat, p. 199. 

3 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', MEGA I i (1) 542 ; Easton and 
Guddat, p. 200. 
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possible universalisation of the voting, of active as well as 
passive suffrage. This is the real bone of contention of political 
reform, in :France as well as in England . . . .  

Voting is the actual relationship of actual civil society to the 
civil society of the legislative power, to the representative 
element. Or, voting is the immediate, direct relationship of 
civil society to the political state, not only in appearance but in 
existence . . . .  Only in unlimited voting, active as well as passive, 
does civil society actually rise to an abstraction of itself, to 
political existence as its true universal and essential existence. 
But the realisation of this abstraction is also the transcendence 
of the abstraction. By making its political existence actual as 
its true existence, civil society also makes its civil existence 
unessential in contrast to its political existence. And with the 
one thing separated, the other, its opposite, falls .  Within the 
abstract political state the reform of voting is a dissolution of 
the state, but likewise the dissolution of civil society . 1  

Thus Marx arrives here at  the same conclusion as  in  his dis
cussion of "true democracy'. Democracy implied universal 
suffrage, and universal suffrage would lead to the dissolution of 
the state. It is clear from this manuscript that Marx was adopting 
the fundamental humanism of Feuerbach and with it Feuerbach's 
reversal of subj ect and predicate in the Hegelian dialectic. Marx 
considered it evident that any future development was going to 
involve a recovery by man of the social dimension that had been 
lost ever since the French Revolution levelled all citizens in the 
political state and thus accentuated the individualism of bour
geois society. He was explicit that private property must cease to 
be the basis of social organisation, but it is not obvious that he 
was arguing for its abolition, nor did he make clear the various 
roles of classes in the social evolution. This is not at all surprising 
in that Marx's manuscript represents only a preliminary survey 
of Hegel's text. The manuscript is incomplete and there are 
references to elaborations either not undertaken by Marx or since 
lost. It was written at a very transient stage in the intellectual 
evolution of both Marx and his colleagues .2 The different 

1 Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State' ,  MEGA 1 i (1) 543 f.; Ea8ton 
and Guddat, pp. 201 f. 

2 Evidence for this is to be found in Marx's manuscript itself. For example, 
in a phrase about ' starting from self-conscious, real Spirit' ,  he subsequently 
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attitudes and conceptual vagueness of the Young Hegelians are 
well brought out in the following extract from a letter of Julius 
VValdeck, a leading Berlin radical : 

How often <4> I tell these people, that basically we are all 
really . . .  communists and atheists . The only difference is that 
some see the impossibility of immediately attaining this goal of 
ours, and therefore try for something realisable ; while the 
others, the Bauers, Buhl, etc. ,  consider that hypocritical and 
affirm that . . .  we must prove the necessity of an upheaval, or 
rather of a rebuilding, in theory and then it will come about in 
practice of its own accord. I think that, so long as the balance of 
power is on the side of reaction, these people do more harm than 
good; but that is their opinion, for unfortunately they are 
pessimists) 

Marx himself was very conscious of the intellectual disarray 
among the radicals and wrote to Ruge soon after finishing his 
critique of Hegel : 'Even though there is no doubt about the 
'whence', there does prevail all the more confusion about the 
'whither'. It is not only the fact that a general anarchy has broken 
out among the reformers ; each one will have to admit to himself 
that he has no exact idea of what is to happen. '2 

7. T H E  PossiBILITIES OF A G E RM A N  REvOL U T I O N  

A letter o f  Marx t o  Ruge, written i n  September 1843 and later 
published in the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher, gives a good 
impression of Marx's intellectual and political position immedi
ately before leaving Germany, and of how much importance he 
attached to what he called the •reform of consciousness'. Things 
might not be very clear, he wrote, but •that is exactly the advant
age of the new direction, namely, that we do not anticipate the 

deleted the word ' self-conscious' which was, no doubt, too reminiscent of 
Bauer's idealism. See 'Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State,' MEGA 1 
i (1) 418. 

1 Quoted in G. Mayer, 'Die AnfAnge des politischen Radikalismus im 
vormllrzlichen Preussen', Zeitachrift fur Politik, VI (1913). 

2 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA 1 i (1) 573 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 212. 
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world dogmatically, but rather wish to find the new world through 
criticism of the old. '1 \\That was clear was that all dogmatisms 
were unacceptable, and that included the various systems of 
communism : 

Especially communism is a dogmatic abstraction ; I have in 
mind the actually existing communism, as Cabet, Dezamy, 
Weitling, etc . ,  teach it, not some other imagined or possible 
one. This communism is itself only a separate phenomenon of 
the humanistic principle, infected by its opposite, private 
advantage. Dissolutij)n of private property, therefore, is in no 
way identical with communism, and communism saw the origin 
of other socialistic doctrines like those of Fourier, Proudhon, 
etc., not accidentally but necessarily in opposition to itself, 
because communism itself is only a special, one-sided realisation 
of the socialistic principle. And the entire socialistic principle, 
in turn, is only one side of the reality of human nature.2 

In Germany, the realisation of this human nature depended above 
all on a critique of religion and politics, for in Germany these were 
the focal points of interest ; ready-made systems were no use ; 
criticism had to take as its starting-point contemporary attitudes. 
Marx asserts, in terms that recall Hegel's account of the progress 
of Reason in history : •Reason has always existed, but not always 
in rational form.'3 Rational goals were already inherent in any 
form of practical or theoretical consciousness, and awaited their 
uncovering by the critic .  It is in these terms that Marx justifies 
his previous lengthy examination of Hegel: social truth could be 
made to emerge from the contradictory nature of the political 
state. 

Just as religion is the table of contents of the theoretical 
struggles of mankind, the political state is that of the practical 
ones. The political state, therefore, expresses all social struggles, 
needs, and truths within its form sub specie rei publicae. By no 
means, then, is the most specific political problem - such as the 
difference between the estate system and the representative 
system - to be the object of our critique on account of the 
hauteur des principes. For this question merely expresses in a 

t Ibid., p. 212. 
1 ' Letter to Ruge', MEGA I i (I) 573 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 2I2 f. 
3 ' Letter to Ruge', MEGA I i (I) 574 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 2I3. 
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political way the difference between the control of man and the 
control of private property. The critic not only can but must 
enter into  these political problems, which crass socialists 
regard as  below their dignity. By developing the advantage of 
the representative system over the estate system a critic gets a 
large party interested practically.1 

And once this interest had been aroused, the very logic of progress 
would, as Marx showed in his critique of Hegel , lead to the state's 
dissolution: •By elevating the representative system from its 
political context to a general context and by claiming the true 
significance that is due to it , he [i .e .  the critic] at the same time 
forces his party to go beyond itself, for its victory is simultaneously 
i ts loss. '2 

Thus Marx saw no objection to starting from actual political 
struggles and explaining why they took place .  The point was to 
demystify religious and poli tical problems by instilling an a ware
ness of their exclusively human dimensions. Marx ends his letter: 

Our slogan, therefore , must be: reform of consciousness, not 
through dogmas, but through analysi s of the mystical con
sciousness that i s  unclear about itself, whether in religion or 
politics. It wil l be evident ,  then, that the world has long 
dreamed of something of which it only has to become conscious 
in order to possess it in  actuality. It will be evident that there i s  
not a big blank between the past and the future, but rather it  
i s  a matter of reali sing the thoughts of the past. It  will be 
evident ,  finally, that mankind does not begin any new work but 
performs its old work consciously. 

Therefore, we can express the aim of our periodical in one 
phrase: a self-understanding (critical philosophy) of the age 
concerning its struggles and wishes. This is a task for the world 
and for us. It must be the work of united forces. It i s  a confes
sion, nothing else .  To have its sins forgiven, mankind has only 
to  declare them for what they are . 3  

1 'Letter to Rugc', MEGA I i (1) 574 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 2 1 3  f. 
2 Ibid., p. 214. 
3 'Letter to Ruge', MEGA I i (1) 575 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 214 f. 



CHAPTER S IX 

1\Iarx and the Deutsch-Franzosische 
Jahrbucher 

WHILE Marx was studying at Kreuznach, the plan for the 
Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher had been making progress. Ruge 
and Froebel were active in trying to get German participation but 
the liberal writers refused, and of the Berlin Young Hegelians 
only Bruno Bauer agreed, and in the end even he contributed 
nothing. So the collaborators were reduced to those who were 
already interested in Froebel's Zurich publications: Hess, Engels, 
Bakunin and Herwegh. Their views were very diverse: Hess 
and Bakunin proclaimed their own brand of eclectic anarcho
communism, while Froebel, Herwegh and Ruge vaguely called 
themselves democrats and emphasised the importance of popular 
education. As French influence on the Young Hegelians increased 
and, with it, their political awareness, the term 'democracy' began 
to replace the vaguer 'radicalism'. But the unity of Ruge's group 
went no further than a wish to further political application of 
Feuerbach's philosophy. Marx suggested in May 1843 that 
Feuer bach contribute to the review a critique of Schelling: 

Schelling's sincere early thought ... [wrote :\Iarx] has become 
for you truth and reality, full of strength and weight. That is 
why Schelling is an anticipatory caricature of you. But once a 
caricature is faced with the reality, it necessarily vanishes into 
thin air. Thus I consider you the necessary and natural adver
sary of Schelling, the adversary summoned by their majesties 
Nature and History. The struggle that opposes you is the 
struggle that opposes the image of philosophy to philosophy 
itself.l 

1 'Letter to Feuerbach', MEGA 1 i (2) 316 f. 
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Feuerbach, however, refused to write for the j ournal: in his 
opinion, the time was not yet ripe for a transition from theory to 
practice, for the theory had still to be perfected ; Marx and Ruge 
were too impatient for action. 

The practical side of the review was more easily settled . In 
order to finance it, Ruge tried to float a large loan in Germany, 
but when this failed completely he bore virtually the whole cost 
of publication himself. As a place of publication Strasbourg 
(which they had previously favoured) was rej ected, and Froebel 
proposed that he and Ruge go to Brussels and Paris to see which 
of the two would be more suitable. At the end of July Ruge 
travelled west, stopped at Kreuznach to see Marx, and then, 
j oining forces with Hess and Froebel at Cologne, went on to 
Brussels . Brussels, too, proved unsatisfactory, for though the 
Press was very free there, the city was too small and not politically
minded. So in August Hess and Ruge moved on to Paris . 

All the contributors to the Deutach-Franzosische Jahrbucher 
viewed Paris as both a haven and an inspiration. Ruge wrote : 

We are going to France, the threshold of a new world. May it 
live up to our dreams! At the end of our journey we will find 
the vast valley of Paris, the cradle of the new Europe, the great 
laboratory where world history is formed and has its ever fresh 
source. It is in Paris that we shall live our victories and our 
defeats. Even our philosophy, the field where we are in advance 
of our time, will only be able to triumph when proclaimed in 
Paris and impregnated with the French spirit .1 

These expectations were j ustified in so far as Paris was the 
undisputed centre of socialist thought. The revolutions o� 1789 
and 1830 had made Paris the centre of political thinking. The 
•bourgeois monarchy' of Louis-Philippe was drawing to its close 
and becoming more conservative ; the censorship laws had been 
tightened in 1835, and from 1840 onwards the anti-liberal Guizot 
dominated the Government. But political commitment was none 
the less lively for being semi-clandestine, and there was a be
wildering variety of sects, salona and newspapers all proclaiming 
some form of socialism.2 As soon as he arrived in Paris Ruge set 

1 A. Ruge, Zwei Jahre in PariB (Leipzig, 1846) 1 4 ff. 
1 For an excellent account of current political groupings and publications, 

see P. Kllgi, GeneriB deB hiBtoriBChen Materialiam'I.UI (Vienna, 1966) pp. 167 ff. 
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out to make contacts, piloted by Hess, who was familiar with the 
political scene from his days there as correspondent of the 
Rheinische Zeitung. His account of his tour of the salons is a 
catalogue of one misunderstanding after another.1 Each party 
thought the other a century out of date . Amazed that Ruge 
appeared so little versed in communism, the French were equally 
surprised by his being a disciple of atheism and materialism, 
watchwords of the pre-1789 French thought. Ruge could not 
understand how the French could be so attached to religion, 
which German philosophy had spent such long and involved efforts 
in neutralising. Lammenais, Blanc, Lamartine, Leroux, Cabet, 
Considerant, all refused their participation, and in spite of every 
effort the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher appeared without a 
single French contribution. By November, Ruge began to be 
anxious even about the number of his German contributors: 
Herwegh was honeymooning and Bakunin was leading an errant 
life after expulsion from Zurich. This gap was filled by Heine, 
who, having been increasingly sympathetic to socialist ideas 
during his three-year stay in Paris, agreed to contribute some 
poems, and by Ferdinand Bernays, recently expelled from Bavaria 
after being the editor of the Mannheimer .A.bend-Zeitung. Marx 
himself arrived in Paris on 1 1  October with Jenny already preg
nant. They lodged at S8 Rue Vaneau, on the Left Bank near the 
lnvalides, together with Herwegh, Maurer, a leader of the 
German workers' League of the Just, and Ruge, who conceived 
of the house as an experiment in community living. 

1 Ruge, op. cit. A Parisian intellectual's impression of Hess seems to have 
been the general one produced by German philosophers: 'Hess is very effective 
in converting the highly educated: but he talks in concepts and not directly, 
and so is unintelligible to those who are not highly educated. So far all 
German philosophers are the same. He realises this and says he will improve . 
. . . The Young German philosophical school likes this exaggeration in theory 
as much or even more than the Jacobine do in practice. In general all such 
words are a genuine obstacle . . • •  But apart from these weaknesses Hess is very 
good. '  Quoted in J. C. Bluntschli, Die Kommunisten in der Schweiz (Ziirich, 
1843) pp. 83 f. 
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J. " ON THE JEWISH QUESTION' 

It is difficult to tell how quickly Marx was afFected by his stay in 
Paris. Of his two essays published in February 1844 in the 
Deutsch-Franzoaische Jahrbiicher, the first, "On The Jewish 
Question', was in large part written before his arrival and often 
merely summarises passages of his "Critique of Hegel's Philosophy 
of the State' and the reading on France and America that he had 
undertaken at Kreuznach in July and August. The result is to 
replace political emancipation by social emancipation, by reject
ing Hegel's notion of "objective spirit', which here becomes in
carnate in society and not in the state. Starting from the question 
of Jewish emancipation, he further develops the problem of the 
separation in modern politics of the state and civil society with 
which he had already dealt at some length. Since 1816 the 
Prussian Jews had enjoyed rights far inferior to those of Christians; 
recently liberals had strongly supported the Jews in their demands 
for equality. 

The approaches of both Bauer and Marx stem from the disillu
sion they felt with the liberals, who had done nothing to help the 
radicals in 184W when under government pressure. Bauer 
criticised the liberals' claim in two articles. The first, published in 
the Deutsche Jahrbiicher in November 184�, and then in a separate 
pamphlet in 1843, asserted that the opponents of Jewish emanci
pation were superior to its advocates : their only fault was that 
they stopped short of subj ecting the Christian state to the same 
criticism as Judaism. What neither party had realised was that, 
in order to be able to live together, both Jews and Christians had 
to renounce what separated them. Neither Christians nor Jews as  
mch could have human rights : so it  was not only Jews but all men 
who needed emancipation. Civil rights were inconceivable in an 
absolute state. Religious prejudice and religious separation would 
vanish when civil and political castes and privileges were done 
away with. 

Marx had been thinking about this question for some time. In 
August 184� he had asked a friend to send him all anti-semitic 
articles by Hermes so that he could publish a reply.1 At the 

1 C'f. ' Letter to Oppenheim', MEGA 1 i (2} 279. 
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beginning of his stay at Kreuznach, the president of the Jewish 
community there asked Marx to present a petition to the Rhine
land Diet in favour of the Jews. Marx agreed, writing to Ruge: 
'However detestable I find the Jewish religion, Bauer's conception 
seems to me too abstract',! an incidental criticism that by the end 
of his stay in Kreuznach he had worked up into a full-scale attack. 
Bauer was accused of subjecting to his criticism only the 'Christian 
state' and not the state as such, and thus failing to examine the 
relationship of political emancipation, that is, the granting of 
political rights, to human emancipation. To prove the insuffici
ency of a merely political emancipation attained by atheist 
propaganda, :V1arx points out that the Jewish question is formu
lated in terms that vary according to the degree of laicisation 
achieved by various states. In the Christian state of Germany the 
question was a purely theological one, for the Jew found himself 
in religious opposition to the state. In the constitutional state of 
France, with its incomplete political emancipation and its state 
religion (the religion of the majority), the Jewish question was a 
political problem retaining a theological appearance. \Vhereas in 
the free states of North America the problem was a purely 
secular one, and accordingly any criticism had to be political, and 
thus Bauer's solution ceased to be relevant. Marx quotes several 
authorities to show the extent of religious practice in North 
America and goes on: 

If we find even in a country with full political emancipation that 
religion not only exists but is fresh and vital, we have proof that 
the existence of religion is not incompatible with the full 
development of the state. But since the existence of religion 
implies a defect, the source of this defect must be sought in the 
nature of the state itself. We no longer take religion to be the 
basis but only the manifestation of secular narrowness. Hence 
we explain religious restriction of free citizens on the basis of 
their secular restriction. \Ve do not claim that they must 
transcend their religious restriction in order to transcend their 
secular limitations. \Ye do claim that they will transcend their 
religious restriction once they have transcended their secular 
limitations. V\'e do not convert secular questions into theologi
cal ones. \\"e convert theological questions into secular ques
tions. History has long enough been resolved into superstition, 

1 'Letter to Ruge', J!EGA r i (2) 308. 
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but now we can resolve superstition into history. The question 
of the relation of political emancipation to religion becomes for 
us a question of the relation of political emancipation to 
human emancipation. ·we criticise the religious weakness of the 
political state by criticising the political state in its secular 
constitution apart from the religious defects .l 

Thus political emancipation from religion .did not free men from 
religious conceptions, for political emancipation was not the same 
as human emancipation. For example, citizens might still be 
bound by the limitations of a religion from which a state had 
shaken itself free. ¥�'hat Bauer had not realised was that the 
political emancipation he advocated embodied an alienation 
similar to the religious alienation he had just criticised. Man's 
emancipation, because it passed through the intermediary of the 
state, was still abstract, indirect and partial . •Even when man 
proclaims himself an atheist through the medium of the state -
that is, when he declares the state to be atheistic - he is still 
captive to religion since he only recognises his atheism indirectly 
through an intermediary. Religion is merely the indirect recog
nition of man through a mediator. The state is the mediator be
tween man. and the freedom of man. '2 

Marx then moves on to a closer examination of the relationship 
between the abstract political state and civil society. He begins 
by drawing a parallel between emancipation from religion and 
emancipation from private property. The state abolished private 
property as far as the constitution was concerned by declaring 
that no property qualification was necessary for voting. But this, 
far from really abolishing private property, actually presupposed 
it. The state •is aware of itself as a political state and makes its 
universality effective only in opposition to these elements',3 that is, 
in opposition to private property, education, occupation and so on. 

The result was that man's being was profoundly divided. 
Whereas his social being was fulfilled in the abstract sphere of the 
state, the material conditions of his life remained unchanged : 

1 'On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (1) 581 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 222. 
For an examination of Marx's ideas on secularisation and politics, see E. Wei!, 
'Sekularisation des politischen Denkens', Marxismusstudien, IV (1962) 144 ff. 

2 'On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (1) 583 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  224. 
3 'On the Jewish Question', MEGA 1 i (1) 584 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 225. 
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By its nature the perfected political state i s  man's species-lifel 
in opposition to hi s materi al life .  All the presuppositions of this 
egoistic  life remain in civil society outside the state , but as 
qualities of civil society. Where the political state has achieved 
its development, man leads a double life ,  a heavenly and an 
earthly life,  not only in thought or consciousness but in 
actuali ty. In the political community he regards himself as a 
communal being ; but in civi l  society he i s  active as a private 
individual ,  treats other men as means, reduces himself to a 
means, and becomes the plaything of alien powers. The 
poli tical state is as spiritual in  relation to civi l society as heaven 
is in relation to earth . . . .  Here , where he counts as an actual 
individual to himself and others, he is an i llusory phenomenon . 

• In the state, where he counts as a species-being, on the other 
hand, he is an imaginary member of an imagined sovereignty, 
divested of his actual individual life and endowed with an 
unactual universality.2 

To describe this dual personality, Marx uses the terms, already 
employed both by Rousseau and Hegel, of bourgeois and citoyen 
( indeed he had already used them in his article on the freedom 
of the Press in May 1 842 in the Rheinische Zeitung) .  Returning 
to the subj ect of religion, Marx points out that in civil society it was 
j ust because of this dichotomy that religion flourished there so 
much. For religion, which was nothing but the idealisation of this 
division, found its best basis in political emancipation, the perfec
tion of this division ; and the forms of religion were but a function of 
the types of political organisation.  Instead of being the spirit of the 
state, as in Germany, religion became the spirit of civil society, the 
spirit of egoism and division - and Marx pbinted to the infinite 
number of sects i n  North America. It was true that the French 
revolutionary state tried to affirm itself in opposition to civil society 
by abolishing religion and private property, and attempted to set 

itself up as the real species-life of man. But this state of aff.airs , 
being in direct opposition to the state' s  own presuppositions, could 
only be maintained by violence and was therefore bound to come 
to an end . 3  

This analysis enables Marx to open a parenthesis  on the 
1 See note above, pp. 1 15. 
8 'On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (1) 584 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 225 f. 
3 This analysis draws on Hegel's views on the French Revolution. On Hegel, 

see Plamenatz, Man and Society, II 168 f. 
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Christian Germanic state, the object of so much of his criticism 
when writing for the Rheinische Zeitung. This state, he says, is far 
from being the political realisation of Christianity. In it, Chris
tianity was merely a political tool and betrayed its own principles, 
for the true Christian state was •the atheistic state, the demo
cratic state, the state that relegates religion to the level of other 
elements of civil society. The state that is still theological and 
still officially prescribes belief in Christianity, has not yet dared 
to declare itself to be a state and has not yet succeeded in express
ing in secular and human form, in its actuality as a state, those 
human foundations of which Christianity is the sublime expres
sion. '1 Germany was alienation incorporated into a political 
regime : its relations were hierarchical relations of faith in whieh 
the religious spirit had not been secularised. Nor, indeed, could it 
be secularised in such circumstances . For since it was merely 
derivative, its secularisation depended on political secularisation. 
This was what happened in the democratic state : •The basis of the 
democratic state is not Christianity but the human ground of 
Christianity. Religion remains the ideal, unsecular consciousness 
of its members because it is the ideal form of the stage of human 
development attained in the democratic state. '2 

Political democracy was not, however, to be denigrated. For it 
was a great step forward and •the final form of universal human 
emancipation within the prevailing order of things' .3 Political 
democracy could be called Christian in that it had man as its 
principle and regarded him as sovereign and supreme. But un
fortunately this meant 

man in his uncivilised and unsocial aspect, in his fortuitous 
existence and just as he is, corrupted by the entire organisation 
of our society, lost and alienated from himself, oppressed by 
in!mman relations and elements - in a word, man who is not 
yet an actual species-being. The sovereignty of man - though 
as alien and distinct from actual man - which is the chimera, 
dream, and postulate of Christianity, is a tangible and present 
actuality; a secular maxim, in democracy. '4 

1 'On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (1) 587 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 228. 
• ' On the Jt>wish Question ' ,  MEGA I i (1) .590 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 231 .  
3 'On the .Jewish Question', MEGA I i (1) 587 ; Easton and Guddat, p .  227. 
' ' On the .Jewish Question', lt!EGA I i (1) 590 ; �aston and Guddat, p. 231 . 
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Having shown that religion is more than compatible with civil 
rights , M arx now contests Bauer's refusal to acknowledge the 
Jewish claim to human rights , the rights of maH. Bauer had said 
that neither the Jew nor the Christian could claim universal 
human rights because thei r particular and exclusive religions 
necessarily contradicted any such claims .  Marx refutes Bauer's 
view by referring to the French and American Constitutions . 
Fi rstly, he discusses the distinction between the rights of the 
citizen and the rights of man. The rights of the citizen were of a 
political orde r ;  they expressed man's participation in  the uni
versality of the state and,  as had been shown, by no means pre
supposed the abolition of religion.  These rights contained the 
social essence of man - though in  a totally abstract form - and the 
reclaiming of this essence would give rise to human emancipation. 
Not so  the rights of man in general :  being expressions of the 
division of bourgeois society they had nothing social about them.1 
As exemplified in the French Constitutions of 1791 and 1793 and 
in the Constitutions of New Hampshi re and Pennsylvania, the 
rights of man did not deny the right to practise religion ; on the 
contrary, they expressly recognised it, and Marx quotes chapter 
and verse to prove it. 

Marx then asks : why are these rights called the rights of man ? 
Because they were the rights of man regarded as a member of civil 
society.  And why was the member of civil society identified with 
man? Because the rights of man were egoistic and anti-social . 
This was the case with all the constitutions in question, even the 
most radical ; none succeeded in subordinating 'man' to the 
'citizen'. All the rights of man that they proclaimed had the same 
character. Liberty, for example, ' the power belonging to each man 
to do anything which does not impair the rights of others' ,  was , 
according to M arx, 'not based on the association of man with man 
but rather on the separation of man from man. It  is the right of 
this separation, the right of the l imited individual limited to him
self. '2 Property, the right to dispose of one's possessions as one 
wills without regard to others, was 'the right of self-interest . . . .  I t  

1 See the passages in the Holy Family where Marx enlarges o n  this and other 
aspects of the Jewish queo;tion ; see also E. Bloch, ' Man and Citizen according 
to Marx', in Socialist Humanism, ed . E. Fromm (London, 1967) pp. 200 ff. 

2 ' On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (1) 594 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 235. 
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lets every man find in other men not the realisation, but rather the 
limitation of his own freedom. '1 Equality was no more than the 
equal right to the liberty described above, and security was the 
guarantee of egoism. Marx concludes: 

Thus none of the so-called rights of men goes beyond the 
egoistic man, the man withdrawn into himself, his private 
interest  and his private choice, and separated from the com
munity as a member of civi l  society. Far from viewing man here 
in  his species-being, his species-life itself - society - rather 
appears to be an external  framework for the individual, limi t
ing his original  independence. The only bond between men is 
natural necessity, need and private interest, the maintenance of 
their property and egoistic persons.2 

These considerations make it s trange, Marx continues , that 
these egoistic rights had been proclaimed most forcefully by men 
in revolutionary France who had been bent on founding a political 
community and awaking men's patriotism to fend off foreign 
aggression. For in their theory citizenship and the political com
munity were merely the means to protect natural, human rights . 
Of  course , the practice of the revolutionaries had often contra
dicted their theory and the state power had intervened to curtail 
men's liberties, but the problem sti ll remained. It had an easy 
solution: poli tical emancipation was the dissolution of the old 
civi l  society - feudalism - all of whose elements had a directly 
political character (Marx here summarises the long and detailed 
analyses in the •critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State') . This 
unity was destroyed when feudalism disappeared:  •The political 
revolution thereby abolished the political character of civil society. 
It shattered civi l  society into its constituent elements - on the 
one hand individuals and on the other the material and spiritual 
elements constituting the vital content and civil situation of these 
individuals . It released the political spirit , which had been broken, 
fragmented, and lost , as it were, in the various cui-de-sacs of 
feudal society. '3 But the transition from feudal to bourgeois 
society had not brought human emanci pation : •Thus man was not 
freed from religion; he received religious freedom. He was not 

1 'On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (I) 594 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 236. 
2 ' On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (I) 595 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 236 f. 
3 ' On the Jewish Question', MEGA I i (I) 597 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 239. 
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freed from property. He received freedom of property. He was not 
freed from the egoism of trade but received freedom of trade.'1 
Marx does not go into detail about the human emancipation that 
he proposes in place of political emancipation.  He defines political 
emancipation as • a  reduction of man to a member of civil society, 
to an egoistic independent individual on the one h'and and to a 

citizen, a moral person, on the other' ,  and declares :  "Only when 
the actual, individual man has taken back into himself the abstract 
citizen and in his everyday life, his individual work, and his indivi
dual relationships has become a species-being, only when he has 
recognised and organised his own powers as social powers so that 
social force i s  no longer separated from him as poli tical power ,  
only then is human emancipation complete. ' 2  

The second part of  Marx's review article is  devoted to Bauer's 
essay entitled "The Capacity of Present-Day Jews and Christians 
to Become Free' ,  which was published in Herwegh's  Twenty-one 
Sheets from Switzerland. Bauer's  theme was that the Jew was 
further removed from emancipation than the Christian for, 
whereas the Christian had only to break with his own religion, the 
.Jew had also to break with the completion of his religion, that i s, 
Christianity. The Christian had only one step to make, the Jew 
two. Taking issue again with Bauer's theological formulation of the 
problem, Marx develops a theme that he had already touched on 
in the first part of his article : religion as the spiri tual fa�ade of a 
sordid and egoistic world. For Marx, the question of Jewish 
emancipation had become the question of what specific social 
element needs to be overcome in order to abolish Judaism. He 
defines the secular basis of Judaism as practical need and self
interest, the Jew's  worldly cult as barter, and his worldly god as  
money. The conclusion is : 

An organisation of society that would abolish the preconditi ons 
of bargaining and thus its possibility would render the Jew 
impossible . His religious consciousness would dissolve like a 
dull mist in the actual life-giving air of society. On the other 
hand, when the Jew recognises this practical nature of his as 
futile and strives to el iminate it, he works away from his 
previous development towards general human emancipation 

1 ' On the .Tewiqh Question',  MEGA I i (1) 598 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 240. 
2 ' On the .Jewiqh QueRtion' ,  JIEGA I i (1) 599 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 241 . 
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and opposes the supreme practical expressi on of human self
al ienati on . !  

The Jew had, however, already emancipated himself in  a 

Jewish way. This had been possible because the Christian world 
had become impregnated with the practical Jewish spirit. Their 
deprivation of theoretical political rights mattered little to Jews ,  
who in  practice wielded great financial power. "The contradiction 
existing between the practical political power of the Jew and his 
political rights is the contradiction between politics and financial 
power in general. While politics ideally is superior to financial 
power, in  actual fact it has become its serf. '2 

The basis of civil  society was practical need and the god of this 
pract�cal need was money, the secularised god of the Jews : 

Money is the jealous god of Israel before whom no· other god 
may exi�t. Money degrades all the gods of mankind - and 
converts them into commodities . M oney is the general, self
sufficient value of everything. Hence it  has robbed the whole 
world, the human world as well as nature, of its proper worth. 
M oney is the alienated essence of man's labour and life , and this 
alien essence dominates him as he worships it.3 

Judaism could not develop further as a religion, but had succeeded 
in  installing i tself in  practice at the heart of  civi l  society and the 
Christian world:  

Judaism reaches its height with the perfection of civi l  society, 
but c ivil society achieves perfection only in  the Christian world. 
Only under the reign of Christianity, which makes all national, 
natural, moral and theoretical relationships external to man, 
was civi l  society able to separate itself completely from political 
life , sever all man's species-ties , substitute egoism and selfis h  
need for those ties , and dissolve the human world into a world 
of atomistic, mutually hostile individuals.4 

Thus Christianity, which arose out of Judaism, }l_ad now dissolved 
i tself back into Judaism. 

Marx's conclusion outlines the idea of alienated labour that he 
will shortly develop at length : "As  long as man is captivated in 

1 ' On the Jewish Question' ,  JfEGA 1 i (1) 60I ; Ea8ton and Guddat, p. 243. 
2 'On the Jewi'lh Question', MEGA 1 i (I) 602 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 245. 
3 'On the Jewish Question ', MEGA 1 i (I) 603 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 245 f. 
' 'On the .Jewish Question ', MEGA 1 i (I ) 604 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 247. 
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religion, knows his nature only as objectified, and thereby converts 
his nature into an alien i llusory being, so under the domination of 
egoistic  need  he can only act practically, only practically produce 
obj ects, by subordinating both his products and his activity to the 
domination of an alien being, bestowing upon them the significance 
of an alien entity - of money. 'l 

Many of the themes of this article , particularly that of money 
and the Jewish-Christian relationship, are taken direC'tly from an 
article by Hess entitled •on the Essence of Money' .2 Hess sub
mitted this article for publication in the Deutsch-Franzosische 
Jahrbucher, but the review collapsed before it could appear .  
Hess's influence here is  important, as Marx's criticism of Bauer's 
second article contains his first tentative application to the field 
of economics of Feuer bach's idea  of alienation. Hess had con
verted both Engels  and Bak unin to communism, but his influence 
on Marx was a much slower process :  in 1842-3, when Hess's 
proselytising was at i ts most active , Marx was no communist, and 
by the time Marx did become a communist, in Paris, Hess was 
only one among many new points of reference . Nevertheless, at  
this particular j uncture, M arx seems to have leaned very heavily 
on Hess.3 

It is largely this article that has given the impression that Marx 
was an anti-semite.4 This i s  inaccurate . In the passages already 
referred to in the Holy Family which deal with the Jewish 
question, Marx tends to side with the Jews more than with Bauer. 
M arx also makes clear there that he j udges the political maturity 
of a state by the degree to which the Jews in it are emancipated, 
and considers i t  i llogical of civil society not to grant the Jews 
equal rights.5 Equally important, Jude11tum, the German word for 

1 '0n the Jewish Question', .VEGA I i (1) 605 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 248. 
1 See further McLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx, pp. 153 ff. 
3 On the relationship of Hess to Marx, see Ki!.gi, Genesis des historischen 

Materialismus, pp. 145 ff. ; McLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx, pp. 
137 ff. For a view emphasising the 'eschatological' elements peculiar to both, 
see E. Thier, Das Menschenbild des jungen Marx (Gottingen, 1957) pp. 41 ff. 

' See, as an extreme, D. Runes's edition of this articlP entitled A World 
without Jews (New York, 1959). There is a general treatment of this question in:  
J. Carlebach, Karl Mar!�) and the Radical Critique of Judaism (London, 1978) 
pp. 148 ff. 

6 See S. Avineri, ' Marx and Jewish Emancipation',  Journal of the History of 
Ideas, XXV ( 1964) .  
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Judaism, had the deri va ti ve meaning of • commerce ', and it is this 
meaning which is uppermost in Marx's mind throughout the 
article .  •Judaism' has very little religious , and still less racial, 
content for Marx and it would be little exaggeration to say that 
this latter part of Marx's review is an extended pun at  Bauer's 
expense. 

�. " I N T R O D U C T I O N  TO T H E  C R I T I Q U E  oF H E G EL' s 
P H I L O S O P H Y  O F  L A w '  

The perspective o f  the second o f  Marx's articles published in the 
Deutach-Franzoaische Jahrbucher is noticeably different. Whereas 
with regard to the Jewish question Marx criticises Bauer within 
the framework of  Feuerbach's philosophy, the "Introduction to 
the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law' contains much more 
dispassionate his torical analysis .  It was written as an introduction 
to  a proposed rewriting of h is "Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of 
the State' of which the "Jewish  Question' had already elaborated 
several themes.  Being only an introduction, i t  is in the nature of a 
summary, ordering its themes in a way that reflected the different 
s tages of Marx's own development: religious , philosophical, 
political, revolutionary. The result is a manifesto whose incis ive
ness and dogmatism recall the Communist Manifesto of 1848. All 
the elements of the article are already conta ined in the "Critique 
of Hegel's Philosophy of the State' ,  though there is quite a new 
emphasis on the proletariat as future emancipator of soc iety. 
Although written in Paris ,  the whole article is orientated towards 
Germany and the poss ibility of a German revolution. Accordingly 
Marx starts with religion and goes on to politics, the two most 
press ing s ubjects in Germany according to his programmatic letter 
to Ruge of September 1843.1 

Marx begins by alluding to the whole work of the Young 
Hegelian school from Strauss to Feuerbach. "For Germany', he 
wrote ,  "the c riticism of religion has been essentially completed, 
and criticism of religion is the premise of all critic ism. '2 It can be 
inferred  that for Marx criticism of religion was " the premise of all 

1 See above, pp. 1 26 ff. 
2 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', JIEGA 1 i (1) 

607 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 249. 
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criticism '1 for two reasons: in Germany, religion was one of the 
chie f pillars of the Prussian state and had\o be knocked away 
before any political change could be thought of; more generally, 
he believed that religion was the most extreme form of alienation 
and the point where any process of secularisation had to start, 
and this supplies him with a model for criticism of other forms of 
alienation. The next sentencee are a summary of Feuerbach's 
(and Hegel's) views on religion : 

The profane existence of error is compromised when its 
heavenly oratio pro aria et focis [defence of altar and hearth] 
has been refuted. Man, who has found only the reflection of 
himself in the fantastic reality of heaven where he sought a 
supernatural being, will no longer be inclined to find the 
semblance of himself, only the non-human being, where he 
seeks and must seek his true reality.2 

But then Marx shows where he differs from Feuer bach. It was not 
simply a question of reduction, of reducing religious elements to 
others that were more fundamental. Religion's false consciousness 
of man and the world existed as such because man and the world 
were radically vitiated : •The basis of irreligious criticism is : man 
makes religion, religion does not make man. But man is not an 
abstract being squatting outside the world. Man is the world of 
man, the state, society. This state and this society prodU<;e 
religion, which is an inverted consciousness of the world because 
they are an inverted world. '3 Religion was the necessary idealistic 
completion of a deficient material world and Marx used a cascade 
of images here : •Religion is the generalised theory of this world, 
its encyclopedic compendium, its logic in popular form, its 
spiritualistic point d'honneur, its enthusiasm, its moral sanction, 
its solemn complement, its general ground of consolation and 
justification. '4 Marx continues with a series of brilliant metaphors 
to show that religion, while being the symptom of a deep social 

1 Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law,' MEGA I i (1) 
607; Easton and Guddat, p. 249. 

2 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law,' MEGA I i (1) 
607: Easton and Guddat, pp. 249 f. 

a ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law,' MEGA I i (1) 
607; Easton and Guddat, p. 200. 

' ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law,' MEGA 1 i (1) 
607; Easton and Guddat, p. 250. 
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malaise, was at the same time a protest against this malaise . 
Religion nevertheles�stood in the way of any cure of social evils 
since at the same time it tended to justify them. 

The struggle against religion is therefore indirectly the struggle 
against that world whose spiritual aroma is religion. Religious 
suffering is the expression of real suffering and at the same time 
the protest against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the 
oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, as it is the 
spirit of spiritless conditions. It is the opium of the people . . . .  
The criticism of religion is thus in embryo a criticism of the 
vale of tears whose halo is religion.1 

Marx did not write much about religion (Engels wrote much 
more) and this is the most detailed passage in all his writings. 
What he says here - that religion is a fantasy of alienated man - is 
representative of his early thought. In later remarks, the element 
of class ideology was much more dominant. Marx thought 
religion at once important and unimportant. Important, because 
the purely spiritual compensation that it afforded men frustrated 
efforts at material betterment. Unimportant, as he considered 
that his colleagues and particularly Feuerbach had fully exposed 
the true nature of religion. It was only a secondary phenomenon 
and, being dependent on socio-economic circumstances, merited 
no independent criticism.  

Attempts to characterise Marxism as a religion, although 
plausible within their own terms, confuse the issue, as also do 
attempts to claim that Marx was not really an atheist . This is the 
approach usually taken by writers who stress the parallel between 
Marxism and the J udaeo-Christian history of salvation2 - though 
some say that Marx took over this tradition when already 
secularised by Schelling or Hegel into an aesthetic or philosophical 
revelation.3 It is true that Marx has in mind the religion of con
temporary Germany dominated by a dogmatic and over-spiritual 
Lutheranism, but he writes about 'religion' in general and his 
rejection is absolute. Unlike so many early socialists (Weitling, 
Saint-Simon, Fourier), he would brook no compromise .  Atheism 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 
607 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 2.50. 

1 See, for example, Tucker, PhiloBOphy and Myth in Karl .Var:c. 
8 See Popitz, Der entfremdete :Mensch. 
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was inseparable from humanism, he maintained; indeed, given the 
terms in  which he posed the problem, this was undeniable .  It is, 
of course ,  l egitimate to change the meaning of •atheism' in order 
to make Marx a believer malgre lui, but this tends to make the 
question senseless by blurring too many distinctions .1 

Marx then turns from a summary of past  results to the current 
progress of criticism:  

Criticism has plucked imaginary flowers from the chain, not so  
that man will wear the chain that i s  without fantasy or consola
tion but so  that he will throw i t  off and pluck the living flower. 
The criticism of religion dis illusions man so  that he thinks,  acts , 
and shapes his reality like a disi llusioned man who has come to 
his senses, so that he revolves around himself and thus around 
his true sun. Religion is only the i llusory sun that revolves 
around man so  long as he does not revolve about himself.2 

The result  was that  criticism must turn to a deeper alienation, 
that of politics:  

Thus i t  is the task  of history, once the other-worldly truth has 
disappeared, to establish the truth of this world. The immJdiate 
task  of the philosophy which is in the service of histofy is to 
unmask human self-alienation in i ts unholy forms now that it 
has been unmasked in i ts holy form. Thus the cri ticism of 
heaven turns into the criticism of the earth, the cri ticism of 
religion i�to the criticism of law, and the cri ticism of theology 
into the criticism of politics.3 

The body of Marx's article consists of two parts : an analysis of 
contemporary German politics as opposed to German philosophy ; 
and the possibili ties of revolution arising from this contrast. Marx 
begins by pointing out that even the necessary negation of 
Germany's present is anachronistic and would s till leave 
Germany fifty years behind France. 

Indeed, [he continues] German history plumes i tself on a 
development no nation in the historical firmament previous ly 

1 The best general discussions of this topic are the two books by H.  Desroches, 
Jfarxiame et religions (Paris, 1962) ; Socialismea et aociologie religieuae (Paris, 
1965). 

2 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel 's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 
608 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 250 f. 

3 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel 's PhiloSO})hy of Law' ,  MEGA 1 i (1) 
608; Easton and Guddat, p .  251 . 
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exhibited or will ever copy. \'Ve have in point of fact shared in 
the restorations of the modern nations without sharing in their 
-revolutions. \Ve have been restored, first because other nations 
dared to make revolutions, and secondly because other nations 
suffered counter-revolutions - on the one hand because our 
masters were afraid, and on the other because they were not 
afraid. Led by our shepherds, we found ourselves in the com
pany of freedom only once , on the day of its burial.l 

This state of chronic underdevelopment found its intellectual 
counterpart, according to Marx, in two schools of thought which 
he briefly characterises. The first - the Historical School of Law 
which • legitimises today's infamy by yesterday's2 - Marx had 
already criticised at  length two years previously in the Rheinische 
Zeitung ;3 the second, consisting of •good-natured enthusiasts, 
German chauvinists by extraction and liberals by reflection . . .  
seek our history of freedom beyond our freedom in the primeval  
Teutonic forests.'4 But what was wanted  was not a freedom only 
to be found in forests, but one create d  by that •relentless criti
cism of all existing conditions'5 which Marx had advocated in his 
letter to Ruge . Marx shows in detail what he meant by this 
cri ticism by applying it to Germany. The situation there , he wrote , 
was really beneath any criticism, though an attack could serve to 
give the final blow to what had already been condemned and 
destroy what had already been refuted. •criticism is no longer an 
end in itself but simply a means. I ts essential pathos is  indignation, 
its essential task , denunciation . '6 Marx then paraphrases, in two 
short paragraphs, the criticism of German society that he had so 
frequently e laborated over the last two years. •Jt is a matter of 
describing the pervasive , suffocating pressure of all social spheres 
on one another , the general but passive dej ection, the narrowness 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law',  !rfEGA I i (1) 
608 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 251 . 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA I i (1) 
609 ; Easton and Guddat, p .  251 .  

a Cf. MEGA I i (1) 251 ff. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 96 ff. 
' ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel 's Philosophy of Law',  MEGA I i (1) 

609 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  252. 
5 ' Letter to Ruge',  MEGA I i (1) 573 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 212.  
' ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 

60!) ; Easton and Guddat, p.  252. 
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that recognises but misunderstands itself - this framed in a system 
of Government that lives on the conservation of all meanness and 
is nothing but meanness in Government' .1  The purpose of this 
criticism was the same as that of the criticism of religion with 
which he began: "The point is to permit the Germans not even a 
moment of self-deception and resignation. We must make the 
actual pressure more pressing '!>y adding to it the consciousness of 
pressure and making the shame more shameful by publicising it . 
. . . The people must be taught to be terrified of themselves to 
give them courage. This will fulfil an imperative need of the 
German nation, and the needs of nations are themselves the 
ultimate grounds of their satisfaction.'2 

This criticism, M arx continues, could also be of interest to those 
modern nations who were still burdened with reminders of thei r 
past. But whereas for them the downfall of the ancien regime 
could j ustly be called tragic, 'the modern ancien regime is merely 
the comedian in a world where real heroes are dead. '3 Under the 
impact of French socialists like Saint-Simon and Proudhon who 
had considered the political implications of industrial develop
ment, M arx gives an example of how impossible it is to discuss 
• tru ly human problems' within the framework of German con
ditions. "The relation of industry and the world of wealth in 
general to the political world is a major  problem of modern tim�s. 
In what form is this problem beginning to preoccupy the Germans? 
In the form of protective tariffs, the system of prohibition, and poli
tical economy. '' Referring to Freidrich List, the chief exponent 
of the protectionist economics that he is criticising, Marx continues : 

Whereas the problem in France and England reads: political 
economy or the rule of society over wealth, in Germany it reads: 
political economy or the rule of private property over nation
ality. Thus in France and England it is a question of abolishing 
monopoly that has developed to its final consequences ;  in 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', 1VEGA I i (1) 
609 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 252. 

a ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', ;.l/EGA 1 i (I) 
610 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 253. 

3 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA I i (1) 
6 1 1  ; Easton and Guddat, p. 254. 

' 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 
61 1 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 254. 
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Germany it is a question of proceeding to the final consequences 
of monopoly. There it  is a question of solution; here , sti l l  a 
question of collision. This  is  an adequate example of the 
German form of modern problems ,  an example of how our 
history, like a raw recruit, sti l l  has had to do extra drill on 
matters threshed over in history.I 
But there was one aspect in which Germany was actually in 

advance of other nations and which afforded her the opportunity 
for a radical revolution: her philosophy. This view, shared by all 
the contributors to the Deutsch-Franzosiache Jahrbiicher, made 
them appear to the French to be some sort of missionaries. It had 
been current in the Young Hegelian movement since Heine in his 
History of Religion and Philosophy in Germany, written in 1835, 
had drawn the parallel between German philosophy and French 
politics and prophesied a radical revolution for Germany as a 

consequence . In order to be at the heart of contemporary ques
tions it was German philosophy that had to be cri ticised. For in 
Germany it  was only political philosophy that was abreast of 
modern conditions. The resul t  of this analysi s  was that 

The German n ation must therefore j oin i ts dream-history to its 
present conditions and cri tici se not only these present con
ditions but also thei r  abstract continuation . Its future can be 
limited neither to the direct negation of i ts real political and 
legal conditions nor to their direct fulfilment, for i t  has the 
direct negation of i ts real conditions in i ts ideal conditions and 
has almost outlived the direct fulfilment of its ideal conditions 
in  the view of neighbouring countries.2  
Marx then clarifies hi s own position by pointing to two different 

attitudes both of which seem to him to be inadequate . The first, 
which in some respects recal ls the views of Feuer bach, Marx cal ls 
the •practical political party'. This party 

rightly demands the negation of phi losophy. It i s  wrong not in 
its demand but in stopping at the demand it  nei ther seriously 
fulfils nor can fulfi l .  It s upposes that it accomplishes that 
negation by turning its back on phi losophy . . . .  You demand 
starting from actual germs of life but forget that the actual 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law ' , MEGA I i (1) 
61 1 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 2.54 f. 

2 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel 'o; Philosophy of Law ', .llEGA I i (1) 
612 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 255 f. 
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life-germ of the German nation has so far sprouted only inside 
its cranium. In short : you cannot transcend philosophy without 
actualising it .l 

The second attitude, characteristic of the theoretical party -
by which Marx means Bruno Bauer and his followers - commits the 
same error but from the opposite direction : 

In the present struggle the fheoretical party saw only the 
critical struggle of German philosophy against the German 
world. It did not consider that previous philosophy itself 
belongs to this world and its complement, although an ideal 
one . . . .  Its main defect may be summarised as follows : it be
lieved that it could actualise philosophy without transcending it. 2 

Bauer's philosophy, because it refused any mediation with the 
real, was undialectical and condemned to sterility. What Marx 
proposes is a synthesis of the two views he condemns : a mediation 
with the real that would abolish philosophy 'as philosophy' while 
realising it.a This is akin to Marx's later 'unity of theory and 
practice' and takes up a theme that had been in his mind since his 
thesis if not before - that of the secularisation of philosophy. From 
Cieszkowski's praxis in 1838 to Hessis "Philosophy of Action' in 
1843,4 this is a theme central to Hegel's disciples trying to break 
loose from their master's system to get a grip on political events. 
It is along these lines that Marx sees the only possible way of solv
ing Germany's problems. 

Marx then turns, in the second part of his article, to an explora
tion of the possibility of a revolution that would not only eliminate 
Germany's backwardness, but also make her the first nation to 
have achieved an emancipation that was not merely political. Thus 
Marx puts the question 'Can Germany reach a practice a la 
ltauteur des principes, that is, a revolution which will raise it not 
only to the official level of modem nations, but to the human level 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law',  MEGA I i (1) 
613 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 256. 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 
613; Easton and Guddat, p.  256. 

3 The word that Marx uses for 'abolish' is the Hegelian term aufheben, on 
the meaning of which see above, pp. 18 f. 

' See Hess's. articles in Twenty-One Sheeta from S'llfitzerland, reprinted in 
M. Hess. Philosophische und sozialiatiache Aufs4tze, ed . Cornu and Monke, 
pp. 220 ff. 
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which will be their immediate future ?'1 By way of a preliminary 
answer, Marx r.ecapitulates his previous conclusion : 

The weapon of criticism obviously cannot replace the criticism 
of weapons. Material force must be overthrown by material 
force. But theory also becomes a material force o:p.ce it has 
gripped the masses. Theory is capable of gripping the masses 
when it demonstrates ad hominem, and it demonstrates ad 
hominem when it becomes radical. To be radical is to grasp 
things by the root, but for man the root is man himself. The 
clear proof of the radicalism of German theory and hence of its 
political energy is that it proceeds from the decisive positive 
transcendance of religion. Tht> criticism of religion ends with 
the doctrine that man is the highest being for man, hence with 
the categorical imperative to overthrow all conditions in which 
man is a degraded, enslaved, neglected, contemptible being.2 

The importance of the •weapon of criticism' for Germany is 
shown by Luther's theoretical revolution - the Reformation. Of 
course this revolution was an incomplete one : Luther had merely 
internalised man's religious consciousness ; he had "shattered faith 
in authority by restoring the authority of faith'.3 But although 
Protestantism had not found the true solution, at least its formu
lation of the problem had been correct. The present situation of 
Germany was similar to that which preceded the Reformation ; 
the only difference was that philosophy took the place of theology 
and the result would be a human emancipation instead of one that 
took place entirely within the sphere of religion. 

In the last few pregnant pages of the article, Marx draws from 
his sombre review of the German scene the optimistic conclusion 
that the revolution in Germany, as opposed to France, could not 
be partial and must be radical. Only the proletariat, in alliance 
with philosophy, would be capable of carrying it out. 

Marx begins with the difficulties that seem to stand in the way 
of a radical German revolution. "Revolutions require a passive 
element, a material basis .  Theory is actualised in a people only in 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEG .A I i (I) 
6I4 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 257. 

2 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEG.A 1 i (I) 
6I4 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 257 f. 

3 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law' , MEG .A I i (i) 
615 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 258. 
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so far as it actualises their needs. '1 The question was whether 
practical needs in Germany complemented theoretical needs. •n 
is not enough that thought should seek its actualisation ; actuality 
must itself strive toward thought. '2 But German reality was many 
stages behind the political development of. such countries as 
France and it was not at all clear how it could transcend not only 
its own limitations but those of other nations too. •A radical 
revolution can only be a revolution of radical needs whose pre
conditions and birthplaces appear to be lacking.'3 

But the very fact that Germany was so deficient politically 
indicated the sort of future that awaited her. The enormous and 
increasing gap between, on the one hand, modern political states 
together with their counterpart - German philosophy - and, on 
the other, the political situation inside Germany created a state 
of affairs that demanded radical measures. German governments 
•are driven to combine the civilised deficiencies of the modern 
political order (whose advantages we do not enjoy) with the 
barbarous �eficiencies of the ancien regime (which we enjoy in 
full) . Hence Germany must participate more and more if not in 
the sense at least in the nonsense of those political forms trans
cending its status quo."' This tendency, which ensured that •as the 
gods of all nations were found in the Roman Pantheon, the sins of 
all forms of the state will be found in the Holy German Empire',5 
was enhanced by the character of Frederick William IV, whose 
indecisive nature denied to his many vices even the virtue of con
sistency. The result of this was that •as the deficiency of the 
political present erected into a system, Germany will not be able 
to shed these specifically German limitations without shedding 
the general limitations of the political present.'6 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEG.A I i (1) 
615 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 259. 
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What was utopian for Germany was not a radical revolution 
that would achieve the complete emancipation of mankind but a 
partial revolution, a revolution that was merely political, a 
revolution •that leaves the pillars of the house standing'.1 Marx 
then characterises a purely political revolution, obviously taking 
the French Revolution as his paradigm. The basis of this revolu
tion was. •part of civil society emancipating itself and attaining 
universal supremacy, a particular class by virtue of its special 
situation undertaking the general emancipation of society. This 
class emancipates the whole of society, but only on the condition 
that the whole of society is in the same position as this class, for 
example, that it has or can easily acquire money and education.'2 
No class could occupy this •special situation' in society without 
arousing an impulse •of ent�usiasm in itself and in the masses, an 
impulse in which it fraternises and merges with society at large, 
identifies itself with it, and is experienced and recognised as its 
general representative, an impulse in which its claim and rights 
are truly the claims and rights of society itself and in which it is 
actually the social head and the social heart. '3 And for a class to 
be able to seize this emancipatory position, there must be a 
polarisation of classes : • A particular class must be the class of 
general offence and the incorporation of general limitation. A 
particular social sphere must stand for the notorious crime of 
society as a whole so that emancipation from this sphere appears as 
general self-emancipation. For one class to be the class of emanci
pation par e:IJcellence, conversely another must be the obvious 
class of oppression.'' This, according to Marx, was the situation 
in France before 1789 when "the negative, general significance 
of the French nobility and clergy determined the positive, general 
significance of the bourgeois standing next to and opposing them. '5 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA I i (1) 
617 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 260. 
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In Germany, however, the situation was very different. For there 
every class lacked the cohesion and courage that could cast it for 
the role of the negative representative of society and also the 
imagination to identify itself with the people at large. Class con
sciousness sprang from the activity of oppressing a lower class 
rather than from defiant protest against oppression from above. 
Progress was thus impossible, for every class was engaged in a 
struggle on more than one front : 

Hence princes struggle against kings, the bureaucrat against 
the nobility, and the bourgeoisie against them all, while the 
proletariat is already beginning to struggle against the bour
geoisie . The middle class hardly dares to conceive the idea of 
emancipation from its own perspective. The development of 
social conditions and the progress of political theory show that 
perspective to be already antiquated or at least problematic.1 

Marx then summarises the contrast he has been elaborating 
between France and Germany : 

In France it is enough to be something for one to want to be 
everything. In Germany no one can be anything unless he is 
prepared to renounce everything. In France partial emancipa
tion is the basis of universal emancipation. In Germany uni
versal emancipation is the conditio sine qua non of any partial 
emancipation. In France it is the actuality, in Germany the 
impossibility, of gradual emancipation which must give birth 
to complete freedom. In France every class of the nation is 
politically idealistic and experiences itself first of all not as a 
particular class, but as representing the general needs of society. 
The role of emancipator thus passes successfully and dramati
cally to different classes of people until it finally reaches the 
class which actualises social freedom, no longer assuming 
certain conditions external to man and yet created by human 
society but rather organising all the conditions of human 
existence on the basis of social freedom. In Germany by con
trast, where · practical life is as mindless as mental life is 
impractical, no class in civil society has any need or capacity 
for general emancipation until it is forced to it by its immediate 
condition, by material necessity, by its very chains.2 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA I i (I) 
61 9 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 262. 

2 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', .MEGA I i (1) 
6Hl; Easton and Gnddat, p. 262. 
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This passage shows the importance of his study of the French 
Revolution in the formation of Marx's views. The Rhineland ,  
where he  was born, brought up and edited the Rheinische Zeitung, 
had been French until 1814, and had taken part in the gains of the 
French Revolution where civil emancipation was a genuine 
experience and not a possession of foreigners only, to be envied 
from afar. To all German intellectuals the French Revolution was 
tlte revolution, and Marx and his Young Hegelian friends con
stantly compared themselves to the heroes of 1789. It was his 
reading of the history of the French Revolution in the summer of 
1843 that showed him the role of class struggle in social develop
ment. While at Kreuznach Marx read, and took many extracts 
from, the works of Wachsmuth, Condorcet, Madame Roland, 
Madame de Stael, Mignet, Thiers, Buchez and Roux, Bailleul and 
Levasseur.1 In 1852 Marx wrote to Weydemeyer : "No credit is due 
to me for discovering the existence of classes in modern society, 
nor yet the struggle between them. Long before, the bourgeois 
historians had described the historical development of the class 
struggle . '2 This reading continued until the summer of 1844. Ruge 
wrote in May 1844 : "Marx wishes . . .  to write the history of the 
Convention ; he has assembled the necessary documentation for 
this and arrived at new and fruitful conceptions . •a Marx even 
sketched out the table of contents of a book he intended to call 
The Genetic History of the Modern State or The Ff'ench Revolution. 4 

Marx now arrives at the denouement of his article, which he 
introduces with the question : "Where, then, is the positive 
possibility of German emancipation ?' His answer is : 

in the formation of a class with radical chains, a class in civil 
society that is not of civil society, a class that is the dissolution 
of all classes, a sphere of society having a universal character 
because of .its universal suffering and claiming no particular 
right because no particular wrong but unqualified wrong is 
perpetrated on it ; a sphere that can invoke no traditional title 
but only a human title, which does not partially oppose the con
sequences but totally opposes the premises of the German 

1 For a short analysis of the content of each of these books and suggestions 
as to their effect on Marx, see Kllgi, Genesis des historischen Materialismus, 
pp. 169 ff. 1 Marx-Engels, Selected Cqrrespondence (J�ondon, 1934) p. 37. 

8 Ruge, Briefwechsel und Nachlass, ed. Nerrlich I 343 ; see also ibid. ,  p. 362. 
4 MEGA I v 532 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 399. 
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political system; a sphere , finally, that cannot emancipate itself 
without emancipating itself from all the other spheres of 
society, thereby emancipating them; a sphere , in short, that is 
the complete loss of humanity and can only redeem itself 
through the total redemption of humanity. This dissolution of 
society as a particular class is the proletariat.1 

This passage raises an obvious question as to the reasons for 
Marx's sudden adhesion to the cause of the proletariat. Some 
have claimed that Marx's description of the proletariat is non
empirical and thus that its ultimate source is Hegel's philosophy. 
It has , for example, been maintained that "The_ insight into the 
world-historical role of the proletariat is obtained in a purely 
speculative manner by a "reversal' of the connections

' 
that Hegel 

had established between different forms of objective spirit . '2 Or, 
more recently : "It is evident that Marx . . . arrives at his idea of 
the proletariat not through an economic study or an historical 
analysis, but through a series of arguments and confrontations 
all of which are within the Hegelian tradition and relate to the 
Hegelian idea of a universal class . '3 Another author claims to find 
here the exemplification of the dual Hegelian dialectic of master 
and slave and universal and particular.4 A further refinement 
claims that Hegel's insights are fundamentally those of a German 
Protestant and thus that Marx's underlying schema here is the 
Christian conception of salvation - the proletariat plays the role 
of Isaiah's s uffering servant:  

Through Hegel, the young Marx links up, no doubt uncon
sciously, with the soteriological schema underlying the Judaeo
Christian tradition: the idea of the collective salvation obtained 
by a particular group, the theme of salvific destitution, the 
opposition of inj ustice that enslaves and generosity that frees. 
The proletariat, bringing universal salvation, plays a role 
analogous to that of the Messianic community or personal 
saviour in biblical revelation.5 

1 ' Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 
619 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 262. 

1 Friedrich, PMlosophie und Okonomie beim jungen MOt.rx, p. 81, following 
Popitz, Der entfremdete Mensch, p. 99. 

8 S. Avineri, 'The Hegelian Origins of Marx's Political Thought', Review of 
Metaphysics (Sep 1967) p. 41 . 

' Cf. Wackenheim, La Faillite de la religion d'apres Karl Marx, p. 200. 
5 Ibid. 
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Or, even more explicitly : •That the u11 h•ersality of the proletariat 
echoes the claims of the universal Christ is confirmed by Marx's 
insi stence that the proletariat will exist, precisely at the point 
when it becomes universal, in a scourged and emptied condition -
and this, of course, is Marx's variant of the divine kenosis. •1 

Others have claimed that, since Marx's views are not empirically 
based, this shows that they have their origin in an ethical indig
nation at the condition of the proletariat. 

These views, at least as a total explanation, are mistaken. 
Marx's proclamation of the key role of the proletariat is a con
temporary application of the analysis of the French Revolution 
he had outlined earlier in his article, when he talked of a particular 
social sphere having to •stand for the notorious crime of society as 
a whole so that emancipation from this sphere appears as general 
self-emancipation' .2 The proletariat was now in the position the 
French bourgeoisie had occupied in 1 789. It was now the pro
letariat which could echo the words of Sieyes,a •J am nothing and 
I should be everything'. The context thus shows that Marx's 
account of the role of the proletariat was drawn from his study of 
the French Revolution, however much his language may be that' 

of Young Hegelian journalism. 
To this historical base was added a distillation of contemporary 

French socialist ideas. For three months already Marx had lived 
and worked with prominent socialists in Paris. The view of the 
proletariat contained in his article was not unique even in Young 
Hegelian circles, but it was of course commonplace in �aris. It is 
surprising, then, that some have argued that Lorenz von Stein's 
book Socialism ami Communism in Contemporary France was 
instrumental in his conversion.' (The book had first appeared 
eighteen months previously when Marx was not responsive to 
socialist ideas ; though it had wide influence on the German 
radical circles in which he moved, it had apparently made no 
impact on him at that time.) Indeed, far from being elaborations 

1 E. Olssen, ' Mar]{ and the Resurrection', Journal of the History of Ideaa 
(1968) p. 136. 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEG.A I i (1) 
618 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 261 .  . 

3 Not noted for having been a Hegelian before the event. 
' On Stein's book, see above, p. 94. 
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of bookish material studied at second or third hand,1 Marx's 
sudden espousal of the proletarian cause can be directly attri
buted to his first-hand contacts with socialist intellectuals in 
France. Instead of editing a paper for the Rhenish bourgeoisie or 
sitting in his study in Kreuznach, he was now at the heart of 
socialist thought and action. From October 1843 Marx was 
breathing a socialist atmosphere and even living in the same house 
as Germain Maurer, one of the leaders of the League of the Just 
whose meetings Marx frequented� It is not surprising that his sur
roundings made a swift impact on Marx. 

Marx admitted that the proletariat he described was only just . 
beginning to exist in Germany. For what characterised it was not 
natural poverty (though this had a part to play) but poverty that 
was artificially produced and resulted particularly in the dis
integration of the middle class. The proletariat would achieve the 
dissolution of the old order of society by the negation of private 
property, a negation of which it was itself the embodiment. This 
was the class in which philosophy could finally realise itself: •As 
philosophy finds its material weapons in the proletariat, the 
proletariat finds its intellectual weapons in philosophy. And once 
the lightning of thought has deeply struck the unsophisticated 
soil of the people, the Germans will emancipate themselves to 
become men., 2 The signal for this revolution would come from 
France : •when all the inner conditions are fulfilled, the day of 
German resurrection will be announced by the crowing of the 
French rooster.' a 

In spite of the originality of many of the articles it contained, 
the Deutach-Franzoaiache Jahrbiicher met with little success. In 
Paris,. the French were not interested in an exclusively German 
publication and in Germany government reaction was swift. 
\Varrants were issued in Pru�sia for the arrest of Ruge, Marx, 
Heine and Bernays immediately they should set foot on Prussian 
soil, and the confiscation of the periodical inside Prussia was 
ordered.  Hundreds of copies were seized at the frontier and this 

1 See Tucker, Philo8ophy and Myth in Karl Jfarx, p. 114, who goes as far as 
to say that the only proletarians Marx knew were those in books. 

1 '1ntroduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA 1 i (1) 
620 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 263 f. 

' 

1 'Introduction to a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', MEGA I i (1) 
621 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 264. 
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aggravated the financial difficulties of the review. When Froebel 
decided to withdraw his backing, its fate was virtually sealed . 
There were also financial problems among the contributors them
selves : Hess had to borrow money from Ruge and had difficulty in 
paying it back ; and Ruge only paid Marx for his contributions 
with copies of the Deutach-Franzoaiache Jahrbucher. Finally, the 
political opinions of Marx and Ruge began to diverge more and 
more. For during his stay in Paris Ruge became more and more 
bitter about German communists, arriving, by the spring of 1844, 
at the conclusion that they were money-grasping individuals who 
advocated a slavery and a police state that would only generalise 
the misery of the proletariat. The occasion of the definitive break 
between Ruge and Marx was a quarrel about Herwegh, whom 
Ruge criticised for his dissolute life .  But whereas in the case of the 
Freien Marx had agreed with Ruge, now he took the opposite side. 
On 15  May, Ruge wrote to Feuerbach : •Marx broke formally with 
me by letter, taking advantage for this of my having expressed 
myself perhaps a little too harshly on the sybaritism and cynicism 
of Herwegh that contrasted with his public character. Marx 
defended Herwegh by saying that he was a genius with a great 
future in front of him. •1 

Marx later found an opportunity of publicly breaking with 
Ruge by vjolently attacking an article that Ruge wrote in July 
in Vorwiirta, a Getman socialist paper published in Paris and 
edited by Bernay!i who had contributed to the Deutach-Fran
zoaiache Jahrbucher. Apropos of the revolt of the Silesian weavers 
in the t�ummer of 1844, Ruge had claimed that no social revolt 
could succeed in Germany since political consciousness was 
extremely underdeveloped and social reform sprang from political 
revolution. Marx, in his reply, favourably contrasted the scale of 
the Silesian weavel'8' revolt with workers' revolts in England. A 
political consciousness was · not sufficient to deal with social 
poverty : England had a very developed political consciousness, 
yet it was the country with the most extended pauperism. The 
British Government had an enormous amount of information at 
its disposal, but after two centuries of legislation on pauperism 
could find nothing· better than the workhouse. In France, too, the 
Convention and Napoleon had unsuccessfully tried to suppress beg-

1 Ruge, Briefwech8el·und Nachltu1, ed. Nerrlich, I 345. 
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gary. Thus the fault was not in this or that form of the state, as Ruge 
believed, and the solution could not be found in tll.is or that poli
tical programme. The fault lay in the very nature of political power : 

The state and the organisation of society are not, from the 
political standpoint, two different things. The state is the or
ganisation of society. Se far as the state admits the existence 
of social evils, it attributes them either to natural laws, which 
no human power can change, or to private life, which is in
dependent of the state, or to the inadequacy of the administra
tion, which is dependent on it. Thus England· finds poverty 
rooted in the natural law according to . which population con
tinuously exceeds the means of subsistence. From another side, 
England explains pauperism as a consequence of the ill will of 
the poor, j ust as the King of Prussia explains it by the un
christian spirit of the rich and the Convention explains it by 
the counter-revolutionary and equivocal attitude of property 
owners . Hence England punishes the poor, the King of Prussia 
admonishes the rich, and the Convention decapitates property 
owners .1 

Thus if the state wanted to transcend the impotence of its 
administration it would have to abolish itself, for 

it is based on the contradiction between public and private life, 
and on the contradiction between general interests and par
ticular interests. The administration, therefore, must confine 
itself to a formal and negative activity because its power ceases 
where civil life and its work begin . . . .  This dismemberment, 
this debasement, this slavery of civil society is the natural 
foundation on which the modern state rests, j ust as the civil 
society of slavery was the foundation of the state in antiquity. 
The existence of the state and the existence of slavery are 
indivisible . 2 

This was confirmed by the fact that the more powerful the state 
and the more developed the political consciousness of a nation, 
the less it was disposed to seek the cause of social ills in the state 
itself. Marx once again substantiates his point by reference to the 

1 'Critical Notes on "The King of Prussia and Social Reform" ', K. Marx and 
F. Engels, Werke (Berlin, 1965 ff.) 1 401 (hereafter referred to as .MEW) ; 
Easton and Guddat, p. 348. 

1 'Critical Notes on "The King of Prussia and �ocial Reform" ', MEJV 1 
401 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 349. 
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French Revolution, whose heroes 'far from perceiving the source 
of social defects in the principle of the state, rather saw the 
source of political evils in social defects' .1 

Thus for Marx it was not 'political consciousness' that was 
important. The Silesian revolt was even more important than 
revolts in England and France, because it showed a more de
veloped class consciousness. After favourably comparing Weit
ling's works with those of Proudhon and the German bourgeoisie,2 
Marx repeats his prediction in the Deutack-Franz08i8che Jakr
biicker of the role of the proletariat and the chances of a radical 
revolution : 

The German proletariat is the theorist of the European pro
letariat, j ust as the English proletariat is its economist and the 
French proletariat its politician. It must be admitted that 
Germany, though incapable of political revolution, has a classi
cal summons to social revolution. . . . Only in socialism cap a 
philosophical people find its suitable practice, thus only in the 
proletariat can it find the active element of its emancipation.3 

Marx finishes his article with a passage that gives a concise 
summary of his studies on social change : 

We have seen that a social revolution involves the standpoint 
of the whole because it is a protest of men against dehumanised 
life even if it occurs in only one factory district, because it 
proceeds from the standpoint of the single actual individual, 
because the community against whose separation from himself 
the individual reacts is the- true community of man, human 
existence. The political ·soul of a revolution, on the other hand, 
consists in the tendency of politically uninfluential classes to 
end their isolation from the state and from power. Its standpoint 
is that of the state, an abstract whole, which exists only through 
the separation from actual life and which is unthinkable with
out the organised antithesis between the universal idea and the 
individual existence of man. Hence a revolution of the political 

1 'Critical Notes on "The King of Prussia and Social Reform" ', .MEW I 
402 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 350. 

1 Marx is somewhat inaccurate in claiming that there existed a specifically 
German form of socialism ; for W eitling, like the other German socialists, had 
got his socialism from French sources, having lived sevel:"al years in Pari11. 

1 'Critical Notes on "The King of Prussia and Social Reform" ', .MEJV x 405 ; 
Easton and Guddat, p. 353. 
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soul also organises, in accordance with the narrow and split 
nature of this soul, a ruling group in society at the expense of 
society.1 

Thus Ruge's idea that social revolution necessarily had a politi
cal soul was the opposite of the truth : 

Any revolution breaks up the old society ; to that extent it is 
social . Any revolution overthrows the old ruling power ; to that 
extent it is political . . . .  Revolution in general - the overthrow 
of the existing ruling power and the dissolution of the old 
conditions - is a political act. Without revolution, however, 
socialism cannot come about. It requires this political act so far 
as it needs overthrow and dissolution. But where its organising 
activity begins, where its own aim and spirit emerge, there 
socialism throws the political hull away.2 

This article marked the end of Marx's collaboration with his 
Young Hegelian colleagues . Of the old company, only Hess re
mained, though Ma.rx made the closer acquaintance of another 
Young Hegelian - Frederick Engels. It was partly under his 
influence that Marx began to undertake exclusively economic 
studies . 

1 ' Critical Notes on "The King of Prussia and Social Reform" ', MEW I 408 ; 
EaRton and Guddat, pp. 356 f. 

2 'Critical Notes on "The King of Prussia and Social Reform'", MEJV I 409 ;  
Easton and Guddat, p. 357. 



C H A P T E R S E V E N  

The 'Paris Manuscripts' 

1 .  T H E  P R E F A C E  

D u R I N G  the summer o f  1844, Marx began to compose a critique 
of political economy that was, in effect, the first of several drafts 
preceding Capital in 1 867. In a preface that he sketched out for 
this work he explained that he could not fulfil the promise made 
in the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher of publishing a critique of 
Hegel's philosophy of law. For 

preparing this for publication, I found that the combination of 
criticism directed solely against speculation with criticism of 
various subjects would be quite unsuitable ; it would impede 
the devetopment of the argument and render comprehension 
difficult. Moreover, the wealth and diversity of the subj ects to 
be dealt with could have been accommodated in a single work 
only in a very aphoristic style, and such aphoristic presentation 
would have given the impression of arbitrary systematisation.1 

He therefore proposed to deal with the various subj ects - law, 
morals, politics etc. - in independent 'brochures', beginning with 
political economy, and ending with a general treatise showing 
their interrelationship and criticising the speculative treatment 
of the material - indeed, he had already signed a contract for this 
work with Leske, a publisher in Darmstadt. In this proj ect for a 
lifetime's work, Marx·never got beyond the first stage, Capital and 
its predecessors being the first and also the last of these 'bro
chures'. 

Four of the manuscripts which were to form the basis of this 
critique of political economy have survived, though in an incom-

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, ed. H.-J. Lieher and P. Furth (Stutt
gart, 1962) 1 504 (hereafter refen·ed to as Fruhe 8chr{ften) ; Easton and Guddat, 
p. 284. 
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plete form. The first, twenty-seven pages long, consists largely of 
excerpts from classical economists on wagef:l, profit and rent, 
followed by Marx's own reflections on aliElpated labour. The 
second manuscript is a fragment of four pages on the relationship 
of capital to labour. The third is forty-five pfl.ges long and com
prises a discussion on private property, labo�r and communism ; 
a critique of Hegel's dialectic ; a section on production and the 
division of labour ; and a short section on p1oney. The fourth 
manuscript, four pages long, is a summary of the final chapter of 
Hegel's Phenomenology. 

The form of these manuscripts is similar to that of Marx's 
•critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law' of thEl previous summer 
extracts from the authors under discussion accompanied by a 
critical commentary. The style and degree of elaboration are, 
however, very varied. In the excerpts from the classical economists 
Marx, as he says himself,1 uses their own language, and speaks in 
plain, short sentences ; Marx's own reflections on society recall the 
rhetorical language of his previous articles ; while his discussions of 
Hegel's philosophy have the same involvement and obscurity as 
their subject. 

In the preface, Marx mentions his sources. The first was a 
•thorough critical study of political economy, 2 Before beginning 
his first manuscript, Marx had read and excarpted fifteen works 
on economics, including Adam Smith, Ricardo and Say. The 
second debt that Marx acknowledged was tQ German socialists, 
though he adds that, apart from Weitling, "the significant and 
original German contributions on this subj ect . . .. amount to no 
more than the essays by Hess in Twenty-one Sheets and Engel's 
•outlines of a Critique of Political EconOIJlY' in the Deutsch
Franzosische Jahrbilcher'.3 It was above all Engels who directed 
Marx's attention to economics and Engels' article in the Deutsch
Franzosische Jahrbii.cher was the first work on economics from 
which Marx took notes. The two had met before in Cologne in 
November 1842, but Marx had received Engtlls coldly, seeing in 
him a representative of the Berlin Freien with whom he had just 
broken. Engels had been converted to communism by Hess and 

1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fr1lhe Schriften, p. 559 ; Eastpn and Guddat, p. 287. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schriften, p.  507 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 284. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  .Frllhe Schriften, p. 507; Easton and Guddat, p. 285. 
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spen t most of 1843 work ing in his father's factory at Manchester. 
There he had been in contact with F.nglish social ists a"nd studied 
Smith, Owen, Mill, Malthus and Ricardo. Herwegh invited him 
to write something for the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher and 
1<-:ngels replied with two articles : "The Situation in England' and 
"Outlines of a Critique of Political Economy'. Having interpreted 
continental movements to the English in the Owenite paper New 
.Moral World, Engels did the reverse in the Deutsch-Franzosische 
J ahrbiicher. The first of his articles was a critique of Carlyle's book 
Past and Present. Engels sympathised with Carlyle's criticism of 
the inhuman society created by capitalism, but denied that the 
solution consisted in a return to religious idealism: what Engels 
advocated was a thorough Feuerbachian humanism. His second 
article was a summary of his reading on economics. Central to it 
was an indictment of private property and of the spirit of com
petition that it engendered. The recurrent crises were the result of 
anarchy in production-; the growth and accumulation of capital 
involved a lowering of salaries and accentuated the class struggle. 
Science and technology, which could afford immense possibilities 
under communism, only served, in a capitalist society, to increase 
the oppression of the workers . This article made a great impression 
on Marx (who called it a "sketch of genius')1 and marked the 
beginning of his inte�est in economic questions. Marx and Engels 
began their long · correspondence immediately after the appear
ance of the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher. And Marx wrote 
later that, when Engels came to  Paris in the summer of 1844, "\Ve 
realised that our v iews were in complete harmony in all theoretical 
fields and it is from that time that our co-operation dates . '2 

The third source that Marx mentions are the French and 
English socialists. Among these it was certainly Proudhon with 
whom Marx had the most contact. Marx had already s ingled out 
from among French socialists Proudhon's "penetrating work' .3 
They saw a lot of each other while Marx was in Paris. Marx 

1 K. Marx, 'Preface to A Critique of Political Economy' ,  in Marx-Engels, 
Selected W01'kl, 1 364. 

2 F. Engels, ' Historo/ of the Communist League', in Marx-Engels, Selected 
JJ" ork1 II 3 ; II 344. 

3 ' Communi.�m and the Aug1burger Allgemeine Zeitung', MEGA I i (1) 263 ; 
Easton and Guddat, p. 135. 

· 
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wrote : 'In the course of lengthy debates , often lasting al l night, I 
infected him to his great injury with Hegelianism which, owing to 
his lack of German, he could not study properly. '1 Engels ,  too, 
recalled when ' the two of them in Paris often spent whole nights 
discussing economic questions.'2 What Marx most appreciated in 
Proudhon was his thoroughgoing critique of private property and 
his conception of economics as the determining factor in social 
evolution . 

Underlying all Marx's notes is Feuerbach's hunianism (Hess 
�nd Engels ,  too, would have described themselves as disciples of 
Feuerbach). Marx says that positive cri ticism, and thus also 
German positive criticism of political economy, is founded on 
Jt'euerbach's discoveries in his 'Thesen' and Grundsiitze. 'Positive 
humanistic and naturalistic cri ticism begins with Feuerbach. The 
less vociferous F'euerbach 's writings are, the more certain, pro
found, extensive ,  and lasting is their influence - the only writings 
since Hegel's Phenomenology and Logic containing a real theo
re tical revolution.'3 

2. A L I EN A T E D  L A B O U R  

The first part of Marx's first manuscript consists largely of ex
tracts or paraphrases from the books on economics that  he was 
reading at  that time . He divided these extracts into three sections 
on wages ,  capital ana rent, each occupying one of the three 
vertical -columns into which Marx had divided his pages .  In the 
first, drawing on Adam Smith, Marx notes that the bitter struggle 
between capitalist and worker, which determined wages, also  
reduced the worker to the status of a commodity. The worker 
could not win :  i f  the wealth of society were diminishing, it was he 
who suffered most;  if  it was increasing, then this meant that 
capital  was being accumulated and the product of labour was in
creasingly alienated  from the worker. In short, �In a declining state 

1 Marx to Schweitzer, in Marx-Engels, Selected Correspondence, p. 17 1 .  
8 F .  Engels, Introduction to  K. Marx , The Poverty of Philo8ophy (New York, 

1963) p. 7. 
· 3 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fr iilte Schriften, I'· .308 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 285. 
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of society, increasing misery of the worker ; in a progressive state, 
complicated misery ; and in the final state, stationary misery.' 1 

Political economy, says Marx, dealt with man in much the same 
terms as it dealt with, say, a house .  It did not deal with man "iTl 
his free time, as a human being' ; this aspect it left to other 
disciplines . ·  Marx c�nHnues : 

Let us now rise above the· level of political economy and seek 
from the foregoing argument, which was presented almost in the 
words of the economists, answers to two questions -
1 .  What is the significance, in the development of mankind, of 

this reduction of the greater part of mankind to abstract 
labour ? 

2. \\rhat errors are committed by the advocates of piecemeal 
reform, who either want to raise wages and thereby improve 
the conditions of the working class, or (like Proudhon) 
regard equality of wages as the aim of social revolution ?2 

To answer these two questions Marx amasses a series of quota
tions from three sources : firstly from the German liberal writer 
Wilhelm Schulz on the workers' pauperisation, the dehumanising 
effect of machinery and the number of women and children work
ing ;3 secondly from Constantin Pecqueur on the dependence and 
degradation forced on workers under capitalism ;4 thirdly from 
Eugene Buret on the misery and exploitation of the proletariat.& 

In his second section Marx notes a number of passages under 
the heading •Profit of Capital' . First, quoting Adam Smith, he 
defines capital as the power of command over labour and its 
products . He then describes the means by which capitalists make 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe 8chriften, p. 515 : K. Marx, Early Writinga, ed. 
Bottomore (London, 1963) p. 74 (hereafter referred to as Bottomore). 

1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Friihe Schriften, p. 518 ; Bottomore, pp. 76 f. 
a Cf. W. Schulz, Die Bewegung der Produktion. Eine geachichtlich-atatistische 

Abhandlung (Zurich, 1B43). 
' C. Pecqueur, TMorie nomJelle d'economie sociale et politique (Paris, 1842). 

Pecqueur advocated a democratic, fairly centralised socialism and criticised 
capitalism as contrary to religion and morality. 

6 E. Buret, De Ia misere des claBBes laborieuses en Angleterre et en France 
(Paris, 1840). Buret's book is a well-documented account both of the horrors 
of the lndustrisl Revolution and of the positive possibilities it offers to men. 
For the influence of Buret on Marx's economic conceptions, see G. Cottier, 
Du r011Ut.ntisme au marxisme (Paris, 1961). 
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a profit both from wages and from raw materials advanced ; the 
motives that inspire the capitalist ; and the accumulation of 
capital and competition among capitalists. In this last section 
Marx quotes from Ricardo, Schulz and Pecqueur as well as from 
Adam Smith. 

Marx's third section is on rent as one instance of the perpetual 
opposition of interests that is .characteristic of capitalist society. 
Marx quotes from Adam Smith here, but comments : 

It is absurd to conclude, however, as Smith does, that since the 
landlord exploits everything which benefits society, the interest 
of the landlord is always identical with that of society. In the 
economic system under the domination of private property, the 
interes:t that an individual has in society is in exactly inverse 
proportion to the interest which society has in him - just as the 
interest of the moneylender in the spendthrift is by no means 
identical with the interest of the spendthrift.1 

Marx outlines the similarities between landlord and capitalist : in 
the last analysis there was no distinction between them and 
society was divided into two classes only - workers and capitalists. 
The character of landed property had been utterly transformed 
since feudal times and neither the preservation of large estates nor 
their division into small properties could avoid precipitating a crisis. 

At this point in his manuscript Marx breaks off writing in three 
parallel columns and begins to write straight across the page. He 
also changes his style, writing in his own person with no quotation 
from other writers. This passage on alienated labour is the best
written part of the manuscripts. In it Marx criticises the concept 
of labour found in the classi'Cal economists, from whom he had 
just been quoting, on the general grounds t�t their conceptions 
were superficial · and abstract whereas his own gave a coherent 
account of the essential nature of economics. Having started 
from their presuppositions Marx claims to show that the more the 
worker produces the poorer he becomes . But this analysis re
mained superficial : 

Political economy proceeds from the fact of private property. 
It does not explain private property. It grasps the actual, 
material process of private property in abstract and general 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frahe Schriften, p. 549 ; Bottomore, p. 109. 
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formulae which it then takes as laws . . . .  Political economy 
teaches us nothing about the extent to which these external, 
apparently accidental circumstances are simply the expression 
of a necessary development. ""re have seen our political economy 
regards exchange itself as an accidental fact. The only wheels 
which political economy puts in motion are greed and the war 
among the greedy, competition.1 

But because the classical economists had failed to understand the 
necessary connection and development of different economic 
factors, they could give no coherent account of economics. Marx, 
on the contrary, aims "to grasp the essential connection among 
private property, greed, division of labour, capital and land 
ownership, and the connection of exchange with competition, of 
value with the devaluation of men, of monopoly with competition, 
etc . ,  and of this whole alienation with the money-system'.2 The 
usual method of the economist is to suppose a fictitious primordial 
state and to go on from there ; but this simply accepted as a fact 
what it was supposed to be explaining : "In such a manner theology 
explains the origin of evil by the fall of man. That is, it asserts as 
a fact in the form of history what it should explain.'3 

Before introducing his main point, Marx once more asserts its 
empirical basis. """'e proceed', he says, "from a present fact of 
political economy.'" This fact is the general impoverishment and 
dehumanisation of the worker. Marx develops the implications of 
this, thus introducing the theme of this section : 

This fact simply indicates that the obj ect which labour pro
duces, its product, stands opposed to it as an alien thing, as a 
power independent of the producer. The product of labour is 
labour embodied and made objective in a thing. It is the 
objectification of labour. The realisation of labour is its 
objectification. In the viewpoint of political economy this 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 559 ; Ea11ton and Guddat, p. 287. 
The last sentence of the quotation is mistranslated by Tucker, Philosophy 
and Myth in Karl Marx, p. 138, as : 'The only wheels that set political 
economy in motion, are greed and the war between the greedy - competi
tion. '  The difference between the two versions is of the first importance. 

2 ' Paris Manuscripts' ,  Frilhe Schriften, p. 560 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 288. 
8 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 560; Easton and Guddat, p. 289. 
' 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 560; Easton and Guddart , p. 289. 
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realisation of labour appears as diminution of the worker, the 
objectification as the loss of and the subservience to the object, 
and the appropriation as alienation, as externalisation.1 

Put very simply and roughly, what Marx means when he talks 
of alienation is this : it is man's nature to be his own creator ; he 
forms and develops himself by working on and transforming the 
world outside him in co-operation with his fellow men. In this 
progressive interchange between man arid the world, it is man's 
nature to be in control of this process, to be the initiator, the sub
ject in which the process originates. However, this nature has 
become alien to man ; that is, it is no longer his and belongs to 
another person or thing. In religion, for example, it is God who is 
the subject of the historical process. It is God who holds the 
initiative and man is in a state of dependence. In economics, 
according to Marx, it is money or the cash nexus that man<ruvres 
men around as though they were obj ects instead of the reverse .  
The central point is  that man has lost control of his own evolution 
and has seen this control invested in other entities . What is 
proper t'O man has become alien to him, being the attribute of 
something else. 2 

The fact that the worker is related to the product of his labour 
as to an alien object means that the more the worker produces the 
more he approaches loss of work and starvation. Once more, Marx 
draws a parallel with religion : 

It is the same in religion. The more man attributes to God, the 
less he retains in himself. The worker puts his life into the 
obj ect ; then it no longer belongs to him but to the object . . . .  
The externalisation of the worker in his product means not only 
that his work becomes an obj ect, an external �xisten'ce, but also 
that it exists outside him independently, alien, an autonomous 
1 ' Paris Manuscripts' ,  FrMe Schriften, p. 561 ; Easton and Guddat, p.289. 

It is interesting to note that the situation of the alienated worker in capitalist 

society was described by Hegel in his Realphilosophie in terms that are almost 
word for word the same as Marx's. The big difference is that Hegel, unlike 
Marx, offered no solution to the problem that he so accurately stated. 

1 Marx uses two Gennan words to express his ideas of alienation : they are 
EntiiuaBe'I"Ung and Ent/rem.dtmg. Strictly speaking, the first emphasises the 
idea of dispossession and the second the idea of something being strange and 
alien. Marx seems to use the two terms indiscriminately, sometin1es using both 
together for rhetorical emphasis. Further, see the articles by Bell, Bray brooke 
and O'Neill mentioned in the Bibliography. 
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power, opposed to him. The life he has given to the object con-
fronts him as hostile and alien.1 ' 

The worker i s  here deprived in a dual way : his contac� with nature, 
the sensuous external world, is so necessary for him that aliena
tion deprives him both of objects on which to work and a lso of 
objects from which to live. 

Marx then returns to the attitude of classical economics which 
enunciates the law of alienation as follows:  'The more the worker 
produces, the less he has to consume ; the more values  he creates 
the more worthless and unworthy he becomes;  the better shaped 
h is products, the more misshapen is he . ' 2  Classical  economics 
dwelt long on the wealth produced under capitalism, but ignored 
the poverty, mutilation and cretinism that it imposed upon the wor
kers. The relation of the worker to the objects of his production 
was the crucial dimension from which to j u dge the quality of labour. 3 

Having d iscussed this  relationship of the worker to the obj ects 
of his production, Marx defines and analyses  a second, third and 
fourth characteristic of alienated man .  The second is his aliena
tion in the act of production. 'How could the worker', asks Marx, 
• stand in an alien relationship to the product of his activity if he 
did not alienate himself from himself in the very act of produc
tion ?'14 Marx distinguishes three aspects of this type of alienation : 
firstly, labour was external to the labourer and no part of his 
natUire ; secondly, i t  was not voluntary, but forced labour ; and 
thirdly,. man's  activity here belonged to another, with once more 
the religious paralle l :  'In religion the spontaneity of human 
imagination, the spontaneity of the human brain and heart acts 
independently of the individual  as an alien, divine or devilish ac
t ivity. Similarly, the activity of the worker is not his own spon-

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Scltriften, p. 562 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 290. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Scnri.fttm' ,  p. 563 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  291 .  
3 O n  the theme o f  the alienation o f  labour caused by the introduction of 

machinery, there are some striking anticipations of Marx's views in Hegel's 

Rechtsphilosophie and even in his Realphilosophie of 1803-6. See H. Marcuse, 
Reason and Revolution (London, 1941 ) ,  pp. 77 ff. and more broadly, Alastair 
Clayre, Machinery and Imagination (London, 1972) chapters IV and VI. 'J'his 
point has been admirably treated by Shlomo Avineri in a paper entitled ' The 
Roots of Hegel's Rechtsphilosophie in his Jenenser Realphilosophie' in Legacy 

of Hegel, ed. J. O'Malley (The Hague, 1973). 
' 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, p. 564 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  291 .  
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taneous activity. It belongs to another .  It is the loss of his own 
self. '·1 The result of this was to turn man into an animal, for he 
only felt at ease when performing the animal functions of eating, 
d rinking and procreating - in his dis tinctly human functions he 
was made to feel  like an animal. 

Marx has analysed man as alienated from the product of his 
labour and also as alienated in the act of production (this second 
he also calls •self-alienation') . He now derives his third character
istic of alienated labour from the two previous ones : man is 
alienated from his species , from his fellow men. Marx now defines 
what he means by •species ', a term he took over from Feuerbach. 
The two chief characteristics of a species-being were self-con
sciousness and universality: •Man is a species-being not only in 
that he practically and theoretically makes his own species as 
well as that of other beings his object, but also - and this is only 
another expression for the same thing - in that as present and 
living species he considers himself to be a universal and con
sequently free being. ' 2  This universali ty consisted in the fact that 
man could appropriate for his own use the whole realm of 
inorganic nature . 

The universality of man appears in practice in the universality 
which makes the whole of nature his inorganic body : (1) as a 
di rect means of life , and (�) as the matter, obj ect, and instru
ment of his life activity. Nature is the inorganic body of man, 
that is, nature in so  far as it is not the human body. Man lives 
by nature . This means that nature is his body with which he 
must remain in perpetual process in order  not to die .  That the 
physical and spiri tual life of man is tied up with nature is 
another way of saying that nature is linked to i tself, for man is 
a part of nature .3 

It was true that animals also produced - but only what was 
immediately necessary for them. It was man's nature, on the other 
hand, to produce universally and freely: he was able • to produce 
according to the standard of any species and at all times knows 
how to apply an intrinsic standard to the obj ect. Thus man creates 

1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 565 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 292. 
2 ' Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 566 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  293. 
8 ' Paris Manuscripts', FroM Shriften, p. 566; Easton and Guddat, p. 293. 
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also according to the laws of beauty. 'l Marx sums up the results 
of his discussion as follows : 

In alienating (1) nature from man, and (2) man from himself, 
his own active function, his life-activity, alienated labour also 
alienates the species from him; i t  makes species- life the means of 
individual life: In the first place it alienates species-life and the 
individual life , and secondly it turns the latter in its abstraction 
into the purpose of the former, also in its abstract and alienated 
form.2 

M an was 1t species-being in that he lived by consciously trans
forming inorganic nature, by producing. This " li fe-activity' was 
hi s essence .  And since this " life-activity' WitS alienated and turned 
into a mere me1tns of  existence, man h�td lost his species-being. 
For since labour was the objectification of man's species-li fe and 
man was deprived of the objects he produces, it followed that he 
was deprived of his obj ective species-life . 

Marx then completes his picture by drawing a fourth character
istic of alienation out of the first three : man i s  alienated from 
other men. 

In general, [he says] the statement that man is alienated from 
his species-existence means that one man i s  alienated from 
another j ust as each man is alienated from human nature. The 
alienation of man, the relation of  man to himself, i s  realised and 
expressed in the relation between man and other men. Thus 
in the relation of alienRted labour every man sees the others 
according to the standard and the relation in which he finds  
himself as  a worker.3 
Having reiterated that he i s  solely analysing concepts derived 

from economic facts, Marx now poses the question : If the product · 
of my labour is alien to me, and belongs to someone else, who is 
this  other person ? At the beginning of the passage he had touched 
on this question : "The relationship  of  the rich to the obj ects of 
production and to production itself is only a consequence of this 
first relationship and confirms i t. ''4 Now he takes his point furth er :  
the produce of man's labour did not belong to gods, nor to nature ; 
it could only belong to man himself. "That the product of labour 

1 ' Paris ManuRcripts', Frilhe Schriften , p. 568 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 295 . 
8 'Paris Manusclipt!l', Frilhe Schriften, pp. 566 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 294. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schriften, p. 569 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 296. 
' 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schriften, pp. 563 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 291 . 
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does not belong to the worker and an alien power confronts him is 
possible only because this product belongs to a man other than 
the worker. If his activity is a torment for him, it must be the 
pleasure and the life-enjoyment for another. Not gods, not 
nature, but only man himself can be this alien power over man. •1 

Marx here refers back to his discussion of the fourth character
istic of man's alienation.2 The fact that both the product of man's 
labour and the activity of production had become alien to him 
meant that another man had

' 
to control his product and his 

activity. 

Every self-alienation of man, from himself and from nature, 
appears in the relationship which he postulates between other 
men� and himself and nature. Thus religious self-alienation 
appears necessarily in the relation of laity to priest, or also to a 
mediator, since we are here now concerned with the spiritual 
world. In the practical real world self-alienation can appear 
only in the practical real relationships to other men.3 

Marx now draws a, few practical conclusions with regard to 
private property and wages. Since, according to Marx's analysis, 
it was the relation of the worker to his labour that produced the 
relation of the capitalist to labour, •private property is thus 

1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 570 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 
296 f. This does not mean, according to Marx, that the capitalist is not 
alienated. Both capitalist and worker partake of the same alienation, though 
in different ways. See G. Cohen, 'Bourgeois and Proletarians', Journal of the 
History of Ideas (Jan 1968). 

z Tucker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx, p. 149, mistranslates this 
passage. He says : 'Marx was at least obscurely aware of the shakiness of his 
position, for he made a note in the manuscript saying : "\'Ve must think over 
the previously made statement that the relation of man to himself first 
becomes objective and real through his relation to another man." ' The transla
tion should be : 'Let us consider the statement previously made • .  . ' Marx is 
here simply reiterating his fourth characteristic of alienation. Tucker is led to 
make this mistake by postulating (with no evidence from the text) that Marx 
conceives of self-alienation (which Tucker refers to as 'alienated self-relation''
a very different thing) as primarily a phenomenon of the individual psyche : he 
then points out that this is in contradiction with what Marx says about self
alienation being essentially social and describes this as theoretically untenable. 
But the ' contradiction' is between Tucker and Marx, not between Marx and 
Marx. 

3 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, pp. 570 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 
297 . 
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product, result and necessary consequence of externalised 
labour' .l It was true that private property seemed to come first, 
but •the analysis of this idea shows that though private property 
appears to be the ground and cause of externalised labour, it is 
rather a consequence of externalised labour, j ust as gods are 
originally not the cause but the effect of an aberration of the 
human mind. Later this relationship reverses.'i2 This has been 
called a petitio principii, and, strictly speaking, this is correct : the 
idea of alienated labour presupposes private property just as much 
as it gives rise to it. What Marx wishes to bring out, however, is 
that social labour is the source of all value and thus of the 
distribution of wealth. 

Marx uses his conclusion to answer two contemporary problems. 
The first arose from the fact that whereas classical economics 

treated labour as the basis of production, it gave nothing to 
labour and everything to private property. Here again, classical 
economics had only formulated the laws of alienated labour. 
•wages and private property are identical : for when the product, 
the obj ect of labour, pays for the labour itself, wages are only a 
necessary consequence of the alienation of labour.'3 Labpur thus 
became the servant of wages and an increase in wages would be 
unable to restore to labour its human meaning and significance.  
Marx concludes : 

Even the equality of wages, as advanced by Proudhon, would 
only convert the relation of the contemporary worker to his 
work into the relation of all men to labour. Society would then 
be conceived as an abstract capitalist. Wages are a direct result 
of alienated labour, and alienated labour is the direct cause of 
private property. The downfall of one is necessarily the down
fall of the other. 4 

The second of the problems that Marx mentions is that of the 
achievement of universal human emancipation. Marx thinks (and 
here he repeats his views at the end of his •Introduction to a 
Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law') that this will be brought 
about by the emancipation of the workers . Universal human 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 571 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 298. 
1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, p. 572 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  298. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts ' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 572 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 298. 
' 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 573 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 299. 
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emancipation "is contained in their emancipation because the 
whole of human servitude is involved in the relation of worker to 
production, and all relations of servitude are only modifications 
and consequences of the worker's relation to production'.:l. 

Matx next planned a discussion of all aspects of classical 
economics - barter, competition, capital, money � based on the 
twin factors of alienated labour and private property. But first he 
tries to determine "the general nature of private property in its 
relation to truly human property'. Having summarised his 
previous conclusions, he proposes to consider the relation of the 
alien person, under whose domination production has fallen, to 
the worker, to labour and its obj ect. Marx makes three prelimi
naryremarks .  Firstly, everything that with the worker appeared as 
an activity of alienation, with the non-worker appeared as a con
dition of alienation ; secondly, the practical attitude of mind of the 
worker to his product and work appeared as a theoretical attitude 
in the non-worker ; thirdly, the'non-worker did everything against 
the worker that the worker did against himself, but he did not do 
against his own self what he did against the worker. Marx writes : 
•Let us consider more closely these three relationships', and there 
the manuscript breaks off, unfinished. 

In spite of the incompleteness of the manuscript, it is possible 
to reconstruct what the continuation would have looked like. In 
his notebooks of this time, Marx put down his own reflections on 
his reading of the classical economists and his note on· James 
Mill's Elements of Political Economy is exceptionally long and rich. 
In it Marx deals with the categories of classical economics that he 
had planned to discuss in the unfinished part of his manuscript on 
alienated labour - barter, competition, capital and money. He 
concentrates on the dehumanising effect of money and private 
property, finishing with an account of his conception of unalien
ated labour which is the positive side of his critique of alienated 
labour. 

Marx begins his note by criticising Mill's attempt to formulate 
precise "laws' in economics, a field so chaotic and open to constant 
fluctuation. He then comments on Mill's description of money as 
the medium of exchange. Money alone gave significance to man's 
relationship to his fellow men and even to his products : 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', FriJ,he Schriften, p. 573; Easton and Guddat, p. 299. 
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The essence of money is not primarily that it externalises 
property, but that the mediating activity or process - the human 
and 'social act in which man's products reciprocally complement 
one another - becomes alienated and takes on the quality of a 
material thing, money, external to man. By externalising this 
mediating activity, man is active only as he is lost and de
humanised . . . .  Through this alien mediation, man regards his 
will, his activity, and his relationships to others, as a power 
independent of himself and of them - instead of man himself 
being the mediator for man . . . .  Apart from this mediation, 
objects lose their value. They hnYe value only in so far as they 
represent it while originally it appeared that the mediation 
would have value in so far as it represents objects .1 

After drawing a (not very clear) parallel between the mediation 
of money and the mediation of Christ, Marx explained that money 
was necessary under a regime of private property, for men must 
exchange and exchange must end up in value. People, it was true, 
were still superstitious and hung on to their money bags. Enlight

ened economists had tried to combat this by introducing bills of 
exchange, cheques and various forms of credit. Even the followers 
of Saint-Simon had been misled into thinking that in a credit 
system (a fully organised banking system was their ideal) the 
alienation of man from man would be gradually overcome and 
human relationships restored. This restoration was only apparent, 
however, for here the alienation, instead of being purely exterior, 
lodged itself inside man's moral and social existence, for 

Credif is the economic j udgement of man's morality. In credit, 
man himself instead of metal and paper has become the 
medium of exchange, but not as man, but rather as the exist
ence of capital and interest . . . .  Human individuality and 
human morality have become an article of trade and the 
material in which money exists . Instead of money and paper, 
my very personal existence, my flesh and blood, my social 
virtue and reputation is the matter and the substance of the 
monetary spirit.2 

The credit system, according to Marx, had four main character
istics . Firstly, it increased the power of the wealthy, for credit was 

1 'Excerpt-notes of 1844', K. Marx, Te.xte zu Methode und Praxis, ed. 
Hillmann, n 166 f. (Hereafter referred to as Texte) ; Easton and Guddat, p. 266. 

2 ' Excerpt-notes of 1844', Te.xte, p. 170 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 270. 
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more readily accorded to those who already had money ; secondly, 
it added a moral judgement to an economic one, implying that a 
man without credit was also untrustworthy ; thirdly, it compelled 
people to try to obtain credit by lying and deceit ; fourthly, credit 
reached its perfection in the banking system. 

It is in contrast to this society based on money and credit that 
Marx outlines his idea of man's authentic social existence : 

As human nature is the true common life of man, men through 
the activation of their nature create and produce a human 
common life, a social essence which is no abstractly universal 
power opposed to the single individual, but is the essence or 
nature of every single individual, his own activity, his own life, 
his own spirit, his own wealth. Authentic common life arises not 
through reflection ; rather it comes about from the need and 
egoism of individuals, that is, immediately from the activation 
of their very existence . It is not up to man whether this common 
life exists or not. However, so long as man does not recognise 
himself as man and does not organise the world humanly, this 
common life appears in the form of alienation, because its sub
ject, man, is a being alienated from itself. Men as actual, living, 
particular individuals, not in an abstraction, constitute this 
common life.l 
Classical economists, Destutt de Tracy and Adam Smith, for 

example, considered tllis common life of man to consist in com
merce and exchange. But if exchange and barter was the social, 
generic act, then even private property took on an impersonal 
character. For in the first place, it had been taken from the man 
who produced it and acquired by someone for whom it had no 
such personal significance. 

In the second place, it has been related to and equated with 
another private· property. A private property of a different 
nature has taken its place, j ust as it itself takes the position of 
a private property of a different nature. On ·both sides, then, 
private property appears as a representative of private property 
of a different nature, as the equivalence of another natural 
product. Both sides are so related that each represents the 
existence of the other and they mutually serve as substitutes 
for themselves and the other. The existence of private property 
as such has thus become a substitute, an equivalent . 2  
1 ' Excerpt-notes of 1844', Te,xte, p .  171 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 271 f. 
2 ' Excerpt-notes of 1844', 'I'cxte, p. 174 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 274. 
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This results inevitably in the transformation of labour into 
wage-labour. In primitive barter men only exchanged the surplus 
of their own produce. But soon men produced in order to exchange 
and finally "It becomes entirely incidental and unessential wheth4'.!r 
the producer immediately enjoys and needs his product and 
whether the activity, the action of labour itself, is his self
satisfaction and the realisation of his natural dispositions and 
spiritual aims. '1 This process was only enhanced by the division 
of labour that increased with civilisation. 

Thus while man in a barbaric state produced j ust as much as 
he needed, the overproduction in advanced stages of society was 

only an indirect way of satisfying a need which finds its 
obj ectification in the production of another person . . . .  Our 
mutual product, therefore, is the means, the intermediary, the 
instrument, the acknowledged power of our mutual needs . Your 
demand and the equivalent of your property are terms which for 
me are synonymous and equally valid, and your demand is 
effective only when it has an effect on me. Without this effect 
your demand is only an unsatisfied effort on your part and 
without consequence for me. You have no relationship to my 
obj ect as a human being because I myself have ho human 
relation to it. 2 

The conclusion was that "Our mutual value is the value of our 
mutual obj ects for us. Man himself, therefore, is mutually value
less for us. '3 Marx finishes his note on money with a description of 
unalienated labour that ' is one of the few passages where he 
describes in any detail his picture of the future communist 
society. It is worthwhile quoting at length : 

Suppose we had produced things as human beings : in his 
production each of us would have twice affirmed himself and 
the other. (1) In my production I would have objectified my 
individuality and its particularity, and in the course of the 
activity I would have enj oyed an individual life ; in viewing the 
obj ect I would have experienced the individual joy of knowing 
my personality as an objective, sensuously perceptible and 
indubitable power. (2) In your satisfaction and your use of my 
product I would have had the direct and conscious satisfaction 

1 ' Excerpt-notes of 1844', Texte, p. 175 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  275. 
2 ' Excerpt-notes of 1844',  Texte, pp. 178 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 279. 
3 ' Excerpt-notes of 1844', Texte, p. 180 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 280. 
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that my work satisfied a human need, that it obj ectified human 
nature, and that it created an object appropriate to the need of 
another human being. (S) I would have been the mediator 
between you and the species and you would have experienced 
me as a re - integration of your own nature and a necessary part 
of yourself; I would have been affirmed in your thought as well 
as your love. (4) In my individual activity, I would have im
mediately confirmed and realised my true human and social 
nature. _ 

Our productions would be so many mirrors reflecting our 
nature. 

What happens so far as I am concerned would also apply to 
you . . . .  

My labour would be a free manifestation of life and an 
enjoyment of life . . . .  

Furthermore, in my labour the particularity of my individu
ality would be affirmed 'because my individual life is affirmed. 
Labour t}_len would be true, active property. Under the pre
supposition of private property my individuality is externalised 
to the point where I hate this activity and where it is a torment 
for me. Rather it is then only the semblance of an activity, only 
a forced act.ivity, imposed upon me only by external and 
accidental necessity and not by an internal and determined 
necessity.1 
Marx's basic thesis is thus that man's objectification of himself 

in capitalist society denies his species-being instead of confirming 
it. Marx asserts that this is a judgement based purely on a study 
of economic fact ; he claims to be using the conclusions of the 
classical economists themselves and only criticising their premises. 
Several times Marx claims merely to be giving expression to 
economic facts ; and in the introduction to the manuscripts •as a 
whole, he says : "It is hardly necessary to assure the reader 
familiar with political economy that my conclusions have been 
obtained through an entirely empirical analysis based on a 
thorough, critical study of political economy.' 2 However, his use 
of terms like "alienation' and "the realisation of the human 
essence' plainly show that Marx's analysis is not a purely scientific 
one. Nor is it empirical, if this is taken to mean devoid of value 
judgements. For Marx's description is full of dramatically over-

1 'Excerpt-notes of 1844', Texte, pp. 180 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 281 .  

2 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, pp • .006 f. ; Easton and Guddat,_p. 284. 
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simplified pronouncements that border on the epigrammatic .  And 
while the economic analysis is taken over from classical economics, 
the moral judgements are inspired by the reading (noted above) 
of Schulz, Pecqueur, Sismondi, and Buret. It is important to 
realise, in order to understand Marx's clai01s, that •empirical' for 
him did not involve a fact-value distinction (an idea which he 
would have rej ected) but merely that the analysis (wherever it 
might lead) started in the right place - .with man's material needs.1 

3. C o M M U N I S M  

Of Marx's second manuscript only four pages towards the end 
survive. Here Marx is describing the attitude of the capitalist to 
the worker. 

The worker is only a worker when he exists as capital for him
self, and he only exists as capital when capital is there for him. 
The existence of capital is his existence, his life, since it deter
mines the content of his life independently of him. Political 
economy thus does not recognise the unoccupied worker, the 
working man so far as he is outside this work relationship.2 

The existence of private property implied both the production of 
human activity as alienated labour and the production of capital 
which made all natural and social characteristics irrelevant ; 
Marx praises classical economics for having abolished the romantic 
illusions of the landowner and transformed him into a. prosaic 
capitalist . He analyses recent economic developments and con
cludes that 'There follows the necessary victory of the capitalist, 
i .e .  of developed private property, over undeveloped, immature 
private property, the landowner. '3 The manuscript finishes with 
short passages on the development of the relationship of capital 
to labour. 

1 For a closely argued analysis of the empirical features of Marx's doctrine of 
alienation, see D. Braybrooke, 'Diagnosis and Remedy in Marx's Doctrine of 
Alienation' ,  in Social Research (autumn 1958) .  There are several pieces of 
research that take Marx's doctrine as a· basis. One of the best-known is 
R. Blauner, Alienation and Freedom (Chicago, 1964). 

2 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Frilhe Schriften, p. 576 ; Bottomore, p. 137. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, p. 583 ; Bottomore, p. 143. 
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, The third manuscript begins with two long notes referring to a 
manuscript that has been lost. The first of these notes deal!! with 
private property and labour. It is only the economics of Adam 
Smith and his followers, says Marx, that •can be considered as 
both a product of modern industry, and a force which has acceler
ated and extolled the dynamism and development of industry and 
had made it a power in the domain of consciousness'.1 Engels was 
right in calling Adam Smith •the Luther of economics'.2 Just as 
Luther internalised religion, so in modern economics man was 
recognised as the essence of private property. But this recognition 
was only apparent, for economics was caught in the contradiction 
of making labour the sole essence of wealth and yet demonstrating 
that this had consequences that were inimical to man. The rest of 
the note is a criticism of Quesnay and the physiocrats for defend
ing feudal conceptions in the language of modern economics. 

The second of Marx's notes outlines his conception of com
munism. The path towards the overcoming of self-alienation 
followed the same stages as the process of alienation. Previous 
attempts to formulate this transition had been unsatisfactory. 
Proudhon, for example, had advocated the abolition of capital 
and Fourier and Saint-Simon had traced the alienation of 
labour to a particular form of labour. As a result, Fourier had 
advocated a return to agricultural labour, while Saint-Simon con
sidered the correct organisation of industrial labour to be the key. 
Communism, however, went further than these partial insights 
and represented •the positive expression of private property as 
overcome'.3 But even communism had its stages . 

The first form - •crude' communism - was merely the universali
sation of private property. •on the one hand the domination of 
material property bulks so large that it wants ,to destroy every
thing which cannot be possessed by everyone as private property. 
It wants to abstract from talent, etc . ,  by force. Immediate 
physical possession is for it the sole aim of life and existence. '4 
This conception of communism had its counterpart in the proposal 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, p. 585 ; Bottomore, p. 147. 
2 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Frahe Schriften, p. 585; Bottomore, p. 147. 
9 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr'ilhe Schriften, p. 590 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 301 . 
4 'Pari!! Manu!!Cripts' ,  Fr'iihe Schriften , pp. 590 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 

301 f. 
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to abolish marriage and substitute the community of women. For 
it was the relationship between the sexes that was "the immediate, 
natural necessary relationship of human being to human being'.l 

This communism - in that it negates man's personality every
where - is only the logical expression of the private property 
which is this negation. Universal envy establishing itself as a 
power is only the disguised form in which greed re-establishes 
and satisfies itself in another way . . . .  How little this over
coming of private property is an actual appropriation is shown 
precisely by the abstract negation of the entire world of culture 
and civilisation, the reversion to the unnatural simplicity of the 
poor and wantless man who has not gone beyond private 
property, has not yet even achieved it.2 

Here the only community was a community of (alienated) labour 
and the only equality was one of wages paid out by the community 
as universal capitalist. 

Marx seems here to be referring to two groups, the Travailleurs 
Egalitaires and the Humanitaires, mentioned by Engels in his 
article "The Progress of Social Reform on the Continent •, pub
lished in the Owenite paper New Moral World in November 1843. 
According to Engels, the former •were just like the Babouvists of 
the great revolution, rather •rough hewn' ; they proposed to turn 
the world into a community of workers and thus to abolish every 
refinement of culture, science and art as useless, dangerous and 
aristocratic luxury.'3 ThP. Humanitairea were "particularly known 
for their attacks on marriage, the family and similar institutions'.' 
The Travailleurs Egalitairea and their newspaper, L'Humanitaire, 
came into being about 1840, after the dissolution of the Societe des 
Saiaona in 1 839, following its abortive attempt to organise a coup. 
L'Humanitaire took its main inspiration from Silvain Marechal, 
author of the Babouviste Manifeate des Egau:JJ, and from Blanqui.li 

The second form of communism that Marx wiShes to brand as 
inadequate is  of two sorts : the first he describes as •still of political 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts',  Fr1lhe Schriften, p. 592 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 303. 
• ' Paris Manuscripts', Fr1Jhe Schriften, p. 591 ; Easton and Guddat; p. 302. 
8 MEGA I ii 439. Ibid. 
6 Cf. E. DolMans, Histoire du mouvement ouvrier (Palis, 1957) I 179. There is 

a lot of useful background information in KAgi, Genesis dPB hiatorischen 

Materialiamua, pp. 238 ff. 
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nature, democratic or despotic', and the second as achieving 'the 
overcoming of the state but still incomplete and influenced by 
private property, that is, by the alienation of man'.1 Of both these 
forms Marx says 

Communism already knows itself as the reintegration or return 
of man to himself, as the overcoming of human self-alienation, 
but since it has not yet understood the positive essence of 
private property and j ust as little the human nature of needs, it 
still remains captive to and infected by private property. It has, 
indeed, grasped its concept but still not its essence.2 

The democratic communism that Marx mentions here must be the 
utopian sort advocated by Etienne Cabet which was increasingly 
popular in Paris .about this time ; the despotic type probably 
alludes to the transitory dictatorship of the proletariat advocated 
by the followers of Babeuf. The second type of communism, 
involving the abolition of the state, was represented by Dezamy, 
author of the famous phrase about an accountant and a register 
being all that was necessary to ensure the perfect functioning of 
the future communist society. 

Thirdly, Marx describes his own idea of communism - the 
culmination of previous inadequate conceptions : 

Communism as positive overcoming of private property, as 
human self-alienation, and thus as the actual appropriation of 
the human essence through and for man ; therefore as the com
plete and conscious restoration of man to himself within the 
total wealth of previous development, the restoration of man as 
a social, that is, human being. This communism as completed 
naturalism is humanism, as completed humanism is naturalism. 
It is the genuine resolution of the antagonism between man and 
nature and between man and man ; it is the true resolution of 
the conflict between existence and essence, objectification and 
self-affirmation, freedom and necessity, individual and species. 
It is the riddle of history solved and knows itself as this 
solution.3 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriflen, p. 593 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 303. 
2 ' Paris Manuscripts ' ,  Frilhe Schr�(ten, p. 593 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 303 f. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts' , Prulte Schriflen, pp. 593 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 304. 

For an extraordinarily perceptive modern continuation of the ' utopian' 

themes evident in Marx in such passages as this, see the works by Ernest Bloch 

cited in the Bibliography. 
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This is the first time Marx declares himself in favour of com
munism. The words socialism and communism were used almost 
interchangeably about this time. The word "socialism' first 
became current in England among the Owenites in the 18�0s ; 
• communism' was a more particular term of recent French origin, 
applying to the doctrines of men such as Cabet and Dezamy and 
involving especially the abolition of private property. When did 
Marx become a communist ? He was familiar with communist ideas 
from the latter half of 184�, for in the articles rejecting the 
accusations of communism by the Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung 
he cites Leroux, Considerant and Proudhon, adding that he 
•cannot even concede theoretical reality to communistic ideas in 
their present form' .1  The Rheinische Zeitung in general was 
hostile to communism and Hess's articles were the exception. 
Marx himself said that on the suppression of the Rheinische 
Zeitung he "withdrew from the public stage into the study' in 
order to form an opinion on "French tendencies'.2 In September 
1843 Marx again rejects communism as a "dogmatic abstraction' 
and even socialism was for him at that time •only one side of the 
reality of true human nature'.3 It is true that Engels in an article 
published in November 1848 refers to Marx and others as 
"philosophical communists',4 but Engels was in England at the 
time and did not know Marx well. It seems clear that Marx was not 
a communist until the appearance of the Deutsch-Franzosiacke 
Jakrbiicker. A terminus ante quem is established by the "Paris 
Manuscripts' written during the summer of 1844, and by October 
1844 Marx and Engels both took communism for granted in their 
correspondence. This fits well with Ruge 's statement in his 
memoirs that Marx gave as his reason for breaking with him that 
he (Marx) was a communist. Ruge dated this conversion of Marx's 
very specifically : "From September 1843 to March 1844 Marx 
made the transition to ••crass socialism".'5 Thus Marx became a 
communist in the first three months of 1844. 

Having outlined his conception of communism, Marx goes on to 
1 ' Communism and the .Augsburger .Allgemeine Zeitung', MEG.A I i (1) 263 ; 

Easton and Guddat, p. 134. 
1 K. Marx-F. Engels, Selected Works, 1 362. 
8 'Letter to Ruge', MEG.A I i (1) 573 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 212. 
4 MEG .A I ii  448. 
5 Ruge, Zwei Jahre in Paris, I 139 f. Cf. Ruge, Briefwecllsel,. ed . Nerrlich, I 341.  
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enlarge on three of its particular aspects : its historical bases, its 
social character and its regard for the individual. 

Dealing with the first aspect - the historical bases of communism 
- Marx draws a further distinction between his own communism 
and the other •underdeveloped' sort. This latter (as examples of 
which he cites the utopian communism of Cabet and Villegardelle) 
tries to justify itself by appealing to certain historical forms of 
community that were opposed to private property. But this choice 
of isolated aspects or epochs of past history implied, for Marx, 
that the rest of history was not an argument for communism. In his 
own version, on the other hand, "The entire movement of history 
is therefore both its actual genesis - the birth of its empirical 
existence - and also for its thinking awareness the conceived and 
conscious movement of its becoming.'1 Thus the whole revolution
ary movement •finds both its empirical as well as theoretical basis 
in the development of private property - in the economy, to be 
exact'.ll This was so because the alienation of human life was 
expressed in the existence of private property, and it was in the 
movement of private property, in production and consumption, 
that man had hitherto attempted to realise himself. "Religion, 
family, state, law, morality, science, art, etc. ,  are only particular 
forms of production and fall under its general law. The positive 
overcoming of private property as the appropriation of human life 
is thus the positive overcoming of all alienation and the return of 
man from religion, family, state, etc., to his human, that is, social 
existence. '3 The basic alienation, Marx goes on, occurs in the 
economic sphere : religious alienation only occurred in the con
sciousness of man, whereas economic alienation occurred in his 
real life and thus its supersession involved the supersession of all 
alienations. Of course, the preaching of atheism might be impor
tant where religion was strong, but atheism was only a stage on 
the path to communism, and an abstract one at that ; only 
communism proposed a doctritJ.e of action that afFected what was 
real. 

Secondly, in emphasising the social character of ·communism 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frflhe Schriften, p. 594 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 304. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr6he Schriften, p. 594 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 304. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fr1lhe Schriften, pp. 594 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 

305. 
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Marx begins by recapitulating the contents of a manuscript that 
has not survived, probably the continuation of the one on alien
ated labour. The relation of man to himself, to other men and to 
what he produced in an unalienated situation showed that it was 
the social character of labour that was basic. He says, in a passage 
similar to the third thesis on Feuer bach : • As society itself produces 
man as man, so it is produced by him. Activity and satisfaction, 
both in their content and mode of existence, are social, social 
activity and social satisfaction. '1 Marx then extends the re
ciprocal relation of man and society to man and nature : 

The human essence of nature primarily exists only for social 
man, because only here is nature a link With man, as his exis
tence for others and their existence for him, as the life-element 
of human actuality - only here is nature the foundation of man's 
own human existence. Only here has the natural existence of 
man become his human existence and nature become human. 
Thus society is the completed, essential unity of man with 
nature, the true resurrection of nature, the fulfilled naturalism 
of man and humanism of nature.2 

This passage, and other similar ones, show Marx very much under 
the influence of Hegel, to such an extent that he almost says that 
nature is produced by man.8 Returning to the social aspect, Marx 
shows that the capacities peculiar to man are produced in social 
intercourse. Even when a man was working in isolation, he 
performed a social act simply in virtue of his being human. Even 
thinking - since it used language - was a social activity. 

However - and this is Marx's third point - this emphasis on the 
social aspects of man's being did not destroy man's individuality : 
"Though man is therefore a particular individual - and precisely 
his particularity makes him an individual, an actual individual 
communal being - he is equally the totality, the ideal totality, the 
subjective existence of society explicitly thought and experienced.' 
Marx adds a (not very convincing) remark on death, which 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schriften, p. 596 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 305. 
a 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schr\ften, p. 596 ; Easton and Gud'dat, pp. 

305 f. 
a See, for example, the interpretation of J.-Y. Calvez, La Penaee de Karl 

Marx (Paris, 1956) pp. 380 ft'. 
' 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr11he Schriften, p. 597 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 307. 
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'seems to be a harsh victory of the species over the particular 
individual and to contradict the species' unity, but the particular 
individual is only a particular generic being and as such mortal'.l 

Marx devotes most of the rest of this section to drawing a 
picture of unalienated man, man whom he calls 'total' and 'all
sided'. One should not, he says, have too narrow an idea about 
what the supersession of private property will achieve : just as the 
state of alienation totally vitiated all human faculties, so the 
supersession of this alienation would be a total liberation. It 
would not just be limited to the enjoyment or possession of 
material obj ects . All human faculties - Marx lists seeing, hearing, 
smelling, tasting, touching, thinking, observing, feeling, desiring, 
acting, loving - would, in their different ways, become means of 
appropriating reality. This was difficult to imagine for alienated 
man, since private property had made men so stupid that they 
could only imagine an object to be theirs when they actually used 
it and even then it was only employed as a means of sustaining 
life which was understood as consisting of labour and the creation 
of capital. 

Referring to Hess's work on the subj ect, Marx declares that all 
physical and intellectual senses have been replaced by a single 
alienation - that of having. But this absolute poverty would give 
birth to the inner wealth of human beings : 

The overcoming of private property means therefore the com
plete emancipation of all human senses and aptitudes, but it 
means this emancipation precisely because these senses and 
aptitudes have become human both subj ectively and objectively. 
The eye has become a human eye, just as its object has become 
a social, human obj ect derived from and for man. The senses 
have therefore become theoreticians immediately in their praxis. 
They try to relate themselves to their subject matter itself in an 
obj ective human relation to itself and to man, and vice versa. 
Need or satisfaction have thus lost their egoistic nature, and 
nature has lost its mere utility by use becoming human use.2 

A man's contact with reality, Marx continued, was not merely 
an individual one : he appropriated objects with and through 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frillte Schrijten, p. 598; Easton and Guddat, p. 307 
2 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schrijten , p. 599 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 308. 
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other men. The way the faculties of unalienated man appropriated 
their obj ects became totally different when the obj ect became an 
obj ect that corresponded to man's nature. Then man was no 
longer lost in it . Marx here divides his discussion of the relation 
of man to nature .into an objective and a subj ective side. Obj ec
tively, alienated man dealt with objects that were objectifications 
of himself. This link is so intimate that Marx says : • All obj ects 
become for him the objectification of himself, become obj ects 
which confirm and realise his individuality as his obj ects, that is, 
he himself becomes the obj ect.'l Subj ectively, beauty of music or 
of form only had meaning for a faculty trained to appreciate it. 
This cultivation or creation of the faculties could only be achieved 
in certain surroundings. "For not only the five senses but also the 
so-called spiritual and moral senses (will, love, etc.), in a word, 
human sense and the humanity of the senses come into being only 
through the existence of their obj ect, through nature humanised. 
The development of the five senses is a labour of the whole 
previous history of the world. '2 For plainly a starving man 
appreciated food in a purely animal way ; and a dealer in minerals 
saw only value, and not necessarily beauty, in his wares .  For his 
faculties to become human faculties, man needed to be liberated 
from all external constraints. 

In the past, cultural development had depended on the develop
ment of private property, with all the malformations that that 
impli!i!d ; the transcendence of private property would thus give 
rise to a full and harmonious development of man's cultural 
potentialities. Abstract intellectual oppositions - that, for ex
ample, between spiritualism and materialism - would disappear 
when the real problems of life were tackled. "It is apparent hew 
the resolution of theoretical antitheses is possible only in a 
practical way, only through man's practical energy.'3 

It is passages such as this that have led people to say that 
Marx's model of human activity is an artistic one and that he 
draws much of his picture of man from romantic. sources and 
particularly from Schiller. The idea of man's alienated senses find
ing objects appropriate to them, the attempt to form a connection 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1Jhe 8chriften, p. 600 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 309 . 
I 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1Jhe Schriften, p. 601 ; Easton anjl Guddat, p. 309. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fr11he Schriften, p. 602 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 310. 
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between freedom and aesthetic activity, the picture of the all
round man - all these occur in Schiller's Briefe. The following 
pa'Ssages show what Schiller was describing : 

. . .  Enjoyment was separated from labour, the means from the 
end, exertion from recompense .  Eternally fettered only to a 
single little fragment of the whole, man fashions himself only as 
a fragment ; ever hearing only the monotonous whirl of the 
wheel which he turns, he never displays the full harmony of his 
being . . . .  1 The aesthetic formative impulse establishes . . . a 
joyous empire wherein it releases man from all the fetters of 
circumstance, and frees him, both physically and morally, from 
all that can be called constraint.2 

It is also possible that there was a more contemporary and personal 
influence of the same nature, in that Marx spent a lot of his time 
in Paris in the company of Heine and Herwegh, two poets who did 
their best to embody the German romantic ideal. Heine Marx 
declared to be the only man that he was sorry to leave when 
expelled from Paris, and it was Marx's attachment to Herwegh 
that led to his quarrel with Ruge. 

Marx goes on to sketch the importance of industry in the 
history of mankind. The passage anticipates his later, more 
detailed accounts of historical materialism. It was the history of 
industry, Marx maintained, that really revealed · human capa
bilities and human psychology. Since human nature had been 
misunderstood in the past, history had been turned into the 
history of religion, politics and art. Industry, however, revealed 
man's essential faculties and was the basis for any science of man. 
In the past, natural science had only been viewed from a utilitarian 
angle. But its recent immense growth had enabled it, through 
industry, to transform the life of man. If industry were con
ceived of as the exterior expression of man's essential faculties, 
then natural science would be able to form the basis of human 
science. This science had to be based on sense-experience, as 
described by Feuerbach. But since this was human sense-experi-

1 F. Schiller, tJber die iisthetische Erziehung des Menscht>n, ed. W. Henckmann 
(Munich, 1967), p. 92. 

• Ibid. ,  p. 186. Quoted in S. Lukes, 'Alienation and Anomie', in Pllilosophy, 
Politics and Society, 3rd series (Oxford, 1967). 
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ence, there would be a single, !lll-embracing science : •Natural 
science will in time include the science of man as the science of 
man will include natural science : there will be one science.'l Thus 
the reciprocal relationship that Marx had outlined before between 
man and nature is reflected here in his idea of a natural science of 
man. . 

Marx here adds an aside on the meaning of wealth and poverty 
for socialist man : 

It is apparent how the rich man and wide human need appear in 
place of economic wealth and poverty. The rich man is simul
tlmeously one who needs a totality of human manifestations of 
life and in whom his own realisation exists as inner necessity, as 
neeJ. Not only the wealth but also the poverty of man equally 
acquire - 1 under the premise of socialism - a human and thus 
social meaning. It is the passive bond which lets man experience 
the greatest wealth, the other human being, as need. 2 

The last part of Marx's manuscript consists of a rather un
characteristic digression on the question of whether the world was 
created or not. One of the key ideas in Marx's picture of man is 
that man is his own creator ; any being that lived by the favour of 
another was a dependent being. Accordingly, Marx rejects the 
idea that the world was created : although the notion of creation 
was a difficult one to dispel, it had been practically refuted by the 
science of geogeny which taught that the world was generated 
spontaneously. Marx then rehearses Aristotle's argument about 
the individual owing his existence to his parents and they to their 
parents and so forth. To this he replies, relying on his conception 
of man as a species-being : 'You must also keep in mind the 
circular movem,ent sensibly apparent in that process whereby man 
reproduces himself in procreation ; thus man always remains the 
subject.'3 Marx's imaginary opponent then asks who created the 
first man and nature as a whole. Marx replies : 

If you ask about the creation of nature and man, you thus 
abstract from nature and man. You assert them as non-existent 
and yet want me to prove them to you as existing. I say to you : 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriftm, p. 604 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 312. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  FriJhe Schriften, p. 605 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 312. 
a 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Frahe Schriften, p. 606 ;  Easton and Guddat, p. 313. 
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give up your abstraction and you will also give up your question. 
Or if you want to maintain your abstraction, be consistent and 
if you think of man and nature as non-existent, think of yourself 
as non-existent as you too are nature and man. Do not think, 
do not question me, for as soon as you think and question, your 
abstraction from the existence of nature and man makes no 
sense. Or are you such an egoist that you assert everything as 
nothing and yet want yourself to exist ?1 

Marx's argument is plainly rather stilted and when his opponent 
replies that he does not want to assert the nothingness of nature 
but only to ask about its genesis, as he might ask an anatomist 
about the formation of bones, Marx breaks off the argument and 
continues in a much more characteristic vein : •since for socialist 
man, however, the entire so-called world history is only the 
creation of man through human labour and the development of 
nature for man, he has evident and incontrovertible proof of his 
self-creation, his own formation process. '2 Thus for socialist man 
the question of an alie_n being beyond man and nature whose 
existence would imply their unreality had become impossible. For 
him the mutual interdependence of man and nature was what was 
essential and anything else seemed unreal. • Atheism as a denial of 
this unreality no longer makes sense because it is a negation of 
God and through this negation asserts the existence of man. But 
socialism as such no longer needs such mediation. It begins with 
the sensuous perception, theoretically and practically, of man and 
nature as essential beings. '3 This perception, once established, no 
longer required the overcoming of religion, j ust as man's life, once 
rid of alienation, no longer needed the overcoming of private 
property, no longer needed communism. Marx finishes with a very 
Hegelian remark on the transitoriness of the communist phase : 
•The position of communism is the negation of the negation and 
hence, for the next stage of historical development, the necessary 
actual phase of man's emancipation and rehabilitation. Com
munism is the necessary form and · dynamic principle of the 
immediate future but not as such the goal of human development 

1 'Paris Manuscri1>ts ', Prulte Scltri(ten , pp. 606 f. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 
313 f. 

2 ' Paris Manuscri}>ts ', Pr fllte Schriften , p. 607 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  314.  
3 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frfllte Scltriften, l'· 607 ; Easton and Gnddat, p. 314. 
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- the form of human society. '1 Here communism seems to be 
viewed as merely a stage in the dialectical evolution, a stage that 
at a given moment would have served its purpose and be super
seded. The earlier picture of •true communism' as •the solution to 
the riddle of history'2 was much more static and unhistorical. 

4. H E G E L ' S  D I A L E C T I C  

a .  Preliminary 

The section to which the editors of the MEGA gave the title 
•critique of Hegelian Dialectic and Philosophy in General' follows, 
in Marx's manuscript, directly on, and forms part of, his section 
on communism. This section was divided numerically into five 
parts and the section on Hegel's dialectic is preceded by a number 
six, as though it formed a continuation of Ma�'s comments on 
communism. In the preface he does say : •In contrast to the critical 
theologians of our time I have regarded the concluding chapter of 
the present work - the discussion of the Hegelian dialectic and 
philosophy in general - to be absolutely necessary because such a 
task has not yet been accomplished.'3 But what we have here are 
only •some comments' and unfinished comments at that, for Marx 
says he will deal with the Young Hegelians also but does not do so. 
The elaboration of themes that had arisen in the previous sections 
on communism - particularly the relationship between man and 
nature and the eventual irrelevance of atheism - show how 
closely this section is linked to previous ones. In a paragraph a 
few pages further on, Marx indicates how his discussion of Hegel 
is relevant to the preceding themeS' of the manuscript. The point 
is that •Hegel's standpoint is that of modern political econ�my. '' 
However abstract and mental was Hegel's conception of labour, 
he saw that labour was the creator of value : the structure of 
philosophy accurately reflected the real economic alienation of 
man in his work process. Hegel had grasped the essence of man's 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frahe Schriften, p. 608 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 31<4. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fr1lhe Schriften, p. 594 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 304. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts', Frahe Schriften, p. 508 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 285. 
' 'Paris Manuscripts', Frahe Schriften, p. 646 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 322. 
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labour in a way that was hidden from classical economists . Having 
attacked the classical economists for their neglect of this fact, 
Marx is now attacking Hegel for having 'mystified' his very real 
discoveries. 

What Marx does in this section is to discuss the various 
attitudes of the Young Hegelians to Hegel, and to single out 
Feuerbach as the only constructive thinker ; he then uses Hegel 
to show up the weaknesses in Feuerbach's approach and finally 
settles down to a long analysis of Hegel's fundamental error, first 
in the Phenomenology in general and particularly in the last 
chapter. The style is often obscure, involved and extremely 
repetitive, as Marx is constantly working over and reformulating 
his attitude to Hegel . 

b. The Young Hegeliana 

Marx thinks that, until very recently, the Young Hegelians 
had scarcely spared a thought for their methodology : 'Modern 
German criticism has been so much preoccupied with the past, so 
much restricted by the development of its subj ect matter, that 
it has had a completely uncritical attitude toward methods of 
criticism and has been completely oblivious to the seemingly 
formal but actually essential question : how do we now stand in 
relation to the Hegelian dialectic ?'1 Marx has in mind Strauss and 
particularly Bruno Bauer who, with most of the Berlin Young 
Hegelians, had retired from the political battle and were turning 
their criticism into something completely transcendental and 
uncommitted. Feuerbach, on the other hand, was the only one of 
Hegel's disciples who had been able to come to terms with Hegel's 
dialectic. 'Feuerbach is the only one who has a serious, critical 
relation to Hegel's dialectic, who has made genuine discoveries in 
this field, and who above all is the true conqueror of the old 
philosophy. The magnitude of Feuerbach's achievement and the 
unpretentious simplicity with which he presents it to the world 
stand in a strikingly opposite inverse ratio. '2 Marx divides 
Feuer bach's great achievements into three : 

(1) Proof that philosophy is nothing more than religion brought 
1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, p. 637 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 315. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts',  Frflhe Schriften, p. 639 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 316. 
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to and developed in reflection, and thus is equally to be con
demned as another form and mode of the alienation of man's 
nature ; 

(2} The establishment of true materialism and real science by 
making the social relationship of •man to man' the fundamentftl 
principle of his theory ; 

(3) Opposing to the negation of the negation, which claims to 
be the absolute positive , the self-subsistent positive positively 
grounded on itself.l 

Further evidence of Marx's respect for Feuerbach is contained in 
a letter of his written in August 1844 and only published a few 
years ago. Enclosing a copy of his •Introduction to a Critique of 
Hegel's Philosophy of Law', Marx says : 

I am glad to find an opportunity of assuring you of the great 
admiration and - allow me the word - love that I bear towards 
you. Your Philoaophy of the F'Uture and Eaaence of Faith are in 
any case, in spite of their limited size, of more weight than 
all the present-day German literature put together. In these 
writings you have given - whether intentionally I do not know 
a philosophical basis to socialism, and the communists, too, 
have immediately miderstood these works in this sense. The 
unity of man with man, which is based on the real difference 
between men, the concept of a human species drawn down from 
the heaven of abstraction to the real earth, what can this be 
but the concept of society ?2 

Put briefly, what Feuerbach had succeeded in showing (accord
ing to Marx) was that Hegel had started from the abstract, 
infinite point of view of religion and theology, superseded this by 
the finite and particular attitude of philosophy and then super
seded this attitude by a restoration of the abstraction typical of 
theology. Philosophy, having superseded theology, then went 
back on its tracks and contradicted itself. Feuerbach thought 
the final stage - the negation of the negation - was a regression 
and Marx agreed, saying that it enabled Hegel to find •only 
the abstract, logical, speculative expression of the movement of 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', FrUhe Schriften, p. 639 ; Easton and Guddat, l'P· 
316 f. 

1 L. Feuerbach, Briiftoechlel, ed. W. Schutrenhauer (Leipzig, 1963) pp. 183 f. 
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history, not the actual history of man as a given subject but only 
man's genesis, the history of his origin' .1 

c. Hegel 

Marx breaks off here to have a look at Hegel's system. He begins 
by copying out the table of contents of the Phenomenology, •the 
true birth place and secret of his philosophy'.2 He then sum
marises the elements in Hegel's philosophy and accuses Hegel of a 
double mistake.3 Firstly, though Hegel said that man suffered 
from economic and political alienation, it was only the thought of 
economics and politics in which Hegel was interested. The whole 
process ended in absolute knowledge, with the result that it was 
the philosopher who j udged the world. Thus, according to Hegel : 

It is not that the human being obj ectifies himself inhumanly in 
opposition to himself, but that he objectifies himself by dis
tinction from and in opposition to abstract thought - this is the 
essence of alienation as given and as to be transcended. The 
appropriation of man's essential capacities which have become 
things, even alien things, is thus primarily only an appropriation 
taking place in consciousness, in pure thought, that is, in 
a bstraction.4 

Marx's second objection is, in effect, the same as the first - that 
Hegel had made all the entities that in reality belonged objectively 
and sensuously to man into mental entities, since for him spirit 
alone was the genuine essence of man. 

However, this crit�cism of Hegel is tempered by an analysis of 
Hegel's achievements that shmvs clearly how much, in spite of his 
stringent criticism, Marx owes to Hegel. For Marx considers that, 
although in the Phenomenology criticism was still liable to mystify 
and was not sufficiently self-aware, this criticism nevertheless 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fr11he Schriften, p. 640 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 317. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 641 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  318. 
1 For an analysis of the implications of this 'double mistake' for Marx's 

later writings, see J. O'Neill, 'The Concept of Estrangement in the Early and 
Later Writirtgs of Karl Marx', Phik!tophy and Pllenomenological Research 
(Sep 1964) pp. 65 tf. 

' ' Paris Manuscripts', Fr11he Schriften, pp. 643 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 
320. 
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went far beyond later developments ; in other words, none of the 
disciples had as yet been able to outstrip their master. Indeed, 
Marx makes the astonishing claim for the Phenomenology that 
• All the elements of criticism are implicit in it, already prepared 
and elaborated in a manner far surpassing the Hegelian stand
point. The sections on the .. unhappy consciousness", the .. honest 
consciousness", the struggle between the .. noble and base con
sciousness", etc. etc . ,  contain the critical elements - though still 
in an alienated form - of whole spheres such as religion, the state, 
civil life, etc. •1 This was because the Phenomenology had under
stood the alienation of man, had achieved insights into the process 
of man's development and had seen that the obj ects which 
appeared to order men's lives - their religion, their wealth - in 
fact belonged to man and were the produc� of essential human 
capacities. Marx sums up his attitude to Hegel as follows : 

The great thing in Hegel's Phenomenology and its final result 
the dialectic of negativity as the moving and productive 
principle - is simply that Hegel grasps the self-development of 
man as a process, objectification as loss of the obj ect, as 
alienation and transcendence of this alienation ; that he thus 
grasps the nature of work and comprehends obj ective m a n ,  
authentic because actual, as the result of his work . 2  

Man could only become the species-being that he was by first 
treating his species-powers as obj ects separate from himself, and 
this meant that alien_ation was a necessary stage in mankind's 
evolution. Before finishing his general comments on the Pheno
menology, however, Marx returns to what he considers Hegel's 
basic defect, saying that though Hegel does grasp labour as the 
self-confirming essence of man, yet •The only labour Hegel knows 
and recognises is abstract, mental labour. '3 

Although Marx's language is, as often, involved and his 
arrangement somewhat haphazard, this is the passage where he 
gives his fullest and clearest account of his debt to, and dis
agreements with, Hegel. Hegel thought that reality was Spirit 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 644 ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 
320 f. 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 645 ; Easton and Guddat, p.  321 . 
8 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 646 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 322. 
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realising itself. In this process Spirit produced a world that it 
thought at first was external ; only later did it realise that this 
world was its own production. Spirit was not something separate 
from this productive activity ; it only existed in and through this 
activity. At the beginning of this process Spirit was not aware that 
it was externalising or alienating itself. Only gradually did Spirit 
realise that the world was not external to it. It is the failure to 
realise this that constituted, for Hegel, alienation. This alienation 
would cease when men became fully self-conscious and under
stood their environment and their culture to be emanations of 
Spirit. Freedom consisted in this understanding, and freedom was 
the aim of history. What Marx did, roughly, was to rej ect the 
notion of Spirit and retain only finite individual beings : thus the 
Hegelian relationship of spirit and the world became the Marxian 
notion of the relationship of man to his social being. Marx says 
that Hegel only takes account of man's mental activities, that is, 
of h!s - ideas, and that these, though important, are by them
selves insufficient to explain social and cultural change. 

In fact, this criticism of Hegel is not quite accurate. Hegel 
certainly took more factors into account than simply man's 
intellectual and cultural activities . Even in the Phenomenology 
Hegel deals with man as a political and biological animal. The 
sections on master and slave and on the need for and struggle for 
recognition are deeply political. Indeed, it is often asserted1 that 
the passage in the Phenomenology that particularly impressed 
Marx was the one on master and slave ;2 however, it seems possible 
that the reverse is true and that Marx, when criticising Hegel for 
being abstract and mental, did not pay sufficient attention to this 
section of the Phenomenology ; certainly Marx (though he does 
specify other sections that appealed to him) never alludes to this 
one. 

Marx then turns his attention exclusively to the last chapter 
of Hegel's Phenomenology - he had made an extended precis of it 
which still survives as- the fourth of the manuscripts . His main 
point here is that, acc�rding to Hegel, self-consciousness has only 
itself for obj ect and so man can be equated with self-consciousness. 

1 Cf., for example, Tucker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx, p. 147. 
2 For a lucid exposition of this passage, see Plamenatz, Man and Society, n 

154 ff. 
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It followed that it was objectivity which constituted aliena
tion and that the overcoming of alienation involved the over
coming of objectivity, these two terms being for Hegel practically 
synonymous.1 As Marx says some pages later, •The appropriation 
of alienated, obj ective being or the transcendence of objectivity 
in the mode of alienation . . .  for Hegel means also or primarily 
the transcendence of objectivity since the objective character of 
the object for self-consciousness, not its determinateness, is the 
scandal of alienation. '2 Marx sets out to summarise Hegel's view 
of the overcoming of alienation, prefacing it with the remark that 
whereas Hegel talked as though human nature were but one 

attribute of self-consciousness, in reality self-consciousness was 
an attribute of human nature. For Hegel, Marx continues, all 
alienation was alienation of self-consciousness . Thus actual 
alienation, alienation that had to do with natural obj ects, was 
only apparent - hence the word •phenomenology'. 

The rest of this section consists of a critical commentary on this 
idea of the overcoming of alienation and divides into two parts : 
in the first, Marx explains his conception of man as an objective, 
natural being ; in the second, he criticises in detail Hegel's 
idealism. 

Firstly, then, in opposition to Hegel's conception of man as 
self-consciousness, Marx proclaims : 

It is entirely to be expected that a living, natural being endowed 
with objective (i .e .  material) capacities should have real natural 
obj ects corresponding to its nature and also that its self
externalisation should establish an actual objective world, but 
a world in the form of externality, one which does not belong to 
such a being's nature, an overpowering world. There is nothing 
incomprehensible or mysterious in this . The contrary, rather, 
would be mysterious .a 1 

It was equally clear that, if man were reduced to self-consciousness 
then he could only establish outside himself abstract obj ects that 
were constructs of man's mind. These obj ects would have no 
independence via-a-via man's self-consciousness. Marx's view of 

1 Further on this see J. Hyppolite, Logique et existence (Paris, 1953} last 
chapter. 

2 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 653 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 327. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts', Frillte Scltriften, p. 649 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 324. 
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human nature is very different : '\Vhen actual, ,corporeal man with 
his feet firmly planted on the solid ground, inhaling and exhaling 
all of nature's energies, establishes his actual, objective essential 
capacities as alien objects through his externalisation, the 
establishing is not the subject but the subjectivity of objective 
capacities whose action must therefore be objective. '1 Marx calls 
his view "naturalism' or "humanism', and distinguishes this from 
both idealism and materialism and claims that it unites what is 
essential both to idealism and to materialism. "We see here how a 
consistent naturalism or humanism is distinguished from both 
idealism , and materialism as well, and at the same time is the 
unifying truth of both. We also see how only naturalism is able to 
comprehend the act of world history.'2 Marx follows this with two 
concise paragraphs, very reminiscent of the previous section on 
private property and communism, on the meaning 'Of naturalism 
and objectivity. Nature seems to mean to Marx whatjs opposed 
to man, what affords him scope for his activities and satisfies his 
needs. It is these needs and drives that make up man's nature. 
Marx calls his view "naturalism' both because man is orientated 
towards nature and fulfils his needs in and through nature and 
also more fundamentally, because man is a part of nature. Thus 
man as an active natural being was endowed with certain natural 
capacities, powers and drives . But he was also a limited, dependent 
suffering creature. The objects of his drives were independent of 
him, yet he needed them to satisfy himself and express his objec
tive nature. Thus, "A being which does not have its nature outside 
itself is not a natural one and has no part in the system of 
nature. '3 

This leads on to a discussion of what it is to be objective : " A  
being which has no object outside itself is not objective. A being 
which is not itself an object for a third being has no being for its 
object, that is, is not related objectively, its being is not objective. 
An unobjective being is a nonentity. '4 Marx went on to suppose a 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schriften , p. 649 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 325. 
1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften , p. 650 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 325. 
8 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 651 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 326. 

On this pas!'&ge, see also J. O 'Neill, 'The Concept of Estrangement in the 
Early and J"ater Writings of Karl Marx ', Philoaoplty and Phenomenological 
Reaearch (Sep 1964) pp. 68 f. 

' 'Paris Manuscripts', Fr1lhe Schriften, p. 651 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 326. 
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being that was neither an obj ect itself nor had an obj ect. Such a 
being would be the only existing being, and so non-objective, a 
mere abstraction. Marx finishes : "To be sentient is to suffer. As an 
objective sentient being man is therefore a suffering being, and 
since he feels his suffering, he is a passionate being. Passion is 
man's essential capacity energetically bent on its obj ect.'1 This 
contains echoes of the eighteenth-century French materialists, 
Holbacp and Helvetius, but the main source for Marx's ideas and 
language on nature and objectivity is Feuerbach's Philoaophy of 
the Future.2 

' 

Marx now makes an unconvincing attempt (which he later 
crossed out, as he did the section on naturalism above) to dis
tinguish man from other natural beings . He says that neither the 
objects man deals with nor his perceptions are immediately 
adequate to a thoroughly human being. What he seems to mean is 
that humanism is more than materialism because its objects are 
mediated through the species .  This theme (and the idea of history 
as the self-conscious genesis of man) have been more fully dealt 
with by Marx in the section on communism proper. 

After this digression on his own conception of human nature, 
Marx continues with his commentary on the last chapter of the 
Pherwmenology. He summarises a discussion in which, he says, 
"All the illusions of speculation are assembled.'3 Hegel's two main 
points here were, according to Marx, that consciousness knew the 
nullity of its object in that it knew that its objects were its own 
self-alienation and that there was no distinction between its 
obj ect and itself; and that consciousness, in this knowledge, had 
transcended the alienation and was at one with itself. Marx's 
obj ections here are twofold : firstly, Hegel had equated alienation 
with objectivity ; secondly, man seemed, having recognised the 
spiritual world as a sphere of alienation, to reaffirm it in its 
al�enated form and consider it a facet of his authentic existence, 
that is, to feel himself at one with it. 

1 'Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften, pp. 651 f. ; Easton and Guddat, p. 
321 . 

1 A commentary that emphasises the French materialists is KAgi, Geneais 
des historischen Materialismm, pp. 262 ff. For the debt to Feuerbach, see 
McLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Mar:c, pp. 101 ff. 

8 'Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften,
.
p. 654 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 328. 
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Thus, after transcending religion, for example, and recognising 
it as a product of self-externalisation, he yet finds confirmation 
of himself in religion as religion. Here is the root of Hegel's 
false positivism or of his merely apparent criticism which 
Feuer bach noted as the position, negation and re-establishment 
of religion or theology - but which has to be conceived in more 
general terms. Thus, reason is at one with itself in unreason as 
unreason. Having recognised that man leads an externalised 
life in law, politics, etc. ,  man leads in this externalised life as 
such his truly human life.l 

Thus for Marx the issue of Hegel's accommodation (that had been 
in his mind since he wrote his doctoral thesis) was quite clear : 
Hegel's false positivism was 'the lie of his principle'.2 Marx 
differed fundamentally from Hegel on the meaning of the term 
.A.ufhebung (transcendence, suppression). He considered that 
Hegel's account was merely a speculative trap : �with Hegel the 
negation of the negation is not the confirmation of my authentic 
nature even through the negation of its appearance. It is the con
firmation of the apparent or self-alienated nature in its denial. '3 
But private property, morality, the family, civil society, the state, 
all remained in existence in spite of their having been •trans
cended' in thought. This was because Hegel's transcendence was 
radically ambivalent, a transcendence in which 'denial and 
preservation' were bound together. There was tlie additional 
consequence that man was only truly human when he was engag
'ing in philosophy and that, for example, the most authentically 
religious man was the philosopher of religion. 

In his usual see-sawing manner, Marx now returns to his com
ments at the beginning of the section on Hegel's achievements 
and addresses himself to the 'positive' aspects of the Hegelian 
dialectic. What Hegel had arrived at was insight (albeit a still 
alienated one) into the process of alienatibn and its transcendence. 
Hegel's dialectic was a chart that made plain how atheism 
transcended God to produce theoretical humanism and how 
communism transcended private property to produce practical 

1 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fr4lhe Schriften, pp. 654 ff. ; Easton and Guddat, pp. 
328 f. 

2 'Paris Manuscripts ' ,  Friihe Schriften, p. 655 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 329. 
3 'Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Schriften, p. 655 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 329· 
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humanism. Both these limitations, religion and private property, 
seemed (though Marx's language is very obscure here) to be 
attempts to arrive at humanism, but attempts that had to be 
transcended to give rise to a self-creating, positive humanism. 
Marx reiterates his previous statements that communism was no 
return to primitive simplicity but involved a full development of 
all man's capacities. He repeats, too, his assertion that Hegel had 
grasped the true nature of human labour, but (for he could never 
stop criticising him for long) immediately explores the con
sequence of Hegel's speculative inversion of this act of self
creation. These consequences were three (it is obvious that Marx 
is here merely reformulating what he has already written) : this act 
of self-creation was merely formal ; as a consequence the alleged 
transcendence of alienation only confirmed it in spite of Hegel's 
calling it a •divine process' ;  thirdly, since the subj ect of the 
process - God or the Absolute Spirit - only emerged as a result, 
actual contemporary man was turned into mere predicate. 

Marx does not get beyond elaborating on the first before the 
manuscript breaks off. He points out the contrast between •the 
rich, living, sensuous, concrete activity of self-objectification'.1 
afforded by his own view of human nature and the formalism of 
Hegel's abstract negation of the negation. Marx then becomes 
extremely abstract in his own right and alleges that the Absolute 
Idea must turn to its opposite, nature. For this he gives two 
reasons : either because it is still subj ect to the dialectic, or else 
because boredom drives it to something different. Marx adds two 
very involved paragraphs on Hegel's view of nature and then the 
manuscript breaks off. 

This section of the •Paris Manuscripts', involved and repetitive 
as it is, comprises Marx's definitive criticism of Hegel's dialectic. 
He referred to this work more than thirty years later, in 1873, in 
the preface to the second edition of Capital, which can serve as a 
summary of what he conceived to be the essence of this criticism : 

My dialectical method is not only different from the Hegelian, 
but is its direct opposite. To Hegel, the life-process of the 
human brain, i .e .  the process of thinking, which, under the 
name of •The Idea', he even transforms into an independent 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schrij'te11 , pp. 659 f. ; Easton and Guddat, l'· 
333. 
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subj ect, is the demiurgus of the real world, and the real world is 
only the external , phenomenal form of •The Idea • .  '\Vith me, on 
the contrary, the ideal is nothing else than the material world 
reflected by the human mind, and translated into forms of 
thought. The mystifying side of Hegelian dialectic I criticised 
nearly thirty years ago, at a time when it was still the fashion . 
. . . The mystification which dialectic suffers in Hegel's hands 
by no means prevents him from being the first to present its 
general form of working in a comprehensive and conscious 
manner. With him it is standing on its head. It must be turned 
right side up again, if you would discover the rational kernel 
within the mystical shell . In its mystified form dialectic became 
the fashion in Germany, because it seemed to transfigure and 
to glorify the existing state of things. In its rational form it is 
a scandal and abomination to bourgeoisdom and its doctrin
aire professors, because it includes in its comprehension and 
affirmative recognition of the existing state of things at the 
same time also the recognition of the negation of that state, of 
its inevitable breaking up ; because it regards every historically 
developed social form as in fluid movement, and therefore takes 
into account its transient nature not less than its momentary 
existence ; because it lets nothing impose upon it, and is in its 
essence critical and revolutionary.1 

There is a certain continuity evident in Marx's attitude to 
Hegel from the •Doctoral Thesis' to the •Paris Manuscripts'. In 
his thesis Marx rejected the idea that Hegel was guilty of 
•accommodation• and demanded that apparent contradictions be 
resolved by appeal to Hegel's •essential consciousness•.• In his 
•critique of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', Marx showed by 
reference to particular examples that Hegel's principles inevitably 
involved accommodation. But it was not until Marx transferred 
his attention from Hegel's Philosuphy of Law to his Phenomenology 
that he  was able to formulate a general criticism of Hegel's 
dialectic. Here it is clear that Marx, although still at home with 
Hegel's concepts and terminology, did not confine himself to 
internal criticism. At the same time, he still respected Hegel as 11. 

great thinker and considered his dialectic a valuable instrument 
for investigating the world. He also credited Hegel with having 

1 K. Marx, Capital (Moscow, 1954} I 19 r. 
1 ' Doctoral The<:i<!', ..l/EG.A I i (I} 64 ; Easton and Guddat, p. 61 . 
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discovered, though in a mystifying form, the process of man's 
alienation and of its overcoming. 

5. N E E D S, P R O D U C T I O N, T H E  D I V I S I O N O F  

L A B O U R  A N D  M O N E Y  

The concluding portions o f  the "Paris Manuscripts' consist of 
twenty pages of reflections on the morality of private property 
and a short section on the meaning of money. 

The discussion of capitalist morality does not add much to 
previous sections of the manuscripts and belongs in the frame
work of the first section on wages, rent and profit. Marx contrasts 
the socialist attitude to the w�alth of human needs with the 
attitude brought about by pri�ate property which artificially 
created needs in order to bring men into d�pendence. As a result, 
poverty increased as men and their needs were at the mercy of the 
money market, and eventually men's living conditions became 
worse than those of animals. The theoretical counterpart of this 
state of affairs was political economy. It reduced the n

'
eeds of the 

worker to the miserable necessities of life and preached utter 
asceticism :  

Thus, despite its ,worldly and pleasure-seeking appearance, it is 
a truly moral science and the most moral of all sciences. Its 
principal thesis is the renunciation of life and of human needs. 
The less you eat, drink, buy books, go to the theatre or to balls, 
or to the public house, and the less you think, love, theorise, 
sing, paint, fence, etc. ,  the more you will be able to save and the 
greater will become y'our treasure which neither moth nor rust 
will corrupt - your capital . The less you are, the less you 
express your life, the more you have, the greater is your 
alienated life and the greater is the saving of your alienated 
being.1 

The cynicism of Ricardo was quite in keeping with political 
economy, which it had its own private laws, for "The nature of 
alienation implies that each sphere applies a different and con
tradictory norm, that morality does not apply the same norm as 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', FrUhe Schriften, p. 612 ; Bottomore, p. 171. 
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political economy, etc . ,  because each of them i11 a particular 
alienation of man ; each is concentrated upon a specific area of 
alienated activity and is itself alienated from the other.'1 

Marx mentions briefly how classical economists wish to limit the 
population and think even people a luxury; and how paradoxical 
it was that the greatest wealth was often extracted from the 
extremest poverty, for example, the rents of slum dwellings. He 
then makes some further remarks on communism. The equality 
proclaimed by some French communists was merely a political 
foundation and was no better than the German attempt to base 
communism on universal self-consciousness . The situation in 
England was a surer basis ; "The transcendence of alienation 
always proceeds from the form of alienation which is the dominant 
power ; in Germany, self-consciousness ; in France equality, be
cause politics ; in England, the real, material, self-sufficient, 
practical need. '2 Marx then re-emphasises that communism is not 
the final state of society and that it could only come about 
through 'genuine communist activity'.3 He then makes some 
remarks on the meetings of communist workers in Paris that show 
that his picture of communist society was drawn in part from his 
observations there : 

vVhen communist artisans form associations, teaching and 
propaganda are their first aims. But their association itself 
creates a new need - the need for society - and what appeared 
to be a means has become an end . The most striking results of 
this practical development are to be seen when French socialist 
workers meet together. Smoking, eating and drinking are no 
longer simply means of bringing people together. Society, 
association, entertainment which also has society as its aim, is 
sufficient for them ; the brotherhood of man is no empty phrase 
but a reality, and the nobility of man shines forth upon us from 
their toil-worn bodies .4 

In the second half of this section, Marx returns to the de
humanising effects of capital and discusses the declining rate of 
interest and the abolition of land rent. Most of the section is taken 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Fruhe Schriften ,.p. 614 ;  Bottomore, p. 173. 
2 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 617 ; Bottomorl', p. 176. 
3 ' Paris Manuscripts' ,  Fruhe Scllriften, p. 618 ; Bottomorc, p. 1 76. 
' ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 618 ; Botto more, ·p. 176. 
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up with the question of the division oflabour with quotations from 
Smith, Mill and Say, but Marx comes to no substantive conclusion. 

In the short section on money, Ma� quotes extensively from 
Goethe's Fauat and Shakespeare's Timon qf Athena to show that 
money is the ruin of society. Since money could purchase any
thing, it could remedy all deficiences : it was 'the bond of all 
bonds'.1 'Since money, as the existing and active concept of value, 
confounds and exchanges everything, it is the universal confusion 
and transposition of all things, the inverted world, the confusion 
and transposition of all natural and human qualities. '2 In a truly 
human society where man was man then everything would have a 
definite,  human value and only love could be exchanged for love, 
and so on. Here the manuscript breaks oft'. 

Marx himself supplied no conclusion to the 'Paris Manuscripts' 
and it is impossible to draw one from such a disjointed work : 
economics, social criticism, philosophy, history, logic, dialectics 
and metaphysics are all present. Although each section is domin
ated by a different subj ect matter, there is a certain amount of 
mutual influence. Here for the first time what Engels described as 
three constituent elements in Marx's thought - German idealist 
philosophy, French socialism and English economics - appear 
together, if not yet united. 

1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 633 ; Bottomore, p. 191 .  
1 ' Paris Manuscripts', Frilhe Schriften, p. 636 ; Bottomore, p. 193. 
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Conclusion 

1 .  M A Rx ' s  E A RLY  W R I T I N G S  IN H i sTO R I C A L  
P E II. S P E C T I V E  

A T  the time when they were written, Marx's early writings did 
not make much impact. His contemporaries - Hess above all -
certainly considered him a very gifted person : he was only twenty
four when appointed to the editorship of the Rheinische Zeitung. 
Nevertheless, Marx could not find a publisher for his German 
Ideology and even the popularly-written Communist Manifeato of 
1848 had very little effect. In the 1840s and 1850s, both inside and 
outside socialist circles, Proudhon, and even Engels, were much 
better known than Marx. 

This neglect of Marx's early writings by his contemporaries was 
quite normal considering the lack of interest in them displayed by 
Marx and Engels themselves . They seemed indifferent even to 
preserving their manuscripts : in the preface to his Critique q_f 
Political Economy, Marx said that he and Engels had abandoned 
the manuscript of the German Ideology (1846) •to the gnawing 
criticism of the mice all the more willingly as we had achieved our 
main purpose - self-clarification'.1 When in 1867 a German friend, 
Dr Kugelmann, an enthusiastic admirer of Marx, presented him 
with a copy of The Holy Family (1844), he wrote to Engels : "He 
possesses a much better collection of our works than both of us 
put together. Here I also found the Holy Family ag�in ; he has 
presented it to me and will send you a copy. I was pleasantly sur
prised to find that we do not need to be ashamed of this work, 
although the cult of Feuerbach produces a very humorous effect 
upon one now. '2 Engels, writing in 1888, dismissed the German 

1 K. Marx, ' Preface to a Critique of Political Economy',  in Marx-Engels, 
Selected JVorka, 1 364. 

t Marx-Engels, SPlPcted Oorreapondence, p.  217. 
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Ideology very curtly: 'Before sending these lines to the press, I 
have once t;�-gain ferreted out and looked up the old manuscript of 
1845-6. The section dealing with Feuerbach is not completed. 
The finished portion consists of an exposition of the materiali stic 
conception of history which proves only how incomplete our 
knowledge of economic history still was at that time. '1 Engels's 
attitude is very clearly shown in a conversation that a Russian 
visitor, Alexis Voden, had with him in 1893. Voden, recall ing in 
19�7 a conversation concerning the early works of Marx and 
Engels, reported : 

Our next conversation was on early works by Marx and Engels. 
At first Engels was embarrassed when I expressed interest in 
these works .  He mentioned too that Marx had written poetry 
in his student years , but that it would hardly interest anybody. 
Then he asked which of Marx's and his works interested 
Plekhanov and his fellow thinkers . And what was the exact 
reason for that interest?  Was not the fragment on Feuerhach, 
which Engels considered the most meaty of those 'old works', 
sufficient?  

I gave all Plekhanov's arguments in favour of publishing as 
soon as possible the whole of Marx's philosophical legacy and 
his and Engels's j oint works .  Engels said that he had heard that 
more than once from certain Germans, the seriousness of whose 
interest in those 'old works' he had no reason to doubt ; but he 
asked me for an honest answer to the question : which was more 
important - for him, Engels - to spend the rest  of his life 
publishing old manuscripts from publicistic work of the forties, 
or to set to work, when Book Three of Capital came out, on 
the publication of Marx's manuscripts on the history of the 
theories on surplus value ? . . .  

I availed myself of what seemed to me the most favourable 
moment to urge Engels to redeem from undeserved oblivion at 
least the most essential of Marx's earlier works, Feuerbach 
alone being insufficient. Engels said that in order to penetrate 
into that ' old s tory'  one needed, in fact, to have an interest in 
Hegel himself, which was not the case with anybody then, or, 
to be exact, 'neither with Kautsky nor with Bernstein'. 2 

1 F. Engels, ' Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philo
sophy' ,  Marx-Engels, SelPcted Works, n 359. 

2 A. Voden, 'Talks with Engels', Rnnini.�cmces of Mara! and Ell.CJPIB (Moscow, 
no date) pp. 330 f. 
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As Engels's remarks here indicate, the Hegelian approach of 
the early writings soon became out of date. Well on into the 1860s 
Marx was not well known outside a small circle, being thrown 
into the shade by Lassalle. When he did become known, after the 
publication in 1867 of the first volume of Capital, it was as an 
economist who had set out to prove scientifically the inevitable 
decline of capitalism. Already in 1859 Engels wrote, in a review of 
Marx's Critique of Political Economy : "The Germans have long 
ago proved their equality and in most cases their superiority to 
the civilised nations in all fields of knowledge. Only one single 
discipline counted no German name among its devotees . Now here 
it is : Karl Marx.'1 About the same time, the Communist Manifesto 
began to have an effect. Isolated sayings from the early writings, 
such as religion being the opium of the people, began to be well 
known. Bernstein did publish a few extracts from the German 
Ideology, but there was no real interest in the early Marx and 
(until very recently) this has remained so with orthodox Marxists. 

One reason for this lack of interest is that not many of Marx's 
early writings were available .  The political essays written mainly 
for the Rheinische Zeitung in 1842 were re-edited in Cologne in 
1851 ; the Holy Family and the essays published in the Deutsch
Franzosische Jahrbucher were long out of print and forgotten ; 
and Marx's doctoral thesis, the "Critique of Hegel's Philosphy 
of the State', the "Paris Manuscripts' and the German Ideology 
had never been published at all. After the turn of the century, 
however, Marx's early writings began to arouse the (peripheral) 
interest of historians and in particular of Mehring, the first 
biographer of Marx and historian of the German Social Democrat 
Party. In 1902 Mehring published some of the literary remains of 
Marx and Engels, including the doctoral thesis, the essays in the 
Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher and the Holy Family. These 
were accompanied by introductions that contained a wealth of 
detail . However, Mehring's edition did not contain the "Critique 
of Hegel's Philosophy of the State', the "Paris Manuscripts', or 
the German Ideology. Perhaps as a consequence (the "Critique of 
Hegel's Philosophy of the State' and the "Paris Manuscripts' are 
the most Hegelian of Marx's early writings), no importance was 

1 Quoted in E. Thier, ' Etappen der Marxinterpretation' ,  .JlarJ;ismusstudiel l ,  
I (1954) 15. 
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attached to the influence of Hegel on Marx. In the same year, 
Bernstein published fragments of Marx's attack on Stirner in 
the German Ideology. But it was not until 1927 that a com
plete edition of Marx's early writings was produced. Published 
in Frankfurt and later in Berlin, it was edited by D.  Rjazanov 
under the supervision of the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow. 
Unfortunately, this superb edition was discontinued in 1932 for 
political reasons. It did, however, contain the "Paris Manuscripts', 
the work which, above all others, seemed to show Marx in a new 
light. 

Lack of availability was not the only reason for the delay of 
interest in the young Marx. There was also a political reason for 
the underemphasis of even such of Marx's early writings as were 
known. A r�vival of interest in the young Marx implied a revival 
of interest in the bourgeois philosophical tradition and principally 
in Hegel. But in the first two decades of this century, social 
democrats and communists were concerned to emphasise their 
distinctions from the bourgeoisie and to portray Marxism as a 
scientific and proletarian world-view in opposition to past and 
present bourgeois ideals. Thus they sharply contrasted the young 
and the old Marx to the detriment of the former. However, with 
the rise of the twin totalitarianisms of Fascism and Stalinism, 
oppositional elements with humanist aspirations were driven into 
alliance, and the time was ripe for emphasising the continuity of 
Marx with the Western philosophical tradition in the face of new 
barbarisms .1 It was thought important and necessary to stress the 
continuity between the bourgeois and proletarian revolutionary 
movements in order to prevent the German and Italian bourgeoisie 
from supporting the Fascists . Obviously, too, for non-Stalinist 
socialists, the early writings of the young Marx could serve as 
weapons against the growing authoritarianism and bureaucracy of 
official communism. 

Intellectually, too, the climate of the 1920s favoured an interest 
in Marx's early writings. A vogue had developed for researching 
into the origins of the ideas of important thinkers : Dilthey had 
written on the early works of Schleiermacher and Hegel ; in 1920 
Mayer published the first volume of his definitive biography of 

1 Cf. I .  Fetscher, 'The Young and the Old Marx', Marx and the Western 
World (Notre Dame, 1967). 
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Engels ; above all, Hegel's early theological writings were pub
lished for the first time in 1907. This led to a renewal of interest 
in Hegel in general and his part in the formation of Marxism. By 
the end of the nineteenth century positivism and neo-Kantian 
liberalism had thrown Hegel into oblivion. The practically-minded 
revisionists, such as Bernstein, had no time for Hegel, even had 
they been able to understand him. Kautsky and the orthodox 
Marxists arrived at the same result for very different reasons, 
those of doctrinal purity : they wished to be able to preach a 
scientific socialism free of any ethical or metaphysical elements . 
Lenin had certainly studied Hegel in great detail in his Swiss exile 
but the resultant Philosophical Notebooks were not published until 
the late 1 920s . l  

By the 1920s, however, interest in  Hegel was renewed. Already 
in 191 1  Plenge had published a book depicting the young Marx 
as a genuine pupil of Hegel . And in 1923 two interpretations of 
Marxism were published which emphasised the Hegelian element. 
Both anticipated the publication of the remainder of Marx's early 
writings and prepared the way for an understanding of their 
importance. These two books, both written in German, were Karl 
Korsch's Marxism and Philosophy and George Lukacs' History 
and Class Consciousness . Korsch took seriously Marx's doctrine 
of the unity of theory and practice, his phrases about the 
"realisation of philosophy', and his debt to Hegel. His book gave 
the impression that official Marxism was being criticised from 
the more open and critical position of the young Marx. Lukacs 
adopted the same line, sharply criticised the conception of a 
dialectic of nature and elaborated the idea of reification, a 
reformulation of Marx's "alienation'. Lukacs' book was sub
titled Studies in Marxist Dialectic, and said in the introduction : 
"It is impossible

. 
to discuss the problem of concrete and historical 

dialectics without closer study of the founder of this method, 
Hegel, and his relationship to Marx. The warning of Marx not to 
treat Hegel as a "dead dog' has remained a dead letter, even for 
many good Marxists . ' 2  Most theoreticians of the Second Inter
national viewed historical rna terialism as an o bj ecti ve and scientific 
doctrine of the laws of sociul ·development, laws that were similar 

1 See further: D. McLellan , Marxism after Jl'larx (London, 1979) p. 107 ff. 
2 G. Lukac·s, History and Class Consciousness (London, 1 971 ) p. XLIII. 
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to those enunciated by natural scientists . Lukacs followed the 
young Marx in considering the natural sciences to be con
ditioned by historical development and integral points of the 
social whole, and put at the centre of his doctrine the idea of the 
proletariat's class consciousness becoming practical. Both Korsch 
and Lukacs were strongly criticised by the orthodox Commuhists 
and expelled from the party, but their books continued to have 

influence. 
In this climate, the publication of the •critique of Hegel's 

Philosophy of the State' and the •Paris Manuscripts', the two 
main accounts that Marx gave of his relationship to Hegel, made 
a swift impression, and interest in the young Marx has since been 
intense, particularly in Germany, Prance and Eastern Europe. 
In Germany around 1930 the discussion was pre-eminently 
political, with the dictatorship of the proletariat being regarded, 
given the weakness of the parliamentary system, as the only 
alternative to Fascism. With Hitler's rise to power, discussion 
ceased for twelve years . After 1945, since there was no communist 
party in Germany, the discussion became academic : Marx was 
treated as one philosopher among others and a favourite subject 
for doctoral theses . In Prance, on the other hand, Marxism 
remained a subject of lively political debate. During the 1930s, 
Koj eve's brilliantly idiosyncratic view of Hegel through the early 
Marx inspired the independent Left to constant battles with 
Stalinist orthodoxy. After the war existentialist thinkers like 
Sartre and Merleau-Ponty borrowed many elements of Marx's 
early writings . There was a fairly constant stream of expulsions 
from the Communist Party for •revisionism ', the most important 
being that of Henri Lefebvre who emphasised the themes of 
•alienation' and the •aU-round man' central to the •Paris Manu
scripts' .1 More recently, this debate has taken on renewed force : 
Roger Garaudy, champion of an •open' Marxism ready for 
dialogue with other beliefs,  propounds a humanist version of 
Marx stemming essentially from the early writings ;2 Louis 
Althusser denies that Marx can be called a humanist, claiming 
that it is a term solely characteristic of Marx's early writings and 

1 Cf. H. Lefebvre, Le "lfaterialisme dialectique (Paris, 1937). 
2 Cf. R. Garaudy, From Anathema to Dialogue (London, 1967) . 
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subsequently rej ected.1 The impact of Marx's early work in the 
English-speaking world has been much slower ; the first translation 
of the •Paris Manuscripts' did not appear until 1961 . 

Thus, as far as the West was concerned, of Marx's two major 
analyses of capitalist society the first, that of the progressive 
pauperisation of the proletariat and the necessity of its coming to 
a realisation of its revolutionary role, has been rendered obsolete. 
The creation of labour unions and the growth of reformism 
demonstrates that, far from aiding a proletarian revolution, the 
economic infrastructure of society makes for the progressive 
integration of the working classes into the social order. Neverthe
less, the second of Marx's major analyses, and the one most evi
dent in his early writings, that of alienation, has acquired an 
importance far greater than he imagined. Marx's analysis here 
aims at showing that in a commodity society the products of men's 
labour acquire a material power opposed to the producers, and that 
this causes the relations between persons to appear as relations 
between things. This is the same conception that has been taken 
up and so strikingly analysed particularly by such writers as 
Marcuse and Lukacs under the name of •reification'. The very 
wealth and complexity of highly developed societies has, in this 
respect, made Marx's analysis more significant than could have 
been anticipated in the nineteenth century. The contemporary 
use of such a concept as alienation is bewildering. It has recently 
been said of it : • Its evident resonance for neo-Marxist thinkers, in 
both the West and the East, for existentialist philosophers and 
theologians, for psychiatrists and industrial psychologists, for 
deracinea and intellectuals and student rebels has meant that it 
has been widely extended and altered in the interests of a number 
of contemporary preoccupations. ' 2 However, this_ very width of 
application has robbed the concept of much of its usefulness, and 
some of the most interesting recent discussions have been about 
the ability of the concepts contained in Marx's early writings to 
identify and explain certain factors in existing societies . The 
fruitful use to which Marx's concepts can be put when given a 
sufficiently empirical reference is shown by Blauner's research in 

1 Cf. L. Althusser, For ltlarw (London, 1970). 
I Lukes, ' Alienation and Anomie' ,  in Philosophy, Politics and Society 

(Oxford, 1967). 
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Chicago on car-assembly workers, Friedmann's discussion of the 
kibbutz and current research into workers' control experiments in 
Yugoslavia. 

In Eastern Europe, on the other hand, it is the gap between 
ideology and reality that has caused the spread of interest in 
Marx's early writings. Particularly in Czechoslovakia, Poland and 
Yugoslavia, the early writings of Marx have had an increasing 
influence on intellectuals . After Khrushchev's denunciation of 
Stalin in 1956, the humanist attitudes of the young Marx were 
used as a basis for opposition to remaining Stalinist elements in 
Eastern Europe, much as the New Testament was used by the 
Reformers to oppose the Catholic Church. In Czechoslovakia the 
• human face of socialism' that the country's leaders were trying to 
achieve in 1968 prior to the Russian invasion, and particularly 
the "2,000 Words' manifesto, are very close to Marx's early works .  
In Poland the discussion began in 1959 with the publication of 
Kolakowski's article "Karl Marx and the Classical Definition of 
Truth' .  This article drew a sharp distinction between the theories 
of knowledge of the young Marx on the one hand and of Engels 
and Lenin on the other, and implied that Marx was not a dialecti
cal materialist at all in Engels' and Lenin's sense. Kolakowski's 
views were taken up by Adam Schaff, a member of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party, and expanded into an 
inquiry into the reasons for socialism's inability to do away with 
human alienation.1 In Yugolslavia, studies of the young Marx 
have been much more widespread, and a lot of work has been done 
on the sources of Marx's thought. The main organs of the philo
sophers is the Zagreb journal Praxis. 

2. T H E  Y o u N G  M A R X A N D  M A T U R E  M A R X I S M  

It is important to ask whether the early writings of Marx should 
be valued solely for their own sake or whether, too, they shed 
light on the inspiration of Marx's thought as a whole. As the 
above quotations from Marx and Engels indicate, they themselves 
showed no concern for their early manuscripts. 

1 See the articles by Kolakowski and Schaff in Revisionism, ed. L. Labedz 
(London, 1962) ; G. Kline, 'Leszek Kolakowski and the Revision of Marxism', 
European Philosophy Today (Chicago, 1965). 
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Nevertheless, though Marx and Engels later avoided the 
•philosophical' language of their early years, and in the Communut 
Manifesto derided the German literati who •beneath the French 
criticism of the economic function of money, wrote •• Alienation of 
Humanity" ',1 they always recognised that •the German working
class movement is the inheritor of classical GermaQ philosophy.'2 
His contemporaries may have been incapable of understanding 
Hegel, but Marx never lost his interest in him, and it is obvious 
that the problem of the continuity of Marx's thought is bound up 
with his continuing interest in Hegel. In 1858 he wrote to Engels : 

I am getting some nice developments. For instance, I have 
thrown over the whole doctrine of profit as it has existed up to 
now. In th_e method of treatment, the fact that by mere accident 
I have again glanced through Hegel's Logic has been of great 
service to me - Freiligrath found some volumes of Hegel's which 
originally belonged to Bakunin and sent them to me as presents. 
If there should ever be time for such work again, I should 
greatly like to make accessible to the ordinary human intelli
gence, in two or three printer's sheets, what is rational in the 
method which Hegel discovered but at the same time enveloped 
in mysticism. a 

In 1873, in the afterword to the second German edition of Capital, 
Marx made clear his position with regard to Hegel and specifically 
referred to his essay on Hegel's dialectic in his •Paris Manuscripts' . '  
Engels, too, shared this view of Hegel's importance. In his essay 
on Feuer bach, he wrote : •with Hegel philosophy comes to an 
end : on the one hand, because his system is its whole development 
in the most splendid fashion ; and on the other hand, because even 
though unconsciously, he showed us the way out of the labyrinth 
of systems to real positive knowledge of the world. 'li 

If, then, as these quotations suggest, there is some unity in 
Marxist thought, what does this unity consist in and what are the 
themes which are common both to the early and to the later 

1 K. Marx-F. Engels, 'The Communist Manifesto', in Selected Works, I 58. 
1 F. Engels, 'Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philo-

sophy', in Marx-Engels, Selected Works, II 402. 
a K. Marx-F. Engels, Selected Correapondence, p. 102. 
' See the quotation above, pp. 202 f. 
5 F. Engels, 'Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philo

sophy', in Marx-Engels, Selected Works, 11 365. 
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writings ? One possible answer is that attempts to read Marxism 
as a •scientific' account of social development are mistaken, and 
that the central inspiration ofMarx is really pseudo-religious and 
that the evidence for this is clearest in Marx's earliest writings.1 
Another view would claim that Marx's central thesis is an ethical 
one ; that the early writings are evidence for the moral indignation 
that leads him to adhere to the cause of the proletariat ; and that 
Hegel's influence was not overriding.2 The most usual answer, 
however, is that the problem of the unity of Marxist thought is 
closely bound up with the question of the relationship of Marx to 
Hegel ; that Marx always remained in some sense a Hegelian ; and 
that the early writings are important since they document the 
formation of Marx's attitude to Hegel's philosophy. Lenin himself 
lent s'ome support to this view by writing in 1914 : •Jt is impossible 
to fully grasp Marx's Capital and especially the first chapter, if 
you have not studied or understood the whole of Hegel's Logic. 
Consequently, none of the Marxists for the past half century has 
understood Marx !'3 The most usual document quoted to show 
Marx's "Hegelianism' is the •Paris Manuscripts'. Recently, how
ever, it has been maintained that Marx's decisive encounter with 
Hegel was a year earlier in his •critique of Hegel's Philosophy of 
the State' and that Marx's basic ideas on materialism, the dis
appearance of the state, and communism are to be found here .' 

If there were a theme running through the whole of Marx's 
writings, the most obvious would be •alienation', a concept that 
Marx adopted directly from Hegel, though its origins are much 
earlier. Those who claim to find a break between the •young' and 
the •old' Marx usually maintain that alienation is a concept 
that was central to Marx's early thought but which he abandoned 
later.5 Sidney Hook, for example, wrote recently : •Jt is easy to 
show that the notion of human alienation - except for the socio
logical meaning it has in Capital - is actually foreign to Marx's 
conception of man. '6 And Daniel Bell has said that •whereas in 

1 Cf. Tucker, Philoaophy and Myth in Karl Marx. 
1 Cf. Rubel, Karl Marx. Eaaai de biographie intellectuelle. 
a V. I. Lenin, quoted in Socialist Humanism, ed. Fromm, p. 68. 
' Cf. Avineri, The Social and Political Thought of Karl Marx. 
6 Cf. L. Feuer, 'What is alienation ? The Career of a Concept ", New Politics 

(spring 1962). 
e Hook, From Hegel to Marx, p. 5. 
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the young Marx there was a double VlSlOn of the nature of 
alienation . . .  Marx's thoughts developed along one narrow road 
of economic conceptions of poverty and exploitation, while the 
other road, which might have lead to new, humanistic concepts of 
work and labour, was left unexplored . '1 These statements are, 
however, inaccurate. Not only the concept but also the term itself 
occurs on several occasions in Capital.2 Marx writes for example : 
"The character of independence and estrangement which the 
capitalist mode of production as a whole gives to the instruments 
of labour and to the product, as against the workman, is developed 
by means of machinery into a thorough antagonism. '3 Yet it is 
not only a question of terminology ; the content, too, of Capital 
is a continuation of Marx's early thoughts. The main theme of 
Volume I of Capital, surplus-value, rests on the equation of work 
and value that goes back to the conception of man as a being who 
creates himself and the conditions of his life - a conception out
lined in the "Paris Manuscripts' .  It is man's nature - according to 
the Marx of the "Paris Manuscripts' - to be constantly developing 
himself and the world about him in co-operation with other men . 
What Marx in Capital is describing is how this fundamental 
nature of man - to be the initiator and controller of historical 
process - has been transferred or alienated and how it belongs to 
the inhuman power of capital . The counterpart to alienated man, 
the unalienated or "total' man of the "Manuscripts', also appears 
in Capital. In the chapter of Volume I on "Machinery and Modern 
Industry' Marx makes the same contrast between the effects of 
alienated and unalienated modes of production on the develop
ment of human potentiality. He writes : 

Modern industry, indeed, compels society under penalty of 
death to replace the detail-worker of today, crippled by life
long repetition of one and the same trivial operation, and thus 
reduced to the mere fragment of a man, by the fully developed 
individual, fit for a variety of labours, ready to face any change 
of production, and to whom the different social functions he 

1 D.  Bell, ' The Debate on Alienation' ,  in Revisionism, ed. I .. abedz, p .  210. 
2 For a fuller treatment of this point, see R.  Dunayevskaya, Marrism and 

Freedom (New York, 1958) pp . 103 ff. ; E. Fromm, Marx'.� Concept of .Man 
(New York, 1 961 ) pp. 50 ff. and pp. 69 ff. 

a K. Marx, Capital, 1 432 . 
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performs are but so many modes of giving free scope to his own 
natural and acquired powers.1 

The fact that in Capital the conclusion is supported by a detailed 
analysis of the effect of advanced technology should not obscure 
the continuity. 

The section of Capital that most recalls the early writings is 
the final section of Chapter I, entitled •Fetishism of commodities' . 
The whole section is reminiscent of the section on alienated 
labour in the •Paris Manuscripts' and the notes on James Mill that 
Marx composed in 1 844. Marx writes : • A commodity is therefore 
a mysterious thing, simply because in it the social character of 
men's labour appears to them as objective character stamped 
upon that labour ; because the relation of the producers to the 
sum total of their own labour is presented to them as a social 
relation, existing not between themselves, but between the 
products of their labour. '2  He goes on, as so often in his earlier 
writings, to draw a parallel with religion : •Jn order, therefore, to 
find an analogy, we must have recourse to the mist-enveloped 
regions of the religious world. In that world the productions of 
the human brain appear as independent beings endowed with life, 
and entering into relation both with one another and the human 
race. So it is in the world of human commodities with the products 
of men's hands . '  3 

It should be remembered, of course, that Capital is only an 
unfinished fragment of the task that Marx set himself. He com
plained frequently to Engels of the time he was forced to spend 
studying economics . In the preface to the •Paris Manuscripts' he 
had outlined the programme of his life's work : 

I will therefore present one after another a critique of law, of 
morality, politics, etc . ,  in different independent brochures and 
then finally in a separate work try to show the connection rof the 
whole and the relationship of the parts to each other and end 
with a criticism of the elaboration of the material by speculative 

1 K. Marx, Capital, I 488. 
• K. Marx , Capital, I 72. 
3 Ibid. This view is reinforced by the references to the process of alienation 

in the unpublished ' Sixth Chapter' of Capital, 1 ,  entitled ' Results of the 
Immediate Process of Production'. This chapter is now available as an Appendix 
to the Penguin edition of Capital, I (London, 1 976). 
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philos<;>phy. Therefore in the present work the connection of the 
political economy with the state, law, morality, civil life, etc. is 
only dealt with in so far as political economy itself professes to 
deal with these subj ects .l 

In fact, Marx never got beyond his first 'brochure' on political 
economy. 

The continuity in Marx's thought has been demonstrated 
beyond all doubt by the publication, under the title Grundrisse der 
Kritik der Politischen Okonomie ('Elements of the Critique of 
Politic.al Economy'), of the 1 ,000-page draft that served Marx as 
a basis both for his Critique of Political Economy (1859) and of 
Capital (1857). The Grundrisse were published for the first time 
in Moscow in 1939. The time and place of their publication 
prevented their attracting attention and it was not until 1953 
that there was an accessible edition. The Grundrisse, of which the 
Critique of Political Economy and Capital are only partial elabora
tions, is the centrepiece of Marx's work .2 It is the basic work 
which permitted the generalisations in the famous 'Preface of the 
Critique of Political Economy', a preface not matched by the 
work that follows it. Marx himself describes the Grundrisse in a 
letter to Lassalle as 'the result of fifteen years' research, that is to 
say the best years of my life'. The Grundrisse consists of an intro
duction in two parts, the first dealing with money and the second, 
much larger, dealing with capital, in the form of production, 
circulation and profit. Since it was only written for personal 
clarification, some parts of the Grundrisse are very difficult to 
follow, being written in note form and extremely elliptical. But 
in spite of its somewhat fragmentary character, the Hegelian 
categories in which Marx forms his thought are obvious. Questions 
that were prominent in Marx's 1844 writings - such as the true 
nature of labour and the resolution of the conflict between 
individual and community - are taken up again and filled out with 
a wealth of detail . Something of the tone of the Grundrisse is given 
by the following passage : 

Universally developed individuals, whose social relationships are 
subj ect, as their own communal relationships, to their own col-

1 K. Marx, Fruhe Schriften, 1 506 ; Easton and Guddat, ·p. 284. 
2 Cf. my introduction to Marx's Grundrisse (London, 1 971 ).  
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lective control, are the product not of nature but of history. The 
extent and universality of the development of capacities which 
make possible this sort of individuality, presupposes precisely 
production on the basis of exchange values . The universal 
nature of this production creates an alienation of the individual 
from himself and others, but also for the first time the general 
and universal nature of his relationships and capacities . 

Or again : 

Labour power has not only produced alien wealth and its own 
poverty, but also the relationship of this intrinsic wealth to 
itself as poverty, through the consumption of which wealth puts 
new life into itself and again makes itself fruitful. This all arose 

from the exchange in which labour power exchanged its living 
power for a quantity of obj ectified labour, except that this 
obj ectified labour - these conditions of its existence which exist 
outside it, and the independent external nature of these material 

conditions - appears as its own product. These conditions appear 
as though set up by labour power itself, both as its own obj ecti

fication, and as the obj ectification of its own power which has an 
existence independent of it and, even more, rules over it, rules 

over it by its own doing. 1 

The Grundrisse, then, are as Hegelian as the • Paris Manuscripts' 
and their publication makes it impossible to maintain that only 
Marx's early writings are of philosophical interest, and that in the 
later Marx specialist economic interests have obscured the earlier 
humanist vision. The early writings contain all the subsequent 
themes of Marx's thought and show them in the making. Marx's 
work lends support to Aristotle's saying that to understand a 
thing one must study its origins. 

1 Mar!lJ's Grundrisse, ed. D. McLellan (London, 1971), pp. 70 f. and 99. For 
other passages of a similar nature see pp. 61 f. , 108 ff. and 188 ff. See further 

the seminal work of R. Rosdolsky, The Making of Mar!lJ's Capital (London, 
1976) ;  also J. Seigel , Mar!lJ's Fate (Princeton, 1978), chapters 10-12 .  
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